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PREFACE. 

  

Tae Roman Civil Law, comprised in the Institutes, the Code 

and Digest, and Novel Constitutions of the Emperor Justinian, 

has come down to modern times, and the laws of every part of 

Europe have been influenced, more or less, by it; and no 

country more so than France; for, as may be seen from the 

Notes which supplement this work, the Roman Civil Law, 

modified to suit the spirit of civilisation, has been judiciously 

embodied in the Code Napoléon; and the clear and compre- 

hensive nature of the Code has been so valued that its leading 

principles have been adopted in the Rhenish Provinces of 

Germany, Spain, Belgium, Holland, and carried by colonists into 

the colonies, such as the Mauritius, the Cape of Good Hope, 

Guiana, Demerara, Louisiana; while Lower Canada is almost 

entirely governed by its rules. 

Convinced of the importance to the legal student of a know- 

ledge of the Civil Laws of France, whose principles are so 

widely extended, I have endeavoured to place before him a 

concise and lucid translation of the Code Civil des Frangais ; 

and that the rules which it contains may be easily compre- 

hended, I have avoided unnecessary technicalities, and taken 

pains to substitute English equivalents for French idioms. 

In order to fix the student’s attention and strengthen his legal 

knowledge, I have appended Explanatory Notes, which show 

the analogy that exists between the Laws of France and the 

leading principles of the Roman law, purposely omitting all 

reference to those obsolete rules which are foreign to the legis- 

lation of modern Europe.



vi. PREFACE. 

To render the work more pleasing, and the study of the 
Code more effective, I have blended, when the sense of the 
gules could be easily grasped, several articles into one distinct 
paragraph, so that the student will be saved the interrup- 
tions that render reading unpleasant and study unattractive. 
References, however, are given, by the use of which the various 
articles in the Code Civil may be at once referred to. 
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The Code Napoléon, from its lucidity and simplicity, cannot 
fail to interest the young student ; it will serve as a pleasant 
introduction to the wide domain of legal science; while ad- 
vantages of a practical nature must be gained from a knowledge 
of a legal system whose principles are all but universal. 

AA een 
The task has been a, tedious one ; but if I have succeeded in 

placing before the legal student a work that will prove practical 
and profitable to him, I shall deem myself well rewarded for 
the time and labour bestowed upon it. 

Davin Mircuern Arp, 

3 Pome Court, Tremere, 

January, 1875,
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THE 

CIVIL LAWS OF FRANCE. 

RRNA ER 

INTRODUCTORY CHAPTER. 

OF THE CIVIL LAW. 

Previous to the Code Napoléon, the civil legislation of 
France was divided into two general systems, the customary 
and the written law, each of which branched into a multitude 
of subdivisions. There were more than 180 general customs, 
extending more or less over the various provinces. Independ- 
ently of customary and written law, considered as local law, 
France was governed also by the Roman law, the laws of the 
Prince, and the decisions of the local Parliaments. 

Charles VII. formed the project of uniting the whole legis- 
lation of his kingdom ; Louis XI. entertained the same idea; 
Henry II. resumed it; finally, Lamoignon, in the reign of Louis 
XIV., drew up his decrees; but all remained in abeyance till, 
on the night of the 4th August, 1789, when equality of rights 
throughout France was proclaimed, the Constituent Assembly 
ordered a Code of Civil Law common to the whole king- 
dom to be drawn up. Cambacérés undertook the task, but 
failed. Tronchet, Bigot de Préameneu, Malleville, and Portalis 
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20 THE CIVIL LAWS OF FRANCE. 

were commissioned to draw up a system, following, by the orders 
of Napoleon, the order of the different projets presented by 
Cambacérés, for the purpose of its being laid before the nation 
at large. Before offering it for discussion to the Council of 
State, it was submitted to the nation through the medium of 
the Press, and by this means the general and individual 
wisdom of France was collected upon every article. From the 
Committee of Legislation the Code was sent to the Tribunat, 
and after various conferences and discussions, it was referred to 
the Legislature in its separate headings, and each heading was 
separately promulgated by decrees from March, 1808, to 
March, 1804, when the whole formed the Code Civil or 
Code Napoléon, which every real admirer of jurisprudence well 
knows how to appreciate.* 

PII AAS, 

The Civil Law of France may be defined as “A general 
rule of conduct prescribed by the supreme power of the 
State for its subjects to obey.” It is a rule of con- 
duct commanding what is right, and prohibiting what is 
wrong. It is a positive and permanent law so long as it is 
not legally changed by the Legislature. It is promulgated by 
the chief of the State, declaring that the law has passed through 
all the necessary forms for its completion, commanding the 
judicial and administrative authorities to publish it, to obey it, 
and to see that it is observed. 

Every law consists of several parts :—1. DECLARATORY, whereby the rights to be observed and the wrongs to be avoided are clearly defined and laid down. 2. Directory, whereby the citizen is instructed and enjoined to observe those rights,and to abstain from the commission of wrongs. 
3. REMEDIAL, whereby a method is pointed out to re- cover a man’s private rights or redress his private wrongs. 4. Vinpicarory, the sanction or vindicatory branch of the law, whereby it is signified what punishment or penalty shall be incurred by such persons as commit wrongs by transgress- ing the law, or by neglecting their duty. ‘ 

  

  

  

* The sources from which . the French law has ¢ dorived, aro the Institutes, the Pandects, the ome Julian Code, and the Epitome Jutiani.



THE CIVIL LAW. 21 

Code Napoleon. 

The Code Napoléon consists of a Preliminary Article and 
Three Books. The First Book treats of Persons ; the Second, of 
Things; and the Third, of the different modes of Acquiring 
Property. 

Preliminary Article, 
[Code Napoléon—Articles 1-6.] 

Laws are executory in all the French territory, by virtue of 
the promulgation by the Executive, and are binding on every part 
of the territory so soon as their promulgation can be known. 

The promulgation made by the Executive shall be deemed to 
be known in the department of the seat of Government one day 
after the promulgation ; and in each of the other departments 
after the expiration of the same interval, allowing as many 
days as there are distances of sixty miles (dix myriamétres) 
between the city where the promulgation was made and the 
chief town of each department. 

All laws are prospective, and never retrospective, and have 
no binding force before their promulgation. 

Laws relating to the police and the safety of the citizen are 
binding upon all persons residing in French territory. . 

Real property,even when possessed by foreigners, is governed 
by French law. ~ 

Frenchmen, even residing in a foreign country, are subject to 
French laws respecting their status and privileges. 

A judge who refuses to give judgment under pretext of the 
silence, obscurity, or insufficiency of the law may be prose- 
cuted as guilty of denying justice.? Judges are forbidden to 
pronounce, by way of general and legislative disposition, upon 
cases brought before them; that is, without the authority of 
the law. 

No one can derogate, by private arrangements, from laws 
which concern public order and morals. 

This is in accordance with the rule of Private International Law, 
that the lex loci ret site prevails in cases in which real property is 
involved. 

* By the Roman law, a judge gui litem fecit, i.e, who from ignor- 
ance, or other preventible cause, gave a wrong decision, was liable to an 
action guast ex delicto. He might have relieved himself from this 
liability by obtaining the advice of lawyers whose business it was to 
render suck assistance.
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CHAPTER 1. 

OF PERSONS. 

Enjoyment and Privation of Civil Rights. 
Code Napoléon—Articles 7-21.] 

Every Frenchman enjoys rights,* signifying that all who 
are born of French parents have equal rights? and that 
the property of a minor, as well as the property of an insane 
person of full age, is placed under the protection of the law. 

Any person, born in France, of alien parents, may, at the 
age of 21, claim the status‘ of a Frenchman, provided, in the event of his residing in France, he declares his intention to fix his domicile there; or if residing in a foreign country, he makes the same declaration, and fixes his domicile in France, within a year from the date of his declaration. 

Every child of a Frenchman, 
French ; and every child of a 
has lost his status as a Frenchman, may recover his nationality by making, at full age, the above declaration. 

alien enjoys in France the same civil rights as a 

born in a foreign country, is 
Frenchman so born, whose father 

* Civil rights differ from political rights. Women and minors enjoy civil rights; and every Frenchman, on attaining his majority (21 years), has also political rights, such as the right of voting, and of filling any public office or place of trust, 
5 Among the Romans, it was not every man who possessed rights, neither did every man who possessed rights possess them in an equal degree. The civil capacity for rights deponded on the existence of certain qualifications, whi ch were determined partly by the ublic and partly by the private law. ray oy P * Status, the legal capaci . US, ty of a persona, the elements of which were liberty, citizenshi , and membership in a family,
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Frenchman. An alien woman who marries a Frenchman 
follows the status of her husband. 

By the Naturalisation Act of 1867, an alien, at the age of 
21, who has resided three years in France, may, on making 
the prescribed declaration, be admitted to the enjoyment of 
all the civil rights of a French citizen; and if the alien has 
rendered any important military or civil service to France, one 
year’s residence will be sufficient to secure his naturalisation. 
By the same Act, in certain cases, aliens who have never re- 
sided in France may be naturalised by having an appointment 
conferred upon them by the French Government. 

An alien, though not residing in France, may be summoned 
before the French tribunals for debts contracted in France 
with a Frenchman, and also for debts contracted by him in a 
foreign country with Frenchmen. A Frenchman may also be 
surmmoned before a French tribunal for debts contracted by 
him in a foreign country, even with an alien. 

In all but commercial matters, the plaintiff, if an alien, 
must give security for costs, unless he possesses in “France 
sufficient real property to cover costs. 

Rn es 

Privation of Civil Rights. 

The status’ of a Frenchman is lost :—1. By being naturalised 
in a foreign State. 2. By accepting, without the authority 
of the French Government, any public appointment conferred 
by a foreign State.——3. By settling in a foreign country, 
without any intention of returning. Proprietors of commer- 
cial establishments in a foreign country are not considered 
as having settled there with the intention of not returning. 

A Frenchman who has lost his status as a Frenchman may 
resume it by returning to France with the authority of the 
French Government, and by declaring his intention to fix his 
domicile in France, and renouncing any privilege contrary to 
French law. 

  

5 By the Roman law, the loss of a status was called ‘capitis diminutio, 
and like the caput itself, was of three kinds:—1. Capitis diminuto 
maxima, when liberty was lost. 2. Capitis diminutio media, when 
the right of citizenship was lost——-3. Capitis diminutio minima, 
when a Roman citizen underwent a change with respect to his previous 
family relations, . : 
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A Frenchwoman who marries an alien follows the status of 
her husband; and, if she becomes a widow, she may resume 
her former status, provided she resides in France, or returns 
there with the permission of the Government, and declares, 
as prescribed, her intention to fix her domicile in France. 

A Frenchman who, without the permission of the French 
Government, enters into the military or naval service of a 
foreign power, loses his status as a Frenchman, and cannot 
return to France without the permission of the French Govern- 
ment, nor resume his status of a Frenchman, except by going 
through the same formalities as an alien; without prejudice 
to the penalties prescribed by the criminal law against French- 
men for bearing arms against their own country. 

All persons convicted of felony were formerly considered as 
civilly dead, but civil death (Ja mort civile) was abolished by 
the Act of May, 1854,* and civil degradation and legal inter- 
diction are now substituted. 

INNA AAA, 

* Consequently, Articles 22 to 33 are repealed, . t Civil degradation is the | ivi iti i enterdiction is the deprivation of th maa tical riahtes legal 
he management of property,



CHAPTER III, 

OF REGISTRATION OF BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS, 

Actes de PEtat Civil.* 
(Code Napoléon—Articles 34-111,] 

Tue year, day, and hour of a birth, death, or marriage must 
be entered in the register; also the Christian name, surname, 
age, profession, and domicile of all parties named in the 
registration. The registrar must not add anything which has 
not been declared by the parties. If any of the parties inter- 
ested in the registration cannot appear personally, he may be 
represented by means of a power of attorney. Witnesses to 
the registration must be males of full age. 

The registrar must read over the registration to the parties. 
The registration must be signed by the registrar, the parties, 
and witnesses; and if any of them cannot sign, the reason 
must be stated. The registration must be entered in the. 
registers, one of which is kept in the parish; the other, at the 
end of the year, is sent to the court of first instance. 

Extracts may be obtained by any person from the registrars, 
and such extracts are certified (degalises) by a judge of the court 
of first instance. When there are no registers, or when the 
registers have been lost, the registration may be proved by 
documents or witnesses. 

® The word acée in this case signifies a document or instrument which 
proves the existence of a fact; and éaé civil, the status of a person and 
his condition in civil society. Les Actes de l'Etat Civil are documents 
written by public officers appointed for the purpose, authenticating the 
births, marriages, and deaths of persons.
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All registrations relating to the birth, marriage, or death of 
Frenchmen or foreigners made in a foreign country are valid, 
if drawn up according to the form used in the said country. 

Every registration of birth, marriage, or death of French- 
men made in a foreign country shall be valid, if it has been 
made conformably to the French laws by diplomatic agents or 
the consuls, 

In every case, when mention of a registration is to be made 
in the margin of a registration previously registered, it must: 
be done at the instance of the interested parties, either on the 
parish register or on the duplicate copy in possession of the 
court of first instance. 

A registrar is responsible for alterations made in registra- 
tions, but he has his remedy against the person who made the alterations. Any alteration or forgery made in the registration of births, marriages, and deaths, or writing of such registra- tion on a fly-leaf, or otherwise than in the proper register, subjects the public officer to damages, without prejudice to a criminal action. 

The public prosecutor is bound to examine the state of the registers when deposited among the rolls of the court, and must draw up a concise statement, and point out any infrac- tion committed by the registrars, who are liable to a fine. In all cases where a court of first instance is called to adjudicate upon questions of registration, interested parties have a right of appeal. 
oo NINN RRR RRO, 

Registration of Births, 
The birth of a child must be declared, within three days after confinement, to the registrar of the place, to whom the child must be brought; such declaration is made by the father, and 

from home, by th 
place. he birth must then be immediatel presence of two witnesses. The day, hour lace of birth, sex. and the Christian name given to the child must be stated in the registration ; also the Christian and surname, profession and domicile of the parents, and those of the witnesses, Every person who finds a new-born child must take it to the
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registrar, with the clothes and other articles found with it, 
and must state the place, and when and where found; a 
note of which is taken, stating the apparent age of the child, 
its sex, the name given to it, and the officers to whom it has 
been given in charge. This statement is inscribed upon the 
register. 

If a child is born at sea, it must be -registered in the ship’s 
log-book within 24 hours, in the presence of the father, if there, 
and two witnesses; and when the vessel arrives in port, the 
master must give two copies of the registration to the proper 
authorities, to be registered at the domicile of the father, if 
known, otherwise of the mother. 

The affiliation of an illegitimate child must be registered at 
the time of the affiliation, and the fact must be stated in the 
margin of the registration of birth, if there is one. 

RONAN AAA 

Registration of Marriages, 

Before solemnizing a marriage: the officer of the civil State 
must have the banns published on two distinct Sundays, the 
latter, eight days after the first publication. The banns, 
with Christian names, surnames, trades or callings, and domi- 
ciles of the parties to be married, and those of their parents, 
must be posted on the door of the town-hall, and the marriage 
cannot take place till three days after the second publication. 

If the marriage does not take place within twelve months, 
fresh banns must be published. 

When opposition is made, the registrar is not at liberty to 
celebrate the marriage till the opposition has been withdrawn, 
or annulled by the decision of a court of justice, under a 
penalty of 300 francs and damages. 

The certificates of the births of both contracting parties must 
be produced, and given to the registrar. If unable to produce 

. such certificates, a declaration, before a justice of the peace, of 
seven witnesses of either sex, relatives or not, who remembered 
the births, will be accepted; but it must be sanctioned by a 
court of first instance. . 

The contracting parties must obtain the consent of their 
parents or grand-parents; in default, of the family; and an 
affidavit of such consent, executed by a notary, must be. 

produced.
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The marriage is celebrated in the parish in which one or 
both of the contracting parties have resided for a period of six 
months. . 

On the day appointed by the parties for the marriage 
ceremony, the registrar* in the town-hall reads, in the pre- 
sence of four witnesses, the prescribed articles, which detail 
the respective rights and duties of husband and wife. The 
registrar then asks the parties if they consent to be husband 
and wife, and on receiving an affirmative reply, he proclaims in 
the name of the law that they are lawfully united by marriage, 
which is immediately registered. 

In the registration of marriages, there must be inserted :— 
1, The Christian name, surname, profession, age, place of 
birth, and domicile of both husband and wife. 2. If of full age, or minors, 3. Christian names, surnames, 
professions, and domicile of the parents———4, The con- 
sent of the parents, or in default, that of the family.—— 
5. Necessary summons, if served. 6. The banns—— 7. The oppositions, if made, or if withdrawn. 8. The declaration of consent by husband and wife. 9, Christian 
names, surnames, ages, professions, and domiciles of the wit- nesses, 10. Declaration that there has or has not been a marriage settlement, and the date of such deed, and name and domicile of the notary who executed it. 

  

  

  

  
  

  

PRAIA ne 

» except in special cases. The registration 
registrar in presence of two witnesses, 

an ospitals or public establishments, the irectors or masters of such establishments are bound to give notice within twenty-four hours to the registrar, who is bound 
*In Frane e the registrar (officier de Ve ve 

ant . : 

tat “ ¥ 
tes 

Marriages is either the mayor or a municipal officer ho eelebra
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to inspect the body, and after inspection, send the registration 
of the death to the registrar of the last domicile of the deceased 
person, who enters it upon his register. 

When there is any sign or indication that the deceased met 
death by violence, interment must not take place till the super- 
intendent of the police ascertains, by the assistance of a medical 
man, the cause of death and the circumstances connected 
with it; and his statement must be sent to the registrar of the 
place, who, again, must send it to the registrar of the domicile 
of the deceased person, if known. 

The registrar of a criminal court is bound to send, within 
twenty-four hours after the execution of a criminal, to the 
registrar of the place where the person was sentenced to death 
all the information necessary for the registration of the death. 
In cases of deaths in prisons, the gaoler must send for the 
registrar, who enters the death upon his register. In cases of 
deaths by violent means, in prisons, or by the extreme penalty 
of the law, no mention must be made of such circumstance ; 
the death is only registered in the usual form. In cases of 
deaths at sea, the death must be recorded, in the presence of 
two witriesses, by one of the officers, upon the log-book, and a 
copy of it sent, when the vessel arrives in port, to the regis- 
trar of the domicile of the deceased person, to be entered 
upon the register. 

DRA AAR 

Registration of Births, Marriages, and Deaths of the Military 
out of the French Territory. 

Registration® of the military out of the French terri- 
tory must be drawn up in the form stated, with the follow- 
ing exceptions:—The quartermaster in each corps, and the 
captains of detachments, must act as registrars, and enter all 
registrations in registers kept for the purpose. In cases of 
births, the officer must send, within ten days, a copy of the 
registration to the registrar of the last domicile of the father, 
if known, or of the mother, 

Deaths must be attested by three witnesses, and a copy of 

* By the decree of Juno 16, 1808, officers cannot marry without the 
permission of the Minister of War; nor can non-commissioned officers 
or privates without the consent of their commander.
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the registration must be sent to the registrar of the domicile 
of the deceased person. 

The marriage banns of the military must be published at 
their last domicile, and twenty-five days before the celebration . 
of the marriage such banns must be made public to the corps. 

Immediately after marriage a copy of the registration must 
be sent to the registrar of the last domicile of husband and wife. 

Deaths in hospitals out of the French territory are registered 
by the directors, and a copy sent to the quartermaster, who 
must forward a copy to the last domicile of the deceased person. 

In each of these cases the registrar of the last domicile 
must at once enter the registration upon his books. 

we 

  

ANA 

Rectification of Registrations, 
Whenever rectification on the ground of error is demanded, 

the action must be adjudged by a competent court, subject to 
appeal. Interested parties are made parties to the action-in 
the hearing of the public prosecutor. 

Judgments of rectification can never be set up against 
interested parties who did not demand it, or who were not 
summoned. Judgments of rectification must be entered upon 
the registers as soon as the registrars have received notice, and 
mention made in the margin,of the amended registration. 

Domicile. a 
_ The domicile* of every Frenchman, as far as regards civil 

rights, is where he has his principal establishment or abode. A change of domicile is effected by the fact of a person taking 
up his residence in another place, with the intention of fixing his principal domicile there; the proof of such intention re- sults from an express declaration before the municipalities of 
the place left, as well as to the municipalities of the new domi- cile. _ In default of such declaration, proof of intention depends 
on circumstances; but a temporary removal, by any public appointment, does not change the domicile: a life-appoint- ment does. , 

A wife claims the domicile of her husband; a minor not 
* Domicile differs from residence. ing the fact of absenca It preserves a right notwithstand-
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emancipated, that of the father, mother, or guardian; an 
interdicted person, that of his guardian; and a servant that of 
his or her master or mistress, when living in the same house. 

The domicile is the place where the rights of succession com~ 
mence (la succession souvre). When a deed contains a clause 
selecting a domicile other than the real one for the execution 
of such deed, any legal notice may be lawfully served at the 
specified domicile,® . 

I een 

§ By the Roman law, there were three sorts of domiciles. The first, 
the place of birth, domicilium originis; the second, that which was 
voluntarily chosen by a party, proprio motu, for the performance of a 
special act; the third, the true, fixed, and permanent home and prin- 
cipal domicile of a person, to which, whonever he was absent, he had 
the intention of returning (animus revertend?).



CHAPTER IV. 

OF ABSENCE. 

Presumption of Absence.* 
[Code Napoléon—Articles 112-143.] 

WEN it is necessary to administer the property of a person 
presumed to be absent, and who has not appointed a trustee, 
interested persons may bring an action before the court of first 
instance for the administration of his effects. The court will 
then appoint a curator to represent the absentee with regard 
to inventories, accounts, partitions, and liquidations in which 
the absentee may be interested; and the public prosecutor 
is especially charged to watch his interest, and to be heard in 
all suits in which he is concerned. 

RIAA 

Declaration of Absence. 

When a person has been missing, and not heard of for four 
years, interested parties may apply to the court to have the 
absence proclaimed. The court will order an inquiry to be 
made in the district where the missing person resided, and 
after the expiration of one year the court will then adjudge 
the absence. If no trustee has been appointed by the 
absentee, his presumptive heirs may insist upon being 
put into provisional possession, on giving security for the 
proper administration of the estate during the absence of 
the owner; but if the absentee has appointed a trustee, 
his presumptive heirs cannot, unless the power of the trustees 
has expired, demand the declaration of absence nor enter 
into the provisional possession till the lapse of ten years 

* Absence, nce, in the sense referred to, means the disappearance of a 
person, witho ut anyone having received intelligence of his existence.
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from the disappearance, when the absence will be adjudged 
and the presumptive heirs may enter into possession. The 
will, if there be one, is then read before all interested parties, 
and the legatees and donees, and all parties having a claim on 
the property, can, on giving security, put in their claims. 

If the absentee has been married, with property in common, 
the husband or wife may, if he or she desires that the property 
shall remain in common, prevent any other person from being 
put into provisional possession, and he or she may become 
the administrator of the property; but if the consort prefers a 
provisional division of the property, he or she then enforces his 
or her claims, and gives security for that part of the property 
which he or she may eventually be bound to return. A wife 
choosing to continue the community may afterwards renounce 
it. Provisional possession is only considered as a trust, of 
which an account must afterwards be rendered. 

A person who has been put in provisional possession, or a 
consort who has chosen to remain in community, is obliged to 
have an inventory taken of the personal property of the 
absentee, in the presence of the public prosecutor or a justice 
of the peace. Persons put into provisional possession may, 
for their safety, insist upon the real property being inspected 
by an expert appointed by the court, who reports upon its 
condition. Persons put in provisional possession, or legal 
administrators who have used the property, are bound to return 
the fifth part of the revenue, if the absentee reappears within 
fifteen years from his disappearance ; and the tenth, if he re- 
appears after the lapse of fifteen years; and after thirty years, 
the whole of the revenue belongs to them. 

If the absence has continued for thirty years from the period 
that parties were put into possession, or if one hundred years 
have lapsed since the birth of the absentee, the securities shall 
be discharged, and all parties having claims may demand the 
partition of the property of the absentee, and be put into 
absolute possession by the court. 

When the death of an absentee is proved, his property at once 
devolves upon his heirs, and those who had the provisional 
possession of the property must restore it, with the exception of 
the fruits to which they are entitled, as previously stated. _ 

If the absentee reappears, or it is proved that he is alive 
during the provisional possession, the effects of the “ Declara- 

c
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tion of Absence” cease; or if it be proved even after final 
possession had been adjudged that he was alive, he can eriter 
into possession of his property in the state in which it is at the 
time of his reappearing, and may recover the value of that 
which has been disposed of. 

The children and the direct descendants of an absentee may, 
in like manner, recover the property, if they can prove that 
the absentee had reappeared, or was alive within thirty years 
from the adjudgment of final possession. . 

Whoever claims a right from a person whose existence is 
uncertain must prove that the person was living when the 
right accrued, without which proof he will not be able to 
establish his claim. - . 

When a legacy or heirship falls to a person whose exist- 
ence is uncertain, it devolves exclusively to the next of kin; 
but the right of the absentee will not be void till the lapse 
of time prescribed by prescription ; that is, thirty years. 

An absent spouse, whose consort has married again, has 
alone the power of disputing the validity of the second mar- 
riage; and if the absentee has not left heirs, the other spouse 
may demand provisional possession of the estate. 

NIRA PTR NNN EN RU 

Guardianship of Minors whose Fathers have Disappeared, 
If a father disappears, leaving children who are minors, the mother shall be entitled to the guardianship, with full power 

to exercise all the rights of the absent husband as to their education and the administration of their property. _ff the mother is dead at the time of the disappearance, or . if she dies before the absence of the father has been declared, the guardianship of the children devolves upon the nearest ascendants, and in default of such, upon a provisional guardian ; the same rule applies when a missing consort has left children by a former marriage, 

RNIN Re



CHAPTER V. 

OF MARRIAGE* 
[Code Napoléon—Articles 144-226.] 

By the laws of France,a man cannot marry till he has attained 
the age of eighteen; nor can a woman till she is fifteen. In 
certain cases, dispensation respecting age may be obtained 
from the Government. 

There must be consent to validate a marriage.’ A second 
marriage, when the first husband or wife is living, is absolutely 
void. 

The consent of both father and mother is required by a son 
under twenty-five years of age, and by a daughter under 
twenty-one; if the parents disagree as to the consent, that 
of the father suffices. If the father or mother is dead, 
or cannot give consent, the consent of one is sufficient. If 
both are dead, then the grandfather and grandmother take the 
place of the parents. If the grandfather and grandmother of 
the same line disagree, the consent of the grandfather suffices ; 
dissent between the two lines carries consent. 

When a man has attained his twenty-fifth year, and the 

* Marriage is a civil institution, entered into by two persons willing 
and able to contract, and not labouring under. any legal disability. Each 
party must exercise free-will; for it is the consent, and not the mere 
anion of the parties, that constitutes the marriage. , 

+ As in England, it is a felony for a man or woman to marry, he or 
she having a wife or husband living. It is called bigamée (bigamy). 

7 By the Roman law, the essential part of marriage was the consent. 
The different forms and varied ceremonies were merely accessories, If 
the persons who were desirous of marrying were in the power of anyone, 
the consent of the latter was required; if refused, the marriage was 
absolutely void. 

c2
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woman her twenty-first, both are still bound to ask, by a 
‘formal notification, the consent of their parents; and till the 
man has attained his thirtieth year, and the woman her 
twenty-fifth, this formal act must be repeated twice, from one 
month to another; and one month after the third application 
it is lawful for the parties to marry, with or without con- 
sent, After the age of thirty, it is lawful to marry, in default 
of consent, a month after one formal notice has been given, 
which notice must be ‘served upon the father and mother 
or grandfather, by two notaries, or by one notary and two 
witnesses. 

In the event of the parents or ascendants to whom the notifi- 
cation should be made being absent, a copy of the judgment 
declaring the absence must be produced; or, in default of it, 
un acte de notoricté* drawn up, on the declaration of four 
witnesses, by the justice of the peace. 

So rigid are the marriage laws in France, that if these rules 
are neglected, if the registrar neglects to state in the marriage 
certificate that the consent of the parents had been obtained, 
he is liable to a fine of 300 francs and six months’ imprison: 
ment; and when the prescribed notices are not carried out, 
to a fine of 300 francs and one month’s imprisonment. 

The same formalities are required for illegitimate children 
when affiliated. If not affiliated, marriage cannot take place 
before the party is twenty-one years of age without the consent 
of a special guardian appointed for the purpose. If neither 
parents nor grand-parents are alive, the consent of the family 
council is required. 

Marriage is prohibited between all in the direct line, whether 
legitimate or illegitimate, and between persons related by 
marriage in the same line. Marriage is also prohibited 
between an uncle and a niece; an aunt and a nephew ; also 
between brothers-in-law and sisters-in-law,® but in the 
two latter cases the Government can dispense with the pro- 
hibition. 

* A declaration before a justice of peace, 
_” The Institutes do not notice the marriage of a brother-in-law and 4 fister-in-law. It was permitted up to the time of Constantine, who orbad it. The prohibition was renewed by Valentinian, Theodosius, and Arcadius, The marriage of first-cousi i i de legal by Arcadius and Honorius, Ss Browioushy forbidden, was ma
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Celebration of Marriage. 

Marriage is a civil ceremony in France, and must be cele- 
brated publicly before the registrar of the parish where one 
of the contracting parties has resided six months. If the 
parties have not resided six months, the banns must be pub- 
lished at the parish of their former residence. If the contract- 
ing parties, or one of them, cannot marry without the consent 
of another person, the banns must also be published in the 
parish where such person resides. 

A marriage contracted in a foreign country between a 
Frenchman and a Frenchwoman, and between a French person 
and a foreigner, is valid in France, if celebrated according 
to the forms of the country, provided it has been preceded 
by the publication of banns and with the consent of parents. 
Tf the parties return to France, the certificate of marriage 
must be registered within three months after returning at the 
place of their abode.* 

~ 

  

PAARAAN AN 

Opposition to Marriage. 

The right of opposing the solemnization of a marriage 
belongs to a person connected by marriage with one of the 
two contracting parties. The father, and in default of the 
father, the mother, and in default of the father and mother, 
the grandfather and grandmother, may also oppose the mar- 
riage; and in default of ascendants, the brother or sister, 
uncle or aunt. First cousins of full age can only oppose the 
marriage in the two following cases:—1. When the consent 
of the family council has not been obtained, 2, When 
the opposition is founded on the insanity of the proposed 
husband. 

  

* The registration of births, marriages, and deaths made in a foreign 
country before the French Consul, according to the French laws, without 
any other formalities, is valid. 

° The Roman notion of marriage was that of a complete personal 
unity of the husband and wife (consortium omnis vite). Marriage gavo 
neither party any right over the property of the other, oxcept when the 
wife passed 72 manum, and then all she had belonged to the husband, In 
the later years of the Republic, marriages were generally made without 
the wife passing in manum ; and before the time of Justinian marriago 
in manum had. altogether ceased.
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Every reason for opposition must be clearly stated, and the 
court of first instance decides within ten days. ; An appeal 
‘to a superior court may be made, which Appeal is tried ten 
days after the citation. If the appeal be rejected, the opposers, 
if not ancestors, may be condemned to pay damages. 

  

RANA Ne a GH 

Petition for Nullity of Marriage. 
A marriage contracted without the Free consent! of both 

parties cannot be impugned except by the party whose consent 
had not been voluntary ; and whena marriage has been contracted 
by false personation, the nullity of marriage can only be sued for at the suit of the injured person; but when cohabitation has continued for six months after the false personation is 
revealed, the marriage cannot be set aside. Wu A marriage, contracted without the consent of the parents, or the consent of those persons already mentioned, if such consent is required, can only be impugned by those whose con- sent was required by the law; or by one of the married persons who had not obtained the Specified consent; but after one year’s cohabitation, the suit is not maintainable. 

I marriages contracted under the prescribed age, or under the other disabilities previously stated, may be impugned either by the married parties, or by those legally interested, or by the public prosecutor ; but marriages by minors cannot be set aside if they have lived together six months after they have attained full age; or if the woman be pregnant before the lapse of six months. 
In all cases a suit for nullity of marriage may be maintained by those who have a le gal interest in the marriage, but not by collateral relations nor by children of another marriage, unless they have a direct interest in it. If a husband or wife contract a second marriage while the first wife or husband is alive, he or she may sue for nullity of | 

10 Nuptias non concubitus sed consensus JSacit : Not cohabitation, but consent, makes the marriage, 
1 In the Roman law, consent ‘of the paterfamilias must precede the marnage; but if the pater familias Ine 

ge; bk W.of the marriage, and did not Oppose it, his assent wag presumed,
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marriage ; but not till the validity or nullity of the first marriage 
has been adjudged. 

Marriages not publicly celebrated by the registrar may be 
impugned by the parties themselves, by the parents and grand- 
parents, by the public prosecutor, and by all who are interested 
in the marriage.* 

If the banns have not been regularly published, the registrar 
may be fined in a sum not exceeding 300 francs, and the con-, 
tracting parties in sums proportionate to their incomes; which 
fine may be imposed even if the nullity of marriage be not 
adjudicated, 

No man nor woman can claim the privileges of the married 
state unless the registrar’s certificate can be produced. Living 
as man and wife is not sufficient; but if the parents are dead, 
after having lived publicly as man and wife, their children’s 
legitimacy cannot be disputed under the pretence that no 
certificate of their parents’ marriage can be produced; pro- 
vided the legitimacy is proved by a status of legitimacy (pos- 
session @état) agreeing with the certificate of the children’s 
births. 

When it is proved on a trial before a criminal court that one 
of the parties in the trial has been legally married, an extract 
from the finding of the court, inscribed in the registrar’s 
books, has the same effect with regard to the married parties 
and children born of the marriage as the original registration. 
If the parents die before the discovery of a fraud in the regis- 
tration, a criminal action may be brought by all interested in 
the validity of the marriage, or by the public prosecutor, against 
the registrar; if dead, a civil action may be brought against 
his heirs. ‘ 

When a marriage has been declared void from some in- 
formality, the husband and wife as well as the children will 
be entitled to all civil rights resulting from the marriage, 
provided the marriage was contracted in good faith (bond fide). 
If good faith only subsisted on the part of one of the married 
parties, the innocent party and the issue will be alone entitled 
to civil rights.t 

* Clandestine marriages are rigidly opposed by French law. 
t This takes place when the registrar has forged, or even omitted, any 

of the prescribed forms required by law. . 
¢ It is customary in Franco, after the civil contract of marriage is
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Obligations Arising from Marriage, 
By the mere fact of marriage, husband and wife contract 

to support, educate, and bring up their children. Sons and 
daughters have no legal claim upon their parents for a marriage- 
portion, or for any sum of money. Children, when their 
parents or grand-parents are in want, are bound to support 
them according to their means. 

Sons-in-law and daughters-in-law are, in similar cireum- 
stances, bound to maintain their fathers-in-law and mothers- 
in-law, except when the mother-in-law contracts a second 
marriage, or when the tie of affinity is broken by the death of 
one of the married parties. These obligations are reciprocal. 

If a person, bound by law to maintain his relation, can show 
that his relative is no longer in want, or that he himself is 
unable to pay for his maintenance, the court may order him to receive him into his own house, and there supply him with the necessaries of life. This obligation is also reciprocal. 

RINIININAARANRNRR NANA, 

Respective Rights and Duties of Husband and Wife. 
A husband and wife are bound to be faithful, and to help and support each other. A husband is bound to protect his wife, and a wife is bound to obey her husband. A wife is bound to live with her husband, and to accom- pany him wherever he may think proper to reside; and the husband is bound to receive his wife, and to provide her, recording to his means and station, with all the necessaries of e. 
A wife cannot sue in a civil action without the authority of her husband, even when she carries on a business in her Own name, or when she has property settled upon her, or when separate estates exist between the man and wife; nor can she give or receive gratuitously, sell, or : r purchase property without the consent of her husbale ba coast of first instance has the power mali 

of the bean power of overruling the non-consent 

performed, for the parties to go to ch: ‘ : . o 8 urch to have the riage cele- brated by the priest; but this is not compulsory, A priest cannot act without the j rovi A the registy areata proving that the marriage has taken place before
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If the wife carries.on a business distinct from her husband, 
she may, without his authority, bind herself for things which 
appertain to the business. In this case the husband also is 
bound by her acts, unless their estates are separate. A wife 
is not considered a trader on her own account when she only 
retails the goods of the business carried on by her husband. 

If a husband is convicted of felony, interdicted, or dis- 
appears, the wife cannot maintain an action nor contract 
without the authority of the court of first instance. 

All general powers given by a husband to a wife, even by 
marriage settlement, are void, except those which relate to the 
administration of her own property. 

Tf the husband is a minor, the authority of the court of 
first instance is required to enable the wife to contract or to 
maintain an action. 

A wife, husband, or heir is alone entitled to plead against 
a nullity of contract founded upon the non-compliance with 
these formalities. 

A wife can make her will without the authority of her 
husband,” 

IE EA, 

32 By the Roman law, a wife could not make her will if in the power 
of her father, or in manum (as long as it existed) of her husband,
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CHAPTER VI. 

  

OF DISSOLUTION OF MARRIAGE, 
(Code Napoléon—Articles 227-228,] 

MarriaGE can only be dissolved by the death of one of the consorts ; while both live, marriage is indissoluble.* 
A widow? cannot contract a new marriage till the lapse of ten months from the death of her former husband. 

NEN NN AA 

- Judicial Separation, 
[Code. Napoléon—Articles 806-311] 

On sufficient grounds, either the husband or wife may sue for a judicial separation.t It can never lawfully take place by the mutual consent of the parties, but must be determined in a court of law. 

* Divorce was abolished by an Act of May 8, 1816; and dissolution of marriage by civil death by the Act of May 31, 1854, consequently, Articles 229 to 305 are repealed. Under the old Code Napoléon, divorce in certain cases was allowed; but soon after the Restoration (1816), divorcee was abolished, Several attempts have been made to re-establish the law of Divorce, but in each instance they have failed. 

the power of deciding the paternity of the child. t There are four causes :—Adultery on the part of the wife.——2. en a husband keeps a mist 2 dl ress in a house common to both husband and wife (domicile conjugal), 3. Acts of cruelty or violence.-—4. When one of the consorts has been found guilty of felony. #8 By the Roman law, a widow was not allowed to marry a second husband until a year nnus lucti) h: i . he 

first bebo ® 3 (annus lucti) had expired from the death of tl 
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The wife against whom a separation has been adjudicated 
on account of her adultery is condemned to imprisonment for 
not less than three months, nor more than two years; but the 
husband can stop the punishment by condoning the offence 
and taking her back. 

A judicial separation* in every case involves a separation of 
property.# . 

UAE NR Ly 

* Judicial separation, as before stated, does not dissolve marriage, 
and neither of the parties can marry during the life of the other. 

4 By the Roman law, a marriage could be dissolved at the wish of 
either party; but unless the consent to separate were mutual, the person 
seeking the divorce without good cause was subject to a penalty, After 
divorce, either party might marry again.
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CHAPTER VII. 

  

OF PATERNITY* AND FILIATION. 
[Code Napoléon—Articles 312-342,] 

A HUSBAND is considered in law the father of all children 
conceived by his wife!’ during marriage, unless he can prove 
that from the three hundredth to the one hundred and 
eightieth day previous to the birth of the child he was 
absent; or by some physical disability incapable of cohabiting 
with his wife. A husband is not allowed to disown a child on 
alleged impotency; nor can he do so on account of adultery 
on the part of his wife, unless the birth has been concealed from him, when he is empowered to adduce evidence to prove that he is not the father. . a By the statute of Gth December, 1850, in cases of judicial 

, Separation, a husband may disown a child born three hundred . days after the separation, unless there has been a recon- 
ciliation. 

A child born before one hundred and eighty days from the marriage cannot be disowned by the husband in the following cases :-— 
1. If he knew that the woman was with child before 

marriage, 
2. If he was present at the registration of the birth. 3. If the child is not likely to live (viable). The legitimacy of a child may be disputed when born three hundred days after separation. 
In the various cases where the husband is allowed to dis- pute paternity, he must do so within one month after the 

* There are three kinds of paternity, and consequently the same of filiation i—l. Legitimate paternity. 2. Dlegitimate: paternity. —— 3. Adoptive paternity, which is a civil imagery of legitimate paternity. "5 Pater is est quem nuptice demonstrant, 
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birth, if near the spot where the birth took place; if absent, 
within two months after his return; if the birth has been 

- concealed, within two months after the disclosure. 
If the husband dies before the expiration of the time 

allowed for disputing the paternity without having impugned 
it, his heirs shall have power to dispute the legitimacy of the 
child, within two months from the time that the child was 
put in possession of the property, or from the time that the 
heirs were disturbed by the child in their possession. All 
extra-judicial notices respecting the disavowal by the husband 
or his heirs are invalid, unless an action against a special 
guardian, in presence of the mother, be filed in a court of law 
within a month, 

PARRA AAA A 

Proof of Filiation of Legitimate Children. 

The filiation of legitimate children is proved by the re- 
gistration of the birth on the parish register ; in default, if the 
child has enjoyed the status of legitimacy ; that is, has always 
borne the name of the father from whom he claims pater- 
nity, been treated by him as his offspring, and recognised as 
such by the family. In neither case can the legitimacy be 
disputed ; and if the child has been registered in a false name, 
or as having been born of unknown parents, filiation may be 
proved by witnesses; this proof cannot be admitted when 
there is primd facie written evidence to the contrary, which 
consists of family deeds and private and public documents. 
If disputed, the civil courts can alone decide the case. 

If a misdemeanour by false registration or by changing the 
status of the child has been committed, a criminal action may 
follow after the civil action has been decided. There is no 
prescription admissible against the claim of an infant, but the 
heirs of an infant who has not put in a claim cannot maintain 
an action, unless the infant dies a minor, or within five years 
after the infant has attained its majority. The heirs may 
follow up the action when it has been commenced for the 
infant, unless it has been formally given up, or left in 

abeyance for three years. . 
Children born out of wedlock, other than the offspring of 

incest or adultery, may be legitimatized by the subsequent 
lawful marriage of the parents, provided they have been affili-
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ated before marriage, or by the marriage registration.® In 
this case, such children enjoy the same rights as others bon 
in wedlock. , 

NARA 

Affiliation of egitimate Children. 
' The affiliation of a bastard must be made before a, public 

notary, if not registered at the birth; and the affiliation by 
the father, without the consent of the mother, binds the father 
only. 

The affiliation during marriage of a bastard, which one of 
the parties had by another consort before marriage, does not 
prejudice the other married person, nor the children born of 
such marriage. Nevertheless, should there be no children by 
the marriage, the bastard will be heir to the parent who 
acknowledged it. 

An affiliated child cannot claim the same rights as a legiti- mate child. The rights are hereafter explained in the chapter 
“ Of Successions.” 

All persons having a legal interest have a right to impugn an. affiliation. 
Inquiry as to paternity is not allowed, but in cases of rape, when the time of conception is reconcilable with the deed, the ravisher may be declared the father of the child. Inquiry as to maternity is admissible, but the child who claims a mother must prove that he is the child born of her. Such proof is admissible by witnesses when there is primd Jacie evidence in writing. 
Tn cases of incest or adultery inquiry is not admissible. 

  

III ne ean 

16 By the Roman law, legitimatio was a: ' 
: n act—generally the subsequent mairiage of father and mother—by which a child, not being the issue of a lawful marriage, acquired the 4 

iti i 
f 

am, 
; 

4 mode introduced by Constantine, © and status of a legitimate child;
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CHAPTER VIII. 

  

OF ADOPTION AND FRIENDLY GUARDIANSHIP. 
[Code Napoléon—Articles 343-387.) 

Avoprtion! is only permitted to persons of either sex who are 
upwards of fifty years old, who are childless at the time of the 
adoption, and without legitimate descendants; and the adopter. 
oust be at least fifteen years older than the person whom he 
or she proposes to adopt. No one can be adopted by more than 
one person, except by husband and wife, when the consent of 
both is required. 

Adoption being a very grave and irrevocable act, no one 
can adopt who has not for six years at least maintained and 
paid unremitting attention to the person whom he proposes to 
adopt, unless the adopted has saved the adopter’s life in battle, 
at sea, or from a fire. In this case, it is sufficient that the 
adopter be of full age, but older than the adopted, without 
children or legitimate descendants; and, if married, he must 
have the consent of his or her consort to the adoption. 

Adoption cannot take place till the adopted has attained 
his majority. If the father and mother of the adopted, or one 
of them, is alive, and he has not attained the age of twenty- 

17 With the Romans, adoption was an act by which a citizen acquired 
the patria potestas, through the mere effect of the civil law, apart from 
any tie of blood. There were two kinds:—1. Adoptio (proper), by which 
in earlier times j/ili7-familias were transferred from the potestas of one 
to that of another. Justinian completely altered the character of 
adoptio. Unless the adopter was an ascendant, the adopted son did not 
pass from the house of one to the other, but merely gained a right to 
succeed to his adoptive father, should the latter die intestate-—— 
2. Adrogatio, by which persons sui juris, t.e., patres-familias, became 
subject to the potestas of another. The effect of adrogatio was that 
the adrogatus himself, and all his natural and adopted children then 
under his power, became subject to the adrogator. 
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five, he must produce proof of consent. Adoption confers the 
name of the adopter, which is added to the family name of the 
adopted. The adopted continues a member of his own family, 
in which he retains all his rights. Marriage is prohibited 
between the adopter, the adopted, and their descendants; 
between adopted children by the same person; between the 
adopted and children who may be born to the adopter*; also 
between the adopted and the husband or wife of the adopter, 
and between the adopter and the husband or wife of the 
adopted.1§ 

The natural obligation continues between the adopted and 
his parents, to maintain them, if -necessity requires. A like 
duty devolves upon both the adopter and the adopted. The 
adopted acquires no right of heirship to the property of the 
relatives of the adopter, but he has the same right of suc- 
cession to the property of the adopter as if he had been born 
in lawful wedlock, even when children are born to the 
adopter subsequent to the adoption. 

If the adopted die without lawful descendants, property 
given by the adopter or inherited by him which has not been 
disposed of, returns—without prejudice to legal claims— 
to the adopter or his heirs; and the property which actually 
belonged to the adopted goes to his own relations, If during 
the life of the adopter the adopted dies without issue, the 
adopter succeeds, as previously stated, to the property which 
he himself had given; but this right is restricted to himself, 
and does not extend to his heirs even in the descending line. 

IRIN AAA 

Forms of Adoption, 
The adopter and the person who is willing to be adopted must appear before a justice of the peace where the adopter resides, and a declaration of their mutual consent to adopt and be adopted, is then made. 
A copy of the declaration must be sent within ten days to the 
* In France, tho? adopted party i i i Y 18 generally considered as being related by blood to the adopter; and, with the Romans in later times, a pues did not produce its full effect unless anascendant was the adopter. loptio vas & very Common practice amongst the Romans. In France, adoption was not allowed till 1792, when it was authorised and afterwards carefully regulated by the Code Napoléon.
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public prosecutor of the court of first instance in the jurisdic- 
tion of the domicile of the adopter, and the court, after having 
ascertained that all the conditions required by law are com- 
plied with, and that the adopter is a person of good charac- 
ter, pronounces, without assigning any reason, “Jd y a leu,” 
or “Jl ny a@ pas lieu & Padoption,”—“ There is ground,” 
or “There is no ground for adoption.” Judgment must be 
confirmed or negatived within a month by the Court of Appeal, 
and its decision publicly proclaimed and posted in such places 
as the court may deem fit. Within three months after the 
decision, the adoption must be registered by the registrar of 
the place where the adopter resides, and if not registered 
within the specified time, the adoption will be void. If the 
adopter dies after his declaration has been received by the 
justice of the peace, but before the courts have adjudged, the 
adoption will be admitted, if there are no. grounds for 
disapproval. 

PRROARRNAAAT AAA AAN AA 

Friendly Guardianship. 
Any person above fifty years of age, who has no offspring 

nor legitimate descendants, may, on obtaining the consent of 
the parents, or of the surviving parent, or in default, of a family 
council, become the friendly guardian (tuteur officieux) of 
any infant.* If the parents of the infant are unknown, the 
consent of the municipal authorities of the place where the 
infant resides must be obtained. 

A married person cannot become friendly guardian without 
the consent of his or her consort. . 

The justice of the peace where the infant resides draws up a 
statement setting forth the reguest and consent to the friendly 
guardianship. 

This guardianship can only take place when it is for the 
benefit of the infant, who must be under fifteen years of age; 
and the obligation that such friendly guardian undertakes is, 
without prejudice to any private stipulations, to support the 
ward, to educate and bring him or her up,and to put the ward 

* Friendly Guardianship: A. step taken preparatory to adoption; a 
kind of benevolent contract, for the friendly guardian binds himself to 
support and bring up the minor. He is likewise bound to administer 
the property of the minor, and give security for his administration. 

D
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in a position to earn a livelihood. If the ward has property, 
and had a previous guardian, the administration of the pro- 
perty, as well as the care of the infant, devolves upon the 
friendly guardian, who nevertheless cannot, as the other 
guardian could, charge the property with the expenses of 
education and maintenance. 

If the friendly guardian, after five years of guardianship, 
is fearful that his own death might take place before the ward comes of age, he may adopt him by will, which will take full 
force, provided the friendly guardian leaves no legitimate off- 
spring. When the friendly guardian dies without having 
adopted his ward, the latter is entitled to be supplied with the means of subsistence during his minority. 

If, when the ward has attained his majority, the friendly guardian wishes to adopt him, he must obtain his consent, and adhere to the forms previously described for adoption. If the ward, three months after he has attained his majority, requests his ouardian to adopt him and is refused, the friendly guardian is bound, if the ward is incapable of earning his livelihood, to support him till he is able todo so. This is 
without prejudice to stipulations that may have been entered 
into. 

The friendly guardian who has the trusteeship of the ward’s property is bound, in all cases, to render an account of his administration. 
SII 

Parent and Child. 
Parental authority is a right founded upon nature and confirmed by the civil law, which gives parents, under cer- tain conditions, the government of their children ; also the administration and use of their property. _A child, irrespective of age, is bound to honour and respect his parents. . A minor remains under the father’s control until he has attained his majority or has been emancipated. The 

ises the control; but in 
such authority. 

A minor cannot leave his home without his father’s per- 
By the Roman law, parental authori i 

: ority was restricte her, and to the paternal ascendants, Oy Wa8 restricted to the father
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mission, except for voluntary enlistment after the full age of 
twenty years. 

A father justly aggrieved by the misconduct of his child 
may, if the minor has not attained the age of sixteen, cause 
him to be imprisoned for one month; and from the age of 
sixteen to emancipation or majority, he may get a warrant to 
imprison him for six months. A widow is not empowered to 
cause the imprisonment of her offspring, except by consent of 
two of the nearest paternal relatives of the minor. The infant 
can appeal, when the court, after fully examining the case, 
may revoke or modify the judge’s order. These rules apply 
equally to illegitimate children when legally affiliated. 

The father during marriage, and in the event of his death, 
the mother, enjoys the usufruct of the property possessed 
by the infant till he attains the age of eighteen, or till he 
is emancipated, which may take place before he has attained 
his eighteenth year.* The conditions of such usufruct are :— 
1. To follow the rules that regulate usufructs. 2. Mainten- 
ance, education, and support of the infant according to his 
rank in life, 3. The payment of rents and the interest upon 
moneys due. 4. Funeral expenses, and those attendant upon 
the last illness. 

In the event of the mother marrying again, this usufruct 
ceases to be enjoyed by her; and in no case does it extend to 
property that minors may have acquired by their own industry, 
nor to property that has been given or bequeathed to them 
under the express condition that the parents are not to reap 
any benefit from it. 

  

  

  

PNA AN AAA 

* See “ Rights of the Usufructuary,” page 78. 

v2



CHAPTER IX. 

  

OF MINORITY—GUARDIANSHIP, 
[Code Napoléon—Articles 388-475,] 

A MINOR is a person of either sex who has not attained the 
age of twenty-one.”° . . 

The father, during marriage, is legally the administrator of 
the property of his infant children. When not entitled to 
the usufruct, he is accountable for the property and rents; if entitled to the usufruct, he is only accountable for the 
property. 

. After the death of one of the parents, the guardianship” of infant children not emancipated devolves, in full right, upon the survivor. The father, however, may appoint, by will, ot by legal declaration, a special trustee, without whose advice the mother cannot act as guardian, 
If the wife is enceinte at the time of her husband’s death, a special trustee is appointed by the family council ; but after the birth of the child, the mother becomes guardian, and the trustee supplementary guardian. The mother is not bound to accept the guardianship, and in the event of her refusing, she must discharge the duties of guardian till one be appointed. If a widow, being guardian, wishes to marry again, she must, before marriage, summon :a family council, which must decide whether she is to continue the guardianship ; if she 

70 ‘With the Romans, at certain periods in the life of the minor, he received a new designation. He Was as infans up to the age of seven; at fourteen (twelve for females) he reached the age of puberty (pubertas) ; at twenty-five he attained his complete majority (perfecta etas). The capacities and liabilities were augmented at each stage, 7! By the Roman law, tutela (guardianship) was the power (vis a¢ votestas) over a liberum caput, permitted by the civil law for the pro- tection of cne who, because of His Years, could not protect himself.
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neglects calling a meeting, she loses the guardianship, and 
she and her new husband are jointly and severally respon- 
sible for the guardianship which she has unlawfully kept. 
When a family council decides on the mother continuing 
the guardianship, her new husband then becomes joint- 
guardian, and both are jointly and severally responsible for all 
acts subsequent to the marriage. 

The right of selecting a guardian, a relative or not, belongs 
only to the surviving parent; but a widow marrying again, 
and not having kept the guardianship of the children of her 
first marriage, cannot appoint a guardian for them ; but when 
the widow has continued to be guardian, she may appoint a 
guardian, if approved of by the family council. 

A person appointed guardian by the father or mother is 
not bound to act unless he is one of the persons bound 
by law to accept the guardianship. When a guardian 
has not been appointed by the parents, the guardianship 
devolves upon the paternal grandfather, and in default, to 
the maternal grandfather, and so ascending in such manner 
that the paternal ascendant shall in all cases be preferred to 
the maternal one in the same degree. 

When an orphan, not emancipated, is left without a 
guardian being appointed by his father or mother, and not 
having male ascendants, a guardian is then appointed by the 
family council.* 

When a minor residing in France possesses property in the 
colonies, or vice versé, a special guardian is appointed, who 
acts independently of the guardian.f 

RRR REE 

Supplementary Guardian (Subroge-tuteur). 
In all guardianships there must be a supplementary guardian 

* A family council consists of, with the justice of peace, six relatives, 
half paternal and half maternal, residing in the parish, or within the 
distancs of twelve miles from the domicile of the minor; and when 
there are not a sufficient number of relatives, the justice of peace then 
appoints persons who had been intimate with the father or mother of 
the infant. . : 

+ Guardianship is a personal charge which does not pass to the heirs 
of the guardians, but the heirs are responsible for their administration, 
and if of full age, must continue the guardianship till a new guardian 
be appointed.
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appointed by the family council, whose duty consists in look- 
ing after the interests of the minor when adverse to those of 
the guardian.?? 

Immediately a guardian is appointed, he must summon a 
family council to nominate a supplementary guardian ; and if 
a guardian acts without this formality, the relatives, creditors, 
or other parties interested, or the justice of peace, may with- draw him from the guardianship, and make him responsible 
for any ldches that he may have committed. In no ease has the guardian a vote in the nomination of a supplementary 
guardian, who must be selected, except in the case of brothers of full blood, from the line to which the guardian does not 
belong. In the event of death, or absence, or withdrawal of 
the guardian, the supplementary guardian does not succeed by right, but he is bound, under a penalty, to summon a family council for the nomination of a new guardian. The duties of the supplementary guardian cease at the same period as those of the guardian. 

ENN 

Exemptions from Guardianship. 
Public officers are exempted from guardianship, as are also the military in active service; but if a guardianship be accepted by them, no excuse will discharge them from the duty. No citizen, not being a relative, can be forced to accept guardianship, except in cases where no relative resides within the distance of twenty-four miles. Every person may refuse to be a guardian who has attained the age of sixty-five, and at the age of Seventy he may relinquish the guardianship. All afflicted persons are exempted, and may be discharged if afflicted during guardianship. ‘Two guardianships are a suffi- cient excuse for declining a third guardianship ; and the father who is a guardian is not bound to accept a second guardian- ship, except that of his own children. A parent who has had five legitimate children may decline all guardianships except those of his children ; sons who have died in military service are included in the number; but other dead children are not reckoned, except they have left, living issue. The 

22 At Rome, when there was litigation between the guardian and his ward, a special guardian (curator) was appoj : the interests 
of the ward in the action. : » Ppointed to protect
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birth of children during guardianship forms no ground for 
discharge.?4 . 

When a guardian is present at his nomination, if he declines, 
he must immediately state his objections; if absent, he must, 
within three days after notice, summon a family council, and 
give his reasons for declining. If his excuses are rejected, he 
may apply to the court to have them admitted; but during 
the litigation he must act as provisional guardian. If the 
objections are admitted by the court, the family council are 
liable for costs; if rejected, the costs must be paid by the 
guardian. 

RNA Ae ey 

Incapacity, Exclusion, and Deprivation of Guardianship. 
Persons incapable of acting as guardians, or members of the 

family council, are :—1. Minors, except fathers and mothers who 
are minors. 2. Interdicted persons. 3. Women, except 
the mother or grandmother——4. All persons who have, or 
whose father or mother has, a lawsuit with the minor by which 
his status or property may be compromised. All persons con- 
victed of felony are excluded; and if convicted during the 
guardianship, they cease to be guardians. Persons notorious 
for their bad conduct, and those guilty of mismanagement or 
fraud, are excluded or deposed, and in both cases cease to be 
members of the family council. 

When there is cause for the dismissal of a guardian, it 
must be decided by a family council, called at the instance of 
the supplementary guardian or a justice of peace. 

If the family council excludes or dismisses a guardian,” 
reasons must be assigned, and the guardian must be heard or 
summoned; and if he does not accept the decision of the family 
council, the court of first instance will confirm or reject it, to 
which decision there is a right of appeal. A guardian thus 
excluded or dismissed may sue the supplementary guardian, 
with a view to the reversal of the decision of the family 
council by the court. 

    

28 These rules of exemption from serving the office of guardian are to 
a great extent similar to those prevailing in the Roman law, as given 

detailed in the title of the Institutes, “ De Lxcusationibus Tutorum vel 
Curatorum.” 

2 With the Romans, a tutor or curator was suspectus when he was 
unfaithful in performing his duties, or of bad character. Poverty was 

no ground of suspicio.
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Duties of a Guardian, 
The duties of a guardian are :—To take charge of the person of the ward ; to represent him in all civil matters; and to manage his property with fidelity (en bon pére de Famille), other- wise he is responsible for damages resulting from bad manage. ment. A guardian can neither buy the property of the minor nor take it on lease, unless the family council has authorised the supplementary guardian to grant him such lease; nor can he buy up any claim or debt against his ward. 
Ten days after the guardian is apprised of his appointment he must request that the seals be broken, and an inventory be taken of the ward’s property, in presence of the supplementary guardian. If the guardian has a claim against the ward, he must declare the fact in the inventory, otherwise the debt will be forfeited. 
In the course of the month following the completion of the inventory, the guardian must sell by public auction, in pre- sence of the supplementary guardian, all movables, with the exception of those ordered to be reserved by the family council; but fathers and mothers, when guardians to their children, are not obliged to sell the movables, if they prefer to take charge of them ; and in that case they must be valued by a public valuer, and the estimated value, if they cannot give up the goods, must be refunded to the ward. . en % guardian—except in cases of parents—enters upon his duty, the family council arranges as near as possible the amount that is to be. allowed for the ward’s annual expenses; and if desirable, the necessary outlay for the manage- ment of the property.2> "The surplus arising from the estate must, by order of the family council, be invested; and if neglected during a period of six months, the guardian is held responsible for the interest. If the guardian neglects to call the family council respecting the investment, the guardian 18 Fesponsible for the interest of all sums not invested. The guardian, though a parent, cannot borrow for a ward, nor can he alienate or mortgage the infant's estates, without 

25 . 
. By the Roman law, it was tho duty of the Preetor to ascertain the ature and amount of his expenses, For © pupil’s o pand to appear and declare the exact removed as suspectur, Property. A tutor not appearing might be
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the authority of the family council, which cannot be granted. *- 
except in cases of necessity or obvious advantage, and then 
the decision. of the family council must be sanctioned by 
the court of first instance. The sale must be made by pub- 
lie auction, in presence of the supplementary guardian, and 
by a judge of the court of first instance, or a notary appointed 
by the court, and it must be advertised or placarded for 
three consecutive weeks. These formalities are not required 
in cases of partition of property ordered by a court of first 
instance. 

A guardian can neither accept nor refuse a succession that 
falls to his ward, unless he is authorised by the family 
council. The acceptation is conditional (sous béndfice @inven- 
tare); that is, the power of refusing, if after examination it is 
found that the assets are not greater than the liabilities, 

Tn cases where the succession has been renounced for the 
minor, and not accepted by another, it may be taken up by 
the guardian when authorised by the family council, or by the 
minor himself when he has attained his majority; but with- 
out power to impugn any sale or act that may have legally 
taken place during the vacancy of the succession. 

A gift or bequest made to a minor cannot be accepted by 
a guardian without the authority of the family council; nor 
can a guardian bring an action in respect of real property, 
nor acquiesce in a demand relative to similar claims, without 
the authority of the family council. The same authority is 
required to enforce a partition of property; but the guardian 
can, without such authority, answer a claim for partition 
directed against the minor; but that the minor may obtain 
all the rights of a person of full age, the partition must be 
made by a court of law, and the valuation taken by valuers 
appointed by the court of first instance. 

A guardian cannot compromise (transiger) suits in which 
the minor is interested, unless authorised by the family coun- 
cil, or unless the ¢ransaction is approved of by the court of 
first instance. A guardian who has serious cause for dissatis- 
faction respecting the behaviour of his ward may submit his 
complaints to a family council, and if authorised by them, may, 
conformably to the parental power, previously described in such 
cases, have the ward imprisoned. Every guardian at the 
close of his guardianship is answerable for his administra-
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tion; and every guardian, except a father or mother, may 
be required, during guardianship, to submit: to the supple- 
mentary guardian a statement of his administration at 
such periods as the family council may appoint. These 
statements are drawn up and sent in free of charge on un- 
stamped paper, and without any legal formality; but the 
winding-up account, when the minor attains his majority or 
emancipation; is made at the minor’s expense, and all neces- 
sary expenses incurred by the guardian are allowed. 

All agreements between a guardian and his ward are in- 
valid until the guardian has rendered a detailed account of 
his administration, and delivered the vouchers (piéces justi- 
ficatives), the whole confirmed by the ward’s receipt, dated at 
least ten days before the agreement. 
_ Moneys remaining due to the ward by the guardian bear 
interest from the closing of the account, but the moneys 
due to the guardian by the ward bear interest only after de- 
mand of payment. A ward cannot bring an action against 
his guardian relative to the guardianship after ten years, 
computing from the day of the majority of the ward. 

ANIA NIRA TUNA AAA ALAA,



CHAPTER X. 

EMANCIPATION ,* 
(Code Napoldon—Articles 476-487,] 

Marriace virtually emancipates a minor, and a minor, 
though unmarried, may be emancipated by his father, and in 
default of father, by. his mother, when he attains the full age 
of fifteen, This is effected by the simple declaration of the 
father or mother before a justice of peace. A minor who is 
an orphan may also be emancipated by the family council, but 
he must have attained the full age of eighteen. In this case 
the emancipation is effected by the decision of the family 
council, under the presidency of the justice of peace. If a 

guardian takes no steps to emancipate his ward, and one or 

more of the ward’s relatives deem him deserving of being 

emancipated, they can call upon the justice of the peace to 

conyoke a family meeting to determine the matter. When a 

minor is emancipated, and a curator appointed,f the guardian 

* In France, emancipation is oither facite, resulting from marriage ; or 

it is expresse, that is, when it is the result of a declaration made before 

a justice of peace, or by the decision of the family council, 

+ The guardian of an emancipated minor is called “ curator,” whose 

duties are less responsible. 

26 Among the Réfnans, emancipatio was a solemn act by which the 

paterfamilias divested himself of his power over his Jfilius-familias, so 

that the filius-familias became sut juris. 

27 With the Romans, amongst persons sui juris, those subject to 

curatela were :—1. Impuberes, whose tutors were unfit for the duty, or 

who had been excused for a time from the tutela; for, if a person had 

one tutor, he could not have a second. 2, Adolescentes, boys over 

fourteen, girls over twelve, but in either case, under twenty-five.— 

3. Furiost and prodigi (madmen and_ spendthrifts) under interdict, 

though above twenty-five. 4, Lunatics and persons suffering under 

incurable disease, and deaf and dumb. 
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must render an account of his administration, assisted by the 
curator appointed by the family council. 

An emancipated minor cannot grant leases for a period ex- 
ceeding nine years, but he may receive his rents, give receipts, 
and manage his common affairs as if he were of full age.28 He, 
however, cannot bring, or be defendant in, an action respecting 
real property, or give or receive the principal of a debt or the 
produce of a sale, without the sanction of his curator; who, 
in the latter case, must see that the money be properly in- 
vested, 

An emancipated minor cannot borrow under any pretext 
without the authority of the family council, officially con- 
firmed by the court of first instance ; nor can he sell or alienate 
his estates, otherwise than by the rules applicable to minors. 
In the event of -his having contracted obligations, the court 
will take into consideration the nature of the transactions, 
and the bona fides of the contracting parties, and may reduce 
them accordingly; but in this case the emancipated minor 
may be deprived of his privileges of emancipation, and be 
again placed under guardianship, and remain a ward until he 
attains his majority. . 

An emancipated minor engaged in trade is considered as of 
full age in all transactions that relate to his business. 

WN 

28 
. . 

By tho Roman law, emancipatio only modified the condition of the minor: it did not put an i 
end “ uaa 

the rights resulting from majority. se minority, nor did it confer al



CHAPTER XI. 

  

OF MAJORITY AND INTERDICTION. 
[Code Napoléon—Articles 488-518.] 

Masoniry is fixed at the completion of the twenty-first year, 
at which age every man is considered in full possession of all 
civil rights. 

Idiotcy, insanity, and madness constitute incompetency, and 
consequently are followed by interdiction.* 

Every relative, husband or wife, may apply to a court of 
first instance to have interdiction adjudged against his relative, 
wife, or husband, if he or she has reasonable cause for so 
doing. 

in cases of madness, if interdiction is not demanded (pro- 
voquée) by the spouse or relatives, it must be done by the public 
prosecutor, who may also demand it in cases of idiotcy or 
insanity, when the idiot or insane person is unmarried and 
without relatives. 

All actions of interdiction must be brought before the court 
of first instance, when the court will call a family council, 
constituted as previously stated, to give their advice respecting 
the state of the person whose interdiction is demanded. Those 
who bring the charge cannot be members of the family council ; 
but a husband or wife, and the children of the person whose 
interdiction is demanded, may be admitted, but they have no 
Voice in the deliberation. Interdiction must be adjudged pub- 
licly, and in the presence of interested parties, or after they 
have been summoned to appear. 

In non-suiting the plaintiffs, the court, if necessary, may 

* Interdiction, which is adjudged by a court of law, places the 
interdicted person in the same status asa minor. It is necessitated by 
imbecility, insanity, or madness.
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make an order that the defendant shall not hereafter plead in 
2 suit, nor compound, nor borrow nor receive money or goods, 
nor give a discharge for them, nor alienate nor mortgage his 
estate, without the concurrence of a trustee appointed by the 
court. In case of an appeal against the judgment of the 
court of first instance, the court of appeal may, if necessary, 
make or order a fresh examination. : 

All final judgments of interdiction or appointments of trustees 
niust be, at the instance of the instigators, notified to the parties, 
and posted within ten days in the hall of the court and at the 
offices of the notaries of the district ; after which all subsequent 
transactions of the interdicted person without the concurrence 
of the. trustee are void; and if the insanity was notorious, 
transactions previous to the judgment may also be repudiated. 

After the death of a person acts done by him cannot be 
impugned on the ground of ‘insanity, except his interdiction 
had been demanded or adjudged before his death ; or unless the very transaction bears evidence of insanity. 
_ If there is no appeal, or if the judgment has been confirmed 
im appeal, a guardian and a supplementary guardian are appointed, as prescribed in cases of “ Minority, Guardianship, 
and Emancipation.” 

A husband is, of right, the guardian of his interdicted wile. A wife may be appointed the guardian of her interdicted husband, but in this case the family council prescribes the rules for her administration, leaving the wife only such remedy as @ court may grant when she supposes herself wronged by the rules imposed upon her by the family council. No person except a husband or wife, grand-parent, child, or grandchild is bound to remain the guardian of an inierdicted person more than ten years. At the expiration of that period a guardian may claim his release, and demand that someone else be appointed in his place. 
The income of an interdicted person must be applied in alleviating his misfortune, and providing remedies for his cure, according to the amount of his property. The family council may order that he be attended at his own house, or that he be placed in a private establishment, or even in an’ asylum. , 
When the marriage of the offspring. of an interdicted person
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is proposed, the marriage portion, or the avancement hoirie,* 
and other matrimonial settlements, are ruled according to the 
advice of the family council, confirmed by the court of first 
instance, 

Interdiction ceases when the cause is removed, but the same 
formalities that established the interdiction must be gone 
through to annul it; and after judgment is pronounced, the 
anterdicted person resumes the exercise of his full rights.T 

ARAN ee, 

Judicial Adviser. 
In cases of profligacy,t the court of first instance may be 

called upon to appoint a judicial adviser (conseil judiciaire), 
without whose concurrence a profligate cannot plead in a suit, 
compromise, borrow, receive moneys, sell, or mortgage his pro- 
perty.?? : 

IRN 

* An advance on the property to which the heir at the death of 
parents or relatives is entitled. 

tT A kind of interdiction, applicable to proMizacy. 
*° At Rome prodigals were, for some purposes, classed with madmen, 

and the law required the appointment of a curator for the protection of 
their interests.
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OF THE LAW OF PROPERTY. 
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CHAPTER I. 

  

OF PROPERTY. 
[Code Napoléon—-Articles 516-536.) 

Property is either movable (personal) or immovable (reaf).°° 
Things, by their nature, or by law, or by their destination, 

are immovable (real property). Land and buildings are, by 
their nature, immovables; so are wind or water mills, when 
fixed on piles and forming part of a building. 

Uncut crops and ungathered fruit are also immovables; but 
as soon as crops are cut or fruit plucked, although not carried 
away, they become movables. If only a portion be cut, that 
portion alone is movable. 

Trees, once felled, or underwood as soon as cut, become 

movahbles. 
Live stock that a landlord entrusts to a farmer or métayer* 

for farming purposes are considered, while they remain on the 
farm, immovables; but stock entrusted (@ cheptel) to others 
than the farmer or métayer, are movables. 

Pipes attached to a house or land for the supply of water 
are immovables. Things which an owner has placed on his 
land for working purposes are immovable by destination. 
Such are live stock used for agricultural purposes, and all 
agricultural implements; seeds given to farmers or to colons- 
partiaires: pigeons belonging to dove-houses ; rabbits in war- 

3° The Romans divided things into corporeal (langi possunt) and 
incorporeal (tang? non possunt). 

* A métayer is a farmer holding land who gives the owner one-half of 
the produce—a common practice in France. 

+ A kind of métayer, but he only acquires, not a half, but a portion of 
the produce, as agreed upon. Also a common practice in France. 

E2
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rens ; bee-hives ; fish in ponds; presses, coppers, stills, vats, and 
casks ; implements required for the working of forges, paper-mills, 
and such like works; straw and manure are likewise immove- 
ables. All fixtures that cannot be separated without being 
broken or damaged, or injuring the portion of the building to 
which they are fastened, are immovables; mirrors when the 
framework forms part of the wainscoating, and the same with 
pictures and other ornaments. Statues placed in a niche 
expressly made are also immovables, although they could be 
removed without being damaged or broken. Usufructs of real 
property ; servitudes; and actions brought to recover real 
property, are likewise considered immovables. 

NN Ne 

Movables (Personal Property). 
Personal property is movable either by the nature of the 

thing or by law. 
Personal property consists of things which can be carried, or can move or be moved from place to place. All bonds and claims 

for sums of money or for personal effects, shares in companies, and annuities, whether granted by government or by indivi- 
duals, are movables. A rent granted in perpetuity in consi- 
deration of the sale or cession of real property is movable, and is always redeemable; the creditor is allowed to settle the 
conditions of redemption, and he may stipulate that the rent shall not be redeemed until -a specific time, not exceeding thirty years, 

Boats, ferry-boats, ships, mills, and floating baths, and all works not fixed upon piles, and not forming part of a house, are movables. Materials from demolished edifices, also those collected for the construction of a new building, are movables while unused, 
The legal meaning of the word meuble,* without qualifica- tion, does not extend to ready-money, precious stones, assets, 

* The word meudle has several significations; sometimes it means anything that is not ¢mmovable 3 sometimes it has a restricted meaning, as stated; and sometimes it signifies only the furniture. When the word meuble is used without specification, the intention of the testator will be considered ; thus, when a testator bequeaths his meubles to Peter and his immeubles to Paul, the legacy made to Peter comprehends all that is not real Property.
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books, medals, scientific instruments used in art or trade, 
body-linen, horses, carriages, arms, grain, wine, hay, and other 
such commodities ; nor does it comprehend goods in trade. 

The words meubles meublants comprehend things for the use 
and ornament of apartments; such as tapestries, beds, seats, 
mirrors, clocks, tables, and china. Pictures and statues are 
comprised, but not collections of pictures or china which may 
be in galleries or private rooms. 

The sale or gift of a furnished house only comprises the 
meubles meublants. 

The sale or gift of “a house with everything in it”* does 
not include ready-money, securities, nor title-deeds, or docu- 
ments that may be found in the house; but all other movables. 

Aen, 

* The words, “ Une maison avec tout ce qui s’y trouve,” are used in 
a sale, in an exchange, in a gift inter vivos, or in a will, They are less 
extensive than the words biens meubles, and more extensive than 
meubles meublants, which include all the movables that are in the house 
except the money and decds which may be found in it.



CHAPTER IL. 

  

OF POSSESSION OF PROPERTY. 
(Code Napoléon—Articles 537-550,J | 

PRIVATE persons may dispose of their own property* as they please, subject to the existing legal enactments; but pro- perty that does not belong to private individuals must be administered and alienated according to special regulations. Highways, roads, and streets kept at the expense of the State ; navigable rivers, and streams used for floats; banks, shores, harbours, fortifications, roadsteads, alluvions, and all portions of the national territory which cannot become private property, are considered the property of the State. All un- claimed property, and property without an owner, and the property of all who die without heirs, or abandoned successions, also become the property of the State. Gates, walls, ditches, and ramparts of military places, or those no longer used for military purposes, belong to the State, unless legally alienated or prescribed. 
. Parish (communal) property is that to which the inhabit ants of one or several parishes have an acquired right. A Person may have over property a right of ownership, a right of use, or a servitude. 

RIANA Ay 

Ownership is a right to use and dispose of a thing absolutely, provided no use is made of it contrary to law. No 
*! By “ves,” the Romans meant overything that could form an object 

of rights, in Opposition to “ persona,” which comprehended every person who had rights and was subject to them, Rights and duties were 
designated « Things Lncorporeal.” °
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one can be compelled to relinquish his property, except it is 
for public utility (pour cause dutilité publique), and then a just 
and equitable indemnity is given. The ownership of a thing, 
whether real or personal, confers a right over all that arises 
from it or attaches to it, either naturally or artificially.®? 
This right is called Right of Accession.* 

NINE 

* Thore are two kinds of accession: natural and artificial. Accession 
is natural if it arises without man’s labour, as alluvium; it is artificial 
when it results from man’s labour; for instance, if a third party 
builds with his own materials upon the land of another person, the 
latter has a right to claim the building. 

# The doctrine of property arising from accession is grounded on the 
right of occupancy derived from the Roman law. Commentators 
have used the word accessio, nob only for the increase, but also for the 
mode in which the increase becomes one’s property.



CHAPTER Ir. 

  

OF RIGHT OF ACCESSION OVER THE PRODUCE OF 
A THING, 

[Code Napoléon—Articles 551-577,] 
Tue natural or industrial produce of the earth—fruits, the increase of animals—belong to the proprietor by right of accession,3 

. The fruits of a thing only belong to the owner, on condition that he pays a third party the expenses of work, tillage, and seed supplied by such third party, person simply in possession is entitled to the produce only when bond jide possessor; otherwise he is bound to render the produce and the thing itself to the owner when claimed. A person is considered in bond fide possession when he is 
know to be defective ; but he ceases to be considered in bond fide possession the moment he is cognizant of the defect. 

Right of Accession over that which is United and Incorporated with a Thing. 
All that is united and incorporated with a thing belongs to the proprietor, according to the following established rules :-— wnership of the soil includes all above and beneath, The owner can plant and construct whatever he pleases, observing the restrictions in the chapter on « Servitudes ” hereafter ex- plained; he can build, excavate, and take from such excava- 

*3 By the Roman law, the proprietor of a thing acquired property in 
its fruits at the Moment of their production ; so, too, the young of 
animals; also the children of female slaves, irrespective of the father. 
Fructus pendentes Pars fundi sunt, ** Cujus est solum est usque ad celum et ad inferos,
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tions all products, within the limits of the statutes relating to 
mines,* and the police regulations. 

All buildings, plantations, and works above or underneath 
the soil are presumed to have been made by the land- 
lord, and to belong to him until the contrary is proved ; 
without prejudice to the right which a third person may have 
acquired or may acquire by prescription, whether it is a vault 
under another building or any part of the building. If a 
landlord erects buildings, or plants trees, or erects out-works 
with materials which do not belong to him, he must pay 
the value thereof, and may be condemned to pay damages ; 
but the owner of the materials is not allowed to remove them ; 
and when buildings are erected and trees planted by a third 
party with his own materials and plants, the ground landlord 
has a right either to retain them, or cause such third party 
to remove them. If the landlord insists upon the demolition 
of the buildings or the destruction of the plantation, it must 
be done at the expense of the third party, and he may 
even be compelled to pay damages to the landlord. If the 
landlord prefers retaining such buildings or plantations, he 
must pay the value of the materials and labour, without 
reference to the increased value of the land; but if these 
outbuildings, plantations, and works have been erected or 
made by a third person who has been evicted, but not 
adjudged to return the produce, on account of his having 
acted bond fide, the landlord cannot insist upon the demoli- 
tion of the works ;3> but he has his choice, either to repay 
the value of the materials and the price of labour, or to pay 
the party a sum equivalent to the increased value of the 
estate.*6 

* Tho Statute of 21st April, 1810, declares that all gold, silver, or 

platina, iron, lead, coal, &¢., belong to the State; but if the working of 

the mine is not granted to the proprietor, he must be indemnified. 

35 The rules contained in the Institutes providing for the cases of the 

erection of structures where the ground and roaterials did not belong 

to the same person were similar; needless destruction of buildings 

was in all cases prohibited, 

36 By the Roman law, adjunctio; that is, when 2 thing belonging to 

one was attached or united to that which belonged to another, whether 

by inclusion, soldering, sewing, construction, writing, or painting, the 

whole generally became the property of the latter. An adjunctor who 

acted mald fide lost his property, and was not entitled to compensation, 

unless the thing added was considered as impense necessarve.
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Land imperceptibly gained from a river or stream by the 
washing-up of sand or soil is called alluvion, and it becomes the 
property of the adjoining proprietor, on condition, in cases of 
navigable rivers, of leaving a towing-path, conformably to pre- 
scribed bye-laws. Land so acquired, by the imperceptible shift- 
ing of the bed of a stream from one side to the other, gives 
no right to the proprietor on the opposite side to reclaim the 
land which he has lost. This right does not apply to the 
derelictions of the sea. With respect to lakes and ponds, the proprietor always retains the land which the water covers 
when at full height, but he acquires no right over land bordering 
the pond which may be overflowed by an extraordinary flood. 
If a river or stream suddenly carries away a field to a lower 
or opposite bank, the owner of the part carried away may claim his property, but he must do so within a year.*7 

Islands, islets, and alluvions which form themselves in the’ 
bed of a navigable river, belong to the State, if there be no title nor prescriptive right to the contrary; but the islands and alluvions which form themselves in an unnavigable stream belong to the nearest landed proprietor of the shore where the island is formed. If the island forms itself in the middle of the stream, it belongs to the proprietors of both sides, divided by an imaginary line drawn through the middle of the water. a Yiver or stream, by altering its course, cuts and sur- rounds the field of an adjoining owner, and forms an island, the owner of the field retains the ownership of the land, although the islet is formed in a river or in a navigable stream. if a river or navigable stream changes its course, the ground acquired by the change belongs to the owners of the property, in proportion to the extent that their respective estates adjoin the banks.%8 
Pigeons, rabbits, and fish passing to another dove-house, 

*” By the Roman law the time for maki i i i . et ng this claim expired when trees had taken root in the land thus carried away. The details of the rules of “ Accession” in the French and Roman law are to a great extent the same. ° 
ane the Institutes, the new bed followed the condition of the river; and if, after some time, the river returned to its former channel, the new bed again became the property of t 

- 

tiguoas to tha ee tes property of those who possessed the lands con
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warren, or pond acquire a new ownership, provided they have 

not been attracted by artifice or fraud. 

SANA 

    

~ 

Right of Accession Relative to Personal Property. 

The right of accession respecting movables which belong to 

two distinct individuals is entirely ruled by principles of equity. 

The following rules determine cases not specified :—When two 

things belonging to two different persons have been united 

go as to form one whole, but are nevertheless separable, so 

that one ean remain in entirety without the other, the whole 

thing belongs to the one who has the principal part, 

on condition of his paying the other the value of his 

portion.®® ‘The principal part is deemed that to which the 

other was only united for the use, ornament, or completion of 

the first; but if the thing added be of greater value than 

the principal object, and had been added unknown to the 

owner, the latter can demand a separation, although the article 

may, by that act, be deteriorated or diminished in value. If 

two things are united so as to form one whole, but one cannot 

be deemed as an addition to the other, that is deemed the 

principal which is the most valuable; or the largest, if the 

value of both be nearly equal. 
“TF an artificer®® (specificator’) or any person whatsoever uses 

materials which do not belong to him to make some new 

object, whether the material can or cannot be restored to its 

original shape, the owner of the material has a right to 

claim the thing made on paying the price of the workman- 

ship ;*! but if the workmanship is of more value than the 

material used, the labour is then considered the princi- 

39 Accessorium non ducit sed sequitur suum principale. 

4° Specificatio is the act of transforming an original or raw material 

into a new product. When, by the Roman law, the specificator worked 

on his own material, of course he was proprietor of the new article 5 

but if he used the material of another, a question arose whether the 

new article belonged to the specificator, or to the proprietor of the raw 

‘material. By the Roman law, the thing produced belonged to the owner 

of the material, if it could be returned in its former condition; but if 

not, it belonged to the specificator, The French law rules that the thing 

remains the property of the owner of the material, but the latter is 

bound to pay the specificator for his labour.
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pal, and the workman has the right of retaining the thing 
formed on paying the price of the material to the owner. 
When a person has used materials partly his own and partly 
another’s in making some object, without the materials 
of either party being destroyed, but in such a way that 
they cannot be conveniently separated, the thing remains 
the joint property of the two parties. When a thing 
has been made by materials belonging to different owners, 
but of which none of the parties can claim the largest 
share, if the materials can be separated he whose materials 
were used without his knowledge may demand a separation ; 
but if the materials cannot be conveniently separated, a 
common ownership is acquired, in proportion to the quantity, 
quality, and value of the materials belonging to each. If the materials belonging to one be much superior in value, he may claim the thing made by paying the other the value of his materials. When a thing remains in common between the owners of the materials of which it is made, it must be sold by auction for their mutual benefit, 

In all cases where materials have been used to make a new product without the owner’s knowledge, the owner can claim the thing, or he can demand materials of a similar kind, alike in quality, quantity, weight, and value. 
Persons using another man’s materials without his know- ledge are liable to. damages, without prejudice to a criminal 

prosecution, 

NAA
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CHAPTER IV. 

  

OF USUFRUCT, RIGHT OF COMMON, RIGHT OF 
HABITATION. 

(Code Napoléon—Articles 578-636.} 

Usurruct is the right of using (usus) and enjoying the fruits 
(fructus) of things belonging to others,* on condition of not 
destroying or wasting the substance over which such right 
extends. 

Usufruct is established by law,t or by agreement. 
Usufruct may be established*? absolutely, or on a certain day, 

or on condition; and it may be established upon any kind of 
property, real or personal. 

* The owner of a thing over which another has the usufruct is said to 
have a nue-propriété (naked right), nuda proprietas. Usufractisa right 

over a corporeal thing, and if the thing perishes, the usufruct itself 

necessarily perishes also. 

+ Usufruct established by law is of two kinds:—l. A father or 

mother exercising parental authority enjoys the fruits of the heredita- 

ments of their offspring till he has attained his cighteenth year. 

2. The surviving parent is entitled, in the succession of his or her 

child, to the third in usufruct of the half belonging to the collaterals 

of the other line. Usufruct by volonté is that which is constituted by a 

man’s act, either for a pecuniary consideration, as by sale and exchange ; 

or gratuitously, by deed of gift or legacy. 

The jus utendi denotes the right to make use of a thing, and to 

derive from it whatever services it can render, without taking any of 

its products, and without altering the thing itself—such as using beasts 

to plough; living in a house. The jus fruendi denotes the right to 

gather all tho fruits of a thing. Hence the usufructuartus, who has the 

right of wse and the right of enjoyment, has more than the uswarwus, who 

has the right of use only, but less than the proprietor, who has in 

addition the jus abutend:. 

42 The Preetors held that the exercise of the right of usyfruct was 

a quasi-possessio, and protected this quasi-possessio by possessory inter- 

dicts and the actio publiciana in rem. 
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Rights of the Usufructuary. 

The usufructuary has the right of using all the fruits of 
the thing, whether natural, industrial, or civil. 

Natural fruits are the natural products of the earth. The 
produce and increase of animals are-also natural fruits. 

Industrial fruits ave those produced by industry and culture.* 
Civil fruits are the rents of houses, interest of money, arrears 

of rent, and rent of farms let on lease. 

Natural and industrial fruits, hanging from branches and 
growing from roots, belong, from the beginning of the usufruct, 
to the usufructuary; and when the usufruct terminates they 
belong to the owner, without recompense for labour or seed; 
but without prejudice to such portion of the fruits as may 
have been acquired by a colon-partiaire. 

Civil fruits accrue from day to day, and belong to the 
usufructuary during the term of the usufruct. This rule 
applies to the rents of farms let on lease, as well as to the 
rents of houses and other civil fruits. 

If the usufruct includes things which are consumed by 
being used, as money, grain, or liquors, the usufructuary has 
the right of using them, subject to restoring the same 
quantity and quality, or their value, at the expiration of the 
usufruct. 

The usufruct of a life-annuity gives the usufructuary, during 
the term of the usufruct, a right to receive all arrears, When 
the usufruct comprises things which decrease in value by usage, 
such as linen and furniture, the usufructuary has a right to 
use them for their special purpose, and to deliver them up at the termination of the usufruct as they are; but he is respon- sible for things deteriorated wrongfully or by carelessness. 
When the usufruct comprises coppice, the usufructuary is bound to follow the customary order and quantity of the fell- 
ing. If he neglects to fell the quantity, neither he nor his 
heirs are entitled to indemnification, 

Trees taken from a nursery, without injuring it, form part of the usufruct, on condition that the usufructuary conforms to the usage of the place in replanting. The usufructuary, also, in conforming to the practice of the old owners, reaps the 
* . . 

Productions arising from labour, such as the harvest or vintage.
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benefits arising from the regular fellings of larger timber, 
either when the fellings are made periodically upon a speci- 
fied portion of ground, or when they consist of a certain 
number of trees taken indiscriminately on the estate. In all 
other cases the usufructuary cannot interfere with full-grown 
timber, but he may use trees blown down or accidentally up- 
rooted for the repairs of the estate; he can also, for that 
purpose, fell trees, but the necessity for this must be made 
apparent to the owner. He may cut props for the vines and 
all the produce, conformably to the custom of the country 
or the practice of the owner. Dead fruit-trees and trees 
blown down or uprooted by accident belong to the usu- 
fructuary, on condition that he replaces them. The 
usufructuary may either work the estate himself, or let 
it on lease; or he can even sell his right, or give it away. 
If he lets it on lease, he must conform to the periods to 
which leases are limited; and for their duration, to the 
rules established relative to a husband with regard to a 
wife’s property.* 

The usufructuary is entitled to profit by any increase that 
may accrue to the estate by alluvion. He is entitled to all rights 
of servitude, rights of way, and all other servitudes possessed 
by the owner himself; also to the use of mines and quarries 

that are at work at the beginning of the usufruct that the pro- 

prietor had; but if there is a question about a working which 

cannot be made without a grant from the State, the usu- 

fructuary cannot use it till he has obtained permission from 

the Government. He has no right over unopened mines, 

quarries, or peat-bogs; nor can he claim treasure which may 

be discovered during the usufruct. The nu-propriétaire can- 

not by his own act, or otherwise, infringe upon the rights 

of the usufructuary; and on the other hand, the usufructuary 

cannot, at the termination of the usufruct, claim an indemnity 

for improvements which he has made. The usufructuary or 

his heirs may take away mirrors, pictures, and other orna- 

ments placed there by the usufructuary; but he must restore 

the places to their former condition. 

* A husband cannot lease the property of his wife for more than 

nine years,
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Obligations of the Usufructuary. 
The usufructuary takes the things as he finds them ; but 

before he can enter into the’ right conferred upon him, he 
must have an inventory made of all the personalty, and a 
statement made out of all the realty subject to the usufruct 
in the presence of the owner, or after having given him notice; 
and he must give security that he will use his rights en bon 
bere de famille,* unless that obligation be dispensed with by 
the deed establishing the usufruct. 

A father or mother having the legal usufruct of the property 
‘of their children is not bound to give security ; nor is a seller 
or a donor who reserves the usufruct of the property. When the 
usufructuary cannot give security, the real property is leased 
or legally sequestered. The moneys included in the usufruct, 
also moneys realised by the sale of the products, are invested, 
and the interest of these sums, as well as the rents for leases, 
belong to the usufructuary. 

In default of security being given by the usufructuary for 
personal property, the owner may order a sale of all movables 
subject to deterioration by tear and wear, the proceeds of which 
are invested, and the interest belongs to the usufructuary 
during the usufruct. Nevertheless the usufructuary may demand, and the judges may order, according to circum- 
stances, that a portion of movables, necessary for his own use, be left him, on his own security, on the condition that he will produce or replace them at the expiration of the usufruct. Delay in giving security does not deprive the usu- fructuary of the fruits to which he has a right, and which belong to him the moment the usufruct commences. The usufructuary is bound to make good all minor repairs; sub- stantial repairs are charged to the proprietor, unless occasioned through the neglect of minor repairs subsequent to the com- mencement of the usufruct, in which case the usufructuary is bound to make them good. Substantial repairs comprehend all walls, vaults, beams and roofs, terraces, dykes, and sur- 

* Asa bond fide paterfamilias. 
“ By the Pretorian law, the usufructuary was required to give security by providing a fidejussor (surety):—], To enjoy like a bonus paterfamilias. 2. To restore, at the expiration of the usniruct, whatever remained of the thing enjoyed, 
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rounding walls. All others are considered minor repairs. 
The usufructuary is not bound to rebuild decayed buildings, 
nor houses destroyed by age or accident. 

The usufructuary is bound, during the usufruct, to pay all 
annual charges upon the estate, such as taxes and rates which, 
by custom, are deemed charges on the fruits. With regard to 
fresh assessments that may be made on the property during 
the continuance of the usufruct, the owner must pay them, and 
the usufructuary is charged with the interest; or the usu- 
fructuary may advance the money, and be recouped at the 
expiration of the usufruct. 

A testamentary legacy of an annuity, or of a pension for 
maintenance, must be paid by the general legatees of the usu- 
fruct; and the usufructuary by special legacy is not liable for 
debts for which the estate is mortgaged. If compelled to 
pay them, he has his remedy against the owner, except as to 
clauses under the title “ Gifts and Testaments.”* 

A usufructuary or residuary or general legatee must, con- 
currently with the owner, pay the liabilities in the following 
manner :—The value of the property subject to the usufruct is 
estimated, and the share of the debts is fixed according to the 
valuation. If the usufructuary advances the sum necessary 
to pay all liabilities, he is reimbursed, without interest, at 
the termination of the usufruct; but if the usufructuary is 
unwilling to make such advance, the owner may either pay 
the sum and charge the usufructuary with the interest for his 
share during his usufruct; or he may sell a part of the property 
necessary to meet the liabilities. 

The usufructuary is only liable for law expenses relating to 
the usufruct, and judgments resulting therefrom. If during 
the usufruct a third person encroaches upon the property, 
or otherwise infringes upon the rights of the owner, the 
usufructuary is bound to give the owner notice; in de- 
fault of which he is held responsible for all damages, as 
if he himself had been guilty of such infractions. If the 
usufruct is only applicable to an animal which happens to 

* If, before or after the will, the hing bequeathed has been mortgaged 
for a debt of the testator, or the debt of a third party; or, if it is sub- 
ject to usufruct, the person bound to deliver tho legacy is not obliged 
to disencumber it, unless bound to do so by 4 clause in the will. 

EF
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die without any fault on the part of the usufructuary, he is 
not bound to replace it, nor to pay its value. If a flock over 
which the usufruct extends entirely perish by accident or disease 
without blame being attached to the usufructuary, the latter 
is only responsible for the skins or their value; but if the 
flock is not entirely lost, the usufructuary is bound to replace 
those that have perished to the amount of the natural increase 
of the stock. 

an 
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How a Usufruct Terminates, 

A usufruct terminates by the death of the usufructuary; 
by the expiration of the time for which it has been granted; 
by the consolidation or union of the two qualities of usufruc- 
tuary and proprietor in the same person ; by non-usage of the 
right for thirty years; by the total destruction of the thing 
over which the usufruct is established. The usufruct may 
also be terminated by the abuse of the usufruct, either by 
the usufructuary injuring the property, or by allowing it to 
decay for want of proper repairs.*# 

Creditors of a usufructuary may, for the preservation of 
their rights, become parties in law-suits, and may offer to 
repair dilapidations and become securities for the future. A 
judge may, according to circumstances, decide upon the 
absolute extinction of the usufruct, or order the re-entry of 
the owner into possession upon paying annually to the usu- 
fructuary, or to his heirs or assigns, a fixed sum till the 
termination of the usufruct. 

A usufruct granted to a corporation cannot last more than 
thirty years.7 A usufruct granted until a third person attains 
a certain age continues to the period contemplated, although 
the person dies before he has attained the age fixed upon. 

The sale of a thing subject to usufruct does not affect the 

“* By the Roman law, usufruct ended :—I, By the death of the usu- fructuary, or by his diminutio capitis, 2. By non-user (non-utendo). 
——3. By assignment to the nuda-proprietas, 4. By consolidatio, 
2¢€, uniting the possession, occupancy, or profits of land with the 
Property, and vice versd. 5. By changes in the substance of tho 

ng. 

‘S The Romans allowed one hundred year: the French Code to thirty. Fears, reduced by the Fr 
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right of the usufructuary. If he has not renounced his right, - 
he continues to enjoy it.* 

A usufructuary’s creditors may demand that the renuncia- 
tion of a usufruct made to their prejudice be annulled. 
If a portion of the thing subject to usufruct is destroyed, the 
usufruct continues upon the remainder. When the usufruct is 
established upon a building which happens to be destroyed by 
fire or other accident, or tumbles from age, the usufructuary 
has no claim either upon the soil or upon the materials; butif 
the usufruct was created over an estate of which such building 
formed. a. part, the usufructuary has a right over both the 
land and the materials. 

IRINA 

Use and Habitation, 
Rights of uset and habitation are created and lost in the 

same manner as usufructs, but the parties cannot enter in 
possession, as in the case of usufructs, without giving security 
and supplying statements and inventories. Parties having a 
right of use or habitation must exercise their rights in a 
bond fide manner. 

Rights of use and habitation*® are governed by the deed 
which created them. If the deed is not sufficiently explicit 
as to the extent of those rights, they are regulated as fol- 
lows:—He who has the use of the fruits of an estate 
can only claim so much of them as is necessary for his own 
wants and those of his family; also for the use of children 
born to him subsequently to the grant of the use, The use 

* As in the Roman law, the usufructuary and the nu-propriétaire 
have separate interests. Hach has, however, the disposal of his right, 
without affecting the right of the other. 

t The difference between usufructus and usus lies chiefly in the extent 
of the respective rights. The usufructuary has a perfect right of use 
and enjoyment in a thing belonging to another, in the manner of a 
dominus. He is entitled to let the premises, to sell the fruits, and even 
to sell or give away the entire right’ of the usufruct; while the usuary 
(usuarius) is only entitled to the right of use, such as using beasts te 
plough, living in a house, and using such fruits as are necessary for the 
wants of his family. 

46 The Roman jurists doubted whether habitatio was to be considered 
a distinct servitude. Justinian pronounced it to be so. Tho distinction 

was a fine one, and consisted chiefly in the circumstance that habitatio 
was “ ocupation allowed as a fact rather than as a right.” 9 

F
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cannot be transferred or let to another party. He who has the 
right of habitation in a house may live in it with his family, 
even though unmarried at the time that the right was con- 
ferred upon him. The right is restricted to himself and 
family, and cannot be let or transferred. When the user con- 
sumes all the fruits of the property, or when he occupies the 
whole of a house, he must pay for culture, for minor xepairs, 
and taxes, as a usufructuary; but if he is only entitled to a 
portion of the fruits, or if he only occupies a part of the 
house, he only pays in proportion to that which he enjoys. 

The right of use as regards woods and forests is regulated 
by special laws. 

PINAR AANA



CHAPTER V. 

  

OF SERVITUDES. 
[Code Napoléon—-Articles 637-710.] 

A servitude*? is a burden imposed upon an estate for the ase 
of others who are not the owners of such estate. It gives no 
preference to one possessor over another, and it arises either 
from the natural situation of the place, or from obligations 
imposed by law, or by agreements between owners. 

wae 

  

Servitudes* Arising from the Situation of the Place. 

Low lands naturally receive water running from high grounds, 
when not interfered with by man’s intervention. The owner of 
the low lands is not allowed to erect a dyke to prevent the flow 
of water, and the proprietor of the high ground is not allowed 
to render the servitude more burdensome. He who has a spring 
in his land may use it as he pleases, saving the right which the 
owner of the low land may have acquired by deed or by pre- 
scription. Prescription, in such cases, can only be acquired 
by an uninterrupted use for thirty years, reckoning from the 
time that the owner of the low land had completed his works 
to facilitate the fall and the flow of water on his property. 
The owner of a spring cannot change its course when it 
supplies the inhabitants of a township, village, or hamlet; but 
if the inhabitants have no right to it, either by purchase or 
prescription, the owner may claim an indemnity, settled by 

* Servitudes bind a person to allow a thing to be done, or they oblige 

him to abstain from doing something. 

47 'Pheso fragmentary rights, these portions of the whole right com- 
prised in the absolute ownership, were termed servitudes, because the 

thing was under a kind of slavery, for the benefit of the person entitled 

to exercise over it this separate right. As in the Roman law, a servi- 

tude establishes a real right in the thing servient, and therefore it may 

be enforced against every possessor of the thing.
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experts. He whose property borders a running stream, not public property, may turn it and use it for the irrigation of his lands, on condition of restoring it to its ordinary course at the bottom of his grounds, 
When a dispute arises between two landowners respecting the water, the court, in giving judgment, takes into considera- tion agricultural interests as well as the respect due to pro- perty ; and in every case, local regulations as to the course and use of the stream must be observed. 

RENN AAA 

By the Irrigation Acts of April, 1845, and July, 1847, and by the Drainage Act, 1854, all landed proprietors who desire to irrigate their lands by natural or artificial waters may ob- tain, by paying a fair indemnity, a flow of water through another man’s grounds; but such servitudes cannot be enforced. upon houses, yards, gardens, parks, and enclosed grounds ad- joining habitations. Owners of lowlands must receive water flowing from such irrigated lands, equitable indemnification being made. The same right of letting off water on inter- mediate grounds may be granted to owners of lands totally or partially inundated, in order to get rid of the superfluous water. 
Any owner who has a right to the use of water for the irrigation of his property may obtain power to erect water- works abutting his neighbour's property by indemnifying him; but this servitude does not apply to buildings, yards, or gardens attached to houses. All disputes are referred to the court of first instance, and the court in giving judgment ‘must take into consideration the importance of the work, and the respect due to property. All owners desirous of draining their lands may make a passage by pipes or otherwise, through the property belonging to an adjoining owner, when it lies between their property and a stream, on paying an indemnity. This servitude admits of the same exceptions, as before stated. The adjoining owner has a right to the use of such works for the drainage of his own ground by paying a proportionate share of the expenses, very Owher may compel his neighbour to determine the boundary of his adjoining land, and the expense of fixing the boundaries is shared by both parties. Each may en-
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close his property, but if, when doing so, he encloses another 
man’s property, he is bound to give him a right of way. An 
owner who encloses his land loses his right of common in 
proportion to the quantity of land which he withdraws. 

NAY 
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Servitudes Established by Law. 
Servitudes created by law have for their object public 

utility or private benefits. 
Everything that concerns towing-paths, making and repair- 

ing roads, and. other public or parish works, are public servi- 
tudes. These servitudes are determined by laws or bye-laws. 
Law enforces upon owners different obligations with regard to 
each other, independently of any agreement. Part of these 
obligations are regulated by the rural police laws. 

RRA 

Party- Walls and Ditches. 

In towns and in the country all boundary-walls, whether 
enclosing a house, a yard, a garden, or a field, are, if there is 
no proof to show to the contrary, presumed to be party-walls. 
It is a sign’ that the wall is not a party-wall, when it is 
perpendicular from top to bottom on one side, with a slanting 
top on the other, or where there is an overhanging coping on 
one side only; in such case the wall is deemed to -belong 
exclusively to the party who is the owner of the property 
where the coping overhangs, or where the water falls. 

The repairs and rebuilding of party-walls are shared by the 
owners in proportion to their joint rights. Nevertheless every 
joint-owner may refuse to share the expenses of repairing and 
rebuilding by abandoning his right, provided such party-wall 
does not support any building belonging to him. Every joint- 

owner may build against a party-wall, and fix beams or 

joists into it within two inches of the extremity, without pre- 

judice to his neighbour’s right to have the beam reduced to 

half the thickness of the wall, in the event of the latter desir- 

ing to fix beams in the same place, or to build a chimney 

against it. Every joint-owner may heighten the party-wall at 

his own expense, and if the party-wall is not sufficiently thick 

to bear the upper structure, he must rebuild the whole at his 

own expense, and the excess of thickness required must be 
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built upon his own ground. Every owner having property adjoining a wall may acquire a party-right in the whole or part of it, by paying the owner the half of its value, and half the value of the ground upon which it is built. One owner cannot make a recess in a party wall, nor use it as a support 
for a new structure, without the consent of his neighbour; or on refusal, without having the matter settled by arbitrators, 

Every person in towns and suburbs may compel his neigh- bour to contribute to the construction and repairs of the boundary -walls that separate their houses, courts, and gardens, the height of the walls being determined by the usage of the place; and where there are no fixed rules or customs, every new built party-wall must, in towns of fifty thousand inhabit- ants or upwards, be ten feet high, including the coping; and in others, eight feet, 
When the storeys of a house belong to different owners, if no mention in the deed is made respecting repairs and rebuilding, they must be made in the following manner :— The main walls and roof are chargeable to all the owners, each in proportion to the value of the storey belonging to him. ‘The owner of each storey must build and repair his own floor, The owner of the first storey repairs the staircase which leads to it; the owner of the second storey, the stair from the first storey to the second ; and so on.——When a party-wall or house has been rebuilt, the servitudes, both active and passive, continue without being increased, provided the reconstruction has taken place before a right by prescription has been acquired. 

All ditches that separate two estates are presumed to belong to both owners, if there is no deed or sign to the contrary. It is a proof that the ditch is not in common when the bank or earth is thrown up on one side only, and then the ditch is deemed to belong to him on whose side the earth is thrown up. A party-ditch is kept up at the expense of both parties. Every hedge that Separates two estates is deemed in com- mon, unless only one of the estates is enclosed, or a deed or Prescriptive right proves the contrary, 
Trees of large growth cannot be planted except at a given dis- tance from each estate prescribed by rules relating to them, or by usual and well-known customs 3 and in the absence of rules and customs, large trees must not be planted nearer than six feet 
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from the line separating the two estates, and half the distance 
for other trees and live hedges. When planted nearer, the 
adjoining owner may order them to be pulled up. An owner 
whose property is overhung by the branches of his neighbour’s 
trees may compel him to cut off such branches; and if the 
roots encroach upon his property, he has a right to remove them. 

Trees growing in a party-hedge are, like the hedge, deemed 
in common, and either of the owners may insist upon their 
being cut down. 

RNR ee 

Prescribed. Distance of Certain Works. 

An owner who sinks a well or cesspool near a party-wall, or 
erects a chimney, fireplace, forge, oven or furnace, or builds a 
cowshed, or keeps a structure for salt or other corrosive 
matter is,to avoid a nuisance, obliged to do so at a prescribed 
distance, regulated by rules and customs. 

One neighbour cannot, without the consent of the other, 
make in a party-wall any window or opening of any kind 
whatever, even though it may be made a glass fixture. The 
sole owner of a wall not in common may make fixed windows 
with wire-work in his wall, but the meshes of the wire-work 
must not be more than three inches apart. Such windows or 
lights must not be placed lower than eight feet from the floor- 
ing of the room of the ground-floor, and six feet from the 
flooring of the upper storeys. 

Front windows, balconies, or other such projections, cannot 
be made at a less distance than six feet from a neighbour's 
property, and side views cannot be made at a less distance 
than two feet. The distance is calculated from the outside 
front of the wall, and if there is a balcony or other projection, 
it is taken from the extremity of the outside projection. 

Every landlord must construct the roofs of his houses so 
that the rain-water will discharge itself upon his own ground, 
or on the public way; not upon his neighbour’s property. 

RANA 

Right of Way. 
A proprietor whose land is shut in, without an outlet to the 

public road, may claim a right of way through his neighbour’s 
ground by paying a sum proportionate to the damage occa- 
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sioned by making the passage. The road must be made 
through the neighbour's property, as near as possible to the 
public road, and where the least injury may result, 

An action for damages for a right of way is liable to pre- scription. The right of way must be continued, although the action for indemnity is no longer admissible. 

Ieee 

Right to Establish Servitudes, 
Proprietors have a right to establish over their property, 

or in favour of it, such servitudes as they please, provided they are in no way contrary to public order or law. The use and extent of these servitudes are regulated by the deed that 
establishes them; or in the absence of a deed, as follows :— Servitudes are established either for the use of buildings, or for that of lands.*® The former are called urban, whether the building is in town or country ; the latter are called sural. Servitudes are either continuous or not continuous. Con- tinuous servitudes are those the use of which may be continued without the intervention of man; as drains, sewers, lights, and -such like. Non-continuous servitudes are those which require the actual intervention of man for their exercise; such as a right of way, right of drawing water, right of pasture, and the e. 

Servitudes are apparent or non-apparent. Apparent servi- tudes are those which are manifest by external signs, as a door, a window, an aqueduct. Non-apparent servitudes are those which have no external sign of existence, as a prohibition to build upon land, or to build above a given height. 
WA 

How Servitudes are Established. 
Continuous and apparent servitudes are established by deed, or by a thirty-years’ possession, Servitudes continuous, but not apparent; and servitudes not Continuous, apparent, or not apparent, can only be established by deed. Immemorial pos- 

‘8 The Romans divided servitudes into two classes:—1. Servitutes rusttcorum——2. Servitutes urbanorum prediorum, Proedium rusticum ‘Means the soil; preedium urbanum, any structure whatever.
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session does not suffice to .establish them, except in cases of 
those already established by the custom of the place. 

The known intention of a paterfamilias* is equivalent to a 
deed as regards continuous and apparent servitudes. There 
is no overt intention unless it is proved that two estates now 
divided belonged to the same owner, and that the servitude 
was established by him. 

If the owner of two estates, over one of which there exists 
an apparent sign of servitude, disposes of one estate without 
stating in the contract the fact of the servitude, the servitude 
continues to exist actively or passively, in favour of or against 
the alienated land. The deed that establishes a servitude in 
respect of those servitudes that cannot be acquired by pre- 
scription can only be replaced by a deed acknowledging the 
servitude, signed by the owner of the estate subject to the 
servitude. 

When a servitude is established, it is presumed that every- 
thing is granted for its use; as, for instance, the right of 
drawing water at a spring belonging to another necessarily 
implies a right of way. 

NNN RNR ANAT 

Rights of the Owner of Estates to which Servitude is Due. 

A person to whom a servitude is due is bound to make all 
the works necessary for its use and preservation. Such 
works are made at his own expense, unless the deed that 
established the servitude proves the contrary. When the 
owner of an estate, subject to servitude, is bound by deed 
to construct works necessary for the use and preservation of 
the servitude at his own expense, he may free himself from 
such obligation by abandoning the ground to which the 
servitude is due. If the estate for the benefit of which 
the servitude was established is divided, the servitude con- 
tinues to each portion, without increasing the burden of the 
estate subject to servitude. Thus, in the case of a right of 
way, all co-proprietors must use the same road. 

The owner of a property subject to servitude is not allowed to 
do anything that will tend to diminish or interfere with the use. 
He cannot alter the condition of the place, nor shift the servi- 

*° With the Romans, there were three modes of establishing servi- 
tudes:—1. By deed.——-2, By prescription——3. By the disclosed 
intention of the paterfamilias.
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tude to a place different from that originally used. How- 
ever, if the exercise of the original servitude has become more 
burdensome to the owner of the estate subject to servitude, he 
may offer an equally advantageous servitude to the other party, 
who is not at liberty to refuse. On the other hand, he who has the 
servitude can only use it according to his deed, without a right 
to make, on either of the estates, a change which may render 
the servitude more burdensome. 

NIA 

The Extinction of Servitudes, 
Servitudes cease when the things subject thereto are in such 

a condition that they cannot be used; but they revive if the 
things are restored to a state of use, unless the servitude is 
barred by prescription. Every servitude terminates when the 
estate subject to servitude and the one that it benefits become 
the property of the same person. Non-user for thirty years 
extinguishes a servitude ;°° and the thirty years begin to run, 
according to the different kinds of servitudes, either from the 
day on which they ceased to be used, as in the case of non- 
continuous servitudes; or in the case of continuous servitudes, 
from the day on which an act has been done contrary to the 
servitude. 

The manner of exercising servitudes is prescribed in the 
same way as the servitude itself. If the estate in favour of which the servitude is established belongs to joint-owners, the use by one prevents prescription against all the others. If 
amongst the joint-owners there is one against whom the prescription cannot run, for instance, a minor, he preserves 
the right of all the others, 

  

NNN A NA 

°° By non-user, Justinian fixed the eriod at te i 0 years when the parties Were present, and twenty years when absent, y . P
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CHAPTER I. 

  

OF THE DIFFERENT WAYS IN WHICH PROPERTY I8 
ACQUIRED. 

Code Napoléon—Articles 711-773.) 

Ownerssip of property is acquired and transmitted by succes- 
sion, by gifts inter vivos, by testament, and by the force of 
obligations.* It is also acquired by accession, or incorpora- 
tion, and by prescription. 

Unclaimed property belongs to the State. The use of 
property held in common is regulated by police enactments. 

Hunting and fishing are regulated by private Acts.f 
A proprietor who finds a treasure on his own estate becomes 

the owner ; and if treasure is found in another pergon’s ground, 
one-half belongs to the finder, and the other half to the owner of 
the land.*1 Treasure-trove comprises everything concealed or 
buried in the ground over which no one can prove ownership, 
and which is discovered by chance. Rights over things thrown 
in and cast up by the sea are regulated by private Acts, and 
they also apply to things lost for which there is no owner. 

NNSA EE 

  

Succession. 

Immediately after death succession commences.t 
When two or more persons having a right of succession 

perish by the same accident, and it is uncertain which 
was the survivor, the presumption of survivorship is deter- 

* Succession is the transmission of the rights and obligations of a 
deceased person to one or more persons, 

} See Acts, May 3, 1844; April 15, 1829; and January 24, 1867. 

t As previously stated, the Act of 3ist May, 1854, abolished civil doath, 

5. Tho Emperor Hadrian introduced this rule into the Roman law
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mined by the circumstances of the event, and in default of 
such knowledge, by consideration of age and sex. If under 
fifteen years of age, the eldest is presumed to be the last sur- 
vivor ; if above sixty, the youngest is deemed the survivor. 
When several are under fifteen years of age, and others above 
sixty, the former are deemed to have last survived. When those who have perished together had completed their fifteenth 
year and had not reached their sixtieth, and where the ages are equal or the difference does not exceed one year, the males are always deemed the last survivors ; and when of the same 
sex, the youngest is deemed to have survived the elder. | The law regulates the order of succession among lawful heirs ; in default of them, the property passes to the illegiti- mate children ; after that, to the surviving father or mother; 
and failing these, to the State, 

Lawful heirs are absolutely entitled to the property, rights, and actions of the deceased, and they are bound to discharge all the liabilities of the succession, Illegitimate children, a surviving husband or wife,* and the State, must apply to a court of law to be put in possession of the estate. 
SAN ANNAN AN RRR RR 

Right of Succession. 
To be entitled to a right of succession, the heir must neces- sarily be in existence at the time of the death. Thus an unborn infant, or an infant who is not likely to live when born, cannot be entitled ; nor can anyone found guilty of having attempted to cause the death of the deceased } nor any one who has been adjudged guilty of having maliciously accused the deceased of a capital offence sf nor any heir of full age who, having been informed of the murder of the deceased, did not give information to the proper authorities, Default of giving such information cannot be set up against the ascendants or de- 

* This does not apply to the right which a wife may have to the half of property held in common. 
T Accusation capitale is such an accusation ight lead to con- demnation to death, or to a enalty that y loprive tho . demned of his status as a Frenchman, 7 Nould deprive the condemn 52 In caso of intestacy, the Roman law re j ich x gulated the succession, whic devolved Upon :—1, The sui-heredes, his heirs.—_9, Agnati, mombers of © same civil family.—3, Cognati, blood-relations.
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scendants of the murderer; nor against his relatives in the 
same degree; nor against a wife or husband, or brothers, sisters, 
uncles, aunts, nephews, or nieces. 

An heir who has been excluded from the succession by 
reason of unworthiness is bound to give up all the fruits and 
revenues that he has received from the succession. His children, 
being heirs in their own right, are not excluded by reason of 
their father’s delinquencies, but an unworthy father cannot in 
any case claim the usufruct granted by law to parents over the 
property of their children. 

NANA AERA, 

Order of Succession. 

Successions devolve upon the children and descendants of 
the deceased person, and upon his ascendants and collaterals in 
the order and according to the rules hereafter mentioned. 

Law, in regulating successions, neither regards the nature 
nor origin of property.* Every succession which falls to 
ascendants or collaterals is divided into two equal parts—one 
for the paternal, the other for the maternal line. Kindred of 
half-blood are not excluded by relatives of the whole blood of 
the same degree; but they only take a share in their own line, 
that is, paternal or maternal. The whole blood take in both 
lines. There is no devolution of property from one line to 
another, except where no ascendants nor collaterals can be 
found in one of the two lines. 

The first division having taken place between the paternal 
and maternal. lines, no further division is made among the 
various branches of the family, but the moiety devolving upon 
each line belongs to the nearest heir or heirs, except in the 
case of representation, hereafter explained. Proximity of heir- 
ship is determined by the number of generations; and each 
generation is called a degree. The series of degrees forms the 
line, and the series of degrees between persons descending one 
from the other is called the direct line; those who do not 
descend from each other, but from a common ancestor, are 
collaterals. There are two direct lines, the line descending 
and the line ascending. The former connects the ascendant 

* In this point the French law resembles the Roman law; In England, 
real property devolves differently from personal property. 

@
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with those who descend from him; the latter is the line which 
connects him with those from whom he descends. 

In the direct line degrees are counted by the generations 
between persons; thus the son with respect to his father is in 
the first degree ; the grandson is in the second; and, in like 
manner, the father and grandfather with respect to sons and 
grandsons. 

In the collateral line, the degrees are reckoned by the 
generations, from one of the relatives to, but not including, the 
common ancestor, and from him downwards to the other 
relative. Thus two brothers are in the second degree; the 
uncle and nephew are in the third ; first cousins in the fourth; 
and so on. 

RAMANA 

Representation. 

Representation is a legal fiction, the effect of which is to 
place the representative in the degree and rights of the person 
represented. It takes place ad infinitum in the direct 
descending line. 

All lineal descendants ad infinitum represent their ancestors ; 
that is, stand in the same place as the ancestor would have 
done had he been living. 

Representation does not take place in favour of ascendants; 
the nearest in each of the two lines excludes the more remote. 

Jn the collateral line representation is admitted in favour of 
the children and descendants of brothers and sisters of the 
deceased person, whether they come to the succession con- 
currently with uncles or aunts; or, if all the brothers and sisters 
are dead, the succession devolves upon their children in 
equal or unequal degrees. In all cases where representation is 
admitted, the division takes place per stirpes. If the same 
root has produced several branches, the subdivision is made 
from the root in each branch, and the members of each branch 
divide per capita (par téte). 

Representation cannot be made of a living person, but persons 
who have renounced a succession may be represented. 

  

yen ~ s RN NAL 

Successions Devolving upon Descendants, 
Children or their descendants succeed to their father and
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mother, to their grandfathers, grandmothers, or other ascend- 
ants, without distinction of sex or regard paid to primogeniture, 
and whether they are the issue of different marriages or not. 
They inherit, per capita, when all are in the same degree and 
in their own right; they take per stipes when all or some of 
them succeed by representation. 

Renee ON 

Successions Devolving upon Ancestors. 

If the deceased person leaves no issue, nor brother, nor sister, 
nor descendants from them, the succession is divided in equal 
moieties between the ascendants of the paternal and the 
maternal lines. The ancestor in the nearest degree takes 
the moiety that devolves to his line in exclusion of all others. 
Ascendants in the same degree succeed per capita. Ascendants 
succeed, in exclusion of all others, to things given by them 
to their children or other descendants who died without issue, 
when the things given are found in the succession; and if 
alienated, the ascendants receive the price which may still be 
due, and the right of action which the donee may have. 

When parents survive their children who have died without 
issue, but leaving brothers or sisters, or their offspring, the 
succession is divided into two equal parts. One moiety de- 
volves upon the parents, who share alike; the other moiety 
goes to the brothers, sisters, or their representatives. If one 

of the parents has previously died, the portion that would have 

devolved to hin or her is added to the moiety accruing to the 

brothers, sisters, or their representatives, as hereafter explained. 

  

AAR 

Succession of Collaterals. 

Tn the event of the predecease of the father and mother of 
@ person dying without issue, his brothers, sisters, or their 

descendants are entitled to the succession, to the exclu- 

sion of the ascendants and other collaterals; but if the 

father and mother of the person dying without issue sur- 

vive, they take the half of the succession; and if only one 

survives, the brothers, sisters, and their descendants take three- 

fourths. In both cases, if the brothers and sisters are by the 

same marriage, the succession is equally divided; but if by 

different marriages, the succession is divided into two shares, 
G 

    

a
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between the paternal and maternal lines. Brothers and sisters 
of the whole-blood share in both lines, and those of the half- 
blood in their own line only. If there are brothers and sisters 
on one side only, they succeed to the whole, to the exclusion 
of all relatives of the other line. 

In default of brothers or sisters, or their issue, and of 
ascendants in one of the lines, the succession devolves, one- 
half to the surviving ascendants, and the other half to the 
nearest of kin of the other line. 

A surviving parent is entitled to the usufruct of the third 
part of the property to which he has not succeeded, 

Relatives beyond the twelfth degree do not succeed ; in de- 
fault of relatives of one line being capable of succeeding, the 
relatives of the other take the whole.®? 

IRIE ANAS 

Irregular Successions, 
legitimate children are not heirs, but the law grants them rights over the property of their deceased parents when they have been legally acknowledged; but they have no right over the property of the relatives of their father or mother. Their rights are regulated as follows :—When the father or mother leaves legitimate issue, the illegitimate child takes one-third 

of what he would have been entitled to had he been legitimate ; the half, if there are no legitimate issue except relatives in the 
ascending line and brothers and sisters ; three-fourths, when the father or mother dies without issue, or without ascendants or descendants, or brothers or sisters, 

Illegitimate children have a right to the whole of their parents’ property when the parents die leaving no relative capable of succeeding. In the event of illegitimate children dying before their parents, their offspring or their descendants may claim their rights; but illegitimate children or their de- scendants must deduct from their claims such sums as they may have received from their deceased parents,* which they 
_ ™ Dlegitimate children and their descendants cannot receive, by gift tnter vivos or by will, property beyond the limits prescribed by law. °° In the Roman law, cognati (blood- relations) were only entitled to succeed as far as the sixth degree ; or, in the case of children of a second- cousin, in the seventh degree. There was no such limit to the succesion of members of the civil family (agnat: er of the paterfamilias. ¥ (agnats), borsons under the pow
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must return, as prescribed by law. They have no claim 
when they have received, in the life-time of their parents, the 
half of the amount above stated, with the express declaration 
of the parents that they intend to limit the claim of the ille- 
gitimate child to that which he has received; but if he has 
not received the half of what he is entitled to, he may claim 
the sum necessary to make up the half. 

The offspring of adultery or incest have no rights of in- 
heritance ; but the law awards them maintenance, which is 
regulated by the position of the parents and the number 
and circumstances of the legitimate heirs. When the father 
or mother of the offspring of adultery or incest has caused the 
child to learn a trade or calling, the child cannot set up any: 
claim for maintenance against the succession. 

When an illegitimate child dies without issue, the succession 
devolves upon the father or mother who acknowledged him ; 
or on both, by moiety, if he has been acknowledged by the 
two; and where the father and mother have died first, the 
property which he received from them, if in the succession, 
passes to the legitimate children of his parents, and the 
remainder passes to his own brothers or sisters, or their 
descendants. 

Renee enti 

Rights of the Surviving Husband or Wife, and of the State. 

When a husband or wife dies, leaving no relatives of a 
degree capable of succeeding, nor illegitimate children, the 
property in the succession goes to the survivor, and in default 
of surviving husband or wife, to the State. The survivor, or 
the State, who claims a right to the succession, is bound to 
have an inventory made, and must demand, as in a beneficiary 
succession, to be put into possession by the court of first in- 
stance. The survivor is bound to invest the personal property, 
or give security to restore it, in the event of heirs of the de- 
ceased appearing within three years, after which the surety is 
discharged. ‘This rule is also applicable to illegitimate children 
who succeed as heirs for want of legitimate relatives. 

Ne eee
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CHAPTER II. 

  

OF THE ACCEPTANCE OR RENUNCIATION OF SUCCESSIONS, 

Acceptance, 
[Code Napoléon—Articles 774-814.) 

A succession may be accepted purely and simply, or it 
may be accepted under “ privilege of inventory ” (sous bénefice 
Tinventatre).* 

No one is bound to accept a succession that falls to him. 
A married woman cannot legally accept a succession without the authority of her husband or a court of law, as explained 

in the chapter on “ Marriage.” Successions falling to minors 
or tnterdicted persons cannot be legally accepted, except in 
accordance with the rules previously stated with regard to 
minority, guardianship, and emancipation. 

Acceptance dates from the day of the death of the deceased 
persons, and may either be express or implied. It is express 
when the title or qualification is recorded in a deed ; implied, 
when the heir does an act showing his intention to accept, which he would have no right to do except in the capacity 
of heir. 

Acts purely conservatory, or superintending the provisional 
administration, are not deemed acts of acceptance, provided the title or quality of heir has not been assumed, 

The gift, sale, or transfer by a co-heir of his claims to a 
stranger, or to a co-heir, implies an acceptance of the succes- sion. A voluntary renunciation in favour of one or more of 
his co-heirs, or in favour of all his co-heirs without distinction, 
when he receives a price for it, is an acceptance. 

When a person, to whom a succession has devolved, dies 

* Sous bénéfice Pinventaire an acceptance without liability for debts beyond the amount of the assets of the succession,
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without having retiounced or accepted it expressly or by im- 

plication, his heirs may, in his right, accept or renounce it; 

but if they cannot agree, the succession must be accepted sous 

bénéfice @inventaire. A person of full age cannot dispute his 

express or implied acceptance of a succession, unless his 

acceptance has been the result of fraud; nor can he disclairn 

it under pretence of lesion, unless the value of the succession 

has been absorbed or diminished more than a half by the 

discovery of a will which was unknown at the time of the 

acceptance. 
RRNA AA RAR RAE 

Renunciation of Successions. 

Renunciation of a succession is never presumed; it must be 

effected by a declaration at the registrar’s office of the court 

of first instance, and entered in a register kept for that purpose. 

When an heir renounces, he is deemed never to have been heir, 

and his share accrues to his co-heirs. If he has no co-heirs, 

it devolves to the next of kin. A person cannot claim as 

representative of an heir who has renounced ; if the party who 

renounces is the only heir of his degree, or if all his co-heirs 

have renounced, the children take in their own right. Credi- 

tors of an heir who renounces may be empowered to accept 

the succession to the amount of their claims; and if there. is 

-a surplus, that goes to the next of kin. 

The power of accepting or renouncing a succession is 

limited to thirty years. As long as the right to accept is not 

barred by prescription, the right of acceptance by the heirs of 

the person who renounced continues, unless the succession has 

been accepted by other heirs, without prejudice to rights which 

third parties may have acquired over the property. 

A party cannot, even by marriage settlement, renounce the 

succession of a living person; nor can he alienate the contin- 

gent rights which he may have to such succession. Heirs who 

abstract or conceal the property of a succession lose the power 

of renouncing ; they remain absolute heirs, and have no claim 

on the things carried away or concealed. 

RRA Neen” 

“Privilege” of Inventory. 

The declaration of an heir that he will only accept 

sous bénéfice Pinventaire must be made at the office of
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the registrar of the court of first instance of the dis- 
trict in which the succession commenced, and inscribed 
on the register kept for that purpose; and such declaration 
has no effect unless a faithful and exact inventory of all 
the property of the succession is drawn up in the forms 
prescribed by law. The heir is allowed three months to make 
the inventory, and after that time, forty days to consider 
whether he will accept or renounce the succession. Over all 
perishable goods the court grants him a power of sale. If he 
renounces, expenses fairly incurred by him are charged upon 
the property of the succession. 

After the expiration of the above term, if a suit is preferred 
against him, he may demand a further delay, which the court 
may grant or refuse according to circumstances; in which case 
the expenses of the prosecution are at the charge of the succes- 
sion if the heir can prove that he was not aware of the death, 
or that the period of delay was insufficient, either on account of 
the situation of the property, or by delays arising from disputes. 
If he cannot give such proofs, the costs fall upon him per- sonally. Nevertheless, after the expiration of the above term, he still preserves the power of making an inventory and re- maining beneficiary heir, if he has not otherwise acted as heir, or has not been adjudged in the quality of simple and absolute heir. An heir who is guilty of receiving stolen goods of the 
succession, or who knowingly and fraudulently has omitted to” include in the inventory any effects belonging to the succession, forfeits the bénéfice Pinventaire. 

Sous bénéfice d’inventatre confers on the heir the following advantages :—1, Non-liability for debts of the succession, except to the value of the property received by him, besides the power of freeing himself from debts, by abandoning all the property of the succession to the creditors and legatees.** 2. The right to keep his own property separately from that of the succession, and to pay himself any claims that he may have upon the estate. 
The heir who enjoys the benefit of inventory is bound to 

  

_ 34 A similar institution existed in the Roman law. Justinian estab- lished the beneyicium inventard:. The heir, within a certain time, made an inventory of the property of the deceased, keeping his own property Separate. If there was a surplus th ir it: i i 
was not liable, plus, the heir took it; if a deficiency, he
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administer the property of the succession, must render an 
account to the creditors and legatees, and is answerable for 
any balance that may be due to the succession. All movables 
must be sold, after due notice, by public auction. The real 
property must also be sold in the form prescribed by law, and 
the beneficiary heir is bound to pay over the proceeds to the 
mortgage creditors who have proved their claims. Creditors 
or any interested party may insist upon security being given 
for the value of the property comprised in the inventory, in 
default of which, both personal and real property are sold, and 
the proceeds are used for the payment of charges on the 
succession; if there are opposing creditors, the proceeds are 
paid as directed by the judge. Creditors not opposing have 
only their remedy against the legatees, and in both cases all 
claims are barred by prescription after the lapse of three years. 
The expenses of the seals, if any have been affixed, of the 
inventory, and of statements, are chargeable to the succession. 

aw 
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Vacant Successions. 

When no one comes forward within the prescribed time to 
claim the succession, or if the succession is renounced by 
the heir, it is pronounced vacané, when the court of first 
instance appoints a trustee, who has an inventory made, 
manages all the affairs, pays claims, and acts as Uhéritier 
béneficiaire.”> He receives a salary, which is not allowed to 
Cheritier bénéjiciaire. 

55 A modification of the substitutto of the Roman law.
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CHAPTER III. 

  

OF PARTITION. 
[Code Napoléon—Articles $15-892,] 

No one can be compelled to remain joint-owner of a property, 
and partition may be always obtained notwithstanding probibi- 
tions and agreements to the contrary; but an agreement to 
suspend partition for a limited time is valid, if it does not ex- 
ceed five years, which, after that time, may be renewed. Parti- 
tion may be demanded even though one of the co-heirs enjoys 
separately a part of the property of the succession, if there has 
been no deed of partition, nor possession sufficient to involve 
prescription. With respect to minors, co-heirs, or interdicted 
persons, partition may be obtained by guardians specially 
authorised by the family council; and in the case of absent 
co-heirs, relatives put in possession may sue for partition. 

A husband may, without the consent of his wife, demand 
the partition of the real and personal property which has 
accrued to her, and has fallen into the community ; but for things not in common, the husband requires her consent, The co-heirs of the wife cannot effect a partition without suing both husband and wife. 

Tf all the heirs are present, and of full age, affixing seals is not necessary, and they may make the partition as they please ; but if the heirs are not present, or if among them there are minors or interdicted persons, or if creditors insist, the seals must be affixed and an inventory made as prescribed by law. Actions of partition, and disputes arising therefrom, are submitted to the court of first instance, which adjudges summarily ; or the court may appoint one of the judges, on whose report it decides, 
Each of the heirs may demand his share in kind of the real and personal property ; but if there are opposing creditors,
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or if the majority of the co-heirs think a sale is necessary, 
the personal property is sold by auction; and if the real pro= 
perty cannot be properly divided, it must be sold by auction 
before the court; but if the heirs are of full age, they may 
agree to have the auction made before a notary. 

After the sale of the real and personal property, the co-heirs 
go before a notary, to have the partition arranged, when each 
accounts for the gifts he has received, and the sums due from 
him to the succession. Each co-heir must give back to the 
estate the gifts he has received, and the sums he owes the 
succession. The estate is then equally divided in lots amongst 
the co-heirs, and should there be an inequality in the lots, ar 
indemnity in money or rent-charge is given. 

The lots are arranged by one of the co-heirs, or by an expert - 
appointed by the judge, and afterwards drawn at hazard. If 
disputes arise, the notary makes a report, on which the court 
decides. If co-heirs are absent, or if some of the co-heirs are 
minors or interdicted persons, the partition must then be made 
before the court, when, if necessary, the family council appoint 
a special guardian to each minor having opposing interest. 

Any person, though a relative, but not a co-heir, who pur- 
chases a share of a succession from one of the co-heirs, may, 
on being indemnified, be excluded from the partition, at the 
demand of one or more of the co-heirs. 

After partition, each co-heir is entitled to the deeds re- 
lating to his share of the property; but if the property is 
in one lot, he who has the largest share keeps the deed, which, 
when required for legal purposes, is always at the command of 
the other parties; and where there is only one deed for the 
whole estate, one of the co-heirs is appointed by the others to be 
its custodian; and if they cannot agree, the judge appoints one. 

NRA AAA AARNE 

Hotchpot (“Des Rapports’’)* 
Every heir, even beneficiary, and a donee who becomes an 

heir after the gift, must return to the co-heirs all that he has 
received by gift or will from the deceased, unless expressly 
stated in the deed of gift or in the will that it is an extra 

* A confused mingling of divers things; a blending or mixing of 
lands or chattels, answering, in some respects, to the collatio bonorum of 
the Roman law.
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share, not subject to restitution ;* and even in this case, he 
cannot retain more than the disposable portion allowed by law. 
An heir who renounces a succession may retain a gift or 
legacy made to him to the amount of the disposable portion 
allowed by law. 

A donee who was not the presumptive heir at the time 
of the gift, but who was so on the opening of the suc- 
cession, is bound to return the gift, unless the donor has 
exempted him. Gifts and legacies made to the son of a 
person who becomes entitled to succeed when the succession 
commences are not considered returnable. A father, coming 
to the succession of the donor, is not bound to return the 
gifts. In like manner, a son who becomes in his own right 
the heir of a donor is not obliged to return the gifts made to 
his father; but if he succeeds by representation, he is obliged 
to return the donations made to his father, even if he has re- 
nounced his succession. Gifts and legacies made in favour of 
the wife of a husband who has become heir are not returnable 
to the succession; but if made to both of them, the one who 
is the heir must return the half; if both are heirs, the whole 
must be returned. Returns are only made to the succession of 
the donor, and they comprise gifts made to a co-heir, or moneys 
given in payment of his debts. Sums paid for setting an heir 
up in business, or for debts due by him, are retuned; but 
not expenses incurred for his maintenance, education, appren- 
ticeship, equipment, marriage, and marriage presents. The 
same rule applies to profits resulting from transactions which 
the heir may have had with the deceased, or from a bond fide partnership regularly drawn up by deed. 

A. donee is not responsible for immovables that have perished by accident or without his fault, 
Fruits, and interest upon things returnable, are due only from 

the day of the commencement of the succession. Returns are 
due only from the co-heir to his co-heirs, They are not due to 
the legatees, nor to the creditors of the succession. 

* Rapport & succession is the giving back, in kind or otherwise, to the bulk of the succession, things ‘that an heir may have received from the deceased, so that the whole shall be divided amongst the different co-heirs, The law presumes that the deceased, who has not shown a contrary intention, desires to maintain equality amongst his heirs, and oat the liborality that he bestowed upon one is only an avancement otrie,
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A return may be made of the thing itself, or its value may 
be deducted from the claims of the legatee or donee; but 
if the real property has not been alienated by the donee, its 
return may be insisted upon, if there is not in the succession 
real property of a similar kind that can conveniently be divided 
in lots between the other co-heirs. If alienated before the 
commencement of the succession, its value at that time need only 
be returned. In every case, the donee is reimbursed for keeping 
the thing in repair, and for outlays in improvements; he, 
however, is responsible for deterioration caused by his negli- 
ence. 

6 When the return is made in kind, it is added to the estate 
free from liabilities created by the donee; but mortgagees 
have a right to prevent a return being made in fraud of 
their claims. 

When a gift of real property, made to a person capable of 
succeeding, and not returnable, exceeds the disposable portion 
allowed by law, the return of the excess is made, if possible, of 
the thing itself; if not possible, when the excess exceeds half 
the value of the property, the donee must return the whole of 
it, reserving his right to take first from the succession the 
value of the disposable portion; but if such portion is more 
than the half of the value of the property, he may retain the 
whole by compensating his co-heirs. 

The return of goods is made by taking a less share in the 
succession; the return of money is made by taking a less 
amount; if insufficient, the return is made in goods, or in 
default, in real property. 

Renney 

Payment of Debts, 

Co-heirs contribute to the payment of debts and liabilities, 
each in proportion to his share in the succession. The general 
legatee (a titre universel*) contributes his share; but speczyic 
legatees are not liable for debts, but are liable to actions 
arising from mortgages. 

When the real property of a succession is encumbered by 

* A legacy is said to be & titre universel (general) when it does not 
amount to a bequest of any particular thing or money distinguished 
from all others of the same kind. Specific legacy is a bequest of a 
particular thing or sum of money.
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annuities secured by mortgage, any of the co-heirs may insist 
upon the annuities being redeemed before proceeding to allot- 
ment; but if the co-heirs allot the property as left, the encum- 
bered portion of the estate is valued as if unencumbered, and 
the capital of the annuity is deducted from the valuation ; and 
the heir who takes the encumbered portion is alone responsible 
for the annuity, and must guarantee to hold his co-heirs free 
from all future lability. 

The heirs are liable severally for the debts and liabilities of 
the succession to the amount of their respective shares; but by 
mortgage each heir is liable for the whole, saving his remedy 
against the co-heirs or against the general legatees for their 
respective shares, 

A specific legatee who has paid the debt with which the 
estate was encumbered enters into the rights of the creditor 
against the heirs and general legatees. The co-heir or general 
legatee who, in consequence of a mortgage, has paid more 
than his share of the common debt, has his remedy against the 
other co-heirs or legatees for their respective shares. 

In the event of one of the co-heirs or a general legatee being 
insolvent, his share of the mortgage debt must be propor- 
tionately paid by the others. 

Writs issued against the deceased person previous to his death 
may be enforced against the heir, but a week’s notice must be 
given before execution. The heir may, however, demand that his 
property be separated from that of the deceased. This demand 
cannot be made, when there is novation® of the debt, by the 
heir being accepted as debtor. If personal property, the right 
must be enforced within three years ; if real property, as long 
as it remains the property of the heix. 

Creditors of a co-heir may insist upon being present at the 
allotment; but when it is made they cannot interfere, unless 
the allotment has been made contrary to an opposition legally 
sei up by them. 

RAE 

Effects of Partition and Warranty of Lots. 
Each co-heir is deemed to have succeeded to all the effects 

comprised in his allotment, and never to have had any claim 
upon any other portion of the succession. 

* Novation, see page 151
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Co-heirs are sureties to each other against molestations and 
evictions proceeding from causes anterior to the partition; but 
they are not liable for evictions specified in the deed of partition, 
or evictions arising by the fault of the evicted co-heir. 

The guarantee for the solvency of the debtor of an annuity 
continues for five years after partition. 

  

RANA 

Rescission in Matters of Partition. 

Partitions may be rescinded in cases of violence or fraud, or 
by one of the co-heirs proving that he has been deprived of 
more than the fourth of his share. The simple omission to 
include a thing belonging to the succession in the partition does 
not give ground for an action of rescission, but merely for a 
supplementary allotment. An action in rescission is admissible 
against any act tending to promote partition between the co- 
heirs ; but after partition, an action is not admissible; nor is 
an action admissible after a bond fide sale of a successional 
right made by a co-heir to his co-heir or co-heirs. 

A co-heir who has alienated his lot, in whole or in part, 
cannot bring an action for fraud or violence, if the alienation 
took place subsequently to the discovery of the fraud. 

RR eee
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CHAPTER IV. 

  

OF GIFTS “INTER VIVOS.” 
[Code Napoléon—Ar ticles 893-966.] 

A PERSON cannot dispose of his property a@ titre gratuit 
(gratuitously) otherwise than by gift inter vives or by will, 
according to the rules hereafter specified. 

A deed of gift (donation entre-vijs®) is an instrument by which 
a donor divests himself actually and irrevocably of the thing 
given in favour of the donee who accepts it. A willis an in- 
strument by which the testator disposes of the whole or part of 
his property, with power at all times of revocation. 

Entails (des substitutions*’) are prohibited in France, and every 
disposition by which the donee, the appointed heir, or the 
trustee is bound to preserve and render the gift to a third 
person is void, even in respect of the donee, the appointed 
heir, or the legatee.* 

* Hereditary grants by the State, called majorats, which were an 
exception to this rule, were abolished by the Act of 12th May, 1835. 
Parents, however, are allowed to give, zz trust, property to the use of 
the donee’s children in the first dogree, and brothers and sisters to the 
use of their brothers’ or sisters’ children, as will be explained hereafter. 

56 Justinian, in his “Institutes,” mentions another gift which is incor- 
porated in the laws of England,—donatio mortis causd, a gift in prospect 
of death; a gift which shall be absolute in the event of the donor’s 
death, but revocable if he lives. / 

5T The substitutio of the Roman law was the appointment of several 
dogrees of heirs. It was a conditional institution, wherein a second 
person was named as heir, should the person first instituted fail from 
any cause to accept the inheritance. A third might be appointed to 
succced, if the second did not accept; and so on.
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When a donation, inheritance, or legacy is not accepted by the 
donee, heir, or legatee, the appointment of a third person to 
receive it is not considered substitution (entail), and is valid; so 
is the gift of property to A and the usufruct to B. 

In dispositions by gift inter vivos or by will, impos- 
sible conditions, and conditions contrary to law or morals, 
are void. 

IIIA 

Power of Disposing or Receiving by Gift inter Vivos or 
. by Will. 

To make a gift or will, the donor or testator must be of 
sound mind. All persons may give or take by gift inter vivos 
or by will, unless declared incapable by law. 

A minor under sixteen cannot make a disposition, except by 
marriage settlement. After sixteen, he can only dispose of 
the half of the property that a person of full age is entitled 
to do. 

A married woman cannot make a gift inter vivos without 
the consent of her husband, or, in default of such consent, 
without the consent of the court of first instance; but she 
may, by will, bequeath her property without the consent of 
either.®* 

To be able to take by gift inter vivos, the child must be 
conceived at the time of the making of the gift ; and, to take by 
will, the child must have been conceived at the time of the 
death of testator. In both cases the child must, when born, 
be likely to live (viable). 

A minor, although sixteen years of age, cannot make a will 
in favour of his guardian; nor at full age can he make a gift 
inter vivos or bequeath property to his late guardian, till the 
account of the guardianship has been rendered and settled. 
In both cases, however, a minor may give or bequeath in 
favour of his parents or grand-parents, who are or have been 
his guardians. 

5° By the Roman law, women could not make wills if in the power of 
their father, or in the manus of their husbands. If they were not in 
potestate nor in manu, they could make a will, provided that the will was 
confirmed by the auctoritas of their tutor. 

a
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Tlegitimate children cannot take by gift or by will more than 
the share that the law allows them in the succession,* 

Physicians, surgeons’ assistants, and chemists who have 
attended a deceased person in-his last illness cannot take by 
gift or by will made during such illness. Pecuniary recompense 
for services rendered, and general legacies to relatives of the 
fourth degree, provided there are no heirs in the direct line, 
are excepted. The same rule applies to priests, clergymen, 
and rabbis. Gifts or legacies made in favour of hospitals, the 
poor, and public institutions, are only valid when authorised 
by the State.t Gifts or legacies in favour of persons pro- 

hibited by law from taking are void, although disguised under 
the form of a contract for a consideration, or in the name of 
an interposed person.{ , 

APRA ARNEL ENON ER RAEN WY 

Of the Portions of Property Disposable by Gifts infer Vivos or 

by Will. 
Gifts inter vivos or by will must not, when there is only one 

legitimate child at the death, exceed one-half of the owner's 

property; they must.not exceed a third when there are two 

children; nor more than a fourth, when there are three or 

more.*? This rule applies to descendants in whatever degree, 

who only take the place of the person they represent in the 
succession of the donor or testator. 

Gifts inter vivos or by will must not exceed the half of the 
owner's property if, having no children, he leaves one or more 
ascendants in both the paternal and maternal lines; three- 
fourths, if he leaves ascendants only in one line. In default 
of ascendants and descendants, an owner may dispose of the 
whole of his property by gift or by will. 

* See “Succession,” page 95. 

+ By the Act of 14th July, 1819, gifts and legacies may be made in 
favour of aliens. 

t Personne interposée: A party who lends his name to another to 
enable him to derive a benefit which he could not obtain in his own 
person. 

5° The Romans resorved a fourth of the inheritance (portio legitima) 
fcr the heir, .
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If the gift inter vivos or legacy is a usufruct or an annuity, 
and if the value exceeds the disposable portion, the heirs 
entitled to the reservation may either pay the annuity, or 
renounce the ownership of the disposable portion. 

The value, in full ownership of the property alienated, either 
for a life annuity or with reservation of usufruct to one of 
the direct heirs, is charged upon the disposable portion, and 
the surplus, if any, returns to the estate; such charge and 
return cannot be claimed by the direct heir who has consented 
to such alienation, nor in any case by collateral heirs. The 
disposable portion may be given in whole or part, by deed 
inter vivos or by will, to the children and other heirs of the 
donor, without being subject to restitution, provided such dis- 
position has been expressly declared an extra share (préeciput).* 
This declaration may be made in the deed of gift,.in the will, 
or by a separate deed. 

nnn 

Abatement of Gifts and Legacies. 

Gifts inéer vivos or legacies that exceed the disposable portion 
are reducible to such portion as existed at the time the succession 
commenced; the abatement can only be sued for by those 
entitled by law to the reservation; it cannot be claimed by 
donees, legatees, or creditors of the deceased. Abatement is 
settled by fictitiously uniting to all the property left by the 
donor or testator at his decease that which he disposed of by 
gifts inter vivos. After deducting the debts, a settlement of 
the disposable portion is made upon the whole property, 
according to the rights of the heirs he has left. Abatement 
cannot take place till the value of all the property comprised 
in the testamentary disposition has been exhausted ; and when 
such abatement is made, it begins with the last gift, and so on 
till the first. If the gift, subject to abatement, has been made 
to one of the heirs, that heir may retain, out of the property 
bestowed, if of the same nature, the share of the reserved 
portion which belongs to him as heir. 

When gifts infer vivos exceed or equal the disposable portion, 

  

* A benefit given to one of several co-heirs; also a benefit stipulated 
by marriage settlement in favour of the surviving husband or wife. 

H2
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all the testamentary dispositions lapse; and when the testa- 
mentary dispositions exceed either the disposable portion or the 
portion which remains after deducting the gifts, the abate- 
ment is made in equal proportions, without distinction 
between general and specific legacies ; but when the testator 
has expressly declared that one legacy shall be paid in 
preference to others, such legacy is not reducible unless the 
value of the others does not make up the legal reservation. 
A donee must return, from the time of the death of the donor, 
the fruits of that which exceeds the disposable portion, if the 
demand is made within a year; otherwise, from the day of the 
demand. Real property subject to abatement must be returned 
free from debts or mortgages created by the donee. An action 
in abatement or revendication may be maintained by the heirs 
against third parties detaining real property which, being part 
of the gift, had been alienated by the donee; seizure and sale 
being first made upon the property of the donee. Such action 
must be brought in the order of the dates of the alienations, 
beginning with the most recent. 

RRNA EERE 

Gifts inter Vivos. 

All gifts cner vivos must be made before a notary in the usual 
form of a contract, and a minute kept by him, otherwise they 
are void. A gift inter vivos does not bind the donor, nor does 
it take effect, unless it has been expressly accepted by the 
donee. The gift must be accepted during the life of the 
donor, which acceptance may be made by a separate deed 
before a notary, and notice of the acceptance must be given 
to the donor. If the donee is of full age, the acceptance 
must be made by him, or by a person, in his name, having 
power to accept the donation for him. 

A married woman cannot accept a gift without the consent 
of her husband, or in the event of his refusing, without being 
empowered to do so by the court of first instance, conformably 
to the rules respecting marriage. A gift to a minor not eman- 
cipated or to an interdicted person must be accepted by his 
guardian, conformably to the rules under the head “ Minority, 

. Guardianship, and Emancipation.” An emancipated minor 
may, with the authority of his curator, accept; and the
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parents or other ascendants of a minor, whether emancipated or 
not, although neither guardians nor curators of the minor, may 
accept for him. A deaf and dumb person who can write may 
accept for himself, or by procuration; if he cannot write, the 
acceptance must be made by a curator appointed for that purpose, 
conformably to the rules respecting “ Minority, Guardianship, 
and Emancipation.”* Gifts made in favour of hospitals, the 
poor of a parish, or public institutions, must be accepted by 
officials duly authorised to accept. 

A gift duly accepted invests the ownership in the donee 
without the necessity of any other conveyance. Gifts inter vivos 
of real property capable of being mortgaged must, with their 
acceptances, be registered at the mortgage offices} where the 
property is situated; default of such registration may be 
pleaded by all interested parties, except by those whose duty 
it was to have the registration made, their assigns, and the 
donor. Minors, interdicted persons, and married women, are 
not entitled to restitution, on the ground of default of accept- 
ance or registration of gifts; but they have their remedy 
against their guardians, curators, or husbands. A gift inter 
vivos can only comprise property in the actual possession 
of the donor; if it comprises property that will fall to 
him at a future period, the gift of such -property is 
void. All gifts inter vivos made on conditions depending 
only on the will of the donor are void. They are also 
void if made subject to the condition of paying debts 
or discharging liabilities other than those existing at the 
time of the gift, and expressed in the deed of gift or in the 
statement which ought to be annexed to it. When the donor, 
having reserved for himself the right of disposing of a thing 
comprehended in the gift or of a fixed sum from the property 
bestowed, dies without having disposed of it, the thing or 
sum goes to his heirs, notwithstanding stipulations to the 
contrary. : 

These rules respecting present property, conditions depending 
on the will of the donor, discharge of debts, and reservation of 

* See page 59. 

+ In France, in each arrondissement there is a mortgage office, where 
all transfers of property must be registered.
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aright of disposal, do not apply to gifts in marriage settle- 
ments, or gifts from one consort to the other either in the 
marriage settlement or during marriage. 

A gift of personal property is not valid unless a statement 
is drawn up setting forth the valuation of the things given, 
signed by the donor and the donee or the person who accepts 
for the donee; such statement must be annexed to the deed of 

ift. 
6 A donor may reserve for his own benefit, or for the benefit 
of another, the use or usufruct of the real or personal property 
bestowed. When a gift of personal property is made with reser- 
vation of usufruct, the donee is bound, at the termination of the 
usufruct, to take the things as they are; but he may main- 
tain an action against the donor or his heirs for the value 
of things, entered in the inventory that have disappeared. 
A donor may stipulate for the right of reversion of the things 
given, in the event of the donee himself, or the donee and his 
heirs, dying before him; but this right is restricted to the 
donor himself. This right of reversion cancels all alienations 
that may have been made of the property bestowed, which 
reverts to the donor free of all liabilities and mortgages; ex- 
cept in cases of mortgages for dowry or marriage settlements 
if the other property of the donee is not sufficient ; but this 
only in cases where the gift and mortgage are made in the 
same marriage settlement. 

NAIA AAR 

Exceptions to the Rule of Irrevocability of Gifts inter Vivos. 
A gift inter vivos cannot be revoked except for non-perform- 

ance of its conditions, ingratitude, or in the event of the sub- 
sequent birth (survenance) of children of the donor after the 
gift. In cases of revocation arising from non-performance of the conditions, the property reverts to the donor, free of all 
liabilities and mortgages incurred by the donee, with the same 
rights over the property detained by third parties that he. 
would have had against the donee himself, 

_ © By the Roman law, gifts enter vivos were irrevocable, except for ingratitude or non-performance of conditions, They were not revoked by the subsequent birth of a child of the donor.
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A gift inter vivos cannot be revoked on account of ingrati- 

tude except in the following cases:—1. When the donee has 

attempted the life of the donor. 2. When he has been 

guilty of cruelty towards him, or committed a misdemeanour 

against him, or grievously offended him.——3. When he- 
refuses him maintenance. 

Revocation on the ground of non-performance of conditions 

or ingratitude must be sued for within a year from the day of 

the delinquency imputed to the donee; but such action cannot 

be brought against the heirs of the donee, nor by the heirs of 

the donor against the donee, unless commenced by the donor, or 

unless the delinquency took place within a year of the donor's 

death. 
Revocation on the ground of ingratitude does not prejudice 

alienations or mortgages and other liabilities incurred by the 

donee, with which he may have encumbered the property, 

provided they are made before the registration of the de- 

mand for revocation, which must be entered at the mortgage 

office. In the event of revocation, the donee is bound to 

return the value at the time of the demand of the thing 

alienated. 
Gifts as 2 marriage portion are not revocable on the ground 

of ingratitude. 
All gifts inter vivos made by persons who had no children nor 

descendants living at the time of the donation, even gifts as a 

marriage portion, other than gifts by ascendants to the consorts, 

or by the consorts to each other, are absolutely revoked. by the 

subsequent birth of a legitimate child of the donor, even if 

born after the donor’s death; or, by the legitimation of an 

illegitimate child by a subsequent marriage, if it is born after 

the gift. 
Gifts thus revoked can never be revived, even by the death 

of the infant, except by a new deed of gift. Property com- 

prised in a gift that has been absolutely revoked returns to 

the estate of the donor free from all liabilities and mortgages 

of the donee.* 
Every clause in a deed of gift, by which the donor renounces 

  

* A purchaser from a donee takes all the risks of revocation liable 

to the donee.
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the revocation of a gift on the subsequent birth of a child of 
the donor after the gift, is void. 

A donee, his heirs or assigns, and third parties who possess 
the property bestowed, cannot claim a prescriptive right till 
thirty years after the birth of the last child of the donor. 

NIAAA AN,
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CHAPTER V. 

  

OF TESTAMENTARY DISPOSITIONS, 
(Code Napoléon—Axticles 967-1074.] 

Every person of full age and of sound mind may dispose of 
his property by will, either by the appointment of an heir,®! or 
by legacy, or in any other way manifesting that which he 
wishes to be done after his death. Two or more persons are 
not allowed to make their wills in the same instrument, either for 
the benefit of a third person or for the benefit of each other. 
A will may be holographic,* or made before a notary, or in the 
mystique form. 

A holographic will is not valid unless it is wholly written, 
dated, and signed by the testator. No other formality is 
required, 

A will publicly executed, must be made before two notaries 
and two witnesses, or one notary and four witnesses. In 
this case, the will must be dictated by the testator, written 
by a notary, read to the testator and witnesses, and signed by 
the testator and witnesses. If the testator cannot sign the 
deed, the reason must be recorded. 

No legatees nor relatives beyond the fourth degree, nor 
clerks of the notaries engaged in drawing up the will, can be 
witnesses. 

When the testator desires to make a mystique will,} he must 

* A testament written entirely by the testator, which, on account of 
the difficulty of the forgery of such a document, is held valid without 
witnesses. 

} This will is called mystique (secret), as no declaration is made of 
the contents of the will, nor is the reading of the will to notaries or 
witnesses required. 

‘\ By the Roman law, the appointment of an heir by a testator was 
the fundamental principle of a testament—caput atque fundamentum 
totius testamentt.
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sign it, whether he has written it himself or had it written by 
another person. The paper or envelope must be sealed, and 
presented to the notary in the presence of six witnesses, and 
the testator must declare that the packet contains his will, 
written by himself or by another person, and signed by him- 
self. The notary inscribes this declaration upon the sealed 
packet, signs it, and has it signed by the testator and wit- 
nesses. If the testator cannot sign, an additional witness is 
required, who not only signs, but states the reason why the 
testator has not signed it. Persons who cannot read are not 
allowed to make a will in the mystique form, but a person 
who cannot speak, but can write, may make a mystique testa~ 
ment, provided the whole be written, dated, and signed by 
himself, 

Witnesses to wills must be males of full age, French 
subjects, and in full possession of their civil rights. 

Military men and persons employed in the army or navy’ 
may make their wills before a major, or any other superior 
officer, in the presence of two witnesses; or, if invalided, 
before the surgeon, assisted by the military commander of the 
hospital. These regulations only apply to persons engaged in war, or to those in garrison out of the French territory ; and such wills are void if, at the expiration of six months after the testator has returned to a place where he can have the means of using the ordinary forms, he has not done so. In cases of quarantine, wills may be made before the justice of 
the peace, or any municipal officer, in presence of two wit- nesses. Such wills are invalidated six months after com- munication has been established. 

Wills in the course of a Sea-voyage may be made before the commander of a Government ship, assisted by the commis- 
sary; and in merchant vessels, before the purser, assisted by the captain or next in command. Such wills must be executed in the presence of two witnesses. In all cases a duplicate copy must be kept, and when the vessel enters a foreign port where there is a French consul, one of the copies must be left with the consul, who must forward it to be deposited 

®? By the Roman law, certain persons could not be witnesses, either on account of —1. Of some general disability, eg., women, minors, prodigals. ——2. Of some interest in the testamentary disposition. Persons under the power of the testator. The instituted heir, and certain individuals closely connected with him, were incompetent,
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among the records of the justice of the peace at the place where 
the testator had his domicile. Such wills must be signed by 
the testator, the officers of the ship, and by one witness at least. 

A Frenchman in a foreign country may make a holographic 
will, or a will according to the forms of the place. Such wills 
cannot be put in force respecting property in France, unless 
registered at the office of the last domicile of the testator; 
and if they apply to real property, at the mortgage office. 

All these formalities must be observed, under pain of nullity. 

Net ws 

  

Heirs, and Legacies in General. 
Testamentary dispositions are either universel, d titre universel, 

or & titre particulier. 
A legs universel is a testamentary disposition by which the 

testator gives to one or more persons the whole of the property 
which he leaves at his death. When there are heirs who are 
entitled by law to a portion of the property, such heirs are seized 
in full right of all the property, and the légatatre universel must 
demand from them the delivery of the property comprised in 
the will; but when there are no heirs entitled by law to the 
reservation, the légataire universel is seized in full right. 

Every holographic and mystique will must be opened by the 
president of the court of first instance, who, when there are 
no heirs, must issue an order to put the legatatre universel in 
possession. The legataire universel who takes concurrently 
with an heir entitled to reservation is responsible personally 
for his share of the debts and liabilities of the succession, and 
by mortgage (hypothécatrement) for the whole. He is bound to 
pay all legacies, subject to the abatements already explained.* 

A general legacy (legs & titre universel) is that by which a 
’ testator leaves a certain part of his property, which the law 

permits him to dispose of, such as a half, a third, or all his 
real property, or all his personalty, or any fixed part of either. 
All other legacies are specific. 

The legatees, @ titre universel, are bound to demand the 
delivery of their legacies from the heirs entitled to reservation ; 
in default, from the légataire universel ; and in default of the 
latter, from the heirs entitled by succession. 

* Seo page 115, “Abatement of Gifts and Legacies.”
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General legatees, like /égataires universels, are responsible for 
their share of debts and liabilities of the succession, and by 
mortgage, for the whole. 

When the testator has only left a part of his disposable 
property to a general legatee, the latter is bound to pay, 
proportionately with the heirs, his share of the specific 
legacies. 

A specific legacy is a bequest of a particular thing, or a sum 
of money, or claims, the thing bequeathed being distinguished 
from all others of the same kind. , 

Every specific bequest gives the legatee from the day of 
the death of the testator a right to the thing bequeathed ; 
but he cannot take possession till demand for delivery is made 
in the way already explained,* or till a delivery is voluntarily 
made. 

The interest or fruits of the thing bequeathed accrue to the 
legatee from the day of the death and without legal demand :— 
1. When the testator has expressly declared his intention to 
that effect in his will. 2, When a life-annuity or a grant 
has been bequeathed for maintenance. 

Succession duties are paid by the legatees, unless exempted 
by the will. The thing bequeathed must be delivered with all 
necessary appurtenances, and in the state in which it was left 
at the death of the testator. 

When property bequeathed has been afterwards enlarged, 
such additional property, even though it is contiguous, is not 
deemed to form part of the legacy ; but buildings, embellish- 
ments, and improvements are considered adjuncts to the thing 
bequeathed. 

If before or after the will the thing bequeathed has been 
mortgaged for a debt of the succession, or even for a debt of a 
third person ; or if it is encumbered with an usufruct, he who 
has to pay the legacy is not bound to redeem it, unless expressly 
ordered to do so by the testator’s will. 

The bequest of a thing which does not belong to the testa- 
tor, whether he was or was not aware of another’s right to it, 
is void. 

A legacy to a creditor is not deemed a set-off against his 
claim, nor is a legacy to a servant a payment of wages, 

  

* Seo  Genoral Legacies,” page 123.
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A specific legatee is not liable for the debts of the suc- 
cession, except, as previously stated, in cases of abatement or 
mortgage. 

REE EY 

Testamentary Executors,* 

A testator may appoint one or more executors, and may 
give them seisin of the whole or of a portion only of his 
personalty; but, in the interest of legatees, his seisin is re- 
stricted to a year and a day from the death of the testator. 
The heir may, however, by giving the executors a sum suffi- 
cient for the payment of the legacies of personal property, 
or by guaranteeing such payment, put an end to the latters’ 
seisin. 

A person incapable of entering into a contract cannot become 
an executor. A married woman cannot be an executrix without 
the consent of her husband. If she has separate property, 
either by marriage settlement or by the decision of a court, 
she may be executrix with the consent of her husband, or in 
default, by judicial authority.t 

Minors cannot act as executors, even with the authority of 
their guardians or curators. 

When, among the heirs, there are minors, interdicted or 
absent persons, the executor must have seals affixed, and 
after summoning the heirs to be present, cause an inventory to 
be made. In the case of an insufficiency of moneys to pay the 
legacies, the executor must sell the personal property to the 
amount required. Care must be exercised in following the 
instructions of the will, and the executors must render an 
account of their administration at the expiration of a year 
from the death of the testator. 

The powers of an executor do not pass to his heirs. Where 
there are several executors who have accepted, one may act 
for the others, but they are all responsible for the personal 
property entrusted to them; unless the testator has divided 
their duties, and each has kept within the power assigned to 
him. 

* An exécuteur is a person appointed by a testator to carry out the 

directions and bequests in his will, and to dispose of the property 
according to his testamentary dispositions. 

+ See page 40.
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Expenses incurred by the executor in the fulfilment of his 
duties are chargeable to the succession. 

ANN 

Revocation and Lapse of Wills, 
A will cannot be revoked, in whole or in part, except 

by a subsequent will, or by a notarial act by which a change 
of intention is expressly stated. Subsequent wills, which do 
not revoke a preceding one in an express manner, annul only 
dispositions that are inconsistent with, or contrary to, the 
later will.® 

The revocation of a will by a subsequent one, retains its full 
effect, although the last will remains unexecuted by reason of 
the incapacity of the heir or legatee, or of his refusal to accept. 

Every alienation by the testator, even with right of redemp- 
tion or exchange, is a revocation of the bequest of that which 
has been alienated, although the subsequent alienation has 
become void, and the property has reverted to the testator. 
Testamentary dispositions lapse if the persons in whose favour 
they were made do not survive the testator. Testamentary 
dispositions, made under conditions of an uncertain event 
taking place, lapse if the legatees die before the performance of 
the conditions. A condition, which merely suspends the per- 
formance of a disposition, does not deprive the appointed 
heir or legatee, or their heirs, of a vested right in the thing 
bequeathed. A legacy lapses if. the thing bequeathed perish 
during the life of the testator; or later, if no blame be 
attached to the heir. A testamentary disposition lapses when 
the heir or legatee renounces, or is incapable of taking it; and 
his portion, if made to several conjointly, accrues to the 
benefit of the other legatees. 

A bequest is deemed conjointly when it is made to several 
parties in the same will, and when the testator does not 
specify the portion that each party is to have. It is likewise 
deemed conjointly when the bequest in the same will to several 
persons cannot be divided without injuring the property. 

*$ At Rome a will was revoked (ruptum): —1. By making a subsequent 
Will, even though the second will did not take effect—_—-2. By the introduction into the civil family of a suus heres, unless he had been instituted in anticipation.
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Bequests in favour of Grandchildren, Nephews, and Nicces, 

Parents may give or bequeath the disposable portion of 
their property to one child, or to several of their children, 
conditionally on such property being afterwards surrendered to 
the children, in the first degree, of the said donees. When there 
are no children of the donees, gifts or bequests to brothers or 
sisters of the whole or part of the property not subject to 
reservation may be made, on condition that such property be 
_restored to the children in the first degree of such brothers and 
sisters. In this case, all the children of both sexes share alike. 

When a son or daughter, brother, or sister to whom pro- 
perty has been given or bequeathed without condition of 
restitution (sans charge de restitution) to their children, 
accepts a new gift or bequest on condition that the property 
previously given or bequeathed shall be subject to restitution, 
he or she is not permitted to separate the two dispositions by 
renouncing the second in order to keep the first. 

The rights of persons entitled to restitution commence when 
the possession of the donee ceases; if such possession be given 
up before the allotted time, it must be done without prejudice 
to the claims of previous creditors. 

In the event of insufficiency of unencumbered property of a 
husband, a wife has no claim upon the returnable property, 
except for the principal of the dowry, and in cases when the 
testator has so expressed it. 

A testator or donor may, in the above cases, appoint a guardian 
to see that his dispositions are duly carried out. In default of 
such guardian, one must be appointed at the instance of the 
encumbered donee or legatee, within a month from the day of 
the death of the donor or testator. If this formality is not 
performed, the party whose duty it is to see to the appointment 
of a guardian loses the benefit of the disposition. 

After the decease of a person who has made a disposition, 
subject to restitution, an inventory of his real and personal 
property must be made by the encumbered donee or legatee, 
in presence of the guardian appointed for the due performance 
of the gift or legacy; in default, by the guardian himself, or 
by any person interested in the succession. The encumbered 
legatee is bound to sell all the personal property by auction, 
except such as the donor or testator has ordered to be preserved.
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Cattle and agricultural implements used for the working of 
the estate are valued, and their value refunded at the time of 
restitution, Within six months from the closing of the 
inventory, ready money and the proceeds of the sale of per- 
sonal property, and all moneys received in payment of debts, 
must be invested; and sums afterwards received must be 
invested within three months. Such investments must be made 
according to the intention, if manifested, of the testator, and 
in presence, and at the instance of, the special guardian. 

Gifts inter vivos and legacies encumbered with restitution 
must be made public, as regards real property, by the deeds 
being transcribed in full in the register at the mortgage office ; 
and as to sums invested with privileges upon real property, by 
the registration of mortgages upon such property ; in default 
of which creditors or third parties may set up their claims by 
ignoring the gift or legacy; but donees, legatees, and even 
heirs, cannot oppose the claimants of the succession on account 
of non-publication or non-transcription. 

A specially appointed guardian is personally responsible for 
the omission of these formalities ; and, in the event of their not 
being fulfilled, a minor is not entitled to restitution, even though 
his guardian has become insolvent. 

NANA AAAAAAANAAN AAAI,
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CHAPTER VI. 

  

OF PARTITION OF PROPERTY BY PARENTS AND 
GRAND-PARENTS, 

[Code Napoléon—Articles 1075-1090.] 

Parents and ascendants may distribute their property amongst their children and descendants by gifts inter vivos, or by will, according to the rules previously mentioned. If the distribu- tion is not made to all the children or their representatives living at the death of the parent, the distribution is void, and a new partition may be legally sued for by the excluded children, or even by those who have been included. The distribution by a parent may be disputed on the ground of one of the children receiving less than a fourth of that to which 
he is entitled, or by the offspring receiving more than the law 
allows. 

  

NAA 

Gifts in Marriage Settlements, 
All gifts in marriage settlements are governed by the same 

rules as those of gifts inter vivos.* 
Parents, grand-parents, relatives, or strangers may, in a 

marriage settlement, dispose of the whole or part of the property 
which they might leave at their death in favour of the consorts, 
or, in the event of the donor surviving them, of their children. 
Such a gift, although only made for the benefit of husband and 
wife, or one of them, is deemed to be made for the benefit of 
their children, in the case of the donor surviving. It is irre- 
vocable, but the donor has the power of taking from the gift 
trivial sums for presents. 

A gift by marriage settlement may be made, in whole or 
part, both of present property and that which may accrue to 

* See “Gifts inter Vivos,” pages 111, 114, 117, 119.
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the donor, on condition that a statement of the debts and 
liabilities of the donor is annexed to the deed at the time of 
the gift; in which case the donee, at the death of the donor, 
is at liberty to keep the property that the donor possessed 
at the time of the gift, by renouncing that subsequently 
acquired. In default of such statement, the donee is bound to 
accept or renounce the gift in its entirety. If he accepts the 
gift, he must take the property as it is at the time of the 
death, with all debts and liabilities. A like gift may be made 
on condition of paying all the debts and liabilities of the donor, 
and the donee is bound to fulfil all the conditions, unless he 
prefers to renounce the gift. When the donor reserves for him- 
self a thing comprised in the gift, and dies without having 
disposed of it, the thing becomes the property of the donee or 
his heirs. 

A gift by marriage settlement cannot be disputed on the 
ground of non-acceptance, but such a gift is void if marriage 
does not follow.* A gift likewise lapses if the donor survives 
the donee and his.or her children. : 

All such gifts are reducible to the portion fixed by law. 

RAN AAA 

* A marriage settlement always takes place before the celebration of 
marriage. The seftlement.is void if the marriage does. not take place.
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CHAPTER VIL. 

  

OF GIFTS BETWEEN MARRIED PERSONS. 
[Code Napoléon—Articles 1091-1100.] 

A HUSBAND and wife may, in a marriage settlement, make reciprocal gifts, subject to the following limitations :— 
Any gift inter wivos of present property, made between consorts in a marriage settlement, is not deemed to be made on condition of survivorship of the donee, if such condition is not formally expressed; and it is subject to all the rules and forms relating to gifts inter vivos. The same rule applies to all gifts made by third parties to consorts, except that such gifts are not transmissible to the issue of that marriage when one of the married persons dies before the other. 
A husband or wife, when there is no issue, is allowed either by marriage settlement or during marriage, to give to each 

other all that he or she could give to a stranger; and further, 
the usufruct of that portion which cannot be disposed of to the 
prejudice of heirs; and when the husband or wife has issue, 
each may reciprocally give one-fourth in ownership, and 
another fourth in usufruct, or the moiety of the property in 
usufruct only. 

Minors cannot, in a marriage settlement, make a simple or 
reciprocal gift, except it is sanctioned by those whose consent 
is required for the validity of the marriage; but with such 
consent, he may give all that the law allows a person of full age 
to give to the other consort. All gifts made between consorts 
during marriage are revocable. The revocation may be made 
by the wife, without the authority of the husband or that of 

S* By the old Roman law, there could be no gift by a husband to a 
wife, or vice versd, during the actual coverture. Justinian, however, 
allowed a donatio propter nuptias to be made after marriage, such a 
gift being placed on the footing of a dowry. 2 

‘ I
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a court of law; but in the event of subsequent issue, such 
gifts are not revocable. 

Married persons cannot during marriage, either by gift inter 
vivos or by will, make a reciprocal donation by one and the 
same deed. 

A husband or wife, having children by a previous marriage, 
cannot give the new consort more than the portion allowed 
to a legitimate child; and, in no case, more than the fourth 
part of the property. Every colourable gift (déguise), or gift 
made to a person (interposée) who lends his name, is void. 
Gifts made by consorts to children of another marriage or to 
relatives, of which the other consort is heir, are deemed to be 

made to persons interpos¢es. 

NANA AEN ANY
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CHAPTER VILL. 

  

OF CONTRACTS OR OBLIGATIONS, 
(Code Napoléon—Articles 1101-1167.} 

A contract is an agreement by which one or more persons bind themselves to another or others, to give, to do, or not to do something. 
A contract is either synallagmatique or bilatéral—binding contracting parties reciprocally to each other; unilatéral*— binding one or more of the contracting parties to another or others who are not bound 3 commutatif—binding each party to give or to doa thing as an equivalent ; aléatoire—depending on uncertain events ; de dienfuisance—when one party secures to another a purely gratuitous benefit ; onéreuxt—by which both parties are bound to perform certain acts, 
NEA AY 

Conditions Essential to the Validity of Contracts, 
Four conditions are requisite for the validity of a contract :— 

1. The consent of the party who binds himself, 2. Legal 
capacity to contract. 3. Something definite to form the 
object of the contract.——4, A lawful cause or consideration. 

eee cara e a ora ata a tatatetet 

  

  

Consent, 

Error, violence, or fraud nullifies consent. ~ 
Mistake is no ground for nullity of contract, except it be 

made respecting the nature of the thing itself, Mistake of 
person with whom it was intended to contract is no ground 
for nullity, unless the contract had been made purely out of 
consideration for the person with whom the contract was 
supposed to have been made. 

* For instance, in a gift, the donor is only bound; and in a loan of 
things consumable, the borrower alone is bound. 

{ For a consideration.
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Violence is a cause of nullity when exercised either by the 
contracting party or by any other person; also the contract is 
void when violence is exercised against husband or wife, or 
parents or children of one of the contracting parties. Rever- 
ential fear of a parent, without violence, does not invalidate a 
contract. A contract cannot be disputed on the ground of 
violence if, subsequently to the cessation of the violence, it 
has been expressly or tacitly approved, or if the time allowed 
for an action has lapsed. 

Fraud is a cause of nullity in contracts when the fraud 
practised by one party is such that the other party would not 
have contracted had there been no such fraud. Fraud is never 
presumed, but must be proved. 

Error, violence, and fraud are not causes of absolute nullity 
of contracts; they only give a right of action to annul or 
rescind them. 

A person cannot, in general, bind himself, or stipulate in his 
own name except for himself; but a man can vouch for a 
third party performing an obligation, and in this case he is 
liable in damages if the obligation is not performed.® <A man, 
in like manner, may stipulate for the benefit of a third person 
when the condition of the stipulation binds himself; and he 
who makes the stipulation cannot revoke it, if the third party 
has declared his assent to it. A person is deemed to have 
stipulated for himself, his heirs, and assigns, unless the contrary 
is. expressed, or it is contrary to the nature of the contract, 

~eeeen 

  

Capacity of the Contracting Parties. 
All persons are capable of contracting except those whose 

incapacity is expressly declared by law. Those incapable of 
contracting are:—1. Minors. 2. Interdicted persons. 
3. Married women, in the cases specified by law.——4, 
Those who, by provisions of law, are prohibited from entering 
into special contracts. 

Minors, interdicted persons, and married women cannot, on 
the ground of incapacity, dispute their engagements except in 
the cases provided by law. Parties capable of contracting 

  

  

** By the Roman law, as a rule, one person could not contract for another ; but in later times, the strictness of this rule was in some cases disregarded,
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cannot set up the incapacity of the minors, interdicted persons, 
or married women with whom they have contracted. 

PINIINnn 

Subject-Matter of Contracts, 

Every contract has for its object a thing (une chose), that 
one party binds himself to give, to do, or not to do. The 
simple use or the simple possession of a thing may be, like the 
thing itself, the odject of a contract. Those things only which 
are subjects of commerce can betome the objects of contracts ; 
and a contract must have for its object something determinate 
as to its kind; the quantity may be uncertain, provided 
it be capable of being ascertained. Future acquirements may 
be the object of a contract, but a person cannot renounce 
@ succession not yet devolved, nor make any stipulation with 
regard to it, even with the consent of him whose succession is 
in question. 

A contract without consideration, or with a fraudulent or 
unlawful consideration, is void. A contract may be valid, 
although the consideration has not been expressed. The con- 
sideration is unlawful when it is prohibited by law, or is 
contrary to morals or public order. 

Pewee ~ 

Effect of Contracts. 

"Agreements lawfully made legally bind all contracting 
parties, and they can only be set aside by mutual consent, or 
for causes authorised by law. They must be executed in good 
faith (bonne fot). 

An agreement not only binds the contracting parties to all 
that is expressed in it, but also to all the consequences which, 
by equity, usage, or law, are incident to the nature of the 
contract. 

  

RRR enn 

Obligation of Giving. 
An obligation to give implies the obligation to deliver the 

thing and to keep it safe until delivery, under penalty of 
damages. The obligation to keep the thing safely binds the 
person charged therewith to apply all the care of a pradent 
administrator (bon pére de famille), ,
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The obligation to deliver is binding by the mere consent of the contracting parties, and at once confers ownership upon the obligee, and puts the thing at his risk from the instant that the delivery ought to be made, although he may not have had the thing delivered, unless the obligor has received notice 
to deliver and has not delivered, in which case the risk re- mains with the obligor. No notice, however, is required when it is stated in the agreement that, by the sole lapse of the term specified, the obligor shall be in fault. Where the obli- gation to give or to deliver a thing purely personal is to two persons successively, the first person put in possession is pre- ferred, although his right may have arisen subsequently, pro- vided he is in bond jide possession. 

III ins, 

Obligation to “Do” or “ Not to Do.” 
The non-performance of the obligation to do or not to do 

involves damages; nevertheless the creditor has a right to demand that whatever has been done contrary to agreement 
shall be undone, and he may be authorised to undo it him- self at the expense of the debtor, without forfeiting his right 
to damages ; also, in case of non-performance, a creditor may be authorised to have the thing completed at the expense of the debtor. If the obligation is not to do, he who breaks the con- tract is liable to damages by the simple fact of the breach. 
ee re ea nee OS 

Damages Resulting from the Non-Performance of an Obligation. 
Damages are recoverable when the debtor neglects to fulfil his obligation in due time, unless the thing which the debtor has bound himself to give or to do could not be given or done within the specified time; or unless he can prove that he has been delayed by some unforeseen event, and that no blame can be imputed to him. Damages are assessed according to the loss sustained, and the loss of the probable profits that 

might have accrued. 
When it is stipulated that a certain sum shall be paid for damages in the event of non-performance of an obligation, such sum, and no other, is recoverable, In obligations limited to the payment of a, fixed sum, damages for delay of payment are limited to the interest fixed by law, which is due only from
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the day of the demand. Interest that ought to have been 
paid upon principal sums also bears interest, provided the in- 
terest in question has been due for at least one entire year. 
Nevertheless, moneys due, such as rents and annuities, bear 
interest from the day of the demand or date of the agreement. 
The same rule applies to restitution of fruits, and to interest 
paid by a third party to a creditor in discharge of the debtor. 

rennin 

Interpretation of Contracts, 
Tn a contract it is necessary to consider the intentions of 

the contracting parties, rather then the literal meaning of the 
words of the contract. When a clause is susceptible of two mean- 
ings, it must be understood in that sense in which it may have 
some effect, rather than in that in which it can produce none. 
Expressions susceptible of two meanings must be taken in the 
sense which agrees best with the subject-matter of the contract. 
Whatever is ambiguous must be interpreted according to the 
usage of the country where the contract is made. The clauses 
generally used in a contract must be supplied, if not expressed. 
All the clauses of a contract are interpreted the one by the 
other, giving to each the meaning agreeing with the entire 
deed. In cases of doubt, the contract is interpreted against 
him who has stipulated, and in favour of him who has con- 
tracted the obligation. However general the wording of the 
contract may be, it applies only to the things about which it 
appears that the parties intended to contract. 

When, in a contract, referencve is made to a case to explain 
the obligation, the general terms of the contract are not restricted 
by it. 

Renn 

Effects of Contracts with Regard to Third Parties. 

Contracts only bind contracting parties, and cannot affect 
third persons, but may benefit them in cases of gifts made to 
third parties and accepted by them.* Creditors may enforce 
all claims and suits of their debtors, except those which are 
exclusively personal. They may also, in their own name, 
impugn the acts of their debtors in fraud of their rights. 

RRR ORR IN AN, Ne 

* See “Validity of Contracts,” page 133.
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CHAPTER IX. 

  

OF THE DIFFERENT KINDS OF OBLIGATIONS. 

Conditional Obligations, 
[Code Napoléon—Articles 1168-1314,] 

An obligation is conditional when it is made to depend upon 
a future and on an uncertain event, either by suspending its per- 
formance until the event happens, or by cancelling it if the event 
happens or doesnot happen. A contingent condition is one that 
depends upon a casualty, and over which neither of the con- 
tracting parties has any control. A potestative condition is when 
the performance of a contract depends upon an event which one 
of the contracting parties has power to prevent or cause to 
take place, and it renders the obligation void when stipulated 
by the person who binds himself. A mized condition is one 
which depends upon the will of one of the contracting parties, 
and on that of a third person. Every condition for the per- 
formance of a thing impossible, or contrary to law, or incon- 
sistent with good morals, is void, and nullifies the agreement 
which depends upon it; but an agreement not to do an 
impossible thing does not nullify the obligation contracted 
subject to that condition. 

When an obligation is contracted under the condition that 
an event shall happen within a fixed time, such condition is 
deemed to have lapsed if the time expires without the event 
having occurred ; but if no time has been fixed, it may always 
be fulfilled, unless it has become certain that the event will 
not happen.* This also applies to an obligation contracted 

* For instance, A binds himself to pay £40 to B, if such a ship arrive from America within two months. The condition lapses if the ship does not arrive; or, if before that time, it is certain that the ship has been wrecked,
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that an event shall not happen.* The condition is deemed 
fulfilled when the debtor, bound by such condition, prevents 
its fulfilment. The fulfilment of a condition has a retroactive 
effect to the day when the contract was made; and if the 
creditor dies before the fulfilment of the condition, his rights 
pass to his heirs or his assigns. A creditor may, before the 
fulfilment of the condition, do all acts conservatory of his rights. 
Ie 

Suspensive Conditions. 

A suspensive condition is that which depends upon a future 
and on an uncertain event, or upon an event that has hap- 
pened unknown to the contracting parties. In the former 
case, the obligation cannot be performed till after the event; 
in the latter, the obligation takes effect from the day that the 
agreement wasmade. When the obligation has been contracted 
under a suspensive condition, the thing which forms the matter 

' of agreement remains at the risk of the debtor, who is only 
bound to deliver it when the condition is fulfilled. If the 
thing perishes without fault of the debtor, the obligation is can- 
celled ; but if only deteriorated, the creditor may either rescind 
the obligation, or take the thing as it is without reduction of 
price. If deteriorated by fault of the debtor, the creditor may 
either rescind the obligation, or take the thing as it is with an 
adequate indemnity. 

RRR 

Conditions of Avoidance, 

A condition of avoidance is that which, when fulfilled, 
cancels the contract.{ It does not suspend the fulfilment of 
the obligation, but it binds the creditor to restore that which 
he has received, in case the event stated in the agreement 
happens. A condition of avoidance is always understood to 
exist in reciprocal (dilatéral) contracts, in the event of one of 

  

* A agrees to sell his house to B, in the event of his son not 
marrying within a twelvemonth. If the son does not marry within 
a year, or if he dies before the expiration of the twelve months, the 
condition is fulfilled. . 

+ For instance, A sells his house to B for £100, with the proviso 
that the sale shall be cancelled if A’s son marries. If A’s son marries, 
the sale is cancelled.
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the parties not fulfilling his obligation; but it must be decided by a court of law. ; 
ae 

  

NAA! 

Obligations with a Term. 
A term differs from a condition inasmuch as it does not suspend the obligation, but delays its fulfilment, That which is due at a given time cannot be exacted before the expira- tion of the term; but that which has been paid in advance cannot be recovered. A term is always presumed to be stipulated in favour of the debtor, unless it results from stipulations or circumstances in favour of the creditor. An 

obligor who becomes a bankrupt, or who by his own act diminishes the security given to his obligee, cannot claim the 
benefit of the term. 

INR 

Alternative Obligations,* 
An obligor in an alternative obligation is discharged by delivering one of the two things which form the object of his obligation. The option belongs to the debtor, unless it 

has been expressly granted to the creditor, A debtor may 
discharge himself by delivering one of the two things promised, 
but he cannot compel the creditor to take part of one and 
part of the other. An obligation is pure and simple, although 
contracted in an alternative form, if one of the two things promised could not be the object of the obligation.t An alternative obligation becomes pure and simple if one of the things promised perish and cannot be delivered, even through the fault of the debtor. The value of such thing cannot be offered in its place. If both perish, and the debtor is in fault with respect to one of them, he must pay the value of that which perished last. In cases such as this, if the option has 

* An alternative obligation may be thus defined :-—That which com- prehends two or more things equally due, but in such a manner that the debtor is discharged by paying one of them; as, “I bind myself to give you such a horse, or such an ox.” Two things are comprised in the obligation, but only one is required to be paid. 
+ For example, A-has promised B such a house or such a field. The field belongs to C, and therefore cannot be the object of A’s Bromtise, The obligation consequently is not alternative, but pure and simple,
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been granted by the contract to the creditor, when either one 
of the two things has perished, and without the fault of the 
debtor, the creditor takes the one that remains; but if 
the debtor is in fault, the creditor may demand the one that 
remains, or the value of the other. Or, when both things 
have perished, and if the debtor is in fault with regard to one 
or both of them, the creditor may demand the value of the 
one or of the other, at his option. If both things perish with- 
out the fault of the debtor, and before he has received notice 
to deliver, the obligation is extinguished.* 

The same rules apply to cases when the alternative obliga- 
tions comprise more than two things. 

  

AANA, 

Joint and Several Obligations (So/idaires) with regard to 
Creditors. 

An obligation is joint and several among several creditors 
when the deed expressly gives to each the right of de- 
manding the payment of the whole debt; and when 
the payment made to one of the creditors discharges the 
debtor, although the benefit of the obligation is divisible 
between the different creditors, The debtor has the option of 
paying to either of the joint and several creditors, so long as 
he has not been sued by one of them. Nevertheless, the 
release given by one joint and several creditor discharges the 
debtor only for the share of such creditor. 

Every judicial proceeding which interrupts prescription 
against one of the joint and several creditors benefits all. 

ANN 

  

AN 

Obligations of Joint and Several Debtors. 
A joint and several obligation among co-debtors exists when 

they are all bound to do the same thing, in such manner that 
each of them singly may be compelled to perform the whole 
obligation, and when the performance made by one discharges the 
others. An obligation may be joint and several, although one 
of the co-debtors is bound in a different way from the others 
‘for the performance of the same thing; for example, if one 

  

* See article “Of the Performance of Obligations becoming 
Impossible,” page 145,
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is bound conditionally, whilst the engagement with the 
others is absolute; or, if one is allowed a term which is not 
granted to the others. 

A joint and several liability is never presumed ; it must be 
expressly stipulated, unless it arises by authority of law. 

The creditor of a joint and several hability may apply 
to any one of the co-debtors that he chooses for payment, 
without such debtor being able to plead the benefit of division. 
Legal proceedings taken against one of the co-debtors do not 
prevent the creditor from taking similar proceedings against 
the others. If the thing due has perished through the fault 
of’one or more of the joint and several debtors, or after they 
have received notice to pay, the other co-debtors are not dis- 
charged from the obligation of paying the value of the 
thing ; but co-debtors not in fault are not liable for damages. 
The creditor can only recover damages from the co-debtors 
through whose fault the thing has perished, and from those 
who neglected the notice to pay. 

Legal proceedings taken against one of the co-debtors bar prescription with respect to all the others. A demand of 
interest made against one of the joint and several debtors 
causes interest to run against all. A joint and several debtor 
sued by the creditor may plead all the exceptions which arise 
from the nature of the obligation, and all those which are 
personal to himself, as well as such as are common to all the 
co-debtors; but he cannot plead exceptions that are purely 
personal to any of the other co-debtors. When one of the 
co-debtors becomes sole heir of the creditor, or when the 
creditor becomes sole heir of one of the debtors, the confusion only extinguishes the joint and several debt for the share of such co-debtor or creditor. A creditor who consents to the division of the debt with regard to one of the co-debtors 
retains his joint and several right of action against the others, subject to a deduction of the share of the debtor whom he has 
discharged from the joint and several obligation. A creditor 
who receives separately the share of the debt of one of the debtors, without reserving in the receipt his general rights, renounces the joint and several obligation with regard only to such co-debtor. A creditor is not deemed to have discharged the debtor from his joint and several obligation, when he receives from him a sum equal to his share of the debt, unless:
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the receipt specifies that it is for his share. It is the same 
with regard to a demand made against one of the co-debtors 
for his share, if the latter has not complied with the demand, 
or if there has not been a legal adjudication. A creditor who 
receives separately and without reserve the share of one of the 
co-debtors in the arrears or interest of the debt, loses only 
his joint and several right for arrears and interest due, and 
not for those which may fail due, nor for the capital, unless the 
separate payments have been continued during ten consecutive 
years. 

Obligations contracted jointly and severally towards the 
creditor are of right divisible among the co-debtors, each of 
whom is only responsible for his share. 

The co-debtor of a joint and several debt who has paid the 
debt in full can only claim from each co-debtor his respective 
share. If one of the co-debtors is insolvent, the loss occasioned 
by his insolvency is apportioned among the others, including 
the one who has paid the debt. When a creditor has re- 
nounced his joint and several action against one of the 
debtors, if one or more of the co-debtors become .insolvent, 
their shares are apportioned amongst the other debtors, in- 
cluding him who has been discharged from the joint and 
several liability. If the thing for which the debt has been 
jointly and severally contracted benefits only one of the 
co-debtors, the latter is liable for the whole towards his 
co-debtors, who are merely considered his sureties. 

RA en nnn 

Divisible and Indivisible Obligations, 

An obligation is divisible or indivisible, inasmuch as it has 
for its object a thing which in its delivery or performance is 
or is not susceptible of material or mental division. 

An obligation is indivisible, although the thiny may, by its 
nature, be divisible, if, from the description given in the con- 
tract, it is not susceptible of division or partial performance. 
The stipulation of joint and several liability does not give the 
character of indivisibility to.an obligation. ; 

A divisible obligation must be performed between a creditor 

and debtor, as if it were indivisible. The divisibility applies 

only to the case of their heirs, who cannot claim the debt, or be 

bound to-pay more than their respective shares as representatives 

of creditors or debtors.
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This rule is subject to the following exceptions with regard 
to the heirs of the debtor:—1. When the debt is secured by 
mortgage. 2. When the object of the obligation is a certain 
specific thing. 3. When it applies to an alternative debt 
of things at the option of the creditors, one of which things 
is indivisible. 4, When one of the heirs alone is charged 
by the deed with the performance of the obligation. 
5. When it results either from the nature of the contract, or of 
the thing which is the object of it, or from the purpose of the 
contract, that the intention of the contracting parties was that 
the debt should not be partially discharged. 

In the first three cases, the heir who possesses the thing due 
or the estate mortgaged may be sued for the whole, saving his 
remedy against his co-heirs; in the fourth case, the heir 
alone is bound to pay the debt; in the fifth case, each heir may be sued for the whole; but he has his remedy against 
his co-heirs. 

Each debtor who contracts an indivisible debt jointly is 
bound for the whole, although the obligation was not con- 
tracted jointly and severally. The same rule applies to the heirs of a person who has contracted such an obligation. Each heir of a creditor may demand the full performance of the whole indivisible obligation, but he cannot by himself release the whole of the debt, or receive the value instead of the thing itself. If one of the co-heirs has released the debt 
or received the value of the thing, the others cannot demand the indivisible thing without making an allowance for the share of the co-heir who made the release or received the value. The heir of the debtor, when sued for the whole of an indivisible obligation, may demand delay to make the co-heirs party to the suit, unless the debt is of such a nature that it can only be discharged by the one so sued, who may alone be adjudged to pay ; but he has his remedy against his co-heirs. 

ANNAN nnn 

Obligations with Penal Clauses, 
A penal clause (clause pénale) is that by which a person, to assure the performance of an agreement, binds himself to a penalty in case of non-performance. The nullity of the primary obligation carries with it that of the penalty, but the nullity of the latter does not carry with it that of the primary obligation. 
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A creditor may enforce the performance of the primary obligation, without demanding the stipulated penalty; but he cannot demand both, unless the penalty has been stipulated to be paid in the event of delay in the performance of the primary obligation. The penalty is not incurred until the debtor has made default in the deliver » or has received notice “ to deliver,” “to take,” or “to do.” The penalty may be modified by the judge, when the primary obligation has been partially performed. en the primary obligation, contracted with a penalty, is indivisible, the penalty is incurred upon its infraction by any one of the heirs of the debtor, and it may be demanded in fuil from him who has infringed it, or from each of the co-heirs for his share, and by mortgage for the whole, saving their remedy against him who has caused the penalty to be incurred, When the primary obligation contracted under a penalty is divisible, the penalty is incurred only by the heir of ‘the debtor who breaks the obligation, and for the share only for which he was bound, without his having a xight of action against those who have performed it, 
This rule has exceptions when the penal clause has been added, with the intention that the payment should not be made in parts, one co-heir preventing the performance of the obliga- tion in its entirety. In such case, the latter is liable for the whole penalty, and the co-heirs are liable for their respective shares, saving their remedy against him. 

INNA 

Extinction of Obligations, 
An obligation becomes extinct :—By Payment—by Novation —by Release—by Compensation—by Confusion—by the Loss of the Thing—by Nullity or Rescission—by the effect of a Cancelling Condition—by Prescription.°6 

*° The Romans had several ways by which obligations were extin- guished tpso jure :-—1. Solutio, the performance of that to which @ person is bound. 2, Novatio, substituting a new obligation for an original liability. —— 3, Acceptilatio, a stipulatio, by which, to a question of tho debtor, the creditor answered that he considered himself paid. —4, Contraria voluntas, the agreement of the parties to cancel an obliga- tion which they had contracted,——5. Confusio, when a debtor became heres of the creditor, or vice versé. 6. Compensatio, set-off. “7 
Oblatio, followed by consignatio, when the debtor deposited, by permis- 

E 
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Payment. . 

_ Every payment presupposes a debt; that which has been 
paid where no debt was due may be recovered.® A voluntary 
discharge of family (naturelles) obligations is not recoverable. 
An obligation may be discharged by any interested person, such 
as a co-obligor or a surety, and it may be discharged by a 
third person not interested, provided such person performs the 
obligation in the name and for the discharge of the debtor. 
When he acts in his own name, he does not acquire the rights of 
the creditor. An obligation “to do” cannot be discharged by a 
third person without the consent of the creditor, when the 
‘latter has an interest in its being performed by the debtor 
himself. Payment, to be valid, must be made by the owner 
of the thing given in payment, with the right of alienating it ; 
nevertheless, if a sum of money or other thing consumable 
by usage is given in payment, it cannot be recovered from 
a creditor who has consumed it in good faith, although the 
payment has been made by one who was not the owner, nor 
capable of alienating it. Payment must be made to the 
creditor, or to some one having his authority or authorised 
by a court of justice to receive it for him. Payment made to 
a person who has no authority to receive for the creditor is 
valid, if the creditor ratifies the payment or profits by it. 
Payment made in good faith to a person possessing the deed of 
obligation is valid, although such person may afterwards be 
dispossessed. Payment made to a creditor incapable of re- 
ceiving it is not valid,* unless the debtor can prove that the 
thing paid has turned to the benefit of such creditor. Pay- 
ment made by a debtor to his creditor, regardless of a 
seizure or an attachment, is not valid against the seizing or 
attaching creditor, who may, according to his right, compel 
the debtor to pay a second time; but in such cases, the debtor 
has his remedy against the creditor so paid. 

A creditor cannot be compelled to receive anything dif- 

sion of the judex, the whole debt, after an ineffectual tender thereof to 
the creditor at a fitting time and place. 

* Minors, interdicted persons, and married women under certain 
arriage contracts. 

7 At Rome, if a person received something not due either legally or 
morally, erroneously paid, he wag bound, quasi ex contractu, to restore it.
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ferent from the one due to him, although the thing offered be 
of equal or greater value than the thing due. A debtor cannot 
compel his creditor to receive partial payment of a debt, even 
if the debt be divisible; a judge, however, in consideration 
of the debtor’s circumstances, may suspend the suit, and 
give time for payment. A debtor of a certain and specific 
thing is discharged by the delivery of the thing in the con- 
dition in which it is at the time of delivery, provided that, 
if deteriorated, it has not arisen from any act or fault of 
himself, nor of persons for whom he is responsible; and 
provided also that he has not received notice to deliver before 
the deterioration. If the debt be of a thing determined only 
in kind, the debtor cannot be compelled to give a thing of the 
best quality, nor can he offer, in discharge, one of the worst. 

Payment must be made at the place indicated in the 
agreement. If no place is stated, the payment, when it is of 
a certain specific thing, must be made at the place where the 
thing was at the time of the contract. In all other cases, pay- 
ment must be made at the domicile of the debtor. The 
expenses attending payment are at the charge of the debtor. 

  

Re 

Payment with Subrogation, 

Subrogation is the substitution of a third person into the 
rights of a creditor, It is either conventional or legal. Itis 
conventional when the creditor, receiving payment from a 
third person, puts him in his own place with regard to all his 
rights, actions, privileges, or mortgages against the debtor. 
Tt must be expressed, and executed at the time of pay- 
ment. When the debtor borrows a sum for the purpose of 
paying his debt, and substitutes the lender into the rights of 
the creditor, in this case both the loan and the discharge 
must be executed before notaries. Subrogation takes effect 
without the consent of the creditor. It takes place by the 
sole operation of law :—1. In favour of a creditor who pays 
another creditor whose claim is preferable by reason of privilege 
or mortgage (hypothéque).* 2. In favour of the purchaser   

* Hypothéque : The right acquired by the creditor over the immovable 
property which has been assigned to him by his debtor as security for 
his debt, although he is not placed in possession of it. 

K 2
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of an estate who applies the price of his purchase to the pay- 
ment of creditors to whom the estate was mortgaged. 
3. In favour of a party who, being bound with others or for 
others for the payment of a debt, has an interest in discharging 
it.——4., In favour of a beneficiary heir who, out of his own 
funds, pays the debt of the succession. 

Subrogation takes effect both against sureties and debtors. 
Tt cannot prejudice the rights of a creditor who has been only 
paid in part. In such case, the creditor may enforce his claims 
for the remainder of the debt, in preference to him from whom 
he has received partial payment. 

  

NRA 

  

ad 

Application of Payments, 
A debtor owing several debts has the right of declaring, when he pays, what debt he means to discharge. A debtor owing a debt which bears interest cannot, without the con- sent of the creditor, apply any payment which he makes in discharge of the capital, in preference to the arrears or interest. Any payment made on both capital and interest, less than the whole debt, is applicable first to the interest. When a debtor owing several debts has accepted a receipt by which the creditor states he has applied what he has received to a special debt, the debtor cannot afterwards demand applica- tion of payment to be made upon a different debt, except fraud or deceit has been resorted to on the part of the creditor. When the receipt bears no special application, the payment must be applied in discharge of the debt which the debtor has at the time the greater interest in paying among debts which are equally due; otherwise, on the debt due in preference to debts which are not due, although more burdensome. If the debts are of an equal nature, the applica- tion is made to the longest-standing debt; if all are equal, the application is made proportionately. 
NEE 

Tenders of Payment and Deposit, 
When a creditor refuses to receive payment, the debtor may make an actual tender, and on the refusal of the creditor to accept, he may deposit the sum or thing offered. Such tender
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and deposit discharge the debtor, and the thing thus deposited 
remains at the risk of the creditor,® 

It is necessary for the validity of a tender:—1. That it be 
made to a creditor legally capable of receiving, or to a person | 
having power to receive for him. 2. That it be made by a 
person legally capable of paying ——-3. That it be of the whole 
sum, all arrears or interest due, of liquidated costs, and a sum 
for costs not liquidated _——4. That the term for payment 
has expired, if stipulated in favour of the creditor. 5. That 
the condition under which the debt has been contracted has 
been fulfilled. 6. That the tender of payment be made at 
the place agreed on for payment; and that, if there has been 
no special agreement for the place of payment, the tender 
be made personally to. the creditor, or at his domicile, or at 
the domicile chosen for the execution of the contract. 
7. That the tenders be made by an authorised officer appointed 
for the purpose. . 

It is not necessary for the validity of the deposit that it is 
authorised by a judge. It suffices:—1. That it be preceded 
by a notice to the creditor, stating the day, the hour, and 
the place when and where the thing offered is to be deposited. 

2. That the debtor divests himself of the thing offered, 
hy sending it to the dépét appointed for the reception of 
deposits, with interest up to the day of the deposit. 
3. That a statement be drawn up by the authorised officer 
of the nature of the things offered, of the refusal of the 
creditor to receive them, or of his non-appearance, and finally, 
of the deposit. 4. In case of non-appearance of the credi~ 
tor, a statement respecting the deposit must be sent to him, with 
an order to take away the deposit. All expenses of tender 
and deposit are borne by the creditor, if valid. 

So long as the deposit is not accepted by the creditor, the 
debtor may withdraw it ; and if he does so, his co-debtors and 
sureties are not discharged; but when the tender and deposit 
have been declared valid by the court, the debtor cannot, even - 
with the consent of the creditor, withdraw his deposit to the 
prejudice of his co-debtors or of his sureties. A creditor who 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

® The debtor was allowed a similar privilege at Rome. If, after an 
ineffectual tender made at a proper time and place, he brought the sum 
due into court (oblatio), and had it sealed up (consignatio), he was 
released from future liability.
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consents to his debtor withdrawing his deposit after it has been declared valid by the court, cannot afterwards enforce the privilege or mortgage attached to it; the mortgage ceases to exist from the day that the deed, by which he has agreed to the withdrawal of the deposit, has been registered at the mortgage office. If the thing due is specific, and to be delivered in the place where it is, the debtor must give. the creditor notice personally, or at his domicile, or at the domicile selected for the execution of the contract, to remove it. If, after such notice the creditor fails to take the thing away, and the debtor wants the place in which it stands, the. latter may obtain permission from the court to deposit it elsewhere, 
SAI 

Cession of Property. 
The surrender of property is the giving up by a debtor to his creditors all his property, when he finds himself unable to pay his debts. The cession of property is either voluntary or judicial, The voluntary cession of property is that which creditors accept voluntarily, and which has no other effect than that stipulated in the contract entered into between them and the debtor. 
A judicial cession” is a benefit which the law grants to an honest but unfortunate debtor, who, by giving up to his creditors all his property, secures his personal liberty, notwithstanding any contrary stipulation. Judicial cession does not confer owner- ship on the creditors ; they have only the right of having the property sold for their benefit, and ‘of recovering rents up. to the time of sale. Creditors cannot refuse a judicial cession, except in cases provided by law. A judicial cession frees the debtor from imprisonment for debt,* but it does not discharge the 

* Tho Act of July 22, 1867, abolished imprisonment for debt in civil and commercial matters, therefore judicial cession is implicitly repealed. * At Rome, if the debtor made a voluntary cession of his goods (cessto bonorum) to his creditors, he escaped infam: ) Was exempt from arrest, and his after-acquired property was not liable beyond a certain amount, 

" If such voluntary cession was not made, a sale was effected of the Whole property; but Justinian enacted that the creditors should not be allowed to make such a sale, but should merely be put in possession of the debtor’s goods,
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debtor beyond the amount of the property ceded; and if in- 
sufficient, he is compelled to surrender all property that may 
accrue to him till the whole debt is paid. 

ELA NLLE 

Novation. 

Novation*® is effected in three ways:—-1. When the debtor 
contracts with his creditor a new debt, which is substituted for 
the old one, by which the latter is extinguished. 2. When 
a new debtor is substituted for a former one, who is discharged 
by the creditor. 3. When, by the effect of a new contract, 
a new creditor is substituted for the old one, towards whom 
the debtor is discharged. 

Novation can be effected only between persons capable of - 
contracting. Novation is never zmplied; the intention of the 
parties must be clearly expressed in the deed. Novation by 
the substitution of a new debtor may be effected without the 
concurrence of the previous debtor. The assignment, by which 
a debtor gives to his creditor a new debtor, who binds himself 
towards the creditor, does not effect novation, if the creditor 
has not expressly declared that he intended to discharge the 
debtor who made the assignment. A creditor who has dis- 
charged the debtor who made the assignment has no claim 
against him in the event of the person substituted becoming 
insolvent, unless the deed contains an express reservation re~ 
specting it, or unless the person substituted was already insolvent 
or a bankrupt at the time of the assignment. 

Simply naming a person to: pay in the debtor’s place does 
not effect novation, nor is it effected when a creditor names a 
person with power to receive for him. The privileges and 
mortgages which attach to the former claim do not pass. 
to the new one, unless the creditor has expressly reserved 
them. When novation is effected by the substitution of 

a new debtor, the original privileges and mortgages cannot 

pass on the property of the new debtor. When novation is 

  

  

* Tho substitution of a new obligation for an old one. 

7 In tho Roman law, the contract which cancelled a prior contract 

by novatio must have been by a particular form of words. Justinian 

decided that, unless the parties expressly declared it to be their wish 

that the first contract should be extinguished by the second, the first 

contract would be considered binding.
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effected between the creditor and one of the joint and several debtors, the privileges and mortgages which attach to the * old debt can only be reserved upon the property of him who contracts the new debt. When novation is effected 
between a creditor and one of the joint and several debtors, the co-debtors are discharged. Novation effected with the principal debtor discharges the sureties; nevertheless, if the creditor has stipulated, in the first case, for the consent 
of the co-debtors, and in the second case, for that of the sureties, the old debt remains if the co-debtors or the sureties refuse to accept the new debt. 
ea eee a nee 

Release, 
The voluntarily delivery by the creditor to his debtor of the original deed of obligation under private signature, is a proof of discharge. A voluntary surrendering of the authentic copy of a deed (Ja grosse du titre) presumes the release or payment of the debt; saving proof to the contrary. Surrendering the private deed, or the copy of the authentic deed, to one of the joint and several debtors, benefits all his co-debtors. A re- lease or discharge by agreement, granted in favour’ of one of the joint and several debtors, discharges all the others, unless the creditor has expressly reserved his rights against 

them, in which case he must deduct from the debt the share of him whom he has released, 
Surrendering a thing given for security is not sufficient ground for the presumption of the discharge of the debt. A release or discharge by agreement, granted to the principal debtor, dis- charges his sureties; but if granted to the surety, it does not discharge the principal debtor. If granted to one of the sure- ties, it does not discharge the others. 
That which a creditor receives from a surety, in discharge of his suretyship, must be deducted from the debt, and applied to the discharge of the principal debtor and of the other sureties. 

. INRA 

Compensation—(Set-off), 
When each of two persons is the debtor and creditor of each other, both debts are extinguished by compensation (set-off), in the manner and in the cases hereafter stated :—
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Set-off takes place by the mere force of law, even without 
the knowledge of the debtors. Both debts are reciprocally 
extinguished so soon as they simultaneously exist up to their 
respective amounts.” Set-off only takes place between two 
debts when they are both for a sum of money, or a quantity of 

- things that may be replaced by other things of a like nature, 
and which may be liquidated and due in a like manner. Pay- 
ments in kind of grains or commodities, the value of which is 
regulated by the prices current, may be set-off against money 
due. Delay in payment, as granted by a judge, is not a bar to 
set-offs. A set-off takes place whatever may be the origin of 
either debt, except in the following cases:—1. The demand for 
the restitution of a thing of which the owner has been unjustly 
deprived. 2. The demand for the restitution of a deposit, 
or of a thing lent for use. 3. A debt of which the object is 
maintenance, and which has been declared not distrainable. 

A surety may oppose a set-off for that which the creditor 
owes to the debtor, but the debtor cannot oppose a set-off 
for that which the creditor owes to the surety. A joint and 
several debtor cannot oppose a set-off for that which the 
creditor owes to his co-debtor. 

A debtor who accepts absolutely and unconditionally the 
transfer which a creditor has made of his rights to a third person 
cannot oppose the set-off of the transferee, which he might 
have done against the transferror before the acceptance. A 
transfer which has not been accepted by the debtor, but of 
which due notice had been given to him, prevents only a set- 
off of debts subsequently to such notice. When two debts 
are payable at different places, set-off cannot be made with- 
out allowing for the expenses of remittance. When there are 
several debts subject to set-off due by the same person, the 
set-off is governed by the rules provided for the application 
of payments.* 

Set-offs do not take place to the prejudice of the vested 
rights of third parties. Thus, a debtor who has become a 

  

  

* See “ Application of Payments,” page 148. 

7? By the Roman law, compensatio, or set-off, occurred where ono 
person had a debtor and creditor account with another, and set-off the 
items on one side against those on the other; adopted by the Romans 
to prevent unnecessary suits,—‘Jdeo necessaria est compensatio, quia 
interest nostra potius non solvere quam solutum repetere.
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creditor after an attachment has been notified to him cannot, 
to the prejudice of the attaching creditor, oppose a set-off. 
He who pays a debt, which is of right extinguished by a set- 
off, cannot afterwards, in enforcing the payment of the debt 
for which he has neglected to oppose a set-off, avail himself, 
to the prejudice of third parties, of the privileges or mortgages 
attached to such debt, unless he had a sufficient excuse for 
ignoring the claim which was a set-off to his debt. 

PWR enn 

Confusion, 

When the characters of creditor and debtor are united in 
the same person, there arises confusion of right, which extin- 
guishes both claims. The confusion which is personal to 
the debtor benefits his sureties, but that which is personal to 
the surety does not extinguish the debt. That which is 
personal to the creditor benefits his joint and several co-debtors 
only for that portion of which he was debtor. 

TUN 

Loss of the Thing Due, 

When a certain specific thing, the object of an obligation, 
perishes, or has become unmarketable, or its existence can no 
longer be traced, the obligation is extinguished if no fault can 
be attributed to the debtor before he has received notice to 
deliver. It is likewise extinguished, even if he has received 
such notice, if the thing would equally have perished in the 
hands of the creditor if it had been delivered, unless he has 
made himself responsible for accidental circumstances. The 
debtor, however, must prove the accidental circumstances which 
he alleges. 

In whatever way a thing stolen has perished or been lost, its 
loss does not discharge him who stole it from paying its value. 
When the thing perished, is unmarketable or lost, without any 
fault of the debtor, the latter is bound, if there are rights or 
actions for indemnity, to transfer them to his creditor. 

Paate 

    

AAAS 

Actions for Nullity or Rescission of Contracts, 
All actions for nullity or rescission of contracts must be brought within ten years, if not otherwise limited to a shorter period by a special law.
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In cases of violence, the period begins from the day it has 
ceased ; in error or fraud, from the day of the discovery; in 
deeds executed by married women without authority, from the 
day of the dissolution of marriage; in deeds made by inter- 
dicted persons, from the.day that the interdiction has been 
removed ; in deeds by minors, from the day of their majority. 

Lesion* gives ground for rescission of contract in favour of a 
minor not emancipated, notwithstanding any agreement to the 
contrary; and to an emancipated minor, of contracts that exceed 
his legal capacity. 

A minor cannot recover on the ground of lesion, when it 
results from a casual or an unforeseen event. The simple de- 
claration of a minor that he is of age does not prevent him from 
obtaining relief on the ground of lesion. A minor, being a trader, 
banker, or mechanic, is not relieved on the ground of lesion 
from contracts made for the purpose of his business or trade ; 
nor is he relieved from stipulations contained in his marriage 
contract, when made with the consent and assistance of those 
whose consent is required for the validity of his marriage ; nor 
is he relievable from obligations resulting from his own delin- 
quencies. A person cannot dispute a contract made by him 
during minority, when he has ratified it after attaining his 
majority. 

When minors, interdicted persons, or married women are 
entitled to relief from their contracts, the refunding of that 

which has been paid in consequence of these contracts dur- 

ing minority, interdiction, or marriage, cannot be claimed, if it 

can be proved that what has been paid has been for their advan- 

tage. Persons who have attained their majority are not entitled 

to relief from their contracts on the ground of lesion, except in 

special cases already mentioned. When the formalities re- 

quired with respect to minors or interdicted persons, either for 

the alienation of immovables or the partition of succession, 

have been observed, such contracts and acts are considered as 

having been executed during majority or before interdiction. 

RRR ee Eee NN NO 

* By tho civil law, lesion is an injury suffered, in consequence of 

inequality, by one who does not receive a full equivalent for what he 

gives in a commutative contract, 

+ Soe “Minority and Emancipation,” pages 52 and 59.
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CHAPTER X. 

  

OF PROOFS OF OBLIGATION AND OF PAYMENT. 
[Code Napoléon—Articles 1315-1369,] 

A parry who claims the performance of an obligation must prove the obligation.”® On the other hand, he who claims to be exonerated must prove payment, or the ground for the extinction of the obligation, subject to the rules hereafter explained. 
AAA 

Deeds. 
An authentic deed is one that has been executed by a public officer having authority to execute or attest the same in the place where the deed was drawn up, with all the requisite formalities. A deed rendered unauthentic through the in- competency or incapacity of the officer, or through infor- mality, is valid as a private deed, if signed by all the parties. An authentic deed fully proves the contract between the con- tracting parties, their heirs and assigns ; nevertheless, in cases of an impeachment of forgery, the court may suspend the ful- filnent of the contract. A deed, whether authentic or under private signature, binds the contracting parties for all that is stated, provided the statement has a direct reference to the agreement; otherwise, the statement only serves as primd facie proof. A deed of defeasance only affects the parties to it, and does not influence third persons. 

A private deed (sous seing privé), acknowledged by the party against whom it is set up, or legally acknowledged, has the same effect between those who signed it, their heirs and assigns, as an authentic deed. A party against whom a deed under pri- vate signature is set up is obliged to acknowledge or disavow 

  

® Actoré incumbit onus probandi,
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his writing or signature. His heirs or assigns may simply 
declare that they do not know the writing or signature of 
him under whom they claim. When a party denies his writing 
or signature, and when the heirs or assigns declare that they 
do not know either, the verification is ordered to be made by 
the court. 

Private deeds relating to contracts of a reciprocal nature 
(synallagmatiques) are not valid unless there are as many 
original duplicates, as there are parties who have a distinct 
interest. One duplicate is sufficient for all the parties having 
the same interest. The number of duplicates made must be 
stated in each duplicate. Nevertheless, the default of such 
statement cannot be set up against him who has fulfilled his 
part of the contract. 

A bill or promissory note, under private signature, by which 
one party binds himself to another to pay a sum of money or 
a specific thing, must be entirely written by the party who 
signs it, otherwise he must write “ bon” or “ approuve,” with the 
sum or quantity of things in full letters, before his signature ; 
except in cases when the bill comes from tradesmen, mechanics, 
ploughmen, vine-dressers, day-labourers, and servants. 

When the sum stated in the bill differs from that stated in 
the “bon,” the obligation is deemed to be the lesser sum, even 

when both bill and “don” have been written by the obligor, 
unless it is proved on which side the mistake lies. 

In respect of third parties, deeds privately signed date only 

from the day of registration, from the day of the decease of 

him or one of those who signed it, or from the day that the 

transaction is recorded in a deed drawn up by a public officer. 

Tradesmen’s books do not afford proof of the supply of 

goods to persons not in trade, saving what is stated hereafter 

in respect of oaths. Tradesmen’s books afford proof against 

themselves, but he who avails himself of such proof cannot 

set aside such part of them as may be adverse to his claim. | 

Private books and papers do not serve as proofs for the parties 

who have written them, but they may be set up against them: 

—1. In all cases when a payment received is acknowledged. 

2. When they contain an express statement that the memo- 

randum has been made to supply the want of title in favour 

of the creditor. All that is written by a creditor at the end, saute: 

in the margin, or on the back of a deed which has always ‘t.,} as! 
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been in his possession, though neither signed nor dated by him, 
is proof against him when it tends to establish the discharge 
of the debtor. The same rule applies to that which is written 
by a creditor on the back, in the margin, or at the end of the 
duplicate of a deed or a receipt, provided such duplicate is in 
the hands of the debtor. 

Talleys* corresponding with the counterparts afford proof 
between persons using this method to verify retail dealings, 

NN NE NNR pi? 

Copies of Deeds. 
Copies of deeds, when the original deeds exist, are only evi- 

dence of that which is contained in the original deed, the produc- 
tion of which may always be demanded and obtained, When 
an original deed is lost or destroyed, copies are evidence 
with the following distinctions :— Engrossments, or first 
authentic copies, are as good evidence as the original deed. The 
same rule applies with respect to copies taken by the autho- rity of a magistrate, the parties having been present or duly summoned ; also copies that have been taken in the presence of the parties, and with their mutual consent, Copies taken without magisterial authority, or without the consent of the parties, may, in the event of the loss of the originals, be given in evidence, when they are more than thirty years old; if less than thirty years old, they can only serve as primd facie evi- dence. The same rule applies to copies from minutes not taken by the notary, or by one of his successors, Copies of copies may, according to circumstances, be considered as simple in- formation. 

The transcription of deeds in a public register can only be used as primd facie evidence, and for this it is necessary :— 1. That it is proved that all the minutes of the notary of the year in which the deed was executed have been lost, or that the loss of the minute of the deed occurred from a parti- cular accident. 2. That there is a regular index of the notary which proves that the deed was made at the same date. In this case, when proof by witnesses is admitted, those who were witnesses of the deed, if alive, are heard, 

  

* Talleys (abolished in England by 23 Geo. MIL, c. 82): A stick split in two, on each of which is marked with notches what is due between debtor and creditor.
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Ratification and Confirmation of Deeds, 

A ratification of a deed does not dispense with the produc- 
tion of the original deed, unless its purport be specially set forth 
therein. That which it contains in addition to, or different 
from, the original deed has no effect ; nevertheless, when there 
are several corresponding ratifications confirmed by possession, 
and one of these is thirty years old, the creditor is not 
required to produce the original deed. 

The confirmation or ratification of a contract, against which 
the law admits an action for nullity or rescission, is only valid 
when it contains the substance of the contract, mention of 
the ground for rescission, and the intention to remedy the de- 
fect arising from it. In default of such confirmation or rati- 
fication, it is sufficient that the obligation be voluntarily per- 
formed after’ the period when it could be validly confirmed 
or ratified. Confirmation, ratification, or voluntary perform- 
ance, in the forms and at the periods determined by law, 
implies renunciation of all objections and exceptions which 
might be set up, without prejudice to the rights of third 
parties. 

A donor cannot amend, by any confirmative deed, the 
defects of a gift inter vivos void from informality. It must 
be legally re-executed. Confirmation, ratification, or volun- 
tary performance of a gift inter wivos, by the heirs or assigns 
of the donor after his decease, implies their renunciation of 
the plea of informality, or any other exception. 

RARE 

Proof by Witnesses. 

A deed must be executed before notaries, or privately signed, 
for all things exceeding the sum or value of 150 francs, even 
in the case of a voluntary deposit (depositum) ;* and no proof 
by witnesses can be admitted against or beyond the contents of 
the deeds, although the sum or value be under 150 francs. 
These rules are subject to the exceptions contained in 
the enactments that regulate commercial law. The same 
rule applies to cases where the action is brought for 
principal and interest, which together exceed the sum of 

* A naked bailment of goods, to be kept for the bailor.
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150 francs. A party who sues for a sum exceeding 150 francs 
cannot avail himself of proof by witnesses, although he may 
afterwards reduce his claim. Proof by witnesses, on a demand 
for a sum less than 150 francs, cannot be admitted, if it 
be declared that such sum is the remainder or part of a larger 
debt, not proved by writing. If, in the same action, a party 
brings several claims, of which there is no evidence in writing 
that such claims added together exceed 150 francs, proof by 
witnesses cannot be admitted, although the party alleges that 
such debts proceed from different sources, and were contracted 
at different times, unless such claims proceed from succession, 
gift, or otherwise, from different persons. . 

- All claims, of whatever description, not proved by writing, 
must be included in a single deed ; all other subsequent claims 
not proved by writing are not admitted. _ 

These rules admit of exceptions when there is primé 
facie evidence in writing; also in all cases where it is impos- 
sible for the creditor to obtain in writing an acknowledgement 
of the obligation, They also apply :—1. To obligations 
arising from quast contracts, from misdemeanours, or involun- 
tary wrongs. 2. To deposits made in cases of fire, falling 
of houses, riot, or shipwreck, and to deposits made by a 
traveller at an inn. 3. To obligations contracted in case 
of unforeseen accidents, when it was impossible to reduce 
them to writing———-4. In cases where the creditor has lost 
his deed by accidental or unforeseen circumstances, or by main 
force. 

  

  

en nan: 

Presumptions, 
Presumptions™ are the consequences which the law or the 

judge deduces from certain known facts, and applied to facts 
unknown. 

Legal presumption is that which is attached by @ special 
law to certain acts or to certain facts. Such are:—1. Acts 
which the law declares void, as presumably done in fraud of 
its dispositions. 2. Cases in which the law declares 
ownership or discharge resulting from certain determinate 

  

** The Romans divided presumptions into three classes:—l. Jurés et 
de jure, when the law established the truth of any point on a presumption that could not be traversed on contrary evidence. 2, Juris tantum, 4 presumption established in law till the contrary was proved. 3. Hominis vel judicis, the conviction that arése from evidence, 
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circumstances. 3. The authority which the law attributes 
to a final judgment (res judicata)—4, The presumption 
which the law attaches to the admission or to the oath of a party. 

The authority of a final judgment applies only to that which 
forms the subject of the judgment ; when the thing demanded 
jis the same, when the demand is founded on the same cause, 
and between the same parties acting in the same qualities. 

Legal presumption renders all proof unnecessary by the party 
in whose favour it exists. No proof is admitted against a 
legal presumption, when, on the basis of such presumption, it 
annuls certain acts or restrains an action, unless the law has 
reserved proof to the contrary, and saving what is hereafter 
stated respecting oaths and judicial admissions. 

Presumptions not established by law are left to the wisdom 
and discretion of the judge. 

  

en 

Admissions of the Party. 

An admission set up against a party is either judicial or 
extra-judicial. The allegation of a purely verbal extra-judicial 
admission is useless in all cases where proof by witnesses would 
not be admissible. 

A judicial admission is a declaration made in court by the 
party or his attorney, and is sufficient proof against the party 
who makes it. The admission cannot be taken in part against 
him, nor can it be revoked, unless it is proved that it resulted 
from an error in fact; it cannot be revoked on the ground of 
being an error in law. 

RA enn. 

Oaths. 

A judicial oath is of two kinds :—1. That which one party 
offers to the other to make the decision of the cause depend 
upon it. It is termed decisory. 2. That which is ad- 
ministered officially by the judge to either of the parties. 

The decisory* oath may be administered in any kind of 

  

* Sacramentum decisionis : a decisive oath resorted to in the civil law, 
where one of the parties to a suit, not being able to prove his charge, 
offers to refer the decision of the cause to the oath of his adversary. 
The adversary is bound to accept it, or tender the same proposal to the 
other party; otherwise, the whole is taken as confessed by him. 

L
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dispute, but it can only apply to a fact which is personal to 
the party to whom it is offered. Tt can be administered in any 
stage of a cause, although there may be no primd facie proof 
of the claim or exception on which it is grounded. A party 
who refuses to take the oath, or who does not refer it to his 
adversary ; or an adversary refusing to take it when it is 
referred to him, is non-suited in his claim or exception. The 
oath cannot be tendered when the fact, which is the subject 
of it, is purely personal to him alone to whom it has been 
tendered, and is not common to both parties. When a party 
to whom the oath has been tendered or offered in return has 
made his declaration on oath, the adverse party is not allowed 
to prove its untruthfulness. A party who has tendered the 
oath or offered it in return cannot retract after the adverse 
party has declared that he is ready to take the oath. 

The oath, when taken, is proof only in favour of or against 
him who tendered it, or in favour of or against his heirs or 
assigns, Nevertheless, if tendered by one of the joint and 
several creditors to a debtor, it only discharges the latter for 
the share of such creditor ; if tendered to the principal debtor, 
it discharges the sureties; if tendered to one of the joint and 
several debtors, it benefits his co-debtors; if tendered to a 
surety, it benefits the principal debtor. 

Tn the last two cases, the oath of the joint and several co- 
debtor, or of the surety, does not benefit the other co-debtors 
or the principal debtor, except it has been tendered upon the 
debt, and not upon the fact of the joint and several liability, 
or of the suretyship. 

Nn! 

Oaths Officially Administered. 

A judge may administer the oath to one of the parties, 
either to make the decision of the cause depend upon it, or 
simply to determine the amount for which judgment ought to 
be given. 

The judge cannot administer the oath officially, either upon 
the claim or on the plea set up against it, except in the two 
following cases :—1. When the claim or plea is not fully 
proved. 2, When the claim is not totally void of proof. 

In all other cases, the judge must either admit or reject the 
claim absolutely and unconditionally, 
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The oath, officially administered by the judge to one of the 
parties, cannot be tendered by him to the other party. The 
oath respecting the value of the thing claimed cannot be 
administered by the judge to the plaintiff, unless its value 
cannot be ascertained by any other means. The judge must 
in such cases determine the amount, inasmuch as he deems the 
plaintiff may be believed upon his oath. 

SANNA AAA AANA AAA, 

L 2
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CHAPTER XI. 

  

OF OBLIGATIONS THAT ARISE WITHOUT CONTRACT. 
Quasi-Contracts. 

[Code Napoléon—Articles 1370-2386,] 

Crrratn obligations arise without any agreement (convention), 
either on the part of him who is bound, or on the part of him 
towards whom he has becomé bound. These obligations 
spring from guast-contracts or quasi-offences. 

Quasi-contracts are the purely voluntary acts of a party 
from which an obligation is created to a third party, and some- times a reciprocal obligation between two parties, 

When a man of his own accord voluntarily assumes the management of another person’s business, with or without the knowledge of the latter, he contracts the tacit obligation to continue the management which he has begun, until the person for whom he acts is in a position to take it into his own hands. He must also provide for all accessories of such business, subjects himself to all the obligations which would arise from an express power given by the owner, and he is bound to continue his management, although the principal die, till the completion of the business, or until the heir is able to take the direction. He is bound to act as a prudent administrator. If the business has been well carried out, the principal is bound by the obligations contracted by the manager, and must in- demnify him against all personal obligations which he has entered into on his behalf, and repay him all the necessary expenses which he has incurred, 
A party, knowingly or by mistake, receiving that which is not due to him, is bound to restore it to the person from whom he has unduly received it. When a party, through mistake, pays a sum to another which is not due from him, he has a right to recover the same. Nevertheless the right ceases when, in consequence of the payment, the creditor has de-
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stroyed his title, saving the remedy of the party who has paid 
against the real debtor. If the person who receives the money 
has acted in bad faith, he is bound to restore the amount paid, 
with interest from the day of payment. 

If the thing unduly received is real or personal property, he 
who received it is bound to restore the thing itself, if it exists, 
or its valueif it has perished or been deteriorated by his fault ; 
he is even responsible for its loss by accident, if he received it 
in bad faith ; but if the party who received it bond fide has 
sold it, he is only bound to pay the proceeds of such sale. A 
party who has recovered his property must allow, even to him 
who received it in bad faith, all the necessary expenses incurred 
for its preservation. 

  

NAAN 

  

NAARANAY 

Offences and Quasi-Offences. 

A person who causes injury to another is bound to make 
reparation.’> He is responsible not only for the injury arising 
from his own act, but also for negligence and imprudence. 
He is also responsible for the acts of persons under his charge. 
Parents are responsible for the acts of their children under 
age who are living with them; masters and employers for the 
injuries caused by their servants or assistants in the perform- 
ance of the duties for which they are engaged ; schoolmasters 
and artisans for the injuries caused by their pupils and 
apprentices while under their care. 

When it can be proved that the injury could not be pre- 
vented, such responsibility ceases. 

The owner of an animal, or he who has charge of it, is 
responsible for the injuries caused by the animal, whether in 
his custody or whether it has strayed or escaped. The owner 
of a building is responsible for any injury caused by its falling, 
when it takes place from want of repair or bad construction. 

  

eee ~ 

  

75 The Roman law made a distinction between delicts (private), and 

the so-called quasi-delicts, The former term was generally used with 

reference to theft, robbery with violence, damage wrongfully done, and 

certain outrages. Under the latter term were comprised other wrongful 

acts which bound the wrong-doer to make reparation.
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CHAPTER XII. 

  

OF MARRIAGE CONTRACTS, AND OF THE RESPECTIVE 
RIGHTS OF HUSBAND AND WIFE. 

General Provisions, 
[Code Napoléon—Articles 1387-1496,] 

THE law does not interfere in matrimonial arrangements 
respecting property—except when there are no special agree- 
ments, which the parties may make as they think proper— 
provided they are not contrary to good morals, and not in 
violation of the following rules :— 

Consorts cannot derogate from the rights incident to the 
authority of the husband over the persons of his wife and 
children, or the rights which belong to him as head of the 
family, nor from the rights conferred upon the surviving 
spouse under the titles of “ Paternal Authority,” “ Minority,” 
“Guardianship,” and “Emancipation.” They cannot make any 
agreement or renunciation which would change the legal order 
of succession, whether in reference to themselves in the suc- 
cession by their children or descendants, or with reference to 
their children in the succession between themselves; without 
prejudice to gifts inter vivos or testamentary dispositions, 
which may take place in the forms and in the cases prescribed 
by law. 

Husband and wife cannot stipulate in a general way that 
their union shall be regulated by any of the customs, laws, or 
local statutes which formerly prevailed in different parts of 
the French territory, now repealed by the present Code. They 
may, nevertheless, declare in a general manner that they intend 
to be married under the régime de la communauté,* or under 
the dotal system (le régime dotal). In such cases, the respec- 

* Possession in common.
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tive rights of husband and wife, and their heirs, are governed 
by the rules, under the title of “Community of Goods” 
and “Dotal System.” However, by the Act of July 10, 
1850, if in the registration of marriage it is stated that 
the husband and wife married without a marriage settlement, 
the wife shall be deemed, in respect of third parties, capable 
of contracting in general and common affairs; unless she has 
in the contract declared to have made a marriage settle- 

ment. The bare stipulation that the wife settles upon her- 

self property in dowry, or that property has been so settled 

upon her, is not sufficient to subject the property to the 

dotal régime, unless in the marriage settlement there is an 

express declaration to that effect. Neither does the dotal 

system result from the bare declaration made by husband and 

wife, that they marry without community of goods, or that 

they will remain separate in property (séparés de biens). 

In default of special stipulations which derogate from the 

system of community, or which modify it, the rules hereafter 
laid down form the common law of France -— 

All marriage settlements must be drawn up before marriage 

by a notary, and cannot be altered after marriage.” Altera- 

tions in the settlement before marriage must be made in the 

same form as the marriage settlement. Any alteration or deed 

of defeasance is not valid without the presence and consent of 

all the parties to the marriage settlement. All alterations and 

deeds of defeasance, even executed with the above formalities, 

are not valid with respect to third parties, unless they have 

been drawn up at the end of the minute of the marriage 

settlement; and the notary cannot, under penalty, deliver an 

engrossment or copy of the marriage settlement without tran- 

scribing at the end the alterations or deed of defeasance. 

A minor capable of contracting marziage is able to enter into 

all agreements of which such contract is susceptible, and the 

stipulations and gifts which he has made in it are valid, pro- 

vided he has been assisted in the contract by the persons 

whose consent is necessary to the validity of the marriage. 

~~ 
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76 At Rome, it was the custom for the bride to bring a dowry as 

an equivalent for that which the husband gave in his mairiage-gift 

(donatio ante nuptias).
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Of Possession in Common,* 

The communauté, either legal or conventional, begins from 
the day of the registration of marriage, and cannot be stipulated 
to commence at any other time. 

Communauté, which is created by the simple declaration 
that the parties marry under that régime, or when there is no 
marriage settlement, is subjected to the rules hereafter explained. 

Possession in common comprises rights to :—1, All the per- 
sonal property which the husband and wife possessed at the 
time of marriage, and all that accrues to them during mar- 
riage, by succession or gift; unless the donor has expressed 
the contrary. 2. All the fruits, rents, and interest, of what- 
ever kind, due or received during the marriage, and all that 
arise from property which belonged to the husband and wife 
at the time of the marriage, or which have accrued to them 
since, from whatever source————3. All the real property 
acquired during marriage. 

Real property (¢mmeubles) is considered as having been 
acquired in common, if it is not proved that one of the con- 
sorts was the owner or in legal possession of it before marriage, 
or that it has accrued to him or her by heirship or gift. 

Wood-fellings and the produce of quarries and mines are sub- 
ject, as regards community, to the rules laid down concerning 
these articles in the title of « Usufract, Use, and Habitation.”+ 

Real property which the husband and wife possess on the day of their marriage, or which accrues to them during the marriage by inheritance, is not in common. Nevertheless, if one of the consorts acquires real property after a marriage settlement, but before the celebration of the marriage, and the settlement contains a stipulation of community, the real property so acquired is in conumon, unless the acquisition was 
* Du régime en communauté: The rights and interests of husband and wife in their property and their liability for the debts of each other are regulated by three laws:—1. The law of community.—-2. The dotal law.—§3. Tho law of separation of property. Under the régime de communauté, the husband and wife become joint owners of the property falling into the community, which includes their present and future Personal property; also the real property which either of them acquires after the marriage otherwise than by gift or succession, and the rents of the real property which either of them possessed at the time of the marriage. 
T See page 77. 
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made in performance of a clause in the marriage settlement ; 
in which case it is regulated by the contract. 

Gifts of real property made during marriage to one of the 
married parties do not fall into the community, but belong to 
the donee solely, unless it is expressly stated in the gift that 
the thing given shall belong to both in common. Real pro- 
perty abandoned or transferred by a father, mother, or other 
ascendants to one of the married parties, either in satisfaction 
of debts due by them to such party, or subject to the payment 
of debts due by the donor to strangers, does not fall in 
common ; saving compensation or indemnity. Real property 
acquired during marriage in exchange for real property that 
belongs to one of the consorts does not fall in common, but is 
substituted in the place of that which was alienated; saving 
compensation when there is a difference in the value. A pur- 
chase made during marriage, at a judicial sale by auction,* or 
otherwise, of part of real property of which one of the consorts 
was joint owner, does not constitute an acquisition in common ; 
the community, however, is indemnified for the amount with- 
drawn from it tomake such purchase. When the husband person- 
ally and in his own name acquires, by purchase or by licitation, 
part or the whole of an estate of which the wife is joint 
owner, she, at the dissolution of the community, has the option 
either of abandoning the thing to the community, which then 
becomes her debtor for her share in the price, or of taking 
back the realty, and refunding to the community the price 
of the purchase. 

NARA 

Liabilities of the Community, and Actions resulting therefrom. 

The liabilities of the communauté consist of :—1. All personal 
debts due by the consorts on the day when the marriage was 
solemnized, or by the successions which fall to them during 
its continuance; saving compensation for liabilities relative to 
the real property that belongs separately to one or other of the 
consorts. 2. Debts, whether of principal sums, arrears, or 
interest, contracted by the husband during the community, or 

by the wife with the consent of her husband; saving compen- 
sation in cases when it is due. 3. Arrears and interest 
only of such rents and debts as are personal to either of the 

  

  

* 4 titre de licitation.
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consorts.——4. Repairs chargeable to the usfructuary of im- 
movables that do not fall in common. d. The maintenance 
of the consorts, education and maintenance of their children, 
and all other charges incidental to marriage. 

The communauté is only liable for the personal debts of the 
wife contracted before marriage when they are authenticated 
by public deed made before marriage, or by a private deed, 
proved to have been executed before marriage. Creditors of 
the wife who claim under deeds that are not proved to have 
been executed before marriage, cannot sue for payment except 
upon the bare property (nue-propriété)* of the real property 
belonging to her. The husband who asserts that he has paid 
a debt of this nature for his wife cannot demand compensation 
either from her or her heirs. 

Debts upon successions of purely personal property that 
falls to consorts during the marriage are entirely chargeable 
to the community; but debts of a succession of purely real 
property are not chargeable to the community; saving the 
right of creditors to sue for payment upon the real property 
of such succession. _ Nevertheless, if such succession has fallen 
to the husband, the creditors of the succession may sue for 
payment, either out of his private property, or even out of that 
of the community; saving, in the second case, the compensation 
due to the wife or her heirs. If a succession of purely real pro- 
perty has fallen to the wife, and she accepts it with the consent 
of her husband, the creditors of the succession have a right to 
sue for payment out of all the personal property that belongs 
to her; but if she accepts it, upon the refusal of her husband 
under judicial authority, the creditors, in the event of the real 
property of the succession proving insufficient, can only sue 
out of the nue-propriété of her own teal property. 

When a succession, partly real and partly personal, falls to 
one of the consorts, the debts due by such succession are 
chargeable to the community to the extent of the portion 
of the debts that are assessed upon the personal property ; 
regard being paid to the comparative value of the personalty and 
of the realty. Such assessment is determined by the inventory, 
which the husband is bound to see made, either in his own 
right, if the succession concerns him personally, or as directing 

  

* Property of which the usufruct belongs to another.
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and authorising the acts of his wife, if the succession has fallen 
to her. In default of an inventory, and in all cases where the 
omission to make one is prejudicial to the wife, she or her 
heirs may, at the dissolution of the community, sue for law- 
ful compensation, and even prove by deeds, private writings, 
or by witnesses, and if necessary, by general rumour, of the 
description and value of the movable property not entered in 
the inventory. Such proof is never allowed to be made by the 
husband. 

The rules relating to a succession partly real and partly per- 
sonal do not prevent the creditors of such succession suing for 
payment out of the goods of the community, whether the succes- 
sion has fallen to the husband or to the wife, when the wife has 
accepted it with the consent of her husband; saving, in either 
case, respective compensation. The same rule applies if the 
succession has been only accepted by the wife as judicially 
authorised, and such personal property has been confounded, 
in default of an inventory, with that of the community. If 
the succession has only been accepted by the wife as judicially 
authorised, and there has been an inventory, the creditors can 
only sue for payment upon the real and personal property of 
the said succession; and if insufficient, upon the nue-propriete 
of the real property belonging to the wife. 

These rules respecting debts apply to gifts inter wivos, as well 

as to successions. 
Creditors may sue for payment of debts contracted by the 

wife with her husband’s consent, either upon the property of 

the community, or upon that of the husband or wife; saving 

compensation due to the community, or indemnity due to the 

husband. 
All debts which a wife contracts, in virtue of the general 

or special power (procuration) of her husband, are chargeable 

to the community ; and creditors cannot sue for payment either 

against the wife personally or upon her private property. 
PRAIA AAA 

Management of the Community, and effects of acts of either 

Consort in relation to Marriage. 

A busband solely administers the property of the community, 

and may sell, alienate, or mortgage it without the concurrence 
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of his wife; but he cannot, by gifts inter vives, dispose of the’ 
real property of the community, nor of the whole or of a 
portion of the personalty, except it is for the settlement of 
children who are the issue of the marriage. He may, however, 
dispose of movables by voluntary and private gifts to any one, 
provided he does not reserve the usufruct for himself. He 
cannot bequeath more than his share of the community ; if he 
bequeaths a thing belonging to the community, the donee can- 
not claim it in kind, unless in the partition it falls to the share 
of the heirs of the husband; if it does not, the legatee is com- 
pensated for the whole amount of the thing given out of the 
share of the heirs of the husband, or out of the private property 
belonging to him. 

Penalties incurred by the husband for misdemeanours may 
be recovered out of the property of the community, compensa- 
tion being made to the wife; those incurred by the wife can 
only be recovered out of the nue-propricté of her real property, 
so long as the community lasts. The criminal condemnation of one of the consorts affects only the delinquent’s share in the community, and his or her private property, 

Deeds executed by the wife without the consent of her husband, and even when she is judicially authorised, do not affect the property of the community, unless she contracts as a public trader and for the purpose of her business. A wife cannot bind herself or the property of the community, even for the purpose of releasing her husband from prison, or setting up her children in business in her husband’s absence, until authorised by a court of law. 
A husband has the management of all the property of his wife, and may sue solely in all actions that relate to her. He cannot alienate her real property without her consent, and in default of due care he is responsible for deterioration of the 

property of his wife. 
Leases of the wife’s property, made by her husband solely, 

which exceed nine years, are not, in the event of the dissoly- tion of the community, binding on the wife or her heirs, except for the time which has still to run, either of the first period of nine years, if not lapsed, or.of the second period, and so on, so that the leaseholder shall only have a right to complete the term of the nine years running. Leases for nine years, or for a shorter term, of the wife’s property, which the
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husband solely has granted or renewed more than three years 
before the expiration of the running lease, if rural property, 
or more than two years if house property, are void, unless 
they came into operation before the dissolution of the com- 
munity. 

A wife who binds herself jointly and severally with her 
husband in the affairs of the community, or in the affairs of 
her husband, is in respect of him only deemed a surety, and 
roust be indemnified against the obligation she has contracted. 
A husband who becomes surety jointly and severally, or other- 
wise, in the sale of his wife’s real property, has likewise a 
remedy, either upon her share in the common property, or 
upon her private estate, if he is sued. 

If real property belonging to one of the consorts is sold, 
or if servitudes due to his or her private estates have been 
redeemed, and: the price been paid to the community without 
reinvestment, such consort has a right to deduct from the 
common property the value of the real property sold or of 
the servitudes redeemed. Reinvestment is deemed to be 
made by the husband when, at the time of a purchase, he 
declares that it was made with the money arising from the 
alienation of real property that belonged solely to him, and 
that it was intended as a reinvestment. The declaration of 
the husband that the purchase is made with moneys arising 
from real property sold by his wife for the purpose of reinvest- 
ment is not sufficient, if such reinvestment has not been 
formally accepted by the wife. If she has not accepted it, 
she has, at the dissolution of the community, right to com- 
pensation for the value of the thing sold. Compensation 
for the value of real property belonging to the husband can 
only be claimed out of the bulk of the property in common ; 
that for the value of real property belonging to the wife may 

be claimed out of the private property of the husband, if the 

property in common proves insufficient. In all cases, com- 

pensation is governed by the price realised at the sale, 

whatever may be alleged as to the value of the thing alienated. 

Whenever a sum is withdrawn from the community to 

pay the personal debts or liabilities of one of the consorts, 

he or she for whom the money was withdrawn owes com- 

pensation for the amount. If the consorts have jointly given 

a marriage portion to their child, without mentioning the
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amount which either intended to contribute, each is deemed 
liable for a moiety, whether the portion has been paid or 
promised out of the effects of the community, or out of the 
private property of one of the consorts. In the latter case, 
such consort has a right to be indemnified out of the pro- 
perty of the other for the moiety of the portion. A mar- 
riage portion settled solely by the husband upon a child of ~ 
the marriage out of the common property, is chargeable to 
the community ; and in the event of the wife accepting the 
community, she is responsible for the half of the marriage 
portion, unless the husband has expressly declared that he 
held himself responsible for the whole, or for a larger part 
than the moiety. 

All marriage portions are guaranteed by the parties who 
make the settlements, and interest runs from the day of the 
marriage, unless otherwise stipulated. 

eee ee 

Dissolution of the Community,* and its Consequences, 
The community is dissolved :—1. By death, 

separation. 3. By separation of property. 
Communauté, in default of an inventory, does not continue 

after the death of one of the consorts; but interested parties 
may sue for a statement relative to the condition of the pro- 
perty in common, proof of which may be made by documents 
or common report. If there are childven under age, the omis- 
sion of an inventory causes the surviving consort to lose the 
usufruct of the revenues of such children, and the supple- 
mentary guardian who neglected to compel him or her to have 
an inventory made, is held jointly and severally responsible with 
him or her for all indemnities that may be adjudged in favour 
of the minors. 

Separation of property can only be sued for in a court of 
law by the wife whose marriage portion is in perl, and when 
the disordered state of the husband’s affairs affords reason to 
fear that his property will not be sufficient to satisfy the claims 
and rights of the wife. All voluntary separation of property 
after marriage is void. 

  2. By judicial 
  

* Formerly, “Civil Death” and “ Divorce,” now abolished, also dis- 
Solved the community.
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Separation of property, although adjudged by a court of 
law, is void, if it has not been followed by the payment of 
the wife’s claims, proved by an authentic deed, as far as 
the husband’s property extends, or by a suit commenced 
within a fortnight after adjudication, and not afterwards 
interrupted. Every separation of property must, before 
execution, be publicly posted in the hall of the court of 
first instance; and if the husband is a merchant, banker, or 
tradesman, it must also be posted in the hall of the commercial 

court of his domicile, on pain of nullity. A judgment declaring 
the separation of property takes effect from the day that the 
demand was made, 

Private creditors of the wife cannot, without her consent, 

demand the separation of property. Nevertheless, in cases of 

bankruptcy or insolvency of the husband, creditors may exer- 

cise her rights to the amount of their claims. Creditors of 

the husband may obtain redress against a separation of property 

adjudged, and even executed, in fraud of their rights; they 

may even make themselves parties in the suit, on the petition 
for separation, in order to contest it. 

A wife who has obtained a separation of property must - 

contribute, in proportion to her means and to those of her 

husband, to the expenses of the household, and to those of the 

education of their children. She must bear these expenses 

solely, if the husband has no means. 
A wife judicially separated, or separated only in property, 

regains the uncontrolled management of her property. She 

may dispose of her personal property, but she cannot alienate 

her real property without the consent of her husband ; or, on 

his refusal, without the authority of the court of first instance. 

A husband is not responsible for any omission to invest or 

reinvest the price of the real property which the wife, sepa- 

rated in property, has alienated under the authority of a court 

of law, unless he has been a party to the contract, or unless 

the moneys have been proved to have been received by him, 

or used to his advantage. He is answerable for the omission 

of investment or reinvestment, if the sale took place in his 

presence and with his consent ; but he is not responsible for 

the disadvantages of the investment. . 

“The communaut, dissolved either by judicial separation, ar 

by separation of property only, may be re-established by the
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consent of both parties. This must be effected by a deed 
executed before notaries, and a copy of the deed must be posted 
in the hall of the court. In this case, the community so re- 
‘established resumes its effect from the day of the marriage, 
and the affairs are placed in the same position as if there had 
been no separation, without prejudice, however, to the carrying 
out of such obligations as the wife may have legally entered 
into. Every agreement by which the consorts re-establish the 
conimunity that differs from that by which it was previously 
governed is void. 

A dissolution of the community by a judicial separation, 
or merely of property, does not imply the enforcement of the 
rights of the wife’s survivorship ; but she may claim them at 
the death of her husband. 

INI EA 

Acceptance of the Community, Renunciation, and Conditions 
relating thereto, 

After the dissolution of the community, the wife or her heirs 
and assigns have the power of accepting or renouncing it; 
and any agreement to the contrary is void. A wife who 
has entered upon or interfered with the management of 
the affairs of the community cannot afterwards renounce it. 
Acts purely administrative or conservatory do not imply inter- 
ference. A wife of full age, who in a deed has represented 
herself as common in property, cannot renounce the community, 
nor be relieved from the position she has assumed, unless there 
has been fraud on the part of the heirs of the husband. A 
widow who desires to retain the right of renouncing the com- 
munity must, within three months from the day of her husband’s death, cause 2 correct inventory to be made of all 
the goods of the community, in the presence of the hus- 
band’s heirs, or after having duly summoned them; and 
forty days afterwards, she must make her renunciation at 
the registrar’s office of the court of first instance of the 
domicile of her husband. The widow may, according to cir- 
cumstances, ask the court for an extension of time for her 
renunciation, which, if granted, must be adjudged in presence 
of the heirs of the husband, or after they have been duly summoned. ° 

A widow who has not renounced within the time prescribed
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is not deprived of her right of renouncing, provided she has not interfered with the management of the community and has had an inventory made ; she can only be sued ag being in com- munity until she renounces, and she is liable for costs incurred up to her renunciation ; she may likewise be sued after the expiration of the forty days from the closing of the inventory, if it has been closed before the three months, 
A widow who has abstracted or concealed any of the effects of the community is declared to have accepted the community, notwithstanding her renunciation ; and the same rule applies to her heirs. If the widow dies before the expiration of the three months without having made or completed the inven- tory, her heirs have a further delay of three months, reckon- ing from her death, to make and complete it, and of forty days after the closing of the inventory to deliberate on accept- ance or renunciation. If the widow dies after completing the inventory, her heirs have, in order to deliberate, a fresh delay of forty days from her death. They may, however, renounce the community, according to the rules above stated with reference to widows. 
A wife judicially separated, who has not, within three months and forty days after the Separation, definitely ac- cepted the community, is deemed to have renounced it, unless 

within the prescribed time she has obtained, in the presence 
of her husband, or after having duly summoned him, an exten- 
sion of time from the court. The creditors of the wife may 
dispute the renunciation which she or her heirs may have 
made in fraud of their claims, and may accept the community 
in their own right. The widow, whether she accepts or renounces, has a right, during the three months and forty days 
which are allowed her for making the inventory and for deli- 
beration, to take, for her own and her domestics’ mainten- 
ance, such supplies that may be in the house, and in default, 
to borrow on account of the community ; subject to the condi- 
tion of using due discretion. She is not liable for rent for 
her residence during the delays, whether the house belongs 
to the community, or to the heirs of the husband, or held on 
lease. 

In the event of the dissolution of the community by the 
death of the wife, her heirs may renounce the community within 

NM
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the delays and according to the forms prescribed by law re- 
specting widows. : ° 

OR LNADA AAA 

Partition of the Community. 

After the acceptance of the community by the wife or her 
heirs, the assets are divided and the liabilities borne in the 
manner hereinafter stated. 

The consorts or their heirs must bring back to the com- 
munity all that they owe for compensation or indemnity. Each 
consort, or his or her heirs, must bring back, likewise, the sums 
drawn from the community, or the value of the property 
taken from it for a marriage portion for a child of another 
marriage, or a child of the present marriage. 

From the bulk of the property, each consort or heir takes :-— 
1. His or her private property that did not enter into the cqm- 
munity, if it exists in kind, or the property acquired by re- 
investment. 2. The price of the real property alienated 
during the community and not reinvested. 3. Indemnities 
due to him or her by the community. 

The claims of the wife take precedence over those of 
the husband, for property which no longer exists in kind. 
First, from the ready-money; next, from the personal 
property; and failing these, from the real property of the 
community. In the last case, the choice of the property 
is, left to the wife and to her heirs. Deductions in favour 
of the husband are restricted to the property of the com- 
maunity. The wife and her heirs, in the event of the com- 
munity proving insufficient, may enforce their claims upon 
the private property of the husband. The reinvestments 
and indemnities due by the community to the consorts, and 
the compensations and indemnities due by them to the com- 
vaunity, bear interest from the day of its dissolution. After 
all the deductions of both consorts have been effected upon 
the bulk of the community, the surplus is divided by moiety 
between the consorts or their representatives, If the heirs of 
the wife do not agree, so that some have accepted and others 
have renounced the community, those who have accepted take 
only their respective shares in the property allotted to the wife ; 
the remainder accrues to the husband, who is responsible to 
the heirs who renounced for such claims as the wife might 
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have enforced in the event of renunciation ; but only to the extent of the shares of the heirs who renounced. 
The partition of the community, in all that regards its for- 

malities—the sale by auction of real property when there is 
oceasion for it, the effects of the partition, the warranty 
resulting from it, and the payment of the balance—are subject 
to the rules prescribed, under the title “Of Successions for 
Partitions between Co-heirs.”* 

A consort who abstracts or conceals things belonging to the 
community forfeits his or her share of them. After partition, 
if one of the consorts is the personal creditor of the other 
—as when the price of the property of one has been applied, 
to the payment of the personal debts of the other, or for 
any other cause—the consort may recover his or her claim 
out of the share of the community allotted to the debtor, or 
out of his or her private property. Personal claims which 
the consorts may have against each other do not bear in- 
terest, except from the day of the judicial demand. Gifts 
made by one of the consorts to the other are taken from the 
donor's share in the community, or out of his or her private 
property. 

The widow’s mourning, even if she has renounced the 
community, is chargeable to the heirs of her deceased hus- 
band, and its value is regulated according to the circumstances 
and position of the deceased. 

The debts of the community are chargeable, one-half to 
each of the consorts or to his or her heirs. The expenses of 
seals, inventories, sales of personal property, liquidation, public 
auction, and partition form part of such debts. 

The wife is not liable for the debts of the community, either 
with respect to her husband or creditors, beyond the amount 
of the benefit she derived from it, provided she has made a 
good and faithful inventory, and has rendered an account both 
of what is contained in such inventory, and of what has fallen 
to her in the partition. The husband is liable for the whole of 
the debts of the community contracted by him, but he has his 
remedy against his wife or her heirs for the half of such debts. 
He is liable only for half of such personal debts of his wife 
that were chargeable to the community. The wife may be 

* See page 106, 

M2
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sued for the whole of the debts contracted by herself that 
have fallen into the community, but she has her remedy against 
her husband or his heirs for half of such debts. A wife 
personally Hable for a debt of the community cannot be sued 
for more than the half of such debt, unless the obligation is 
joint and several. 

A wife who pays a debt of the community beyond her half 
cannot recover the excess from the creditor, unless it is stated 
in the receipt that what she paid was for her moiety. A 
consort who, when a mortgage has been made upon the pro- 
perty allotted to him or to her, is sued for the whole of a 
debt of the community, has of right a remedy against the 
other consort or his or her heirs for the moiety of such debt. 

These rules do not prevent one of the joint-sharers from 
paying more than the moiety, or even the whole of the debts 
of the community ; but when one has paid more than his or 
her share, he or she has a remedy against the other. 

All the above rules respecting husband and wife apply to 
the heirs of either, and such heirs have the same rights, and 
are subject to the same actions, as the consort would have 
been whom they represent. 

AIA 

Renunciation of the Community, and its Effects. 
A wife who renounces forfeits her right to the property of 

the community, and even to the personal property which she 
herself brought to it. She has a right to retain wearing 
apparel and linen for her own use. 

A wife who renounces has a right to recover:—l. Real 
property belonging to her when not alienated, or the real pro- 
perty which has been bought as reinvestment. 2. The 
price of her real property which has been alienated, and re- 
invested without her consent. 3. All the indemnities that 
may be due to her by the community. 

A wife who renounces is discharged from all the debts of 
the community, both as regards her hushand and as regards 
creditors, She, however, is answerable to creditors for debts 
in which she bound herself jointly with her husband, or when 
the debt is one which she contracted herself ; saving, in such 
case, her remedy against her husband or his heirs. She may 
enforce all her claims against the goods of the community, or 
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against the private property of her husband. Her heirs may 
do the same, except as regards linen and wearing apparel, and 
lodging and maintenance during the delays allowed for inven- 
tory and deliberation, which rights are purely personal to the 
surviving wife. - 

These rules apply even when one or both consorts have had 
children by a previous marriage. If, however, the confusion 
of personal property and debts gave to one of the consorts an 
advantage greater than that to which he or she is lawfully 
entitled, according to the rules regulating gifts inter vivos and 
wills, the children of the other marriage have a right to bring 
an action in curtailment (en retranchement). 

INR enn
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CHAPTER XIn. 

  

OF COMMUNITY BY AGREEMENT, 
[Code Napoléon—Articles 1497-1581] 

Makrriep persons may modify the legal community of property 
by any kind of agreement not contrary to law.* 

The principal modifications are :—1. That the community shall only comprise property acquired in common. 2. That the present or future personal property shall not be in com- mon, or only partly so. 3. That it shall comprise the whole or part of the real property, present or future, by changing it into personaty.j—4. That the consorts shall pay separately debts contracted before marriage, 5. That in case of re- 
nunciation, the wife may take back, free and clear from all 
burdens, whatever she brought into the community. 6. That the survivor shall have a stipulated benefit (précipud). 
7. That the consorts shall have unequal shares, 8. That a community of all their property in general shall exist between them. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

NII enn, 

Community confined to Things acquired in Common, 
When consorts stipulate that there shall only be a com- munity of things acquired in common, they are respectively deemed to exclude their present and future debts, and their present and future personal property. The partition in this case is limited to things acquired in common, arising from their common industry, or from the Savings out of the fruits and revenues of their private property. If the personal property, at the time of the marriage, or that which has accrued since, 

* Soe page 40, “ Rights of Husband and Wife.” 
t Par voie Pameublissement, hereafter explained,
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has not been authenticated by inventory or statement in due 
form, it is deemed to be property acquired in common. 

PPO ANA AA 

Personal Property wholly or partly excluded from the 
Community. 

Consorts may exclude from the community all their personal 
property which they at present or may in future possess, When 
they stipulate that they will respectively put part of it, to the 
amount of a certain sum or value, into the community, they are 
deemed to have reserved for themselves the remainder. This 
stipulation renders each a debtor to the community for the 
promised sum, and each must prove the payment of it. 

Upon the dissolution of the community, each consort has a 
right to take back the value of the personal property that he 
or she brought into it at the time of the marriage ; also that 
which has accrued to him or her since. The personal pro- 
perty that accrues to each of the consorts during the mar~ 
riage must be authenticated by inventory; in default of an 
inventory of the personal property accruing to the husband, or 
of a document stating its value, he cannot claim it from the 
community. In the default of such inventory on the part of 
the wife, she, or her heirs, are admitted to give proof, either 
by documents, or by witnesses, or even by common report, of 
the value of such personal property. 

  

RNA 

Clause d’Ameublissement.* 

This stipulation, by which the consorts, or either of them, 
bring into the community the whole or a portion of their real 
property, whether present or future, is called ameublissement. 
It is either definite or indefinite. It is definite when the consorta 
declare their intention to change to personalty and bring into 

the community a particular realty, for the whole, or to the 

amount of a given value. It is indefinite when it simply de- 

clares that they will bring into the community real property 

to a certain amount. The effect of this definite ameublissement 

is to convert the real property affected by it into the goods of 

* Ameublir un immeuble: to change real property to porsonalty—an 
ammeuble to a meudble. :
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the community as personal property. When the whole of the real property of the wife is so converted, the husband may dis-_ pose of it as of the other personalties of the community, and may alienate the whole. If the real property is only partly con- verted for a certain amount, the husband cannot alienate it without the consent of his wife ; he may, however, mortgage it without her consent; but only to the extent of the portion rendered movable. 
Indefinite ameublissement does not confer upon the com- munity the ownership of the real property affected thereby ; its effect is merely to oblige the consort who has so agreed, to include in the bulk, when the community is dissolved, part of the property to the amount of the sum which he or she has pro- mised, The husband, without the consent of his wife, cannot alienate, in whole or in part, the real property encumbered by indefinite ameublissement; but he may mortgage it to the amount rendered personal (movable). 
The consort who has converted ‘an estate into personalty has aright, when the partition takes place, to retain it by deduct- ing from his or her share its actual value. His or her heirs have the same right. 

AAIININNINININIAR NENA 

Separation of Debts, 
The stipulation by which consorts agree that each shall pay separately his or her personal debts binds them, when the community is dissolved, to refund, respectively, debts which are proved to have been paid by the community. The obligation is the same whether an inventory has been made or not; but if the personal property brought by the consorts has not been authenticated by an inventory, or an authentic statement made before marriage, the creditors of either con- sorts may, without distinction, sue for payment out of the personal property not entered in the inventory, as well as out of all the other goods of the community. The same rule applies to the property that may have accrued to the consorts during marriage. When the consorts bring into the community a Certain sum or a certain property, such a contribution implies a tacit agreement that it is not encumbered with debts incurred before marriage. The clause of separation of debts does not exempt the community from liability to pay interest and arrears due since the marriage,
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When the community is sued for the debts of one of the 
consorts, who is declared by the contract to be free and clear 
from all debts incurred before marriage, the other consort has 
aright to an indemnity, to be taken from the share in the 
community which belongs to the indebted consort, or from his 
or her private property ; and in case of insufficiency, such in- 
demnity may be sued for, as on a warranty, against the father, 
mother, ascendant, or guardian who made the declaration that 
such property was free and unencumbered. This warranty may 
even be sued upon by the husband during the community, if 
the debt originated with the wife; but, in such case, the 
-warrantor has a right to be reimbursed by the wife or her 
heirs after the dissolution of the community. 

ARAN 

Right of the Wife to take back, unencumbered, what she 

brought inte the Community. 

A wife may stipulate that, in case of renunciation of the 
community, she shall take back a whole or a part of what she 
brought into it, either at the time, or during the marriage ; but 
such stipulation can neither extend beyond things formally speci- 
fied, nor for the benefit of persons other than those mentioned. 
Thus the right of taking back the personal property which 
the wife has brought at the time of her marriage does not 
apply to that which has accrued to her during the marriage. 
Such right does not extend to the children, and that granted 
to the wife and children does not extend to other heirs. In 
no case can the property be taken back without deducting 
the private debts of the wife that have been paid out of the 
community. 

  

AA 

  

Renn 

Preciput* by Agreement, 
This stipulation, by which the surviving consort is authorised 

to take, before any partition, a certain sum, or a certain quan- 
tity of personal effects in kind, takes effect in favour of the sur- 
viving wife only when she has accepted the community ; unless, 
in the marriage contract, such right has been reserved to her 

* Benefit stipulated by will or by law in favour of one of several co- 
heirs; or a benefit stipulated by marriage settlement in favour of the 
surviving husband or wife.
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even in the event of renunciation. In default of such reserva~ 
tion, the preciput can only be taken out of the divisible bulk of 
the community, and not out of the private property of the 
predeceased consort. Préciput is not regarded as a benefit 
subject to the formalities of gifts inter vivos, but as a marriage 
agreement, 

When the community is dissolved by death, the préciput 
may be at once claimed; but in cases of judicial separa- 
tion the right of préciput cannot be enforced, although it 
is preserved in cases of survivorship by the consort who 
obtained the separation. If the right belongs to the wife, 
the sum, or the thing constituting the préciput, remains 
with the husband, on his giving security. The creditors of 
the community have always a right to enforce a sale of the 
effects comprised in the préciput; and, in this case, the other 
consort has his or her remedy. 
NN NEN NA! 

Clauses by which Unequal Shares in the Community are 
assigned to the Consorts, 

Consorts may depart from the equal division established by 
law, either by giving to the surviving consort, or his or her 
heirs, a share in the community amounting to less than the 
half; or, by giving the survivor a fixed sum in lieu of every 
claim upon the community ; or, by stipulating that the entire 
community, in certain cases, shall belong to the surviving 
consort, or to one of the consorts only. 

When it is stipulated that one of the consorts or his or her heirs shall be entitled only to a certain share in the community, as a third or a fourth, the consort to whom this limitation applies, or his or her heirs, is liable only for the debts of the community in proportion to such share. The covenant is void if it binds the consort thus limited, or the heirs, to bear a greater share, or if it exonerates them from bearing a share in the debts equal to that which they take in the assets. When it is stipulated that one of the consorts, or his or her heirs, shall be entitled only to a certain sum in lieu of all right in the community, this stipulation binds the other consort or heirs to pay the sum agreed upon, whether there is gain or loss. If the clause binds only the heirs of one of the consorts, such Consort, in case of survivorship, has a right to a half-share in the community,
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Husbands or their heirs, who retain the whole community, 
are liable for all the debts. The creditors, in such case, have 
no right of action against the wife or her heirs. If it is the 
surviving wife who, in consideration of a stipulated sum, has a 
right to keep the community against the heirs of the husband, 
she has the option of either paying them such sum, and re- 
maining liable for all the debts, or of renouncing the com- 
munity, and abandoning to the heirs of the husband both the 
property and the encumbrances, 

Consorts may stipulate that the whole of the community 
shall belong to the survivor, or to one of them only, saving 
the right of the heirs of the other to take back what had been 
brought into the community by the consort they represent. 
Such a stipulation is deemed a simple marriage covenant, and 
is not subject to the rules and formalities applicable to gifts 
inter vivos. 

  

General Community.* 

Consorts, by their marriage contract, may establish a general 
community of their real and personal property, present and 
future ; or, of all their present property only ; or, of all their 
future property only. 

The preceding provisions do not precisely limit all the stipu- 
lations by which the community may be modified. Consorts 
may enter into such agreements as they please, provided they 
do not infringe upon the law. Nevertheless, in the case where 
there are children by a previous marriage, any agreement in 
violation of the rulés regulating “Gifts ceter Vivos” and 
“Wills” are void with regard to all that exceeds the dispos- 
able portions; but the profits and savings of the community, 
although unequal, are not considered as an advantage made to 
the prejudice of the children of the first marriage. 

Community by agreement is subject to the rules of legal 
community in all cases when there is no express or implied 
derogation of the law. 

* A titre universel. 
+ See page 110.—“ Rights of Husband and Wife.” 

Tt Seo page 114,
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Agreements Excluding Community. 
When the consorts, without subjecting themselves to the 

dotal system, stipulate that there shall be no community, or 
that they shall remain separate as to property, the effect of 
such stipulation is regulated as follows :— 

I—Marrying without Community. 
This stipulation does not give the wife the right to administer 

her property, nor to receive the fruits thereof, which are deemed 
to be brought by her to her husband for household expenses. 
The husband retains the management of the real and personal 
property of his wife, and as a consequence, the right to receive 
all the personal property she brings with her, or which falls 
to her during marriage ; saving the restitution he is bound to 
make after the dissolution of the marriage, or after a separation 
of property has been legally adjudicated. If amongst the per- 
sonal property brought as dowry by the wife, or property 
which accrues to her during marriage, there are things that 
cannot be used without being consumed, a valuation must be 
annexed to the marriage contract, or an inventory made at the 
time the property accrues to her, and the husband is bound io 
yefund the value. The husband is responsible for all the 
liabilities incident to the usufruct. 

It may be stipulated in the marriage contract that the wife, 
for her support, shall receive annually a certain portion of her 
revenues, for her maintenance and personal requirements, on 
her own acquittance. The real property settled in dowry by 
the wife is alienable, but not without the consent of the husband, 
and on his refusal, without the authority of the court of first 
instance. 

INN AAA AAAS 

II.—Separation of Property, 
When the consorts stipulate by the marriage contract that they shall be separate as to property, the wife retains the entire management of both her real and personal property, and the free use of her revenues. Each of the consoris contributes to the expenses of the household, according to the covenants contained in their marriage contract ; and if there is no agree- ment, the wife contributes to such expenses one-third of her income. In no case, nor by virtue of any stipulation, can the
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wife alienate her real property without the special consent 
of her husband; or, on his refusal, without being judicially 
authorised. Every general power given to the wife to alienate 
real property, whether given by marriage contract or during 
marriage, is void. 

When the wife, who is separate as to property, has allowed 
her husband to use it, the latter is only bound, either upon 
the demand which his wife may make, or upon the dissolution 
of the marriage, to give up all existing fruits; but he is not 
accountable for those which, up to such time, have been con- 
sumed. 

RRR EEE 

Dotal System. 

Dowry, as generally understood, is the property which the 
wife brings to her husband to defray expenses incident to mar- 
riage. Under the dotal system all that she settles, or that 
which is settled upon her, in the marriage contract, is dotal, 
unless there is a stipulation to the contrary. - 

AA AAR 

Settlement of the Dowry. 
All the present and future property of the wife, or all her 

present property only, or part of her present and future pro- 
perty, or even a special thing, may be settled upon her as 
dowry. A settlement, in general terms, of all the property of 
the wife does not include property that may accrue to her, A 
dowry can neither be settled nor increased during marriage. 

If parents settle a dowry conjointly, without specifying their 
-respective shares, it is deemed to be by equal portions. If 
the dowry is settled by the father only, in the name of both 
parents, the mother, although present at the contract, is not 
bound, and the father is made responsible for the whole dowry. 
If a surviving parent settles a dowry, in respect of paternal 
and maternal property, without specifying the shares, the 
dowry shall be taken first, to the amount of the claims of the 
future husband from the property of the deceased parent, and 

the residue out of the property of the survivor. 
Although the daughter, on whom a dowry has been settled 

by her parents, has property in her own right, of which they 

have the usufruct, the dowry is taken from the property of 

the parents, if there is no stipulation to the contrary. Those 
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who settle a dowry are bound to guarantee it. Interest upon 
a dowry runs from the day of the marriage against those who 
settled it, unless there is a stipulation to the contrary. 

RENNIN ALIA AAA 

Husbands’ Rights over Property Settled in Dowzy. 
The husband has the sole control of the dotal property 

during marriage. He has the sole right to sue debtors and holders of the property, to receive all fruits and in- terest, and all reimbursements. N evertheless, it may be stipulated in the marriage contract that the wife shall receive 
annually, on her own discharge, a part of her income for her 
maintenance and personal wants. The husband is not bound to 
find security for the dowry, unless it is so stipulated in the marriage contract. If the dowry or part of it consists of per- sonal property valued in the contract, and there is no declaration that such valuation does not imply a sale, the husband becomes the owner, and is only responsible for the price stated in the valuation. The valuation of real property settled in dowry does not confer ownership upon the husband, unless it is ex- 
pressly declared. 

Real property bought with the dotal money is not dotal, if no condition for investment has been stipulated in the marriage contract. The same rule applies with regard to real property, given in payment of the dowry, settled in money. Real property settled in dowry cannot be alienated or mortgaged during mar- riage either by the husband or by the wife, or by both jointly, except under the following circumstances:—A wife may, with the consent of her husband, or on his refusal, by judicial authority, give her dotal property for the settlement in life of children which she had by a previous marriage; but if she is only judicially authorised, she must reserve the usufruct for her husband. She may also, with the consent of her husband, give her dotal property for the settlement of the children of their marriage. Real property settled in dowry may be alienated when so stipulated in the marriage contract. It may be also alienated with the permission of the court, by public sale, to release the husband or wife from prison ; to supply mainten- ance to members of the family entitled by law ; to pay the debts of the wife, or of those who have settled the d > when such debts are proved to have been incurred before
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the marriage contract; to make substantial repairs necessary 
for the preservation of the real property settled in dowry; 
finally, when such realty is jointly possessed by third parties, 
and is not divisible. In all those cases, the excess of the pro- 
ceeds of the sale above the requirements remains dotal, and is 
reinvested as such for the benefit of the wife. 

Real property in dowry may be exchanged, with the wife’s 
consent and with the authority of the court, on proving the 
advantage of the exchange, for another property of like value, 
or of a value not less than four-fifths of the former property. 
In this case, the property received in exchange is dotal, the 
excess of the price, if any, is also dotal, and must be reinvested 
as such for the benefit of the wife. 

If, in cases not included in these exceptions, the wife or the 
husband, or both jointly, alienate the dotal property, the wife or 
her heirs may, after dissolution of marriage, have the alienation 
cancelled, without right of prescription being admissible during 
the marriage. The wife has the same right in the event of 
separation of property. The husband may have the alienation 
cancelled during marriage, but he is liable for damages to the 
purchaser, unless he has declared in the contract of sale that the 
property sold was dotal. 

No prescription is admissible during marriage against real 
property, dotal, when not declared alienable by the marriage 
contract, unless such prescription began before marriage; 
nevertheless, prescription is admissible after separation of pro- 
perty, whatever may be the time when the prescriptive nght 
commenced, 

The husband is bound, in respect of all dotal property, by 
all the obligations of a usufructuary. He is responsible for all 
prescriptions acquired against the property, and deteriorations 
caused by his negligence. If the dowry is endangered, the wife 
may sue for a separation of property, as previously stated. 

  

Restitution of Dowry. 
If the dowry consists of real property, or personalty not 

valued in the marriage contract, or valued with a declaration 

that the valuation does not deprive the wife of ownership, 
the husband or his heirs may be compelled to restore it im- 
mediately after dissolution of marriage. If it consists of a sum
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of money, or personalty valued in the contract, without de- 
claration that such valuation does not confer ownership upon 
the husband, the restitution cannot be exacted till one year 
after the dissolution of marriage. 

If the personalty remaining the property of the wife has partly 
perished without the fault of the husband, he is only bound to 
return that which remains, and in the condition in which it is 
found, The wife may, in all cases, take back linen and wearing 
apparel for her use; a deduction being made of their value, if 
valued in the marriage contract. 

If the dowry comprises bonds or annuities which have been 
extinguished or been subject to deductions, without the negli- 
gence of the husband, he is not responsible for them, but is 
discharged by giving up the deeds. If a usufruct has been 
settled in dowry, the husband or his heirs are bound, at the 
dissolution of marriage, to give up only the right of usufruct ; 
but not the fruits which accrued during the marriage, 

If the marriage has lasted ten years after the lapse of the 
term assigned for the payment of the dowry, the wife or her 
heirs may recover it after the dissolution of marriage, without 
being bound to prove that the husband had received it; unless 
it can be proved that he had unsuccessfully sued to obtain 
payment.* 

If the marriage is dissolved by the death of the wife, the 
interest and fruits of the dowry to be returned go for 
the benefit of her heirs from the day of the dissolution. If 
it is dissolved by the death of the husband, the wife has the 
option of demanding the interest of the dowry during the year 
of mourning (an du deuil), or of claiming maintenance during 
the same period, at the expense of her husband’s succession ; 
but in both cases, her lodgings during the year and her 
mourning must be supplied to her by the succession, and 
without being deducted from interest due to her. 

On the dissolution of marriage, the fruits of the real pro- 
perty in dowry are divided between the husband and wife, or 
their heirs, in proportion to the length of time the marriage 
lasted during the last year. The year in this case runs from 
the day on which the marriage was celebrated. The wife and. 

* This rule applies, under the dotal system, both to cases of judicial Separation of property, and to cases of dissolution of marriage ; death,
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her heirs have no privilege for the recovery of the dowry over 
creditors having a prior mortgage. 

If the husband was insolvent, and had no trade or profession 
when the father settled a dowry upon his daughter, the latter 
is only bound to return to her father’s succession the right of 
action which she has against her husband for the recovery of 
her dowry. If the husband became insolvent after the mar- 
riage, or if he had a trade or profession which made up for the 
want of property, the loss of the dowry falls solely on the wife, 

m_— 

  

ENA 

Paraphernalia, 

All the wife’s property that has not been settled in dowry, 
is her paraphernalia. If all her property consists of parapher- 
nalia, and if there is no clause in the marriage contract that 
she shall share the expenses incident to marriage, the wife 
must contribute one-third of her income. The wife has the 
management and use of her paraphernalia; but she cannot 
dispose of such property, nor become party to a suit in respect 
of it, without the authority of her husband ; or, on his refusal, 
without judicial authority. 

If the wife gives her husband power to manage her para- 
phernalia, on condition of accounting to her for the fruits, he 
becomes as responsible as any other mandatory. If the husband 
has used the paraphernalia without such power, and without 
opposition on the wife’s part, he is liable, at the dissolution 
of the marriage, or at the first request of his wife, for the ex- 
isting fruits, but not for those which have been consumed up to 
that time. If the husband has used the paraphernalia in 
spite of his wife’s opposition, he is accountable to her for all 
existing fruits, as well as for those which have been consumed. 

A husband who uses the paraphernalia of his wife is bound 
by all the obligations of a usufructuary. 

Consorts, in submitting to the dotal system, may never- 
theless stipulate for community of property acquired by them, 
and such acquisitions are regulated in the manner previously 
stated.* 

nn 

  

* See “Community by Agreement,” page 182.
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CHAPTER XIV. 

  

OF SALE. 
[Code Napoléon—Articles 1582-1707,] 

Saux is a contract by which one party binds himself to deliver 
a thing, and the other binds himself to pay for it. 

It may be made by authentic deed or under private signature, 
The sale is complete, and the purchaser becomes owner, as soon 
as the thing and the price have been agreed upon, although the 
thing has not been delivered nor the price paid. 

A sale may be effected purely and simply, or under a 
suspensive or rescissory condition. It may also apply to two 
or more alternative things. In all cases sales are regulated by 
the general principles of contracts. 

When goods are sold, not in bulk, but by weight, quantity, 
or measure, the sale is not complete, and the things remain at 
the risk of the vendor, till weighed, counted, or measured ; 
but the purchaser may demand delivery, or damages for non- 
performance of the contract. If, on the contrary, goods have been 
sold in bulk, the sale is complete although the goods have not 
been weighed, counted, or measured. With respect to wine, 
oil, and other articles which persons are in the habit of tasting 
before buying, there is no sale until the purchaser has tasted 
and approved of them. A sale made on trial is always pre- 
sumed to be made with a suspensive condition, A promise 
of sale is equivalent to a sale, where there is a mutual agree- 
ment of the two parties as to the thing and the price. If a 
promise of sale is made with earnest (arrhes), either of the 
contracting parties may annul it, by the party who gave the 
earnest forfeiting it, or by the party who received it, returning 
twice the amount. 

The price of the thing sold must be determined and speci- 
fied by the parties. It may, nevertheless, be left to the arbi- 
tration of a third person; but if such third party will not or
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cannot value it, there is‘no sale. The expenses of deeds and other expenses incidental to the sale are borne by the pur- chaser. 
Ne an 

Who may Buy or Sell, 
All persons, except those prohibited by law, are capable of 

buying and selling. 
A contract of sale cannot take place between husband and 

wife, except in the three following cases:—1. When one of 
the consorts, judicially separated, makes over his or her pro- 
perty to the other in payment of his or her claims. 2. When 
the property is made over by the husband to the wife, even 
not separated, for a legitimate cause,such as the re-investment of 
the wife’s alienated realty, or of moneys belonging to her, if such 
realty or moneys do not fall into the community. 3. When 
the wife makes over property to her husband in payment of a 
sum she has promised in dowry, and where community has 
been excluded. Saving, in these three cases, the rights of the 
heirs of the contracting parties, if there is an indirect advantage 
to their prejudice. 

The following persons, under pain of nullity of the sale, are 
forbidden to become purchasers, either personally or by cnter- 
posed persons :—1. Guardians of property belonging to their 
wards. 2. Agents or mandatories. 3. Administrators of 
property belonging to parishes or public institutions. 
4, Public officers intrusted with the sale of national property, 

Judges, public prosecutors, registrars of a court of law, tip- 
staves, solicitors, special pleaders, and notaries cannot become 
transferees of suits, rights, and actions in litigation brought 
within the jurisdiction of the court in which they discharge 
their duties, under pain of nullity, costs, and damages. 

  

  

  
  

  

wT 

Things which may be Sold, 
Everything that is an object of commerce may be sold, 

unless its sale has been prohibited by a special law. The sale 
of a thing which does not belong to the seller is void. It 
may give ground for an action for damages against the vendor 
when the purchaser did not know that the thing belonged to 
another. . 3 

N 
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No one can sell the succession of a living person, even with 
his consent. 

If, at the time of the sale, the thing sold has entirely 
perished, the sale is void. If only a part has perished, the 
purchaser has his option to abandon the sale, or to take the 
part that has not perished at its relative value. 

RNR A, 

Obligations of the Vendor. 
The vendor is bound to explain clearly the obligations to 

which he binds himself. Every obscure or ambiguous agree- 
ment is construed against him. He is chiefly bound to two 
obligations, that of delivering and that of warranting the 
thing which he sells, 

  

AAA 

Delivery. 
Delivery is the conveying a thing sold to the power and 

possession of the purchaser, 
The obligation to deliver real property is fulfilled by the 

vendor when he has handed over the keys, in the case of a 
building; or the title-deeds, in the case of other realties. 
Delivery of personal property is effected either by handing 
it over, or by giving up the keys of the building which contains 
the goods; or, by the mere consent of the parties, if the thing 
cannot be taken away at the time of the sale; or, if the pur- 
chaser has it already in his possession. 

The delivery of incorporeal rights is made either by handing 
over the deeds, or the use which the purchaser makes of them, 
with the consent of the vendor. 

The expenses of delivery are chargeable to the vendor, and 
those of removal to the purchaser, if there is no stipulation 
to the contrary. The delivery must be made at the place where 
the thing was at the time of the sale, unless it is otherwise 
arranged. If the vendor fails to deliver within the time 
agreed upon, the purchaser may either demand the rescission 
of the sale or to be put in possession, if the delay occurred 
through the fault of the vendor. The vendor is liable for 
damages if an injury is sustained by the purchaser through 
non-delivery at the time agreed. The vendor is not bound to 
deliver the thing, if the purchaser has not paid the price of it,
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unless the vendor has granted him time for payment. He is 
not bound to deliver, even if he has granted time for pay- 
ment, if, subsequently to the sale, the purchaser has become 
bankrupt or insolvent, so that the vendor runs the risk of losing 
the price, unless the purchaser has given security to pay at the 
time appointed. 

The thing must be delivered in the state in which it was at 
the time of sale. From the day of sale, all the fruits belong 
to the purchaser. 

The obligation to deliver the thing comprises all its acces- 
sories, and all that is intended for its perpetual use. The 
vendor is bound to deliver the full measurement, as specified 
in the contract, subject to the following modifications :—If an 
estate has been sold, with a statement of its extent, at a cer- 
tain rate by measurement, the vendor is bound to deliver to the 
purchaser, if he demands it, the measurement specified in the 
contract ; and if such delivery is impossible, or the purchaser 
does not demand it, the vendor is compelled to accept a pro- 
portionate diminution of the price. On the contrary, if the 
measurement be larger than that specified in the contract, the 
purchaser has the option to pay for such excess, or he may 
rescind the contract if the excess be a twentieth over the 
specified measurement. 

In all other cases, whether a certain and limited property 
is sold, or whether the sale applies to distinct and separate 
estates, or whether the measurement is first specified, or the 
thing first specified and the measurement afterwards, the speci- 
fication of such measurement does not give ground for an 
additional price in favour of the vendor on’ account of the 
excess, nor in favour of the purchaser for any diminution of 
price on account of insufficiency, unless the difference between 
the real measurement and that specified in the contract is a 
twentieth more or less; regard being paid to the value of 
the whole of the thing sold, if there is no stipulation to the 
contrary. 

Where there is ground for increase of price on account of 
excess of measurement, the purchaser has the option either of 
rescinding the contract, or paying the additional price, with 
interest. In all cases where the purchaser has a right to 
rescind the contract, the vendor is bound to refund, besides the 
price, if he has received it, the expenses of such contract.
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The action of the vendor to obtain an additional price, and 
that of the purchaser to obtain a diminution of price, or the 
rescission of the contract, must commence within a year from 
the day of sale. 

If two estates are sold by the same contract for one sum 
only, with a specification of the extent of each, and there is 
found more in one and less in the other, a set-off must be made, 

Whether the loss or deterioration of the thing sold falls on 
the vendor or purchaser, is a question regulated by the rules 
of “ Contracts or Obligations by Agreement,”* 

ANA NN 

Warranty. 
‘The warranty to which the vendor is bound towards the 

purchaser is twofold:—1. The peaceable possession of the 
thing sold. 2. The latent defects of the thing sold of a 
sufficient nature for the rescission of the contract (vices 
rédhibitoires).t 
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Warranty against Eviction. 
Although, at the time of the sale, there has been no stipula- 

tion of warranty, the vendor is bound to guarantee the pur- 
chaser against any eviction he may suffer in whole or in part of 
the thing sold, or against encumbrances not declared at the 
time of sale. Contracting parties may, by private agreements, 
increase or diminish the extent of such obligation, and even 
stipulate that the vendor shall not be bound to any warranty. 
Although it is stipulated that the vendor shall not be bound 
to such warranty, he is nevertheless bound to a warranty 
against his own acts, and any agreement to the contrary is 
void. In like manner, when there is a stipulation excluding 
warranty, the vendor, in case of eviction, is bound to return 
the price, unless the purchaser knew at the time of the sale 
that there was a possibility of eviction, or had bought the 
thing at his own risk. 

When warranty has been promised, or nothing stipulated 
about it, if the purchaser is evicted, he has a right to demand 

“* See page 135. 

t Vices rédhibitotres :—Latent defects of a nature to set aside a con- tract of sale.
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from the vendor :—1. Restitution of the price. 2. That of 
the fruits, when bound to return them to the party who evicts 
him. 3. The costs incurred in the action of warranty and 
those incurred in the action brought by the real claimant. 
4, Damages and all expenses of the contract. 

If at the time of eviction the thing sold has diminished in 
value, or is deteriorated either by the neglect of the purchaser 
or by an unforeseen event, the vendor is nevertheless bound to 
refund the whole of the amount paid; but if the purchaser 
has profited by the alterations which he has made, the 
vendor has a right to deduct from the price a sum equivalent 
to such benefit. If the thing sold has increased in value, even 
independently of-the act of the purchaser, the vendor is bound 
to pay him the difference over the price of sale. The vendor 
is bound to indemnify the buyer, or cause him to be indemni- 
fied for all the repairs and improvements he has made in. the 
estate. 

If the vendor has sold the property of another in bad faith, 
he is bound to refund to the purchaser all expenses, even for 
ornamental improvements, which the latter has expended upon 
it. If the purchaser is evicted of a part only of the thing, and 
if the part is of such consequence that the purchaser would 
not have bought the property without it, he may have the 
sale rescinded. If, in the case of eviction of a part of an 
estate sold, the sale has not been rescinded, the value of such 
part is refunded to the purchaser, according to its value at the 
time of eviction, without regard to the amount for which the 
whole estate was sold, or whether its value had increased or 
decreased. If the property sold is encumbered with non- 
apparent and not-declared servitudes, and of such importance 
that it may be presumed that the purchaser would not have 
bought it if he had been informed of them, he may either have 
the sale rescinded, or claim an indemnity. 

Other disputes respecting damages in favour of purchasers 
for the non-performance of sales are decided according to the 
rules specified under the title “ Contracts and Obligations.”* 

Warranty against eviction ceases when the purchaser has 
been non-suited by a final judgment without having called his 
vendor to be party to the action, if the latter proves that there 
was sufficient ground for having the demand rejected. 

  

  

  

* Seo page 133.
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Warranty against Defects in the Thing Sold, 
The vendor is bound to warrant against such latent defects in the thing sold that render it unfit for the use for which it was intended, or that diminish its usefulness so that the purchaser would not have bought it, or would not have given so large a price had he been aware of them. The vendor is not respon- sible for defects which are apparent, and which the purchaser might have seen himself; but he is responsible for latent de- fects, although unknown to him, unless it is stipulated that he shall not be bound by any warranty. 

In the preceding cases, the purchaser has the option of returning the thing and receiving the sum paid, or of keeping it, and receiving back a part of the price; as may be settled by arbitration. , 
If the vendor was aware of the defects in the thing sold, he is not only bound to refund the sum paid, but he is also liable in damages to the buyer ; if ignorant of the defects, he is only bound to refund the price and expense of the sale. If the thing perishes in consequence of its defects, the loss falls upon the vendor, who must return the price, with damages, to the buyer; but a loss through unforeseen events is borne by the purchaser, 
Actions to set aside a contract of sale on account of defects must be commenced by the purchaser without loss of time, according to the nature of the defects, and the uses and cus- toms of the place. These actions are not admissible in sales ordered by a court of law. 

INNA AAA, 

Law of 20th May, 1838, respecting Defects in the Sale and 
Exchange of Domestic Animals, 

Defects that may set aside a contract of sale are the follow- ing :—1. For a horse, donkey, or mule: Periodical inflammation of the eyes, epilepsy, glanders, consumption, jibbing, asthma, roaring, crib-biting, intermittent hernia, intermittent lameness caused by an old disease. 2. For the bovine Species: Con- sumption, epilepsy, and diseases incident to bad calving, prolapsus of the vagina or of the uterus, when the two last have taken place at the domicile of the vendor. 3. For the ovine Species: The rot in one animal may set aside a sale of the 
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whole flock. This action is only admissible when the flock has 
the mark of the vendor. Carbuncular diseases will set aside the 
sale of the flock only when, during the given time of warranty, 
the loss amounts to at least the fifteenth of the flock. In this 
case, also, the flock must have the vendor's mark. 

Reduction of price is not admissible in the sale or exchange 
of domestic animals. An action (rédhibitoire) to set aside a 
sale must be commenced, without including the day of delivery, 

- within thirty days in cases of periodical inflammation of the 
eyes or epilepsy ; and within nine days in all other cases. If 
the delivery has been made, or the animals taken, within the 
specified time, to a distance from the domicile of the vendor, 
an extra day is granted for the distance of every thirty miles. 
In every case the buyer must, within the specified time, de- 
mand from the justice of peace of the place the appointment of 
one or more experts to report on the case, which is summarily 
adjudged. 

If, during the specified time, the animal perishes, the vendor 
is not bound by warranty, unless the buyer proves that the 
loss of the animal arose from one of the specified diseases. 

The vendor is not bound by warranty on account of the 
glanders of a horse, donkey, or mule, nor the rot for the ovine 
species, if he proves that the animal after delivery has been 
brought in contact with animals suffering from such diseases. 

anne 

Obligations of the Purchaser. 

The principal obligation of the purchaser is to pay the 
price on the day and at the place fixed. If not fixed, the 
purchaser must pay at the place and time of delivery. 

The purchaser pays interest from the day of sale till pay- 
ment, in the three following cases :—1. When it has been so 
stipulated at the time of sale. 2. If the thing sold and 
delivered produces fruits or other revenues. 3. When the 
purchaser has been summoned to pay. In the last case, in- 
terest only runs from the day of the suramons. 

If the purchaser is molested, or has just cause to dread an 
action on account of mortgage or counter-claim, he may withhold 
payment till the vendor has removed the disturbance ; unless 
the latter gives surety, or unless it has been stipulated that the 
purchaser must pay notwithstanding the disturbance. If the 

  

RAAT ASAT 
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purchaser does not pay, the vendor may demand the rescission 
of the sale. 

The rescission of a sale of real property is at once ad- 
judged, if the vendor is in danger of losing both the property 
and the price ; but if such danger does not exist, the judge may grant to the purchaser further delay according to cixrcum- stances; and if payment is not made by the time granted, the rescission of the sale is adjudged. If stipulated at the tame of the sale that on failure of payment within the agreed time, the sale shall of right be rescinded, the purchaser may 
nevertheless pay after the lapse of the time, provided he has 
not been summoned to pay; but after such summons, the judge 
cannot grant a further delay. 

If the sale applies to goods and personal effects, the sale is of right rescinded without summons, after the expiration of the time fixed for taking them away. 

Nullity and Cancelling of Sales, 
Besides the causes for nullity and rescission common to con- 

tracts already explained, the contract of sale may be rescinded 
by power of redemption and by insufficiency of price. 

EEC 

Power of Redemption. 
The power of redemption* is a stipulation by which the 

vendor reserves for himself the right of taking back the thing sold, on his returning the price to the buyer, and refunding the expenses of sale and other expenses hereafter explained. The power of redemption cannot be stipulated for a term exceeding five years ; if stipulated for a longer term, it is reduced to five years, and cannot be extended by the court. This term runs against all persons, even minors; saving the remedy of the latter against their guardians, 
A vendor with covenant of redemption may bring his action against a second purchaser, even though the power of redemp- tion has not been declared in the second contract, A pur- chaser, with covenant of redemption, exercises all the rights of his vendor, and may claim prescription both against the real Owner and third parties who set up rights or mortgages 

* La faculté de rachat ou rémeré,
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against the thing sold. He may also insist upon the seizure and 
sale of the property of his vendor by the vendor's creditors 
(bénéfice de discussion).* 

If the purchaser, with covenant of redemption, of an un- 
divided portion of an estate becomes, in consequence of an action 
in licitation against him, the purchaser of the whole property, 
he may compel the vendor who wishes to exercise his power 
of redemption to redeem the whole. If several persons 
sell conjointly and by a single deed an estate common to 
them all, each can only exercise his right of redemption for 
the part which belonged to him. It is the same if one seller 
of an estate leaves several heirs ; each of the co-heirs can only 
exercise the right of redemption for the part which he takes 
in the succession; but in these two cases the purchaser may 
compel all the co-vendors or co-heirs to be parties to the suit, 
in order that they may agree between themselves for the re- 
demption of the whole estate; and if they cannot agree, the 
petition is dismissed. 

If the sale of an estate belonging to several persons isnot made 
conjointly of the whole property, and if each has sold his 
separate portion, each may sue in redemption for his share, and 
the purchaser cannot compel the litigant to redeem the whole. 
Tf the purchaser leaves several heirs, the action in redemption 
can only be instituted against each for his share when un- 

divided, or when the thing sold has been divided between 
them; but if there has been a partition of the estate, and the 
thing encumbered with redemption has fallen to the lot of one 
of the heirs, the action in redemption may be brought against 
him for the whole. 

The vendor who exercises his right of redemption must re- 
fund, not only the purchase-money, but also pay the expenses 

and legal costs of the sale, necessary repairs, and expenses 

incurred for the improvement of the estate. He cannot enter 
into possession till he has satisfied all such claims. 

When the vendor re-enters upon his estate by virtue of the 

covenant of redemption, he takes it exempt from all charges 

and mortgages with which the purchaser may have encumbered 

it; but he is bound to abide by leases granted, without fraud, 

by the purchaser. 

* The right of the purchaser to insist upon the vendor’s goods being 
seized and sold before the action of redemption is brought against 
himself,
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Rescinding of Sale on Account of Lesion. 
If a vendor has been wrongfully deprived of more than seven- 

twelfths of the price of an estate, he has a right to demand the 
rescission of the sale, even when, in the contract, he has ex- 
pressly renounced his right to rescission, and although he de- 
clared that he considered the excess was a gift. To ascertain 
whether the lesion is more than seven-twelfths, the estate 
must be valued according to its condition and value at the 
time of sale. The demand must be made within two years 
from the day of sale. Married women, absentees, interdicted 
‘persons and minors, in the right of vendors of full age, are 
bound by the same term, which runs during the time stipulated 
for redemption. 

Proof of lesion can only be admitted on weighty grounds by 
the judgment of the court. 

When the action of rescission is admitted, the purchaser 
has the option of either returning the thing on receiving the 
price he has paid, or of keeping the property by paying the 
excess, a deduction being allowed of a tenth of the whole 
price. A third party in possession has the same right, saving 
his warranty against his vendor. 

If the purchaser keeps the thing by paying the surplus, 
he is bound to pay the interest of the surplus from the day of 
the demand for rescission. If he prefers giving it back and 
receiving the price, he must return the fruits from the day of 
the demand. 

The interest of the price he has paid must be made good to 
him from the day of the demand; or, from the day of payment 
if he has not had any fruits. 

Rescission for lesion cannot be demanded by the purchaser 
nor set up against a sale when ordered by a court of law. 

The rules above explained in cases of redemption where 
several persons have sold conjointly or separately, and where 
the vendor or purchaser has left several heirs, likewise apply 
to cases of actions in rescission. 

NIN: 

Sale by Licitation.* 
If a thing in common cannot conveniently and without loss 

  

* Sale by public auction, ordered by the court, of property belonging to joint owners, or co-heirs.
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be divided; or if in a partition, made by agreement, of com- 
mon property, there is a certain lot which none of the joint- 
owners is able or willing to take, it is sold by auction, 
and the price is divided between the co-proprietors. Hach 
of the joint-owners has a right to demand that strangers 
may be admitted to the auction; but they are necessarily 
admitted when one of the co-proprietors is a minor. 

INANE 

Transfer of Claims and other Incorporeal Rights. 

On the transfer of a debt, or of a right, or of an action against 
a third party, the delivery between the transferror and the 
transferree is effected by handing over the securities. The 
transferree is not seized as regards third parties till he has 
given notice of the transfer to the debtor. Nevertheless, the 
transferree may be likewise seized by the acceptance of the 
transfer by the debtor in an authentic deed. If the debtor 
has paid the transferror before the transferror or transferree 
has given notice of the transfer to the debtor, the latter is 
validly discharged. 

The sale or transfer of a claim comprises the accessories, such 
as securities, privileges, and mortgages. He who sells a claim 
or other incorporeal right must warrant that it exists at the 
time of the transfer, although such warranty may not have been 
mentioned in the deed. He is not answerable for the solvency 
of the debtor except when he binds himself, and that only to 
the amount of the sum he received for the claim. When he 
binds himself for the solvency of the debtor, the warranty 
applies only to his solvency at the time of sale; not for his 
future solvency, unless so stipulated. 

An heir who sells an heirship without specifying the pro- 
perty, is only bound by law to warrant his right as heir. If he 
has already received the fruits or revenues of an estate, or re- 
ceived any debts belonging to the inheritance, or sold any 
effects belonging to the succession, he is bound to refund them 
to the purchaser ; if not expressly reserved at the time of sale. 
The purchaser, on his part, is bound to reimburse the vendor 
for all debts and liabilities of the succession which the latter 
has paid, and all that was due to him; unless stipulated to 
the contrary, 

A person against whom a disputed right has been transferred
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may be discharged, in regard to the transferree, by refunding the 
actual price of the transfer, with expenses and lawful costs and 
interest, from the day that the transferree paid it. 

The rule respecting refunding the price of the transfer to the - 
transferee ceases :—1. When the transfer has been made to a 
co-heir or co-proprietor of the right transferred, 2. When 
it has been made to a creditor in payment of a debt. 3. 
When it has been made to the possessor of the estate subject 
to the contested right. 

NIA 

Exchange, 
Exchange,” or barter, is a contract by which the parties 

respectively give one thing for another. It is effected, as in 
the case of a sale, merely by consent. If one of the parties, 
after having received the thing given to him in exchange, 
proves that the other party was not the owner of such thing, 
he cannot be compelled to deliver that which he has promised, 
but only to return the thing which he has received, A party 
who is evicted of the thing he has received in exchange has 
the option of demanding damages, or of recovering the thing 
he has given in exchange. 

Rescission, on the ground of lesion, is not admissible in con- 
tracts of exchange. All the other rules prescribed for contracts 
by sale apply to barter or exchange. 
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” Excambium, the reciprocal transfer of property, ejusdem generis,
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CHAPTER XV. 

  

OF THE CONTRACT OF HIRING (LOUAGE), 
[Code Napotéon—Articles 1708-1778.] 

Tere are two kinds of contracts of hiring : — Hiring of 
things ; hiring of work. 

The hire of things is a contract by which one,party binds 
himself to give to another the use of a thing for a certain time 
and for a consideration, which the other is bound to pay. 
The hire of work is a contract by which one party binds him- 
self to do something for the other for a price agreed upon be- 
tween them. 

These two kinds of hiring are subdivided thus:—1. Hiring 
of houses and personal property, called acl d& loyer (letting). 

2. Of rural property, bazl & ferme (leasing),—-3. The hire 
of work or service, loyer (hire). 4, Hiring of cattle, bail & 
cheptel ; the hiring of animals, the profit of which is divided 
between the owner and him to whom they are intrusted. 
5. Estimates, bargains, or stated prices to undertake a work 
‘are also a contract of hiring, when the materials are supplied 
by the party for whom the work is to be done. 

The three last are subject to particular rules, so are the 
leases of national property and property belonging to parishes 
and public institutions. 

  
  

  

Leasing and Hiring of Things, 

All kinds of property, personal or real, may be leased, let, or 
hired, and this contract may be effected either verbally or by 
writing. If a lease, made verbally, has not been carried out, 
and one of the parties denies it, proof by witnesses is not ad- 
missible, however low the price; and although it is alleged that 
earnest (arrhes) was given. The party.who denies the hirin 
may be put upon his oath, When disputes arise about the 
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price of a verbal lease which has commenced, and no receipt 
has been given, the landlord is believed on his oath, unless the 
tenant demands a valuation by experts, in which case he is 
chargeable for the costs of such valuation, if it exceeds the 
price he has declared. A tenant has a right to sub-let, and 
even to transfer his lease to another, if there is no clause in 
the lease to the contrary. 

The rules established under the titles of “ Marriage Con- 
tract,” and “The Respective Rights of Husband and Wife,” re- 
lating to leases of property belonging to married women, are 
applicable to leases of property belonging to minors, 

A lessor is bound by the nature of the contract, without 
any special stipulation :—1, To deliver to the lessee the thing 
leased. 2. To maintain the thing in a fit condition for 
the use for which it has been leased. 3. To give peaceable 
enjoyment of the thing during the continuance of the lease. 

A lessor is bound to deliver the thing in a good state of 
repair; and he must, during the continuance of the lease, 
make all necessary repairs other than those which are charge- 
able to the lessee. The lessor is responsible to the lessee 
for all faults and defects in the thing leased, which may 
prevent the use of it, whether known to the lessor or not at 
the time of granting the lease. If from such faults or defects 
any loss results to the lessee, the lessor is bound to in- 
demnify him. If during the lease the thing leased is entirely 
destroyed by accident, the lease is absolutely cancelled; if 
only destroyed in part, the lessee may, according to circum- 
stances, demand either a reduction of the rent or the 
cancelling of the lease. In both cases, there is no ground for 
indemnification. 

A lessee cannot, during the continuation of his lease, alter the form of the thing leased or let. If during the lease the 
thing requires urgent repairs, which cannot be deferred to the 
end of the term, the lessee must submit to them, whatever 
inconvenience they may cause, even if deprived of a part of 
the thing leased ; but if such repairs take more than forty days to complete, a reduction of rent is made proportionately to the time and the extent of the thing leased of which he has been deprived. If the repairs are of such a nature as to render the house uninhabitable for his family, he may have his 
lease cancelled. 
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A lessor is not bound to guarantee a lessee against a disturb- 
ance of enjoyment by third parties who have no claim to the 
thing leased; the lessee has his own remedy against such 
parties ; but if the tenant has been disturbed in his enjoyment 
in consequence of an action respecting the ownership of the 
property, he is entitled to a reduction of rent, provided the 
lessee gives due notice of the disturbance to the lessor. Upon 
any action brought by parties claiming a right to the thing let, 
or if the lessee is summoned before a court of law in an action 
of ejectment, he can be dismissed from the suit by giving the 
name of the lessor. 

The two principal obligations of a lessee are :—1. To use the 
thing leased in a,proper manner, for the purposes specified in 
the lease; or, in default of an agreement, according to the 
purpose for which it was let. 2. To pay the rent at the 
time agreed upon. 

If the lessee uses the thing for another purpose than that for 
which it is intended, and by which injury may arise to the 
lessor, the latter may, according to circumstances, have the lease 
cancelled. If an inventory of fixtures has been taken by the 
lessor and lessee, the latter must return the thing leased according 
to such inventory, due allowance being made for unforeseen cir- 
cumstances and fair wear-and-tear. If no inventory has been 
taken, the lessee is presumed, saving proof to the contrary, to 
have received the premises in good repair,and must give them up 
in the same condition. The lessee is responsible for deteriorations 
or losses which may happen during his tenancy, unless he can 
prove that they occurred without his fault. He is responsible 
in case of fire, unless he can prove that the fire was accidental, 
or caused by defects in the building, or that the fire was com- 
municated from a neighbouring house. If there are several 
tenants, all are jointly and severally responsible for fire, unless 
they can prove that the fire originated in the dwelling of one 
of them, in which case the latter is alone responsible ; or unless 
they can prove that the fire could not originate in their 
dwellings, in which case they are not held responsible. 

A lessee is responsible for deteriorations and losses caused by 
his family or sub-tenants. 

If the lease is verbal, one of the parties must give the other 
notice according to the custom of the place. 

A lease in writing expires absolutely at the time named, with- 
0 
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out the obligation of giving notice. If, at the expiration of a 
written lease, the lessee remains, and is left in possession, a new 
lease commences, which is regulated by the rules relating to 
verbal leases previously stated. When notice has been given, 
a lessee, although he may have remained in possession, cannot 
claim an implied renewal of his lease. 

In the last two cases, security given for rent during the lease 
does not extend to after-obligations. 

A contract of hiring is cancelled by the loss of the thing 
hired, or by the lessor and lessee not fulfilling their respective 
engagements. ‘The contract of hiring is not rescinded by the 
death of the lessor or lessee. 

If the lessor sells the thing leased or let, the purchaser can- 
not eject the tenant who has an authentic lease, or a lease of 
which the date is certain, unless such right is reserved in the 
lease. If in the lease it is agreed that in case of sale the pur- 
chaser may eject the tenant, and no stipulation is made with 
regard to damages, the lessor is bound to indemnify the tenant 
in the following manner :—If it is a house, apartment, or shop, 
the lessor must pay to the evicted tenant damages equal to the 
rent payable during the time which, according to the usage of 
the place, is allowed between notice and quitting. If it is rural 
property, the lessor must pay the tenant an indemnity of a 
third of the price of the lease for the remainder of the time it 
has torun. The indemnity is estimated by valuers when it 
applies to manufactures, mills, or other establishments which 
require large capital. 

A purchaser who wishes to use the power reserved in the 
lease of ejecting the tenant in case of sale, is bound to give 
the tenant the customary notice to leave; and ifa farmer, one. 
year’s notice at least. 

Tenants cannot be ejected until paid by the lessor or the 
new purchaser the above-stated indemnity. 

If the lease is not authentic, or has not an ascertained date, 
the purchaser is not liable for indemnity. A purchaser with 
covenant of redemption cannot eject the tenant until, by the 
expiration of the fixed time for the redemption, he has become 
absolute owner. 

— 

Particular Rules relating to Letting Houses, 
A tenant who does not sufficiently furnish his house may be 
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ejected, unless he gives good security for the rent. An under- 
tenant is not liable to the landlord, except for rent which may 
be due by him at the time of the distress; but he cannot set 
up @ plea for what he may have paid in advance, Payments 
by an under-tenant, either in consequence of a stipulation in 
his lease or of the usage of the place, are not deemed to be 
payments in advance. 

A tenant’s repairs, for which he is responsible, if there is no 
clause to the contrary, are regulated by the custom of the 
place, and among others, are:—1. The repairs of hearths, 
chimney-backs, jambs, and chimney-pieces. 2. The plaster- 
ing of the bottom of the walls 3 ft. above the flooring. 

3. Replacing flags and tiles of the foor when only some 
are broken.——4, Replacing panes of glass, unless broken by 
hail or fortuitous circumstances. 5. Repairing doors, case- 
ments, shutters, hinges, bolts, and locks. 

The tenant is not responsible for fair wear-and-tear, or for 
accidents. The cleansing of wells and cesspoois is chargeable 
to the lessor, if there is no stipulation to the contrary. 

The letting of furniture to furnish a house, a set of lodgings, 
a shop, or any apartment, is deemed to be made for the ordi- 
nary term of the leases of houses, lodgings, shops, or other 
apartments, according to the custom of the place. 

The letting of a furnished apartment is deemed to be made 
for a year when it is let at so mucha year; for a month, when 
let at so much a month; or a day, if let for so much a day ; 
and if there is nothing to show that the letting was made at 
so much a year, month, or day, the term of letting is deemed 
to have been made according to the custom of the place. 

If the tenant of a house or an apartment holds over posses- 
sion after the term specified in his written agreement, without 
Opposition on the part of his landlord, he is deemed to occupy 
it on the same conditions for the period fixed by the usage 
of the place, and he cannot quit nor be ejected until after 
notice is given according to the said custom. If the contract 
is cancelled by the fault of the tenant, he is bound to pay rent 
till the house is relet; without prejudice to the recovery of 
damages for non-performance of contract. 

A landlord cannot put an end to a tenancy, although he 
declares his intention of occupying the house himself, without 
an agreement to the contrary. If it has been agreed thet the 

0 ; 
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landlord may enter and occupy his house, he is nevertheless 
bound to give the notice required by the custom of the 
place. 

RR enn 

Special Rules relating to Farm-Letting. 

A party who cultivates land on condition of sharing the 
produce with the landlord (colon-partiaire or métayer*) can 
neither sub-let nor transfer his lease, unless such a power has 
been expressly stipulated in the lease. In case of infringement, 
the landlord may enter into possession and recover damages for 
non-performance of the lease. If, in the letting of a farm, the 
lands have been declared less or greater in extent than they 
really are, there is no ground for increasing or diminishing 
the price of the rent, except in the cases and according to rules 
expressed under the title “ Of Sales.”} 

If the tenant of a rural estate does not stock the farm 
with cattle and implements sufficient for its cultivation; 
if he abandons its cultivation, or does not cultivate it in a 
husband-like manner; if he uses the thing let for any other 
purpose than that for which it was intended; or in general, if 
he does not perform all the clauses of the lease, and the lessor 
is injured by his neglect, the lessor may have the lease cancelled, 
and recover damages from the lessee. 

Every tenant of a rural estate is bound to store his harvest 
in the places for this purpose specified in the lease. He is 
bound, under penalty of costs and damages, to give notice to 
the lessor of any encroachments that may be made on his 
grounds. Such notice must be given within the time that 
regulates a summons—according to the distance of the place. 

If the lease is made for several years,t and if during the con- 
tinuance of the lease the whole or a moiety of the crop is 
destroyed by some uuforeseen event, the tenant may demand a 
reduction of his rent, unless he was sufficiently remunerated 
by the previous harvest. If not so remunerated, the valuation 
of the abatement can only take place at the end of the lease, 
when a balance is struck for all the term of possession ; never- 

* For explanation, see page 67. 

t See page 194. 

+ Leases in France are usually for a duration of three, six, or nine 
years, the rent being payable at each quarter or terme; these are 
January, April, July, and October,
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theless, the judge may provisionally exempt the tenant from 
paying a part of the rent on account of the loss sustained. 

If the lease is for one year only, and the harvest, or at least 
the moiety, has been lost, the tenant is released from a pro- 
portionate part of the rent, but he cannot claim any abate- 
ment if the loss is less than a moiety; nor can he claim a 
reduction when the loss happens after the crops are cut, 
unless the landlord is entitled by the lease to a share of 
the produce, in which case the lessor must sustain his share of 
the loss, provided the tenant had not received notice to deliver 
the landlord’s portion. The tenant is not entitled to an abate- 
ment when the cause existed and was known at the time of the 
making of the lease. He may be made responsible for un- 
foreseen events by express stipulation, but such stipulation 
is only understood to apply to ordinary accidents, such as hail, 
lightning, frost, blight. It does not include extraordinary ac- 
cidents, such as the devastations of war or inundation, to which 
the country is not ordinarily subject, unless the tenant has 
made himself responsible for all foreseen or unforeseen events. 

A verbal letting of a rural estate is deemed to be made for 
the time necessary for the lessee to gather in all the fruits of 
the estate. Thus the letting of a meadow, a vineyard, or 
of any land, the produce of which is entirely gathered in 
the course of the year, is deemed to be made by the year; a 
lease of arable lands, when divided into breaks, is deemed to 
be made for as many years as there are breaks; a lease of 
rural estates, if verbal, ceases absolutely at the expiration of 
the term for which it is deemed to be made, according to the 
above rules. 

If at the expiration of a written lease of rural property the 
lessee remains, and is suffered to retain possession, a new lease 
begins which is regulated by the same rules. 

A lessee, on quitting, must leave his suecessor suitable 
accommodation, and other facilities for working the farm dur- 
ing the following year; and reciprocally, the incoming tenant 
must supply the outgoing tenant with similar accommodation 
for the consumption of his fodder and for getting in the 
crops. In either case, the custom of the place must be 
observed. The outgoing tenant must also leave the straw and 
manure of the year, if he received the like when he took pos- 
session; and when he has not received them, the lessor may 
retain them by paying their value.
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CHAPTER XVI. 

  

THE HIRING OF LABOUR AND SKILL. 
[Code Napoléon—Articles 1779-1831.] 

THERE are three principal kinds of hiring of labour and skill: 
—1l. The hiring of workmen who engage themselves in the 
service of an employer. 2. Carriers, 3. Contractors.   

  

NINA 

The Hiring of Servants* and Workmen. 
A man cannot bind himself to give his services, except for a 

term, or for a given undertaking. 
The Act of February 22, 1851, regulates the Contract of 

Apprenticeship, which is in reality a particular hiring of ser- 
vices, and is now of great importance.” 

A contract of apprenticeship is that by which an artificer, 
or the overseeer of a workshop, or even a workman, binds 
himself to teach his profession, trade, or mystery to another 
person, who binds himself to work for him on the conditions 
and for the time agreed upon. Such contract may be made 
by an authentic deed or under private signature. It may also 
be made verbally, but proof by witnesses is not admitted when 
the premium for taking the apprentice exceeds the sum of 
150 francs, 

Notaries, secretaries of the Prudhommes} courts, and regis- 

  

* Le domestique, is a servant on wages who lives with his master, attends to the household, or to husbandry. Un ouvrier, is a workman or mechanic, who has his private abode, and is paid for the amount of his services. 

t Prudhommes: a special jurisdiction composed of merchants, manu- facturers, overseers, and workmen, selected from each trade, who settle all disputes between the employer and the employed. The Prudhommes were instituted by Statute of 18th March, 1806. 
8 Apprenticeships Were altogether unknown to the ancients, The Roman law is perfectly silent with regard to them.
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trars of the justice of peace may execute contracts of apprentice- 
ship. The deed must contain:—1. The Christian and sur- 
name, age, domicile, and trade of the master. 2. Christian 
and surname, age, and domicile of the apprentice. 3. The 
names, trades, and domiciles of the father and mother, or of 
the guardian, or of the persons authorised by the family, and 
in default, by the justice of peace. 4, Date and duration 
of the contract. 5. Conditions. 

The contract must be signed by the master and by the 
representatives of the apprentice. No master under twenty- 
one years of age can take an apprentice who is a minor, and a 
master cannot, if unmarried or a widower, lodge in his house 
apprentice-girls who are minors. 

Masters who have been convicted of felony, or sentenced for 
misdemeanour to more than three months’ imprisonment, are 
forbidden to take apprentices, unless authorised by the Prefect, 
when they have lived three years in the same place after the 
term of their imprisonment. 

A master must act as a bon pére de famille towards his 
apprentice, and look after his morals and conduct; and if he 
misconducts himself, or if he becomes ill, or absents himself, 
or any other cause arises that renders the parents’ interference 
necessary, the master must apprise them of the fact. A master 
can only employ his apprentice in the trade for which he was 
engaged, and must never engage him to work beyond his 
strength. An apprentice under fourteen years of age must 
not work more than ten hours a day; from fourteen to sixteen, 
not more than twelve hours; and apprentices under sixteen 
years of age are not to be employed at night-work, nor are 
they bound to work on Sundays or legal holidays. 

If an apprentice under sixteen years of age cannot read, write, 
and cypher; or, if he is deficient in religious instruction, the 
master is bound to allow him two hours a day from his work 
for educational purposes. 

An apprentice is bound to be faithful, obedient, and respect- 
ful to his employer, and to work for him to the best of his 
strength and ability ; and if he has been absent or ill for more 
than a fortnight at one time, he must make up for the loss 
of time after the completion of the apprenticeship. 

A master is bound to instruct his apprentice in the art, 
trade, or calling to which the apprentice is bound in an effi- 
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cient manner, and at the expiration of the term of apprentice- 
ship he must give him a certificate that the contract has been 
duly performed. 

Any party who takes away an apprentice from his master 
and employs him is liable to be fined in the whole or part of 
the indemnity to which the master is entitled. 

Reine 

Cancelling the Contract, 

The first two months of an apprenticeship are deemed atime 
of trial, during which either of the contracting parties may 
cancel the contract, without indemnification. 

A contract of apprenticeship is cancelled :—1. By the death 
of the master or of the apprentice. 2, When the master or 
apprentice is called to military service. 3. When the 
master or apprentice is convicted of felony or misdemeanour. 
———4. Girls under age, when the wife of the master, or the 
housekeeper who managed the house at the time of the 
contract, dies. 

The contract may also be cancelled :—1. By one of the parties 
failing to fulfil his engagement. 2. By a serious infraction 
of the provisions of this Act. 3. Continued misbehaviour 
of the apprentice.——4. By the master changing his residence 
to another parish, if the demand for cancelling is made 
within three months. 5. By the master or apprentice being 
convicted of a misdemeanour, and sentenced to more than a 
month’s imprisonment. 6. By the marriage of the appren- 
tice. 

If the duration of the apprenticeship exceeds the time fixed 
by the custom of the place, it may be reduced, or the contract 
cancelled. 

All demands for performance or cancellation of the contract 
must be brought before the Court of Prudhommes ; oy in 
defatilt, before the justice of peace. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

INN as 

Carriers. 
_ Carriers by land or water are answerable for the safe-keep- ing and preservation of all things entrusted to them, and are subject to the same obligations as an innkeeper. They are
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answerable not only for all that they have already received in 
their vessels or vehicles, but also for what has been delivered 
to them in the harbour, or in the docks, to be placed in their 
ships or vehicles. They are answerable for the loss or damage 
of things entrusted to them, unless they can prove that such 
loss or damage arose by a fortuitous occurrence or main force. 

Carriers by land or water and public waggoners must keep 
a register of the money, goods, and parcels that are entrusted 
to them. The managers and directors of public conveyances, 
masters of barges and ships, are, moreover, subjected to special 
regulations, which determine the law between them and the 
public. 

RRR RAE ERE 

Estimates and Bargains. 

When a party undertakes to do a certain work, it may be 
agreed that he shall only give his labour or skill; or further, that 
he shall also supply materials. If, when the workman supplies 
the materials, the thing happens to perish, from whatever 
cause, before being delivered, the loss falls on the workman, 

unless the employer has had legal notice to receive the thing. 

When the workman only gives his labour or skill, and the thing 

perishes, the workman is only answerable for his own fault. 

If the thing perishes without any fault of the workman before 

the work has been delivered, and without the employer having 

received legal notice to examine it, the workman cannot claim 

wages, unless the thing perished on account of the materials 

being defective. 
If the work is composed of different parts, or done by 

measurement, examination may be made in parts, and such is 

deemed to have taken place for all the parts paid for, if the 
employer pays the workman as the work is done. 

If a building, erected at a stated price, perishes in whole or 

in part from a defect in construction, or even from a defect in 

the ground, within ten years, the architect and the builder are 

responsible. When an architect or builder undertakes the con- 

struction of a building by contract, according to a plan stated and 

agreed upon by the owner, he cannot claim any increase of price 

upon the ground of an increase of labour, or of materials, or 

on account of alterations or additions, unless such alterations
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or additions have been ordered in writing, and the price agreed 
upon with the owner. 

An owner may cancel at his own pleasure a contract, 
although the work has been begun, by indemnifying the 
builder for all his expenses and work done, and for all that he 
might have gained by such undertaking. A contract of hiring 
of work is cancelled by the death of the workman, or that of 
the architect or builder; but the owner is bound to pay 
the heirs of the deceased party, in proportion to the price fixed 
in the contract, the value of the work done and materials pre- 
pared; if such work and materials are useful to the owner. 

A builder is answerable for the acts of the men whom he 
employs. Bricklayers, carpenters, and other workmen who 
have been employed in the construction of a building or other 
works, taken by contract, have no tight of action against the 
party for whom the work is done, except for the amount due 
by him to the builder at the time their action was broughf. 
Masons, bricklayers, carpenters, locksmiths, and other workmen, 
who undertake work by contract, are bound by the rules pre- 
scribed in this section, and are considered builders with respect 
to the work they undertake to do. 

NAN 

Letting Cattle. 
Du bail & cheptel* is a contract by which one of the parties 

gives to the other a stock of cattle to keep, feed, and take care 
of, upon conditions agreed between them. 

There are several kinds of cheptels :—1. Simple or ordinary 
cheptel. 2. Cheptel by moieties, 3. Cheptel given to a farmer or to a colon-partiaire.t There is also a fourth kind of contract, improperly termed cheptel. 

Every kind of animal that increases, or by which a profit in agriculture or trade is derived, may be so let. In default of 
special agreements, these contracts are ruled as follows :-— 

I—Simple “Cheptel.” 
A simple cheptel is a contract by which one person gives to another cattle to keep, feed, and take care of, on condition that 

  

  

  

* Du bail & cheptel : Lease of cattle by sharing profits, 
t For explanation see page 220,
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the cheptellier or hirer shall have the moiety of the increase, and 
that he shall also sustain a moiety of the loss. An estimation of 
the value of the cheptel given in the lease does not transfer the 
ownership to the chepiellier ; its object is only to ascertain the 
loss or profit which may result at the expiration of the hiring. 

The chepteliier must exercise due care in the preservation of 
the cattle intrusted to him. He is not answerable for accidents, 
unless they arise from his own fault. In case of dispute, the chep- 
tellier is bound to prove that the accident was unforeseen, and 
the owner is bound on his part to prove that the accident arose 
from the fault of the cheptedlier. The chepteliier, who is ex- 
onerated in the case of an unforeseen accident, is, nevertheless, 
bound to account for the skins of the animals. If the stock 
perishes entirely, without the fault of the cheptellier, the whole 
loss falls upon the owner. If a part only perishes the loss is 
borne in common, being regulated by the amount of the original 
valuation, and that of the valuation at the expiration of the 
term of hiring. 

It cannot be stipulated that the chepteller must bear the total 
loss of the stock arising from an unforeseen accident, and without 
his fault; or that he must bear a much larger share in the loss 
than in the gain; or that the owner shall take, at the close of 
the hiring, from the stock more than he has supplied. Al 
agreements to the contrary are void. 

The cheptellier bas the entire benefit of the milk, manure, 
and the labour of the animals given in hire. The wool and the 
increase are divided. Neither the owner nor the cheptellier 
can dispose of any beast, whether of the stock or the increase, 
without the consent of the other. 

When cattle are given in cheptel to the tenant of another 
landlord, notice of the hiring must be given to the latter, who 
otherwise may seize the stock, and have it sold for what his 
tenant owes him. 

A cheptellier cannot shear the flock without giving notice to 
the owner. 

Tf no term is fixed by the contract for the duration of the 

hiring, itis deemed to have been made for three years. The owner 

may demand that it be put an end to sooner if the cheptellier 

does not fulfil his obligations. At the end of the hiring, or at 

the time of its being put an end to, a fresh valuation of the 

stock is made. The owner may first select beasts of each kind,
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to the amount of the original valuation, and then the excess is 
divided. If there are not beasts enough to satisfy the original 
valuation, the owner takes the whole, and the parties share the 
loss between them. 

  

NAAR Me, 

IL—“Cheptel ” by Moiety. 
Cheptel by moiety is a partnership to which each of the 

contracting parties supplies a moiety of the cattle, which re- 
main in common for profit or loss. The cheptellier, as in simple 
cheptel, alone has the benefit of the milk, manure, and the 
labour of the cattle. The owner has only a right to a moiety 
of the wool and a moiety of the increase of stock. 

Every agreement to the contrary is void, unless the owner is 
the landlord of the farm of which the cheptellier is tenant, or colon 
partiaire. All the other rules of simple cheptel apply to cheptel 
by moiety. 

ENE ANA ee 

III.—“ Cheptel ” Given by the Owner to his Farmer or 
“ Golon-Partiaire,” 

This cheptel (also called cheptel de Jer) is that by which the 
owner of a farm lets it on condition that at the expiration of 
the lease, the tenant shall leave cattle of a value equal to the 
estimated price of those which he received. A valuation of 
cheptel, as previously stated, does not confer ownership upon 
the lessee, but it makes him responsible for all risks. All the 
profits belong to the tenant during the continuance of the 
lease, if there is no stipulation to the contrary. In cheptels granted to a tenant, the manure is not his personal profit, but it 
belongs to the farm, for the husbandry of which it ought solely to be used. The loss by accidents, even if total, falls entirely 
on the tenant, if there is no stipulation to the contrary. 

At the termination of the lease, the tenant cannot keep the 
stock of beasts (cheptel) by paying the original valuation; he 
must leave a stock of an equal value to that which he received, If there is a deficiency, he must make it good; the excess only belongs to him. , 

“Cheptel” Given to a “Colon-Partiaire.” 
If the cheptel granted to a colon-partiaire wholly perishes with-
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out his fault, the loss is borne by the owner. It may be stipulated 
that such colon-partiatre must give up to the owner his share 
of the wool at a lower price than the market value; that 
the owner shall have a greater share of the profit; that he 
shall have the half of the milk; but it cannot be stipulated 
that the colon-partiacre shall bear the whole loss. 

This hiring of cattle terminates with the lease of the farm, 
and it is governed by all the regulations of sémple cheptel. 

PENA 

Contract improperly called “Cheptel.”* 
When one or more cows are given to be housed and fed, they 

remain the property of the owner. The only profits which 

he has are the calves produced by them; the cheptellier or 
hirer is entitled to the benefit of the milk, manure, and labour 
of the cattle. 

  

RARE 

* Tho word “cheptel” is sometimes used for the cattle leased, and 
sometimes for the lease itself. The-lessee is called the cheptedlier. This 
contract is a hiring and a kind of partnership. Formerly it was a 
common custom in various French provinces, but now very seldom 
practised,
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CHAPTER XVII 

  

OF PARTNERSHIP. 
[Code Napoléon—Articles 1832-187 3.] 

Parinership is a contract by which two or more persons agree to put something in common, with the view of sharing the profits which may ‘arise from it. Every partnership must have a lawful object, and it must be contracted for the common interests of the parties. Each partner must bring into the partnership either money or other property, or his skill,79 All deeds of partnership must be made in writing when the object of the partnership is of a value exceeding one hundred and fifty franes. Proof by witnesses is not adinitted against or beyond that which is contained in the deed of partnership ; nor is it admitted on what may be alleged to have been said before, at the time, or subsequently to such deed, although it isa ques- tion of a sum or value less than one hundred and fifty francs, 
INARA 

Different Kinds of Partnerships, 
Partnerships are either general or special, General partnerships are of two kinds—1. A partnership of all present property. 2. A general partnership of profits. A partnership of all present property is that by which the 

    

© Tho Institutes distinguish two kinds of partnerships :-—1. Totorwn bonorum, which included all the goods, present and future, of the partners.——2. Alicujus negotiationis, extending only to a particular 

cluding gifts, legacies, or successions——4, Per unius, when one or more particular things are held in common.———5, Vectigalis, a partner- ship formed for farming the public revenues,
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parties put in common all the real and personal property that 
they possess, and the profits which they may derive from such 
property. They may also include any kind of gain; but pro- 
perty which may accrue to them by succession, gift, or legacy 
is not included, except as regards its use. Every stipulation 
tending to make the ownership of such property accrue to the 
partnership is prohibited ; except between husband and wife, 
in accordance with the rules which apply to them. 

A general partnership of profits includes all that the parties 
may acquire by their skill or industry, in whatever manner, 
during the time of the partnership. The personalty which each 
of the partnexs possesses at the time of the contract is included, 
but their real property is only included so far as its use is 
concerned. 

A simple contract of general partnership made without 
specification implies only a general partnership in the gains. 
No general partnership can take place, except between persons 
respectively capable of giving and receiving from each other, 
and to whom it is “ not prohibited” to take or give advantages 
to the prejudice of other persons.* 

RARER 

Special Partnerships. 

Special partnerships are those which apply only to certain 

determinate things, or to their use, or to fruits arising from them. 

A contract by which several persons enter into partnership, 

either for a definite undertaking, or for carrying on a trade or 

profession, is also a special partnership. . 

Ne 

The Respective Obligations of Partners. 

A partnership begins at the time the deed is made, if no other 

period is fixed. If there is no agreement respecting the dura- 

tion of the partnership, it is deemed to continue for the whole 

life of the partners, subject to rules hereafter stated ;f or, if it 

    

* For instance, a father is forbidden to enter into a general partner- 

ship with his legitimate child, and even with a legitimate child when 

he has other children, because it might be considered as a fraudulent 

gift in favour of the one admitted into partnership to the prejudice of 

the other children. He may, however, enter into a special partnership. 

+ See “ Dissolution of Partnership,” page 226.
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applies to a business of which the duration is limited, for all the 
time that such business lasts. 

Each partner is a debtor to the partnership for all that he 
has agreed to put into it. When such share consists of a 
certain thing, and the partnership is dispossessed of it, the 
partner who brought it isa warrantor to the partnership in the 
same manner as a vendor is toa purchaser. A partner who ought 
to have brought a sum into the partnership, and who has not 
done so, becomes debtor for the interest of such sum, from the 
day when it ought to have been paid. The same applies to 
sums which he has drawn for his private use from the funds of 
the partnership; without prejudice to an‘ action for damages. 

Partners who bind themselves to bring their skill or industry 
into the partnership must put into it all the gains which they 
may derive from the industry which forms the object of the 
partnership. 

When one of the partners is personally a creditor for a sum 
due by a person who is also a debtor of the partership for a sum 
likewise due, the amount he receives from such debtor must be 
paid to the credit of the partnership and to himself in equal 
proportions to their respective amounts, although he has, by 
the receipt, carried the whole to his personal credit; but if in 
the receipt he has stated that the payment was wholly made 
to the partnership, he is bound by such statement. When a 
partner has received the whole of his share of a common debt, 
and the debtor subsequently becomes insolvent, such partner is 
bound to return to the partnership what he has received, 
although he had given a receipt specially for his own share. 

Each partner is liable to the partnership for damages arising 
from his faults, without being allowed to compensate such 
damages by the profits which his skill or industry has brought 
him in other transactions. 

If the things, the use only of which has been put into the 
partnership are certain and determinate, and are not consumable 
by use, they remain at the risk of the partner who owns them ; 
but if the things are consumable by use, susceptible of dete- 
rioration by keeping, intended for sale, or are brought into 
the partnership at a fixed valuation, confirmed by inventory, 
they are at the risk of the partnership. IEf the thing has been 
valued, the partner can only claim the amount of the valuation. 

A partner has a right of action against the partnership, not
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only for sums disbursed by him for it, but also for bond jide 
obligations which he has entered into for the affairs of the 
partnership, and for risks inseparable from his management. 
When the deed of partnership does not fix the shares of each 
partner in the profits or losses, the share of each is in propor- 
tion to what he has brought into the partnership. With re- 
spect to him who only gave his skill, his share in the profits or 
losses is the same as that of the partner who brought the 
smallest amount of capital. If the partners agree that reference 
be made to one of themselves, or toa third party for the settle- 
ment of the shares, such settlement cannot be impugned, unless 
contrary to equity. No claim is admitted on this account, if 
more than three months have lapsed since the agerieved 
party became aware of the settlement, or has partly performed 
such settlement. 

A stipulation that. gives to one of the partners the whole of 
the profits is void.® The same rule applies to stipulations that 
exempt, from all contributions to losses, the sums or effects put 
into the partnership by one or more of the partners. A partner 
intrusted with the management by a special clause in the deed 
of partnership may, notwithstanding the opposition of the other 
partners, do everything connected with his management, pro- 
vided he acts without fraud. Such power cannot be revoked with- 
out sufficient cause while the partnership continues; but if the 
power has been given by an instrument subsequent to the deed 
of partnership, it is revokable like a simple power of attorney 
(mandat). Where several partners are entrusted with the manage- 
ment without having distinct duties assigned to them, and with- 
out @ provision that one shall not act without the others, each 
may act separately ; and if it is stipulated that one cannot act 
without the other, one partner cannot without a fresh agree- 
ment act in the absence of the other, even though the latter is 
incapable of taking part in the management, 

In the absence of special stipulations respecting the manage- 
ment, the following rules must be observed :—1. The partners 

*° Under the Romish law, Societas was one of the consensual contracts ; 
that is, it was constituted by consent, without any formelity. The part- 
ners might contribute money or labour, or both. Unless the proportion 
of gain and loss had been specially determined by agreement, the shares 
of gain and loss were equal. A partnership in which one partner was 
totally excluded from gain (leonina societas) was void, 

P
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are deemed to have mutually given to each other the power of 
management. That which each does is valid respecting his 
partners, without his having obtained their consent, save the 
right of one or more of them to object to the transaction before it 
is concluded. 2. Each partner may use the things belonging 
to the partnership, provided he uses them for what they are in- 
tended, and in a way not contrary to the interests of the part- 
nership, or in such manner as to prevent his partners using them, 
according to their rights. 8. Hach partner has a right to bind 
his co-partners to share the necessary expenses for the preserva- 
tion of the property of the partnership——4. One partner can- 
not, without the consent of the other partners, make alterations 
in the realty of the partnership, although he may assert that 
they are of advantage to the partnership. 

A partner who is not manager cannot alienate or pledge 
any personal property that belongs to the partnership. Every 
partner may, without the consent of his co-partners, enter 
into partnership with a third person for the share which he has 
in the partnership ; but he cannot, without their consent, intro- 
duce him into the partnership. 

TAN AAA 

Liabilities of Partners respecting Third Parties, 

In partnerships (other than those regulated by Commercial 
Law*) the partners are not bound jointly and severally for the 
debts of the partnership, and one of the partners cannot bind 
the others unless he is empowered by them. Partners are bound 
towards the creditors with whom they have contracted; each 
for an equal sum and share, although the share of one of them 
in the partnership be less, if the deed has not specially 
restricted the liability to the amount of such share. A stipu- 
lation that the obligation is contracted on account of the 
partnership binds only the contracting partner, and. not the 
others, unless they have empowered him, or unless the partner- 
ship has benefited by it. 

  

  

AAA 

Different Ways by which Partnerships Terminate. 
Partnerships terminate :—1. By the lapse of the term for 

which they have been contracted. 2. By the extinction 
of the object of the partnership, or the completion of the 

* Tex Mercatoria, 
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transaction. 3. By the death of one of the partners, 
4. By the interdiction or insolvency of one of them. 5. By the expressed desire of one or more of them to terminate the 
partnership,§! 

The prolongation of a partnership limited as to time can only be effected by a written deed, executed in the same form as the deed of partnership. When one of the partners has promised to put in common the ownership of a thing, and its loss has occurred before delivery, a dissolution of partnership ensues. A partnership is likewise dissolved in all cases by the loss of 
the thing, when its use only was put in common and ownership 
remained with the partner; butthe partnership is not dissolved 
by the loss of the thing when the ownership has been brought 
into the partnership. 

When it is stipulated that, in the event of the death of one of the partners, the partnership shall continue with his heir, or only between the surviving partners, such stipulations are valid, In the latter case, the heir of the deceased has a right to claim 
a share of the partnership’s property as it existed at the time of the death; but he has no claim upon subsequent proceeds, 
unless they arose from what was done before the death of the 
partner to whom he succeeds. 

Dissolution of partnership by the desire of one of the parties 
applies only to partnerships of which the duration is unlimited, 
and it is effected by a renunciation notified to all the partners, 
provided such renunciation is made bond Jide, and not in- 
opportune. The renunciation is not bond fide when the partner 
renounces in order to appropriate to himself a profit which 
ought to be shared in common. It is inopportune when the 
things are no longer in their entirety, and when it is important 
to the partnership that its dissolution be deferred. Dissolution 
of a partnership limited as to duration cannot be demanded 
by one of the partners before the expiration of the term, unless 
there are just grounds; as when another partner fails in his 
engagements, or when infirmity renders him incapable of attend- 

  

  

1 Under the Roman law partnerships terminated:—Ex personis, when one of the parties died, or had become incapacitated ; ex rebus, when the purpose of the partnership was effected, or its subject-matter had ceased to exist; ex voluntate, when one partner wished to. withdraw ; 
ex actione, when one partner compelled a dissolution of partnership by 
action; ex tempore, when the partnership was only temporary. 

P2
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ing to the business of the partnership, or in similar cases— 
which are left to the discretion of the judge. 

The rules regulating the partition of successions, the form 
of such partition, and the obligations resulting . therefrom 
between co-heirs, are applicable to partitions between partners. 

The above rules apply to trading partnerships so far only 
.as there is nothing in them contrary to commercial laws and 
customs. 

NANA RANA AN AAAAANANAAN AAA
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CHAPTER XVII. 

  

OF LOANS. 
{Code Napoléon—Articles 1874-1914} 

‘Ture are two kinds of loans; that of things which may be 
used without being destroyed; and that of things which are 
consumed by the use that is made of them. The first is 
termed a loan for use (commodat); the second, loan for con- 
sumption, or, simply, loan. 

NIE 

The Nature of Loan for Use, 
A loan for use is a contract by which one of the parties 

delivers a thing to another to be used by him, on condition 
that the borrower shall return it, after having used it. This 
loan is essentially gratuitous. The lender remains owner of the 
thing lent; and anything that may be the object of barter, and 
is not consumed by use, may be the object of this contract.® 

Obligations that arise from gratuitous lending pass to the 
heirs of the lender, and also to the heirs of the borrower; but 
if the thing has been lent out of personal regard to the bor- 
rower, his heirs have no right to the use of it, 

  

~ ANNAN 

Obligations of the Borrower. 
A borrower is bound to keep and preserve the thing lent in good 

condition, en bon pére de famille. He cannot make use of it ex- 
cept for the purpose for which it is intended, or according to the 

*? By the Roman Jaw, the loan for use was termed commodatum. An 
article was lent gratuitously to the borrower to be used by him, and at 
the proper time to be returned in specie. No property in the thing 
passed to the borrower, who was bound to exercise the greatest care in 
its safe-keeping.
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agreement, on pain of damages. If the borrower uses the thing 
for another purpose, or for a longer time than is stipulated, he 
is liable for any loss which happens, even by accident. If the 
thing lent perishes by accident, which the borrower might have 
prevented by using his own; or if only able to preserve one, 
he has kept his own, he is responsible for the loss of the 
other. If at the time of lending the thing has been valued, 
the loss which happens, even by accident, falls upon the bor- 
rower, if there is no agreement to the contrary. If the thing 
is deteriorated by the use for which it was borrowed, and with- 
out any fault on the part of the borrower, he is not liable for 
such deterioration. 

The borrower cannot retain the thing lent as.a set-off for a 
debt due to him by the lender. If, in order to use the thing 
lent the borrower incurs expenses, he cannot recover them. 
If several persons conjointly borrow the same thing, they are 
jointly and severally responsible to the lender. 

  

PARADIS 

Obligations of the Party who Lends for Use. 

The lender cannot be compelled to take back the thing lent 
until the expiration of the term agreed upon; or, in default of 
agreement, until the thing has been used for the purpose for 
which it was borrowed. Nevertheless, if during the time or 
before the borrower has completed his use of it, the lender 
urgently wants his property, the judge may, according to 
circumstances, compel the borrower to restore it. If, 
during the continuance of the loan the borrower is compelled, 
for the preservation of the thing lent, to incur any extra and 
necessary expenses, and of so urgent a nature that he cannotgive 
notice to the lender, the latter is bound to reimburse him. 

When the thing lent has such defects that they cause an 
injury to the person using it, the lender is responsible for the 
results, if he knew the defects and did not inform the borrower. 

PREPARA RENN 

Loan for Consumption ;* or, Simply Loan. 
This is a contract by which one party gives to another a 

  

§ By the Roman law, mutuwm was a contract by which that which was 
mine became thine, whereby the absolute property passed to the borrower;
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certain quantity of things which are consumed, or waste by 
use, on condition that the other is to return an equal quantity of 
the same quality and quantity. By the loan, the borrower 
becomes owner of the thing lent, and the loss of it falls upon 
himself, in whatever way it may happen. 

In loans for consumption, things cannot be given which, 
although of the same species, differ in kind, such as cattle. In 
this case, it is aloanfor use. An obligation that arises from a 
loan of money is always for the sum specified in the contract. If 
there has been an increase or diminution in the currency before 
the time of payment, the borrower must return the sum lent, and 
only that sum, in the specie current at the time of payment. This 
rule does not apply, if the loan has been made in bullion.* If 
the bullion or commodities have been lent, whatever may be 
the increase or diminution in their price, the borrower must 
always return the same quantity and quality. 

Ne nnn 

Obligations of the Lender. 

In a loan for consumption, as in a loan for use, the lender 
is responsible for the defects in the thing lent, if he was 
aware of them, and did not give notice to the borrower. A 
lender cannot claim the thing lent before the expiration of the 
term agreed upon. If no time is fixed for returning the thing 
lent, the comt may grant the borrower a delay according to 
circumstances. If it has been agreed that the borrower shall 
only pay when he can, or when he has means to do so, the 
court fixes a time for payment. 

AAA 
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Obligations of the Borrower. 

The borrower is bound to return the things lent in the same 
quantity and quality at the time agreed upon. If unable to do 
so, he is bound to pay the value, regard being had to the time 

it being for consumption, the borrower was not bound to restore the 
same thing, but other things of a similar kind. In mutuum the property. 
passed immediately from the mutuant or lender to the mutuary, borrower, 
and the identical thing could not be recovered or redemanded ; ex meo 
tuum fit. 

* In this case, it is the weight of the bullion that is the object of the 
contract,
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and place when the thing was to be restored. If such time and place have not been fixed, payment must be made accord- ing to the value of the thing at the time of the loan and at the place where the loan was made. If the borrower does not return the thing lent, or its value at the time agreed upon, he must pay interest from the day of the demand, 
AA 

Loan with Interest.* 
It is lawful to stipulate for interest on‘a loan of money, pro- visions, or of moveable effects. A borrower who has paid in- terest for which no stipulation was made cannot either recover it, or have it deducted from the principal. 
Interest is either legal or conventional. Legal interest is fixed by law ; interest by agreement may exceed that fixed by law when the law does not prohibit it. The rate of interest by agreement must be fixed in writing between the parties. A receipt for the principal, without reservation of interest, pre- sumes the payment of both, and is a discharge in full. Interest may be stipulated for upon a capital which the lender binds himself not to withdraw. In this case the loan becomes an annuity. Such annuity may be settled in two ways: in perpetuity, or for life. A rent to be paid in perpetuity can always be redeemed. The parties can only agree that the redemption shall not take place before a lapse of time which cannot exceed ten years, without giving previous notice to the creditor, stating the time when redemption is proposed.* The debtor of a rent in perpetuity may be compelled to redeem it. 1. If he ceases to fulfil his obligation for two years. 2. If he fails to give the lender the securities pro- mised in the contract. 

  

* Legal interest in France was fixed by the Act of September 3, 1807, at five per cent. in civil matters 3 and in commercial matters at six per cent. 

** An institution similar in many respects existed at Rome— Lmphyteusis. This was the grant of land or buildings in perpetuity, or for a term of years, for an amount of rent, subject to forfeiture on non-payment of rent for three years. The grantee could aliene his rights over the property in any way he pleased; he could mortgage the Property, recover it by a real action as if absolute owner, and he transmitted his rights to his heirs,
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The principal of a rent in perpetuity becomes payable in 
ease of the bankruptcy or insolvency of the debtor. 

The rules respecting life annuities will be found under the 
title of “Contracts depending on Uncertain Events,”* 

IIR AAA AAA 

* Des Contrats Aléatoires. Seo page 137.
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CHAPTER XIX, 

  

OF DEPOSIT AND SEQUESTRATION. 
[Code Napoléon—Articles 1915-1963,] 

Deposrr,®* in general, is an act by which one receives the thing of another, which he is to take care of and return in kind, There are two descriptions of deposits, simple deposit and sequestration.* 
Simple deposit is a contract essentially gratuitous, and can only have for its object things moveable. It is only completed by the real or implied delivery of the thing deposited. Im- plied delivery is sufficient when the depositary is already in possession of the thing, and the owner consents to let him keep it as a deposit. 
Deposit is either voluntary or necessary. Voluntary deposit. arises from the mutual consent of the party who deposits and of him who receives. It cannot be lawfully made except by the owner of the thing deposited, or by his express or implied consent. A voluntary deposit must be proved by writing. ‘Proof by wit- nesses is not admissible for an amount exceeding one hundred and fifty francs, 
A voluntary deposit can only take place between persons able to contract. N evertheless, if a person able to contract accepts a deposit from one who is not able, he is bound by all the obligations of a real depositary, and may be sued by the guardian or administrator of the party who made the deposit. If a deposit has been made by a person able to contract to one who is not able, the depositor can only sue for the recovery of the thing deposited as long as it remains in the hands of the 

* Séquestre: The depositing of a disputed thing in the hands of.a third person until it be determined to whom it belongs. °° Depositum at Rome was one of the real contracts; the obligation wwas created by the mere delivery of the thing, the subject of the contract, ‘he depositary was to keep it gratis, and restore it at the will of the depositor,
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depositary, or sue for restitution to the amount of the benefits 
derived from it by the depositary. 

PRADA 

Obligations of the Depositary. 

A depositary must use the same care in the safe-keeping 
of the thing deposited as he would do in the safe-keeping 
of his own property. This rule is more strictly applied :-— 
1. When the depositary has offered to receive the deposit. 
2. If a salary has been stipulated for keeping the deposit. 
3, If the deposit has been solely made in the interest of the 
depositary-——4. If it has been expressly agreed that the 
depositary shall be responsible for all faults. 

The depositary is in no case responsible for accidents result- 
ing from main force, unless he has received notice to return 
the thing deposited. He cannot use the thing deposited with- 
out the express or implied permission of the depositor. He 
must not endeavour to find out the nature of the things 
deposited with him, if they have been intrusted to him in a 
closed box or under seal. The depositary must return the 
identical thing he yeceived, and he is bound to restore the 
thing deposited in the condition in which it is at the time of 

the restitution. Deteriorations not arising by his fault are at 

the risk of the depositor. A depositary from whom the thing 

has been carried off by main force, and who has received a 

sum or some article in its stead, is bound to restore to the 

depositor whatever he has received in exchange. 
The heir of a depositary who sells in good faith and in igno- 

rance that the thing was deposited, is only bound to restore the 
price received, or to transfer his right of action against the buyer, 

if he has not received the price. If the thing deposited produces 
fruits which have been taken by the depositary, he is bound to 
restore them. He is not charged with interest for money de- 

posited, except from the day he has received notice to restore it. 

The depositary is bound to return the thing deposited only to 

the party who intrusted it to him, or to him in whose name 

the deposit was made, or to the party who has been appointed 

to receiveit. He cannot demand proof that the depositor is the 
owner of the thing deposited. He cannot claim it as a set-off. 
If he discovers that the thing was stolen and finds out the true 

owner, he must inform the latter of the deposit that has been 
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made, and give him notice to claim it within a given time; and if the true owner neglects to reclaim the deposit, the de- positary is discharged by delivering it to the party from whom he received it, 
In the event of the death of the depositor, the thing deposited must be given up to his heir. Jf there are several heirs, it must be restored to each in proportion to his. respective share. If the thing deposited is indivisible, the heirs must agree among themselves about receiving it. If the person who makes the deposit changes his or her status 3 for instance, if a Woman, single at the time she makes the deposit, afterwards marries, and is under the control of her husband; or if a person of full age at the time of the deposit becomes interdicted ; in these cases, and in others of like nature, the deposit must only be restored to the party who has the trusteeship of the rights and property of the depositor. When a deposit is made by a guardian, a husband, or a trustee, it must be restored to the person whom such guardian, husband, or trustee represented, if their administration is ended. 

If the contract of deposit assigns a place where the restitu- tion is to be made, the depositary is bound to carry the thing there ; but if expenses are inewted, the depositor must pay them. If the contract does not assign a place for restitution, it must be delivered at the place where the deposit was made. The deposit must be returned to the depositor as soon as he claims it, even though the contract has fixed a given time for its restitution, unless the depositary is prevented doing so by attachment, opposition, or other legal hindrance. A depositary of bad faith is not admitted to the benefit of cession of property. All the obligations of the depositary ceases if he happens to discover, and can prove, that he is the owner of the thing deposited. 
FN AAA, Svovad 

Obligations of the Depositor. 
The depositor is bound to reimburse the depositary for all expenses incurred by him for the preservation of the thing deposited, and to indemnify him for all losses which the de- posit may have caused him, The depositary may retain the thing deposited until such expenses and losses are paid,
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Necessary Deposit. 

A necessary deposit (dépdt nécessaire) is that which arises 
from accident, such as a fire, falling of a house, shipwreck, 
pillage, or other sudden calamity. Proof by witnesses is 
admitted in necessary deposits, even though the value in ques- 
tion exceeds 150 francs. Nevertheless, such deposits are subject 
to all the rules already enumerated. 

Innkeepers and the proprietors of hotels are responsible, as 
depositaries, for things brought by travellers who lodge in 
their inns. The deposit of such property is considered a neces- 
sary deposit. They are responsible if the things are stolen or 
damaged, whether stolen or damaged by their servants or agents, 
or by strangers coming and going to the inn. They are, how- 
ever, not responsible for robberies committed by armed or 
main force.®6 

Ren nnn 

Different Descriptions of Sequestration. 

Sequestration is either conventional or judicial. Conven- 
tional sequestration is a deposit made by one or several persons 
of a thing in dispute into the hands of a third person (sequester), 
who binds himself to restore it, after the termination of the 
suit, to the person to whom it may be adjudged. 

Sequestration is not essentially gratuitous; when it is so, 
it is subject to the rules of simple deposit, saving the distinction 
hereafter set forth. 

Sequestration may have for its object not only movable 
effects, but also real property. The depositary entrusted with 
the sequestration cannot be discharged until the termination 
of the dispute, unless by consent of all parties interested, or 
for a lawful cause. 

  

RADARSAT 

Judicial Sequestration. 
A court of law may order sequestration :—I1. Of personal 

property seized from a debtor. 2. Of real property, or of 
personalty, of which the ownership or possession is in litiga- 

  

86 Innkeepers (caupones), by the Roman Jaw, were considered not to 
be bound ex contractu, but quast ex delicto, for the safe-keeping of goods 
given into their charge.
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tion between two or more parties——3, Of things which a 
debtor offers for his discharge.’” 

The appointment of a judicial sequestrator creates reciprocal obligations between the seizing party and the sequestrator. The latter is bound to keep the things seized with all the care of a prudent administrator (bon pére de Jamiile). He is bound to produce the things either to the party who seizes and is authorised to sell the thing, or to the party whose things have been seized in case of replevin. The obligation of the seizing party is to pay the sequestrator the fees fixed by law. 
The things judicially sequestrated may be entrusted either 

to a person whom the parties interested have chosen, or to a person officially appointed by the court. In both cases, the party to whom the thing is entrusted is subject to all the obligations which attach to conventional sequestration. 

NNN A 

5’ With the Romans, seguestratio was when two parties deposited a thing with a sequester, to abide 2 certain event; ¢.g., the event of a suit, the deposit to be restored to the successful party.
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CHAPTER XX. 

  

OF ALEATORY CONTRACTS. 
{Code Napoleon—Articles 1964-1983,] 

Aw aleatory (aléatoire)* contract is a mutual agreement of 
which the effects—as regards advantages and losses, whether to 
all the parties or to one or more of them—depend on an un- - 
certain event ; such as :—Contract of insurance. Bottomry. 

Gambling and Betting. Life Annuities. 
The two first are regulated by the Maritime Laws. 

eevee ae ee ere eee 

Gambling and Betting. 

The law does not allow aright of action for the recovery 
of money claimed on account of gambling or betting; but 
games tending to the exercise of the use of arms, foot and 
horse races, trotting matches, rackets, and other games of a 
similar kind that are beneficial to health, are excepted. 
Nevertheless, the court may, in its discretion, reject an action 
when the sum demanded appears to be excessive. 

In no case can a loser recover his money back if he has 
yoluntarily paid the bet, unless there has been, on the part of 
the winner, fraud or foul play. 

  
    

      

Life Annuities. 
A life annuity may be settled upon a person for a consider- 

ation (4 titre ondreux) ; for a sum of money ; or, for personalty ; 
or, for real property. It may also be settled gratuitously by 
gift inter vivos, or by will; but in both these cases it must be 
legally executed ; and the annuity is reducible if it exceeds the 

* An aleatory contract is an agreement depending upon an uncertain 
event, and consequently comprises chances of profit or loss.
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disposable portion, and void if made to a person incapable of receiving. 
A life annuity may be settled either upon 2 purchaser or upon a third party. It may be settled upon one or more lives. It may be settled upon a third person, although the purchase- money has been paid by another; but in this case, although it has the character of a gift, it is not subject to the formalities of gifts inter vivos, saving the provisions in regard to reduction and nullity, as previously stated. 
Hvery settlement of a life annuity upon a person who was dead at the time of the contract is void; it is also void, if settled upon a person suffering from a disease from which he dies within twenty days after the date of the settlement. A life annuity may be granted, at whatever rate of interest the contracting parties may agree upon. 

NI ee, 

Effects of the Contract between the Contracting Parties, 
A person, upon whom a life annuity has been settled for a given sum, may demand the rescission of the contract, if the debtor does not give the stipulated securities for its perform- ance. A mere default in the payment of the annuity does not entitle the annuitant to demand the reimbursement of his capital, or to re-enter into the ownership of the realty alien- ated. He has only a right to distrain and to have the debtor's goods judicially sold, and get an order, or obtain the consent of the debtor, to invest from the proceeds of the sale a sum suffi- cient to secure the payment of the annuity. The debtor of a life-rent cannot free himself from the payment of an annuity by offering to refund the capital. He is bound to continue the payment during the whole life or lives upon whom the annuity has been settled, however long the persons may live, and how- ever burdensome the payment of the annuity may become. An annuity is due only for the number of days that the person upon whose life it is granted lives, unless it is made payable in advance. A stipulation that a life-annuity cannot be distrained is of no effect, unless it has been granted gratuitously (4 titre gratuit). An annuitant cannot demand the annuity without proving that he is living, or that the person upon whose life it has been settled is alive,
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CHAPTER XXI. 

OF MANDATE® 
[Code Napoléon—Articles 1984-2010.] 

A mandate, or procuration is a deed by which one person 
(the mandator) empowers another (the mandatory) to do some- 
thing for him, and in his name. This contract is not com- 
pleted unless accepted by the mandatory. 

The mandate may be executed either by a public deed, or 
under private seal; or even by letter. It may also be given 
verbally, but proof by witnesses is only admitted to amounts 
not exceeding one hundred and fifty franes.* 

The acceptance of a mandate may be merely implied from 
the acts of the mandatory. It is gratuitous unless there is a 
stipulation to the contrary. It is either special, for a particu- 
lar object or objects; or general, for all the affairs of the man- 
dator. When it is given in general terms, it includes only acts 
of management; when it embraces the power of alienation or 
mortgage, or some other act of ownership, the power must be 
special. The mandatory cannot act beyond what is specified 
in his mandate. The power of transacting (transiger) does 
not include that of agreeing to a compromise (compromettre).t 

* See “Contracts and Agreements,” page 183, 
t Transiger is an adjustment by mutual concessions; compromettre 

has the same effect, but it involves the appointment of arbitrators. 
Arbitration is much favoured by the law of France; it is made impera- 
tive in disputes between partners in trade and the parties claiming 
under them. 

*8 By the Roman law, the person employing was called mandator 
and the person employed mandatarius. A mandatory (mandatarius) 
incurred three obligations :—1. To do the act which was the object of the 
mandate, and with which he was charged.——-2. To give to it all the care 
and diligence that it required.——3. To render an account of his doings 
to the mandator. 

Q
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Women and emancipated minors may be mandatories, but 
the mandator has no right of action against them, except in 
conformity to the general rules relating to the “ Obligations of 
Minors,” and the rules regulating the respective “ Rights of 
Married Persons.”* 

nw 

Obligations of the Mandatory. 
The mandatory is bound to execute the mandate as long as 

he is intrusted with it, and he is answerable for damages which 
may result from its non-performance. He is also bound to com- 
plete a thing that was begun before the death of the mandator, 
if there be danger in delay. The mandatory is answerable not 
only for fraud, but also for mistakes committed by him in his 
management; but when the mandate is gratuitous, the Tes- 
ponsibility respecting mistakes is less rigid than if the manda- 
tory had been paid.® 

Every mandatory is bound to render an account of his 
management to the mandator, and to pay him all that he has 
received; even if what he has received was not due to the 
mandator. 

A mandatory is answerable for the person whom he appoints 
to take his place in the management :—1. When he has not 
received power to appoint one. 2, When such power was 
given without designating the person to be substituted ; and 
when the person whom he has selected was notoriously in- 
capable or insolvent. In these cases, the mandator may proceed 
directly against the person whom the mandatory has appointed. 

When several mandatories are appointed by the same deed, 
they are not jointly and severally responsible, unless there is a 
stipulation to that effect, 

A mandatory is bound to pay interest upon money which he 
employs for his own use from the day he uses it, and upon 
any balance, computing from the day that he received notice 
to pay it. 

A mandatory who sufficiently makes his powers known ‘to 

    

  

* Soe pages 40, 60. 
8° By the Roman law, mandatum was a contract by which a person undertook, gratuitously and from motives of kindness, an honourable and lawful commission. If a definite recompense was agreed for, it became a locatio conductio
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the party with whom he contracts is not bound to warrant that which is done beyond his powers, unless he has made himself personally responsible for such acts. 
ann 

  

ata ate eed 

Obligations of the Mandator, 
A mandator is bound to perform the obligations contracted 

by the mandatory, if conformably to the power which has been 
given to him ; but he is not bound by anything done beyond it, 
unless he has expressly or tacitly ratified it. The mandator is 
bound to reimburse the mandatory for advances and expenses 
incurred by him in the execution of the mandate, and to pay 
him a salary, if so stipulated. When no fault can be imputed 
to the mandatory, the mandator must refund advances and pay 
salary, although the business has not been successful ; nor 
can he have the amount of the expenses and advances reduced, 
under the pretext that they might have been less. The man- 
dator must also indemnify the niandatory who is not in fault 
for losses which the latter has sustained in the execution of the 
mandate. The mandator must pay interest on advances made 
by the mandatory, computing from the day on which the 
Money was advanced. 
When a mandatory is appointed by several persons for a joint 

business, their obligations to the mandatory are joint and 
several for all the consequences of the mandate. 

a~wae 

  

AE 

Different Ways by which the Mandate is Terminated. 
A mandate is put an end to by a revocation on the part of 

the mandator; by the mandatory renouncing the mandate ; by 
death, interdiction, or insolvency either of the mandator or the 
mandatory.99 

A mandator may revoke his mandate when he chooses, and 
compel, if necessary, the mandatory to give up either the 
authentic or private deed conferring the mandate. Revocation 
notified only to the mandatory cannot be set up against third 
parties who have had dealings with the mandatory in ignorance 
of such revocation. The mandator, however, has his remedy 
against the mandatory. The appointment of a new mandatory 

” A mandatum was pat an end to in a similar-manner by the Romans, 

Q2
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for the same business is equivalent to a revocation of the first 
mandate, from the day it has been notified to the first manda- 
tory. . 

A mandatory may renounce his mandate by giving notice to 
the mandator; but if such renunciation is prejudicial to the 
mandator, he must be indemnified by the mandatory, unless 
the latter can prove his inability to continue the management 
without materially injuring himself. If the mandatory is 
ignorant of the death of the mandator, or of some other cause 
that puts an end to the mandate, that which he has done in 
his ignorance is valid; and bond jide engagements of the 
mandatory with third parties must be executed.% 

In the event of the death of the mandatory, his heirs must 
give notice of the fact to the mandator, and in the interim, 
act in his interest. 

ISIN AIA ANA 

*! By the Romans, it was held that anything done by the mandatarius, whilst ignorant of the mandatum being revoked or of the death of the mandator, should be valid,
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CHAPTER XXIl. 

  

OF SURETYSHIP, 

Nature and Extent of Suretyship. 
[Code Napoléon—Articles 2011-2043.] 

A Pzrson who becomes surety for another renders himself 
liable to the creditor for the fulfilment of such obligation, if 
the debtor fails to fulfil it. Suretyship can only take place upon 
valid obligations. A person, however, may guarantee the per- 
formance of an obligation, although it might be cancelled in 
regard to the debtor by an exception purely personal to him ; for 
instance, in the case of minors. Suretyship cannot be given 
for more than that which the debtor owes, nor under conditions 
more burdensome. It may be given only for a part of the debt. 
and under conditions less burdensome. A suretyship for a sun 
which exceeds the debt is not void, but it is reducible to the 
principal obligation. A person may become surety without 
the request and even without the knowledge of the party 
for whom he binds himself. He may also become surety, not 
only for the principal debtor, but also for his sureties, 

Suretyship cannot be implied; it must be expressed, and 
cannot be extended beyond the limits within which it has been 
contracted. Indefinite suretyship for a principal obligation 
extends to all the accessories of the debt, even to the costs of 
the first demand, and to all costs subsequent to the notice 
given to the surety. The obligations of a surety pass to his 
heirs, 

A debtor who is bound to find a surety must produce one 
who is capable of contracting, who has sufficient property to 

* By the Roman law, certain instruments of farming and other 
property of the hirer were held as a security for the payment of the 
rent. The right to this was enforced by the Actio Serviana. In case of 
a hired house, everything brought into it was considered to be tacitly 
charged as security for the rent.
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cover the obligation, and whose domicile is within the juris- 
diction of the court of appeal where suretyship is to be given. 
The solvency of a surety is determined only by his real property, 
éxcept in commercial transactions, or when the debt is small. 

When a surety, who has been either voluntarily or judicially 
accepted by the creditor, becomes insolvent, another must be 
found. This rule admits of exceptions in cases where the 
suretyship has been given by virtue of a contract in which the 
creditor required a certain person to be surety, 

aa 

Effect of Suretyship betweon the Creditor and the Surety. 
A surety is only bound towards the creditor, to pay him in 

default of the debtor, whose property must first be seized and 
sold, unless the surety has renounced the privilege of seizure 
and sale; or unless he has bound himself jointly and severally with the debtor, in which case his liability is governed by the rules established respecting joint and several obligations. The creditor is not bound to seize and sell the property of the principal debtor, unless the surety demands it when proceed- ings are first taken against him. A surety who insists upon 
the seizure and sale must point out to the creditor the property 
of the principal debtor, and advance the money necessary to make the seizure and sale. He must not point out the pro- 
perty of the principal debtor situated ont of the jurisdiction of the court of appeal of the place where the payment is to be made, nor property in litigation, nor property mortgaged for the debt, and no longer in the possession of the debtor. When- ever the surety has thus pointed out such property within the jurisdiction of the court, and has advanced sufficient money for the proceedings of seizure and sale, the creditor is held responsible to the surety to the amount of the property pointed out—if he has neglected to proceed against the principal debtor—in the event of his afterwards becoming insolvent, When several persons become sureties of the same debtor for the same debt, each is bound for the whole debt. Never- theless, each of them may, unless he has renounced the privi- lege of division, require the creditor to divide his action and reduce it to the share of each surety. If, at the time one of the sureties has judicially obtained division, some have he- come insolvent, such surety is proportionately liable for the uisolvencies ; but he cannot be made liable for insolvencies 

  

NAN
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that happen after the division. If the creditor has voluntarily 
divided his action, he cannot impugn such division, although 
even at the time some of the sureties had become insolvent. 

PRD 

Effects of Suretyship between the Debtor and the Surety. 
A surety who has paid has his remedy against the principal 

debtor, whether the latter knew or did not know of the surety- 
ship. Such remedy applies alike to principal, interest, and costs ; 
nevertheless, the surety has only a claim for costs incurred: by 
him after he had given notice to the principal debtor of the 
proceedings taken against him. He has also a claim for 
damages, if there is ground for them. A surety who has paid 
the debt is invested. with all the rights that the creditor had 
against the debtor. Where there are several principal debtors 
jointly and severally liable for the same debt, the surety who 
has become answerable for all of them has his remedy against 
each for the recovery of the whole that he has paid. A surety who 
pays has no remedy against the principal debtor who also pays, 
when the latter has not been apprised of the first payment ; 
but he has his remedy against the creditor. A surety who 
has paid, without being sued, and without giving notice to the 
principal debtor, has no remedy against the latter when at the 
time of payment such debtor had grounds for claiming the dis- 
charge of the debt ; but he has his remedy against the creditor, 

A surety, even before paying, may proceed against the 
debtor to be indemnified :—1. When he is sued for the pay- 
ment. 2. When the debtor has become bankrupt or in- 
solvent. 3. When the debtor is bound to produce his 
discharge within a certain time——4, When a debt has become 
due by the expiration of the term for which it was contracted. 

5. After the lapse of ten years, when the principal obliga- 
tion has no fixed term for payment; unless the principal 
obligation, such as that resulting from guardianship, cannot 
be discharged before a determinate period. 

AIAN AANA AAA 

Effects of Suretyship between Co-Sureties, 
When several persons become sureties for the same debtor, 

and for the same debt, the surety who discharges the debt has. 
his remedy against the other sureties, each for his share; but 
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he can only exercise this remedy when the surety has paid in such cases as before enumerated, ; 
nnn nnn 

Extinguishment of Suretyship, 
The obligation arising from suretyship is extinguished by the same causes as any other obligation. 
The confusion* of interests, which takes place when the principal debtor and surety become heirs of each other’s in- heritance, does not extinguish the legal claim of the creditor against the person who has become security for the surety (caution de la caution) A surety may set up against the creditor all the 

exceptions belonging to the principal debtor which are inherent to the debt, but he cannot set up exceptions that are purely personal to the debtor. A surety is discharged when, by the act of the creditor, the substitution to the rights, mortgages, and privileges of such creditor can no longer take place in favour of the surety. The voluntary acceptance by a creditor of real or personal property in payment of the debt discharges the surety, although the creditor may afterwards be evicted. A simple extension of term granted by the creditor to the 
principal debtor does not discharge the surety, who, however, 
in this case may sue the debtor to compel him to pay. 

aa 

Legal and Judicial Suretyship, 
In all cases when a person is legally or judicially bound to find a surety, the surety must fulfil all the conditions pre- seribed in the two last paragraphs of the chapter on “ Nature and Extent of Suretyship.”" When a person cannot find security, he must give a pledge (nantissement) of sufficient value. A surety imposed by the judgment of a court of law (caution judiciaire) cannot demand that the property of the principal debtor shall be seized and sold before his own. He who has become surety for a judicial surety cannot demand seizure and sale of the property of the principal debtor and his surety. 

    

AINE AAS, 

. “A mode of extinguishing a debt by the concurrence of two qualities in the same person; for instance, where the debtor becomes the heir of the creditor, or vice versa, 
Tt Seo page 245,
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CHAPTER XXIII. 

  

OF LEGAL TRANSACTIONS. 
[Code Napoleon—Articles 2044-2088.] 

Transaction* is a contract by which the parties put an end to 
a law-suit already begun, or prevent a dispute from arising. It 
must be reduced to writing. Persons only can enter into such 
a contract who have legal capacity to dispose of the things 
which are the object of the transaction. 

A guardian cannot transact (transiger) for a minor or inter- 
dicted person, except in accordance with the rules stated in the 
chapters “Of Minority, Guardianship,” and “ Emancipation ;"> 
he can only transact with the minor who has attained his 
majority after he has rendered an account of his guardianship. 
Parishes and public institutions cannot enter into a transaction 
without the express authority of Government. 

A party may ¢transact civil claims arising from a mis- 
demeanour, but such ¢ransaction does not arrest a public 
prosecution. In transactions a stipulation for a penalty in the 
event of non-performance may be made. Transactions must 
be confined to their object. A renunciation of all claims, 
actions, or pretensions refers only to the dispute which has 
given rise to the transaction. Transactions settle only the 
disputes specified in them, whether the parties have mani- 
fested their intentions by special or general expressions, 
or whether such intention can be understood as a conse- 
quence of what is expressed. If he who has transacted for 

* No single English word expresses exactly the technical legal 
meaning of the transaction of the French Code and the transactio of the 
Roman Law. It signifies a settlement of all matters in dispute, arrived. 
at by the parties inter se, and thus distinguished from “ compromise,” 
See foot-note, page 241. 

Soo pages 52, 59. pag
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a claim which he had in his own right becomes afterwards 
possessed of a similar claim in right of another person, he is 
not bound by the last transaction, so far as regards the new 
claim, 

A transaction made by one of the interested parties in a suit does not bind the others, and cannot be set up by them. 
Transactions have between the parties the full authority of 

a final judgment (res judicata). They eannot be impugned on the ground of error in law or of lesion. N evertheless a transac- tion may be rescinded where there is a mistake in the person 
or in the subject of the dispute; also in all cases of fraud or 
violence. There is also ground for an action in rescission 
when the transaction is made in execution of a void title, 
unless the parties have expressly arranged with reference to the 
nullity. Zransactions on documents afterwards discovered to 
be false are void, 

Transactions upon a suit finally adjudged without the know- ledge of one or all of the parties are void; but if the judgment is subject to appeal, they are valid. When parties have transacted generally upon all matters between them, the subsequent dis- covery. of deeds which at the time were unknown to them 
does not give ground for rescission, unless such deeds have been kept back by one of the parties; but the transaction is void, when it relates only to an object respecting which it appears from the newly-discovered deeds that one of the parties had no right to it, ° 

Errors of calculation in a transaction must be rectified. 

IIIA AAA
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CHAPTER XXIV. 

A 

IMPRISONMENT FOR DEBT IN CIVIL MATTERS, 
[Appendiz.] 

Tue Statute of July 22, 1867, abolishes imprisonment for 
debt in all civil and commercial matters, the benefit of which 
statute extends. to foreigners. It still exists in favour of the 
State for non-payment of fines, restitutions, and damages 
adjudged in criminal, correctional, and police matters ; but five 
days’ notice must be given before the imprisonment can take 
place. 

The same rule applies to fines, restitutions, and damages 
adjudged in favour of private individuals, 

In those cases where persons are imprisoned at the 
instance of private individuals, the latter are obliged to main- 
tain the debtors while in prison, and maintenance for thirty 
days at least must be paid in advanee. If in Paris, the amount 
is 45 francs; in large towns, 40 frances; and elsewhere, 35 
francs a month. In default of such payment in advance, the 
debtor is at once released, and cannot be again imprisoned for 
the same debt. 

The duration of such imprisonment is thus regulated :— 
From two to twenty days, when the fine or penalty does not 
exceed 50 franes; from twenty to forty days, when over 
50 franes and not exceeding 100 francs; from forty to sixty 
days, when 100 franes and not exceeding 200 francs; from 
two to four months, when over 200 francs and not exceeding 
500 francs; from four months to eight months, when over 
500 franes and not exceeding 2,000 francs; and from one to 
two years, when above 2,000 francs: this is the longest term of 
imprisonment for such debts. 

For fines imposed at a police-court, the imprisonment 
cannot exceed five days.
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When such prisoners can prove their insolvency, they are released after half of the time of imprisonment imposed by the judgment. 
Persons so sentenced may avoid imprisonment by finding responsible sureties, who must pay within a month. A debtor once released cannot be again imprisoned in con- sequence of a previous sentence, unless it was for a longer term, in which case the time he was imprisoned is deducted, A person under sixteen years of age cannot be sentenced to imprisonment for debt. A debtor sixty years old is only im- prisoned for one-half of the term fixed by the law. Imprisonment for debt cannot be adjudged against a debtor at the instance of :—1. His or her consort. 2. His or her ascendants, descendants, brothers, or sisters, 3. His uncle or aunt ; his great-uncle or great-aunt ; his nephew or niece ; his grand-nephew or grand-niece ; and other relatives in the same degree. 

Imprisonment for debt cannot be enforced simultaneously against husband and wife, even when the debts are distinct. A court of law may, in the interest of minors, children of the debtor, suspend the execution of the sentence of imprison- ment for one year. 
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CHAPTER XXV. 

  

OF PLEDGING. 
[Code Napoléon—Articles 2071-2091.] 

Pledging (nantissement) is a contract by which a thing is 
placed by the debtor in the hands of a creditor as security for 
his debt. The pledging of movables is called pawning (donner 
en gage) ; that of real property, antichresis.% 

The pawning of a thing gives the creditor a right to be paid out of it in preference to all other creditors, This privilege is 
only admissible when there is an authentic deed, or a deed under private signature, duly registered, containing a declara- 
tion of the sum due, as well as the description and nature of 
the things pawned ; or a statement of their quality, weight, 
and measure. Nevertheless, the deed and its registration are 
only required when the value of the property exceeds one 
hundred and fifty francs. 

This privilege is only admissible over incorporeal things, 
such as debts, when executed by authentic deed, or under 
private signature, registered and notified to the debtor who 
has given the thing in pledge. In all cases, this privilege 
exists only when the thing pledged has been placed and 
remains in the possession of the creditor, or of a third person 
agreed upon between the parties. 

A pledge may be given by a third person for a debtor. The 
creditor cannot in default of payment dispose of the pledge, 
unless he obtains an order from a court that. such pledge shall, 
up to its amount estimated by valuers, be retained by him; or 
that it shall be sold by auction. A clause which authorises the 

*? From the Roman law. Where the creditor agreed to take the fruits 
of the pledge in place of the interest, the pignus became antichresis, The 
Romans made no distinction between the pledging of movables and 
immovables,
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creditor to appropriate the pledge, or to dispose of it without these formalities, is void. Until the debtor is legally dis- possessed, he remains the owner of the thing pledged, which is merely regarded as a deposit in the hands of the creditor to secure his debt. 
The creditor is responsible ‘for the loss or deterioration of the thing pledged, if it arises from his negligence, according to the rules established under the title of Contracts and Conven- tional Obligations in General ;"* and on the other hand, the debtor must reimburse the creditor for all necessary expenses which the latter has incurred for the preservation of the pledge. 
If the thing given in pledge bears interest, the creditor must deduct such interest from that which is due to himself; if not, the deduction is made upon the capital of the debt. A debtor cannot, unless the possessor of the pledge misuses it, claim restitution of the pledge, unless he has paid the debt in full, including principal, interest, and costs. If another debt has been contracted by the same debtor to the same creditor, subsequently to the pawning, and such debt falls due before the payment of the frst debt, the creditor is not obliged to give up the thing till both debts are paid, even although stipu- lation has not been made that the pledge should be security for 

the second debt. 
A pledge is indivisible, although the debt is divisible among the heirs of the debtor or those of the creditor. The heir of the debtor who has paid his share of the debt, cannot claim restitution of his share in the thing pledged, as -long as the debt has not been paid in full; nor can the heir of the credi- tor who receives his share of the debt give up the pledge to the prejudice of his co-heirs who are not paid. The above rules are not applicable to commercial matters, nor to an authorised pawnbroker (commissionnaire de mont-de- prété), both being regulated by special rules, Annee 

Antichresis, 
Antichresis®* can only be effected by writing. 

* Seo page 135. 
* In the .Roman law, antichresis was a covenant or convention whereby a person borrowing money of another engaged or made over
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By this contract the creditor acquires only a right to the 
Jruitsof real property, on condition that he deducts them annually 
from the interest, if any be due to him, and afterwards from 
the capital. The creditor is bound, if it is not otherwise stipu- 
lated, to pay the taxes and annual expenses of the property which 
he holds in antichresis, He must in like manner, under pain 
of damages, provide for its maintenance and for all useful and 
necessary repairs; but he has his right to deduct from the 
fruits all such expenses. _ 

A debtor cannot, before he has paid the debt in full, claim 
the possession of the property subject to antichresis; but 
the creditor who is desirous to get rid of the obligation may 
always, unless he has renounced such right, compel the debtor 
to resume possession of his estate, 

The creditor does not become owner of the realty by the 
mere default of payment at the time agreed upon. . All clauses 
to the contrary are void. His only remedy is to sue for the 
sale of the property according to law. 

When the parties have stipulated that the fruits shall be a 
set-off against the interest, either entirely or to a certain 
amount, such agreement is binding, 

The rules previously stated respecting third parues being 
allowed to pledge for the debtor, and to the indivisibility of 
pledges, apply to anéichresis. . 

All that is stated:in the present chapter does not prejudice 
the rights of third parties over the property made over in 
antichresis. If a creditor, thus secured, has otherwise privileges 
and mortgages lawfully created and established, and still 
running, he may exercise his rights in the. order and in the 
same manner as any other creditor, 

ARLE RDP aD, 

lands or goods to the creditor, with the use and occupation thereof, for 
-the interest of the money lent. It was afterwards called mortgage, 
to distinguish it from a s'mple engagement where the fruits of the 
ground were not alienated—vevum vadium, ,
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, OF PRIVILEGES AND MORTGAGES. 
{Code Napoléon—Article 2092-2113,] 

GENERAL DISPOSITIONS RESPECTING PRIVILEGES AND MORTGAGES. 

Wuoever binds himself personally is, to the extent of all his 
real or personal property, present and future, bound to fulfil his 
obligation. The property of a debtor is the common security 
of his creditors ; and in the event of a sale, the price is rateably 
divided amongst the creditors, unless among them there is a 
lawful cause of preference. The legal causes of preference are 
privileges and mortgages. 

Privileges, 
A privilege is a right which confers upon the creditor, by 

the nature of his claim, a preference over other creditors, even 
mortgagees. Privileged claims of equal rank are paid rateably. 

Privileges on account of duties due to the State are regulated 
by special Acts; nevertheless,the State cannot obtain privileges 
to the prejudice of rights previously acquired by third parties. 
Privileges may be enforced either upon real or personal property 

BNE 

Privileges upon Personal Property. 
Pnivileges are either general or special, 

General Privileges, 
The claims which are privileged upon movable property in general are the following, and they take precedence in the order given :—1. Law costs. 2. Funeral expenses. 3. Expenses of a last illness.——4. Servants’ wages for the year due and for the running term. 5. Debts due for supplies of _ Provisions to the debtor and his family during the last six months 
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to retail tradesmen, such as bakers, butchers, and others; and to schoolmasters and wholesale dealers for the last year. 

Privileges on Special Movables, 
The privileges which may be enforced upon special movables are:—1. For rents of real property ; upon the fruits of the year’s harvest; upon the furniture of the house or farm rented ; upon all that is used for the working of the farm ; that is, to the amount of all that is due, or which may hereafter be due, if the leases are authentic; or, if under private signature, they have a certain date. In these two cases, the other creditors have a right to relet the house or farm for the remainder of the lease, and to receive the benefit of such leases and rents, on condition that they pay to the owner all that remains due tohim. In default of authentic leases, or leases under private signature without a certain date, the privilege remains for one year after the ex- piration of the current year. The same privilege holds with regard to tenants’ repairs, and to all that relates to the per- formance of the conditions of the lease. Nevertheless, sums due for seed or for the expenses of the year’s harvest are paid from the sale of the harvest, and those due for implements from 

the sale of such implements, in preference to the landlord in both cases. The landlord, however, may distrain the furniture, 
when removed without his consent, and he retains his privilege over it, provided he has made his claim within forty days if it is the furniture of a farm; if of the furniture of a house, within fifteen days. 2. For the claim upon the pledge of which the creditor is in possession. 3. For expenses incurred in the preservation of the thing ——4, For the price of unpaid movable effects, if still in the possession of the 
debtor, whether bought on credit for a certain or an uncertain time for payment. If the thing has been sold on credit 
without any fixed time of payment, the vendor may claim it 
while it remains in the possession of the buyer, and thereby 
prevent its sale, provided that the claim is made within a week 
of the delivery, and that the thing is in the same condition 
as when delivered. _ The privilege of the vendor, however, can 
only be enforced after that of the landlord of the house or farm, 
unless it is proved that the landlord knew that the furniture ‘ 
and other effects in the house or farm did not belong to they, apts 

B ston 
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  tenant. 5. For innkeeper’s claims upon the goods of travel- 
lers brought to his inn. 6. For carrier’s expenses upon the 
thing carried. 7. For claims resulting from misuse and 
betrayal of trust committed by public officers in the exercise 
of their duties, 

  

  

  

a 

Privileges upon Real Property. 
Creditors having privileges on real property are :—1. The 

vendor, upon the estate sold, for the payment of the price. If 
there are several successive sales, of which the price is due in 
whole or part, the first vendor is preferred to the second, and 
the second to the third, and go on. 2, Those who have sup- 
plied money for the purchase of an estate, provided it is legally 
proved by an authentic deed of loan that the money borrowed 
was for that purpose; and by the receipt of the vendor that such 
payment was made with the money borrowed. 3. Co-heirs 
upon the real property of the succession, as securities of the 
partitions made between them, of the payment of money to 
equalise the shares divided, and of the return of the lots to the 
succession.———~4, Architects, builders, masons, and others 
employed in building or repaixing houses, canals, or any other 
works whatsoever, provided that a valuation had been pre- 
viously drawn up by a valuer appointed by the court of first 
instance of the place, and that the works had, within six: 
months after completion, been verified by valuers likewise- 
legally appointed ; but the privilege cannot exceed the valua- 
tion certified by the second valuer, and is reducible to the 
value of the property at the time of sale, 5. Those who 
have lent money to pay or reimburse the workmen, provided 
such advance is proved by an authentic deed of loan, and: by the receipt of the workmen, 

NN NNW NAN te 

Privileges that Apply both to Real and Personal Property. 
Privileges that apply both to real and personal property are those enumerated under the title “ General Privileges on Per- sonal Property,” such as law costs, funeral expenses, expenses of a last illness, servants’ salaries, and supply of provisions to the debtor and his family. 
When, in default of movables, the privileged creditors above 
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enumerated are paid from realty, concurrently with creditors who have a privilege upon the estate, the payments are made ‘as follows :—1. Law expenses, and those above enumerated. 
2. Claims of the vendor and others mentioned under the title, “ Privileges upon Real Property.” 

RNIN NNN NRA aA 

How Privileges are Preserved. 
Among creditors, privileges have no effect respecting real 

property, unless they are registered at the mortgage office, and then they date from such registration, subject to the following exceptions :—Law costs, funeral expenses, servants’ wages, 
supply of provisions to the debtor or his family. All these 
are exempted from registration. 

A vendor retains his privilege by the registration of the title-deed which has transferred the property to the purchaser, and which shows that the whole or part of the price is still due to him. Nevertheless, the registrar of mortgages is bound, under pain of damages to third persons, to inscribe officially in his register the debts stated in the deed which transferred 
the ownership both in favour of the vendor and lender, who 
may also cause a registration to be made, if not already done, 
in order to obtain a mortgage for that which is due to them. 

A co-heir or joint-sharer retains his privilege upon the pro- 
perty of each lot, or upon property sold by auction, for what is 
due to equalise the lots (soulte),* or their return to the suc. 
cession ; or for the proceeds of the sale, by registration of the 
mortgage made at his instance within sixty days from the deed 
of partition or of the sale, during which time no mortgage can 
take place upon the property encumbered with soulte ; or the 
property sold by auction, to the prejudice of the creditor who 
has to receive the soudte or the proceeds of the sale. 

Architects, contractors, masons, and other mechanics em- 
ployed in building, reconstructing, or repairing buildings, 
canals, or other works, and those who have lent money for this 
purpose, retain their privilege by registration ; first, of the 
official report (procés-verbal) stating the condition of the pro- 
perty ; secondly, of the official report verifying the completion 

  

* Soulte: Payment made by a party to a joint-owner, on partition of property, to equalise the value of the parts divided. 
RB 2
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of the work. Their privileges date from the registration of 
the first report. 

Creditors and legatees who demand the separation of the 
property of the deceased from that of his heirs, retain in respect 
of the creditors of the heirs or representatives of the deceased, 
their privilege upon the real property of the succession by the 
registration of their mortgage within six months from the com- 
mencement of the succession. During this term no mortgage 
can be validly registered by the heirs or their representatives 
to the prejudice of such creditors or legatees. 

The transferees of these various privileged claims enjoy the 
same rights as the transferors. 

All privileged creditors, whose claims are subject to regis- 
tration, in regard to which the prescribed formalities have not 
been fulfilled, are still entitled to the benefit of mortgage; but 
the mortgage only dates with respect to third persons from the 
day of registration, which is effected as afterwards explained. 

INA
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CHAPTER XXVIII. 

  

OF MORTGAGES,* 
(Code Napoléon—Articles 2114-2217,] 

Mortgage is a real right over immovables given as stcurity for 
the discharge of an obligation. It is in its nature indivisible, 
and exists in entirety upon all the immovables ; upon each and 
every part of the zmmovables encumbered ; and the mortgage 
follows the property into whatever hands it may pass. 

Mortgage can only take place in the cases and according to 
the formalities prescribed by law; and may be either Legal, 
Judicial, or Conventional. Legal mortgage is that which 
results from the law. Judicial mortgage is the result of 
judgments or judicial acts. Conventional mortgage results 
from agreements, deeds, and contracts. 

The following things only are capable of being mortgaged :— 
1. Real property that is saleable, and its accessories considered 
emmovable, 2. The usufruct of such property and accessories 
as long as the usufruct lasts. 

When the movable accessories are separated from the im- 
movable, they cease to be encumbered with mortgage. 

  

  

INN Ne 

Legal Mortgages, 
The rights and claims to which legal mortgage apply are :-— 

-—1. Those of married women upon the property of their 
husbands, 2. Those of minors and interdicted persons 
upon the property of their guardians. 3. Those of the 
state, parishes, and public institutions upon the property of 
their treasurers and responsible administrators. 

  

  

* Hypothéque, the right acquired by the creditor over the immovable 
Property which has been assigned to him by his debtor as security for 
his debt; although ho is not placed in possession of it.
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A creditor who has a legal mortgage may enforce his right 
upon all the real property belonging to his debtor, and upon 
that which he may afterwards possess, with the modifications 
hereafter explained. 

ONAN NN NN A 

Judicial Mortgages. 
Judicial mortgage results from’ judgments in cases where 

adverse parties have been heard, or which have been adjudged 
by default. It results also in trials, from admissions or verifi- 
cations of signatures affixed to an obligatory deed under private 
signature. , It may be exercised upon the present real property 
of the debtor, and upon that which he may afterwards acquire, 
according to the rules hereafter set forth. 

Decisions by arbitration do not involve mortgage until their 
decision has been judicially authorised. A mortgage, in like 
manner, cannot result from judgments given in a foreign country, 
unless they have been adjudged executory by a French Court, 
without prejudice to contrary rules established by treaty. 

een en, 

Conventional Mortgages. 
- Conventional mortgages can only be effected by persons 

capable of alienating the real property. Persons whose right 
to real property is suspended by a condition, or voidable, or 
is subject to rescission, can only grant a mortgage subject to 
the same conditions, or the same rescission. 

The property of minors, of interdicted persons, and that of 
absent persons as long as the possession is only provisionally 
granted, cannot be mortgaged, except in cases established by 
law,* or when legally adjudged. : 

Conventional mortgages can only be effected by an authentic 
deed executed by two notaries, or by one notary and two wit- 
nesses. 

Contracts entered into in a foreign country do not confer a 
mortgage upon property in France, unless otherwise ruled by 
international treaties. 

Conventional mortgages are not valid unless—in the authentic 

* For instance, 28 previonsly stated, a guardian cannot mortage the real property of his ward without the authority of the family council.
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deed which establishes the claim, or in a subsequent authentic deed—the nature and situation of each of ‘the immovables actually belonging to the debtor over which he grants the mortgage are specially set forth. Each immovable which 
he at the time possesses may be encumbered by mortgage, but property not yet in his possession cannot be mortgaged. 
Nevertheless, if the present and unencumbered property of 
the debtor is insufficient for the security of the debt, he may, 
by declaring such insufficiency, consent that the property which 
he may afterwards acquire shall be encumbered as soon as it 
comes into his possession. In like manner, when the present 
immovables burdened with mortgage have perished or been 
deteriorated, so as to render them insufficient for the security of 
the creditor, the latter may either sue immediately for payment, 
or for an additional mortgage. 

Conventional mortgages are only valid, in so far as the sum 
for which they have been granted is fixed and determined by 
the deed. If the claim resulting from the obligation is con- 
ditional or indeterminate as to its value, the creditor cannot 
demand its registration, except to the amount of an estimated 
value expressly declared by him, and which the debtor, if 
there is ground for it, may have reduced. 

A mortgage extends to all the improvements that may be 
made upon the immovables mortgaged. 

ANAS 

  

ae ete a otal 

Order in which Mortgages Rank. 
Among creditors, a mortgage, whether legal, judicial, or 

conventional, ranks only from the day of the registration at 
the mortgage office, with the following exceptions :—Mortgage 
exists independently of any registration:—1. In favour of 
minors and interdicted persons upon the real property of the 
guardian on account of his administration, computing from the 
day he accepted the guardianship, 2. In favour of married 
women, on account of their dowry and marriage settlements 
upon the real property of their husbands, computing from the 
day of marriage. A wife has mortgage for dotal gifts arising 
from successions that fall to her, or from gifts inter vivos made 
to her during marriage, computing from the commencement of 
the succession, or from the day that the gifts took effect. She 
has mortgage for indemnification of debts contracted by her with 
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her husband, and for the reinvestment of her alienated pro- perty, computing from the day of the obligation or of the sale. Husbands and guardians are bound to have such mort- gages registered at the mortgage office, upon their pre- sent property, and also upon that which may afterwards accrue to them. If they fail to do 80, and have subsequently consented or permitted privileges or mortgages to be registered upon their realty without expressly declaring that the said property is encumbered by the legal mortgages of their wives or wards, they are deemed guilty of stedlionat,® and punishable as such, , 
Supplementary guardians (les subrogés-tuteurs) axe bound, on their personal responsibility and under a penalty, to see that the registrations are made by the guardians, and even to cause such registration to be made. 
In default of husbands, guardians, or supplementary guar- dians causing the prescribed registrations to be made, they are registered at the instance of the public prosecutor of the court of first instance of the domicile of the husband or guardians, or of the place where the property is situated. The relatives either of the husband or the wife, and the relatives of the minor, or in default of relatives, their friends, may insist upon such registrations ; they may also be demanded by the wife and by minors. 
When, in the marriage contract, parties of full age have agreed that registration of mortgage is to be only made upon one or on special estates of the husband, the immovables that are not specified remain free and unencumbered for the dowry of the wife, and for her claims and matrimonial settle- ments; but they cannot stipulate that no registration of mort- gage shall be made. The same rule applies to the immoyables of a guardian when the relatives in family council resolve that the registration shall be made only upon special immovables ; and, in both cases, the husband, guardian, and supplementary guardian are bound to demand the registration only upon the specified property. 

When the mortgage is not restricted at the time that the guar- 
. °° Stellionat: the crime of selling anything deceitfully for what it 38 not; something other than it really is. In the Roman law, the crime was not committed, if the land proved equal in value to all the sums charged upon it.
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dian was appointed, the latter may, in case a general mortgage 
upon his real property would considerably exceed the security 
for his administration, demand that such be restricted to an 
amount of immovables sufficient for a full guarantee in favour 
of the minor. The action, in this case, is brought against the 
supplementary guardian, and must be preceded by a deliberation 
of the family council. The husband, in like manner, with the 
consent of his wife, and after having taken the Opinion of four 
of her nearest relatives, may demand that the general mort- 
gages upon the whole of his real property as security for the 
dowry claims and marriage settlement be restricted to immov- 
ables sufficient for the full guarantee of the rights of the wife. 

Suits brought by husbands or guardians cannot be adjudicated 
till the public prosecutor has been heard. 

When the court adjudges the restriction of mortgage to special 
immovables, the mortgage made upon all other property is 
cancelled. 

eae an ey 

  

RRA 

Registration of Privileges and Mortgages, 
All registrations must be made at the mortgage office within 

the district where the property to be encumbered with privileges 
or mortgages is situated. They are of no effect if made within 
the time preceding bankruptcy, when all transactions are 
declared void. It is the same with the creditors of a succession, 
if the registration has been made by one of the creditors after 
the commencement of the succession, and when the succession 
has been accepted sous béndfice d'inventaire.* 

All creditors whose mortgages are registered on the same 
day have an equal right. 

To effect registration, the creditor must produce, or cause a 
third person to produce, to the registrar of mortgages the original 
deed, or an authentic copy of the judgment, or of the deed 
which gives rise to the privilege or mortgage. He must annex 
two copies of a detailed memorandum written on stamped 
paper, one of which may be written upon the copy of the deed, 
containing :—1. The christian name, surname, professsion or 
calling, and domicile of the creditor. 2. The christian name, 
surname, domicile of the debtor, and profession or calling. 

  

* Dénéfice Pinventaire. See page 102.
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  3. The date and nature of the title-deed.——4, The’ 
amount of the claims stated in the deed, or valued by the 
person at whose instance the registration was made. 5. The 
description of the nature and situation of the property on which 
he desires to retain his privilege or mortgage ; but this last rule 
is not imperative in cases of legal or judicial mortgages. 

In default of agreement, a single registration of such mort- 
gages encumbers all the immovables situated within the juris- 
diction of the office. 

Registrations of mortgages and privileges are valid for ten 
years from their date, and their effect ceases if such registration 
has not been renewed before the expiration of this term. 

  

RINE A 

Appendix. 
- By the Act of March 23, 1855, the provisions of the Code. 

Napoléon are completed in the following manner :— 
It is compulsory to have the following deeds transcribed in 

full at the mortgage office of the place where the property is 
situated :—1. All deeds of gifts inter vives, conveying real pro- 
perty or xights susceptible of mortgage. 2. Any deed of 
renunciation of such rights. 3. Any judgment declaring 
that a verbal agreement respecting the same rights exists. 
4, Any judgment of sale by auction, other than that of a 
sale by auction (licitation) of property belonging to co-heirs 
or joint-proprietors. 

The following deeds must also be registered in full :—1. Any 
deed creating antichresis ; right of servitude, usage, or habita- 
tion. 2, Any deed of renunciation of the same rights. 
3. Any judgment declaring that such rights exist by virtue of 
a verbal agreement.——4, Leases for more than eighteen 
years. 5. Any deed or judgment proving that even for a 
shorter lease a sum equivalent to three years’ rent not due has 
been paid. 

Until the transcription has been made, the rights arising 
from the deeds and judgments above mentioned cannot be set up against third parties who have a right upon the property, and have preserved it conformably to law. Leases that have not been transcribed cannot be seb up against third parties for 2 longer term than eighteen years. 

An abstract of all final judgments cancelling, annulling, or 
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rescinding a registered deed must within a month of the date: 
be. entered in the margin of the register kept at the mortgage 
office. - . 

The registrar at the mortgage office is bound, when required, 
to deliver a special or general statement of all the transcriptions’ 
and marginal notes above prescribed. 

From the day of the transcription, creditors having privileges 
or mortgages cannot have their mortgages registered against a 
previous owner. Nevertheless, the vendor or joint-sharer may 
validly have his privileges registered within forty-five days of 
the deed of sale or partition, notwithstanding any transcription 
of deeds that may have taken place within that period. 

A suit in rescission cannot be brought, after the lapse of the 
privilege of the vendor, to the prejudice of third parties, who~ 
have acquired from the purchaser rights over the property, 
and have taken all legal steps to preserve them. 

If a widow, or a minor who has attained his majority, or an 
interdicted person whose interdiction has been annulled, or 
their heirs or assigns, have not registered their mortgages 
within a year from the dissolution of marriage, or cessation of 
guardianship, their mortgages date, in respect of third parties, 
only from the day of registration. , 

In cases where married women may transfer their legal 
mortgages or renounce them, such transfer or renunciation 
must be made by an authentic deed, and the transferees are 
vested, in respect of third parties only, by the mortgages having 
been registered in their favour. 

See e a eee 

Cancelling and Abatement of Mortgages, 

Mortgages are cancelled by the consent of the parties 
interested, or in consequence of a final judgment. 

In either case, the person who requests cancellation must 
deposit a copy of the authentic deed in which the consent is 
given, or an authentic copy of the judgment, at the mortgage 
office. 

Cancellations not agreed upon must be demanded from the 
court where the registration was made, except in cases where 
disputes respecting the mortgages have been brought before 
another court. . 

When registration by a creditor, who has a legal right to 
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mortgage the present and future property of his debtor without 
limitation, is made over more property than is necessary for the 
security of the debt, the debtor is allowed to sue for a reduc 
tion of the mortgage, or for the cancellation of that part which 
exceeds the requisite security. This rule does not apply to con- 
ventional mortgages. A mortgage is deemed excessive if it 
extends over several estates, when the value of one alone, or of 
some of them, exceeds by more than one-third the amount of 
the debt. 

The registration of a mortgage made upon a creditor's 
valuation for securing his debt which has not been settled by 
agreement, and which by its nature is conditional, contingent, 
and indeterminate, may also be reduced as excessive. The 
excess in such cases is decided by the court, regard being had 
to circumstances, the probability of contingencies, and the 
presumption of facts, without prejudice to fresh registration of 
mortgage, where the event gives rise to claims of a larger 
amount. 

The value of real property is estimated at fifteen times that 
of the revenue declared in the assessment of taxes. Neverthe- 
less, the court may also avail itself of other information to 
make an average value. 

  

AA AAA aa eeaern aaa el 

Effects of Privileges and Mortgages against Third Holders, 
Creditors having a registered privilege or mortgage upon real property retain their rights, no matter into whose hands the property may pass, and are classed and paid according to the order of their claim or registration, If a third holder does not comply with the formalities hereafter required to disencum- ber his property, he remains liable, as holder, for all the mort- gage debts, on the same terms and conditions as the original debtor. A third holder is bound, in the same manner, to pay the interest and sums due, whatever they may amount to, or to renounce the mortgaged property without any reservation. In default of fulfilling either of these obligations, every mort- gagee has a right to cause the mortgaged property to be sold, after having given thirty days’ notice to the original debtor, and summoned the holder to pay the debt or give up possession. Nevertheless, the holder who is not personally liable for the debt may oppose the sale, if other mortgaged
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property for the same debt is in the possession of the principal 
debtor or debtors; and he may insist upon such property being 
first seized and sold, according to the rules set forth under the 
title “ Of Suretyship.”* Pending such seizure and sale, the sale 
of the mortgaged estate is suspended. Demand for seizure and 
sale cannot be set up against a privileged creditor, or one who 
has a special mortgage upon the estate. 

All third holders who are not personally liable for the debt, 
and who have the power of alienating the property, may abandon 
it on account of the mortgage; and they may do so even after 
having acknowledged the obligation, or having been adjudged by 
the courtto doso. The abandonment, however, to a mortgagee 
does not prevent the third holder, up to the time of sale, from 
retaking possession by paying the whole debt and costs. 

Deteriorations caused by the negligence of third holders, 
to the prejudice of mortgagees or privileged creditors, furnish 
grounds for an action of indemnity; but the holder cannot 
recover sums expended by him on improvements, except to the 
amount of the additional value resulting from such improve- 
ments. The fruits of the mortgaged estate are only due by a 
third holder from the day of the summons to pay or to abandon ; 
and if the proceedings have been suspended for three years, the 
fruits are only due from the date of the fresh summons. 

Servitudes and real rights that a third holder had over the 
estate before taking possession revive after abandonment or 
adjudication made against him. His personal creditors, after 
those who have a mortgage against the previous proprietors, 
rank according to the date of their mortgage. If the holder 
has paid the debt secured by mortgage, or abandoned the pro- 

perty mortgaged, or been ejected, he has, of right, his remedy 

of warranty against the principal debtor. If desirous of dis- 

encumbering his property by paying the price of it, he must 

observe the formalities set forth under the title, “Mode of 

Diseneumbering Estates.” f 
me 

  

Extinotion of Privileges and Mortgages. 

Privileges and mortgages are extinguished :—l1. By the 

* See page 245. 

f See page 270.
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extinguishment of the principal debt. 2. By renunciation of 
the mortgage by the creditor. 3. By complying with the for- 
malities and conditions prescribed to third holders for dis- 
encumbering property acquired by them..—_4. By prescription. 

~5. By the lapse of ten years without renewal of registration. 
The debtor has the benefit of prescription, with regard to 

property in his own possession, by the lapse of the time fixed 
for prescription of actions conferring mortgage or privilege. 
As to property in the possession of third holders, prescription 
is established by the lapse of the time fixed for prescription’ of 
ownership. When prescription is grounded upon a, title-deed, 
it only runs from the day of transcription of such deed at the 
‘mortgage office. Registrations of mortgages made by creditors 
do not interrupt the course of prescription established by law 
in favour of the debtor or of third holders, 

NAIA NAA 

Mode of Disencumbering Property of Privileges and Mortgages. 
Contracts transferring ownership of real property or real 

rights that a third holder wishes to disencumber must be 
wholly transcribed by the registrar of mortgages of the district 
where the property is situated. The simple transcript of deeds 
conveying property upon the register does not disencumber 
such property of mortgages and privileges settled upon it; the 
vendor merely transfers to the purchaser that ownership and 
those rights which he himself had in the thing sold; he 
transfers them, subject to the same encumbrances of privilege 
and mortgage with which the property was encumbered. 

If the new owner wishes to be guaranteed against a suit for claims as stated in the article entitled « Effect of Privileges and Mortgages against Third Holders,”* he must, either before the suit or within a month from the day of the first summons, 
serve upon the creditors at the domiciles selected by them in their registrations a notice, containing :—1. An extract of his title-deed, the date and nature of the deed, the name and precise description of the vendor or donor, the nature and locality of the thing sold or given, and if it is an estate, the 

      

* See page 268. 
t Designatio persone: the description of a person or a arty to a deed or contract. P P me pay
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general name of the property and where situated, the price 
and the charges forming part of the price of sale, or the 
valuation of the thing, if it has been a gift. 2. An extract 
of the transcription of the deed of sale. 3. A list, of three 
columns, the first containing the date of the mortgages and 
that of the registrations; the second, the names of the 
‘ereditors ; the third, the amount of claims registered. 

The purchaser or the donee must declare in the same deed 
that he is ready to discharge at once all debts and encumbrances 
up to the amount of the price of sale or valuation, without 
distinction as to debts due or not yet due. When the 
new owner has sent such notice within the fixed time, every 
creditor whose claim is registered may request that the pro- 
perty be. put up to public auction, and sold to the highest 
bidder, with a proviso :—1. That such requisition shall be noti- 
fied to the new owner within forty days from the notification 
given by the creditor, with two additional days for the distance 
of every thirty miles (cing myriamétres) between the selected 
domicile and the actual domicile of each creditor. 2. That 
it. shall contain an offer by such creditor to raise the price, or 
cause it to be raised, one-tenth above that stipulated in the 
contract, or declared by the new owner.——-3. That the same 
notice shall be served upon the preceding owner who is the 
principal debtor. 4, That the original notice and copies be 
signed by the creditor who makes the requisition, or by his 
attomey, 5. That he shall offer to give security to the 
amount of the price and expenses, 

If the creditors fail to demand the sale by auction within 
the time and with the formalities prescribed, the value of the 
property remains fixed at the price stipulated in the contract or 
declared by the new owner; who is consequently discharged of 
all privileges and mortgages on paying such price to the 
creditors who are competent to receive ; or on making a deposit 
of the same. - 

Tn the event of resale by auction, the sale takes place, according 
to the rules prescribed for expropriation, at the instance either of 
the creditor who made the requisition or of the new owner. The 
plaintiff must state in the particulars of sale the price stipulated 
in the contract or declared by the buyer, and the additional sum 
which the creditor binds himself to pay. The purchaser is bound 
beyond his bidding to refund to the first purchaser or donee dis- 
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possessed all the expenses of the contract ; those of transcription 
at the mortgage office ; those of serving notices ; and the costs 
of the proceedings to obtain the second sale, The purchaser 
or donee who retains possession of the estate thus sold by 
auction by being the highest bidder is not bound to have his 
new title transcribed at the mortgage office. 

The creditor, at whose instance the sale by auction took 
place, cannot, by withdrawing his action, even though he should 
pay the amount of his bidding, prevent the public auction, 
without the express consent of all the other mortgagees. The 
new purchaser, who has become the highest bidder, has of 
right his remedy against the vendor for the reimbursement of 
that which exceeds the price stipulated in his deed, and for 
interest on such excess from the day of each payment. 

When the title of the new owner comprises real and personal 
property, or several estates, some mortgaged and others not, 
situated within the same or within different districts, alienated 
for one and the same price, or for separate and distinct prices, 
the estimation at a relative value of each estate encumbered 
with special and separate mortgages must be declared in the 
notice of the new owner. The creditor who is the highest 
bidder cannot in any case be compelled to include in his 
bidding personal property, or other estates than those which 
are mortgaged for security of his debt, and situated in the same 
district ; he has, however, his remedy against the original 
debtors on account of the injuries he may sustain from the 
division of the things he has purchased. 

RRA AANA RRS 

Disencumbering Property from Unregistered Mortgages, 
Purchasers of real property belonging to husbands or guardians, when there is no registration of mortgage upon such property on account of the administration of the guardian, or by reason of dowry, privileged claims, and marriage settle- ments, may disencumber property bought by them. For this purpose the purchasers must deposit a copy duly certified of the contract conveying the property at the office of the registrar of the court where the property is situated, and must give notice of such deposit to the wife or supplementary guardian, as well as to the public prosecutor of the court, 

If, in the course of two months from the publicity given of
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the contract, registration of mortgage has not been made in favour of married women, minors, or interdicted persona over the pro- perty sold, it passes to the purchaser without any encumbrance on account of dowry or marriage claims, or on account of the . administration of the guardian; saving the remedy, on good grounds, of the wife or ward against the husband or guardian. If, on the contrary, such registration has been made, and if there are prior creditors who absorb the whole or part of the price, the purchaser is discharged to the amount of the ptice or part of the price paid by him to the creditors ; and the mortgages 
in favour of married women, minors, or interdicted persons are cancelled, either wholly or up to the amount paid. 

If the mortgages in favour of the married women, minors, and interdicted persons are of a prior date, the purchaser 
cannot make any payment to the prejudice of such mort- 
gages, which always rank, as previously stated, from the 
date of the marriage contract, or of the entry of the guardian 
upon his administration; and in this case, the mortgages of 
the other creditors not entitled by the rank of priority are 
cancelled, 

TAA 

Publicity of the Registers, and Responsibility of Registrars, 
The registrars of mortgages are bound, on the application of 

any one, to deliver, on demand, a copy of the deeds transcribed 
upon their registers, as well as of the registrations of mortgages, 
if any; or a certificate declaring that there are none. They 
are responsible for injury resulting:—1. From omission in 
their registers of the transcriptions of deeds, and of regis- 
trations of mortgages. 2. From default in mentioning 
in their certificates the existence of one or more mortgages, 
unless, in the latter case, the error arose from an insufficient 
description. a 

The estate in respect of which the registrar has omitted in his 
certificate to mention one or more registered encumbrances re- 
mains, saving the liability of the registrar, free in the hands 
of the new owner, provided the latter has demanded the cen 
tificate subsequently to the transcription of his deed, with- 
out prejudice to the right of creditors to have themselves 
classed according to their order, so long as the price has 
not been paid by the purchaser, or so long as the rank of the 
creditors has not been legally confirmed. 

  

8
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In no case can the registrars refuse or delay the transcription 
of the deed of conveyance, the registration of mortgage, or 
the delivery of certificates demanded, under penalty of damages. 
ih this case, statements of refusal or delay are, at the instance 
of the parties demanding them, drawn up forthwith, either by 
a justice of the peace or by a notary, in the presence of two 
witnesses. The registrars are bound to keep a register, in 
which they must inscribe, day by day, and in numerical order, 
the deeds of conveyances brought to them to be transcribed, 
or the memorandums of mortgages to be registered, and must 
give an acknowledgment of such transcription or registration 
upon stamped paper. 

ERA D ABERRANT NNN
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CHAPTER XXVIII. 

  

OF EXPROPRIATION. 
[Code Napoléon—Articles 2204-2218] 

A cREDITOR may sue, in expropriation* :—1. Of real pro- perty and accessories deemed immovable belonging to his debtor. 2. Of the usufruct of real property belonging to his debtor. Nevertheless, the undivided share of a co-heir in the immovables of a succession cannot be put up for sale by his personal creditors before the partition or Meitation, which they may demand, conformably to the chapter “ Of Successions,” The real property of a minor, though he is emancipated, or of an interdicted person, cannot be put up for sale before the seizure and sale of his personal property ; but the seizure and sale of personal property are not imperative previously to the expropria- tion of real property in undivided possession of a person of full age and a minor or an interdicted person, if bound by the same 
debt; nor when the action has been commenced against a person of full age, or before interdiction. 

Expropriation of real property held in common by husband 
and wife must be sued for against the husband alone, although the wife may be liable for the debt; that of the wife’s 
realty not in common is sued for against both, and should the 
husband refuse to sue, or if the husband is a minor, the 
court may authorise the wife to sue alone. In case of the 
minority of both husband and wife, or of the wife only, if her 
husband, of full age, refuses to sue with her, the court appoints 
for the wife a trustee, against whom the action is brought. A 
creditor cannot sue for the sale of real property not mortgaged 

  

* Expropriation: Landed property of a debtor sold by order of a court of law, 

t See page 95. 

8 2
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to him, unless the property mortgaged is insufficient to cover 
his claims. 

Expropriation of real property situated in different districts 
can only be sued for successively, unless the property forms 
part of one single estate. If the property mortgaged to the 
creditor, and property not mortgaged, or property situated in different districts, form part of one and the same estate, the 
sale of both, if the debtor demands it, may be sued for together, 
and the relative value of each is afterwards estimated. 

When the debtor proves, by authentic leases, that the net 
and unencumbered revenue of his real property for one year is 
sufficient for the payment of the debt, including principal, 
interest, and costs, and offers to make it over to the creditor, 
the judge may suspend the suit, subject to renewal, if after- 
wards there is any obstacle or opposition to the payment. 

Expropriation of real property can only be sued for by virtue of an executory and authentic deed for a liquidated debt. The transferee of a deed cannot sue for expropriation unless he has given notice of the transfer to the debtor. 
All actions for expropriation of real property must be pre- ceded by a summons to pay, served at the instance of the 

creditor personally upon the debtor or at his domicile, and such 
summons must be served thirty days before the action en 
expropriation. 

A AAS
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CHAPTER XXIX, 

  

OF PRESCRIPTION. 
{Code Napoléon—Articles 2219-2281.] 

PRESCRIPTION is a mode by which property is acquired, or by which a debt is discharged by a certain lapse of time. Rights by prescription cannot be renounced by anticipation; but when acquired, they may be renounced. 
Renunciation of rights by prescription is express or implied. Implied renunciation results from an act by which the aban- donment of the right acquired may be presumed. Persons who cannot alienate cannot renounce a right by prescription that has been acquired. 
Courts cannot suggest officially the plea of prescription. Prescription may be set up at every stage of a suit, even before the court of appeal, unless the party who has not set up his plea of prescription may be presumed to have renounced it. Creditors and all other persons having an interest in establishing prescription may set it up, although the debtor or 

owner renounces it. 
Prescription does not apply to ownership of things that are 

not marketable. The State, public institutions, and parishes 
are bound by the same prescription as private persons, and have 
the same right to set it up. 

°° At Rome, ownership of property was acquired by usucapto, te. by 
quiet possession for a certain longth of time; such possession being 
bond fide and founded on good title. Originally the time required was ono year in the case of movables, and two years in case of immovables. 
Justinian remodelled the laws of usucapio. Possession during three 
years conferred ownership in case of movables; and possession during 
ten years, if the persons wers present, or twenty if they were absent, 
gave the ownership of immovables. The term prescriptio came to be 
applied by length of time of possession. 

Prescriptio est titulus, ex usu et tempore substantiam capiens, ab 
auctoritate legis.
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Possession, 
Possession®” is the holding or using a thing or a right which a 

person holds or exercises by himself, or which is held or 
exercised by another in the name of such person. 

To acquire a prescriptive right, the possession of the thing 
must be continuous and uninterrupted, peaceable, public, un- 
equivocal, and as an owner. A person is always presumed to 
possess for himself, and as owner, unless it be proved that he 
began his possession for another. When a person has begun 
possession for another, he is always presumed to continue by 
the same right, unless there is proof to the contrary. 

Acts which are merely optional and on simple sufferance 
can give no ground either for possession or prescription ; nor 
can deeds of violence give possession on which prescription 
may be grounded. The possession which avails for prescrip- 
tion begins only when the violence has ceased, 

A present possessor who proves that he was in possession at 
a former period is presumed to have been in possession during 
the intermediate time, unless the contrary is proved, In order 
to complete the term of prescription, a person may add to his 
own possession that of the person to whom he has succeeded, 

UNE NA 

Causes which Bar Prescription. 
Persons who are in possession for others cannot claim prescrip- 

tive right, whatever may be the lapse of time; thus the tenant, 
the depositary, the usufructuary, and all who hold the pro- 
perty of others by precarious tenures, cannot acquire a prescrip- 
tive right ; neither can their heirs. Nevertheless, they can claim prescription if the title of their possession is changed, either from a cause arising from a third party, or by the opposition they set up against the rights of the owner. Those persons to whom, 
tenants, depositaries, and other precarious holders have trans- 

  

°' Possessio, in the Roman law, primarily denoted merely physical detention. If the possessor held the thing with the intention of holding it as his own, he was protected in his possession against anyone who had not & better title to possess, and in order to protect him the pretor granted him an interdict. But more was hecessary for the possession which was to be the ground of usucapto. It must have been bond fide, not founded on foree or fraud, and muat have originated by a recognised legal mode of acquiring property,
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ferred the thing by a title-deed conveying ownership have a 
right of prescription. 

A person cannot prescribe in opposition to his own title 3 
in this sense, that no one can change the cause and principle of 
his possession. A person may prescribe against his own title ; 
in this sense, that he has a right by prescription to free himself 
from an obligation that he has contracted. 

RR AAU 

Causes that Interrupt or Suspend the Run of Prescription. 
Prescription may be interrupted either naturally or civilly. 

Natural interruption takes place when the possessor is 
deprived for more than a year of the use of the thing, either 
by the former owner or by a third person. Civil interruption 
takes place when a summons before a court of law, or formal 
demand, or seizure, has been made in due form, upon the 
person whose prescription it is sought to interrupt. 

A summons for the purpose of conciliation (citation en con- 
ciliation) before a justice of peace interrupts prescription from 
the day of its date, when it is followed by a summons before. 
the court of first instance within the time prescribed by law. 
A summons even before an incompetent judge interrupts pre- 
scription. If the summons is void through informality, if the 
plaintiff stops his action, or if he allows his action to be 
barred by limitation, or if his demand is rejected, the inter- 
ruption is considered as not having occurred. 

Prescription is interrupted by any acknowledgment which 
the debtor or possessor makes of the right of the person 
against whom the prescription was running. A summons 
served upon, or an acknowledgment by, one of the joint and 
several debtors, interrupts prescription against all the others, 
and even against the heirs. A summons served upon one of 
the heirs of a joint and several debtor, or the acknowledgment 
of such heir, dees not interrupt prescription with regard to 
the other co-heirs, even if the debt should be secured by 
mortgage, if the obligation is not indivisible. ‘Such summons 
or acknowledgment does not interrupt prescription with regard 
to the other joint debtors, except for the share due by 
such heir. To interrupt prescription for the whole, in re- 
spect of the other joint debtors, the summons must be served 
upon all the heirs of the deceased debtor, or the acknowledge-
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ment must be made by all the heirs. A summons served upon the principal debtor, or his formal acknowledgment, 
interrupts prescription against the surety. 
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Causes that Suspend Prescription, 
Prescription runs against all persons, unless excepted by law. 

It does not run against minors and interdicted persons, except 
for arrears of annuities for maintenance, rents of houses and 
farms, interest for sums lent, and generally for sums to 
be paid annually, or for shorter periods, which are prescribed 
after five years. Prescription does not run between husband 
and wife; but it runs against a married woman, although not 
separated either by marriage contract or judicially, in respect 
of the property of which the husband has the administration ; 
but she has her remedy against her husband. Nevertheless, 
it does not run during marriage in case of the alienation of an 
estate settled in dowry, conformably to the chapter upon “Marriage Contracts and the respective Rights of Husband 
and Wife.”* 

Prescription is, in like manner, suspended during marriage: 
—1. When the action of the wife cannot be brought till an 
election is made either of acceptance or renunciation of com- 
munity. 2. When the husband, having sold property 
belonging to the wife without her consent, is warrantor of the 
sale, and in all other cases where the action of the wife would be against the husband, 

Prescription does not run with respect to debts depending on a condition, until such condition happens; nor in cases of actions in warranty, until eviction has taken place ; nor with respect to debts at a fixed date, until such term has expired. Prescription does not run against a beneficiary heir with respect to claims he has against the succession, but it runs against a vacant succession, although not provided with a curator. It runs also during the three months allowed for pre- paring the inventory, and during the forty days for deliberation. 
we 

Time required for Prescription, 
Prescription is reckoned by days, and not by hours, It is acquired when the last day of the term has expired, 

  

* See page 166.
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Prescription of Thirty Years, 
All actions, real and personal, are prescribed by thirty years, 

without the party prescribing being bound to produce any title 
or exception of bad faith being set up against him, After 
twenty-eight years from the date of the last title, the debtor 
of an annuity may be compelled to supply, at his own cost, the 
creditor or his legal assigns with a frésh title. 

The rules of prescription as to things, other than those 
mentioned, are as follows :— 

Prescription of Ten and Twenty Years. 

A person who acquires real property, in good faith and by 
an equitable title, is entitled to ownership by prescription 
after the lapse of ten years, if the real owner lives within 
the jurisdiction of the court of appeal where the pro- 
perty is situated; and after twenty years, if he lives out of 
such jurisdiction. If the real owner has had his domicile at 
different times within and without the jurisdiction, it is neces- 
sary to add to the years of presence the double of the years of 
absence. A title void on account of informality cannot serve 
as a ground of prescription for ten or twenty years. 

Good faith is always presumed, and the onus lies on the 
party who alleges bad faith to prove it. It is sufficient if good 
faith existed at the time of the purchase. 

After ten years architects and contractors are discharged 
from their warranty for substantial works (gros ouvrages) 
erected by them or done under their superintendence. 

ew 
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Special Prescriptions. 

After six months, the following claims are barred by preserip- 
tion :—Claims of tutors in sciences and art for lessons given at 
so much a month; of inn-keepers and eating-house keepers, on 
account of lodgings and food; of workmen and labourers for 
the payment of their day’s expenses, provisions, or wages. 

Those of doctors, surgeons, apothecaries, for visits, opera- 
tions, and medicines; sheriffs’ officers for their fees; 
tradesmen for goods sold to private persons not dealers; 
boarding-school keepers for the price of the board of their
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pupils, and of masters for the premiums of apprenticeships, 
and domestic servants who are hired by the year, are barred 
by prescription after one year, 

Claims by solicitors for the recovery of their fees and costs 
are barred by prescription, after the lapse of two years, reckon- 
ing from the judgment in a suit, or from the agreed settlement 
‘out of Court of the parties, or from the demand of the said 
solicitors, After the Japse of five years, costs and charges 
in unsettled law-suits cannot be claimed. 

Prescription in all these cases takes place, although there 
has been a continuation of supplies, deliveries of goods, services, 
and work. It only ceases to run when there has been a settle- 
ment, security given, or summons before a court of law. Never- 
theless, those persons against whom such prescriptions are set 
up, may put the opposing parties on their oath as to payments, 
Widows, heirs, or guardians may be put on their oath to de- 
clare their knowledge of the payment or non-payment of the 
debt. 

Judges and attorneys are discharged, as to legal documents, 
after five years from judgment in the suit; tipstaffs, after two 
years from the execution of their duty. 

The arrears of annuities, those of allowances for maintenance, 
rents of houses and farms, interest on sums lent, and generally 
everything that is payable by the year, are prescribed after 
five years. 

The above prescriptions may be set up against minors and 
interdicted persons, who, however, have their remedy against 
their guardians. 

With regard to personal property, possession is equivalent to a title. Nevertheless, a person who has lost a thing, or from whom it has been stolen, may claim it within three years from the day of loss or theft, from the possessor; but the latter has his remedy against the person from whom he ob- tained it. If the person in possession of the thing lost or stolen purchased it at a fair, or in market overt, or at a public sale, or from a dealer who sells things of the same kind, the real owner cannot recover it, unless he pays the possessor the price which it cost him. 

THE END.
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Incapacity, exclusion, and 
deprivation of guardian- 
SHIP... we ee ee ee BS 

Exemption of guardianship 54 

ABITATION— 
Right of habitation 83 

Harvest— 
When its loss entitles the 

lessee to reduction of rent 212 
Beirships and legacios— 

In general 0.0... uw. 128 
Falling to an absenteo de- 

volve to the noxt of 
Kin oe eee nee 84 

Hiring— 
Contracts of hiring are of 

two kinds tee vee ee 207 
Hiring of things... ... ... 207 
Rescinded by the loss of the 

thing let... » 210 
Hiring of labour and skill... 214 
Of servants and workmen... 214 
Contract of apprenticeship 214 

Hotchpot: Rapports— 
Returns of ‘property given 

to the succession of the 
donor... ee 107 

Holographic wills ... cee L21 
House-letting— 

Special rules relating thereto 212
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Husband and wife— 
Their respective duties 
Their respective rights 
Rights of survivorship 

40 
«- 166 
ewe 101 

[UO EGITIMATE Children— 
Their affiliation wee 

Affiliation not admissible in 
case of incest or adultery 46 

Megitimate children cannot 
receive by gift ¢nter vives 
or by will beyond the 

46 

limits prescribed — by 
law. ue. + 100-113 

Their successions ww. 101 
Immovables by destination— 

Cattle, agricultural imple- 
ments, and seeds entrusted 
to a farmer, pigeons in 
dove-houses, rabbits in 
warrens, bee-hives, fish in 
ponds, presses, coppers, 
stills, vats, &e, eee ane 

Imprisonment for debt— 
In civil and commercial 

matters is abolished » 251 
Still exists for non-payment 

of fines, restitutions, and 
damages adjudged by a 
court oflaw ... 0... ou. 

Limitation of time of im- 
prisonment tee see 

Debtors imprisoned at the 
instance of private persons 
must be maintained at the 
expense of their creditors 251 

251 

251 

Indivisible obligations ... ... 143 
Indemnity— 
Respectively due by husband 

orwife .. ke ae 171 
To an ejectedtenant ... ... 210 

Ingratitude— 
Is a cause of revocation of 

gifts inter vivos . 119 
Injury— 

‘To another must be repaired 
by the person whocausedit 165 

Tonkeepers— 
Their responsibility ... ... 237 
Their claims for lodging and 

food are prescribed by 
lapse of six months .., 281   
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Interpretation—of contracts... 137 
Interdiction— 

Of idiot, insane, or mad per- 
SOMS... we. ke ee 

Guardianship of interdicted. 
persons tee nee | 62 

How interdiction ceases ... 63 
Inventory—(Priviloge of) vee 108 
Investment — 

Of moneys included in tho 
usufruct ... «» 80 

Irregular successions «» 100 
Irrevocability of gifts inter 

VEVOS ee eae ee nee 118 
Exceptions to the rule . 119 

Trrigation of lands— 
Acts of April, 1845, and 

July, 1847 2... 86 

OINT Owners— 
The use of a servitude by 
one bars prescription 92 

Joint and several obligations 
Gsolidatres)... ... » 141 

Judgments— 
Of salo by auction, relating 

to real rights, cancelling, 
annulling, or rescinding a 
transcribed deed ... ... 266 

Judicial adviser— 
A curator appointed to pro- 

fligate persons... 63 

Kone 
Order of succession ... 96-97 

Of half-blood not excluded 
by relatives of the whole 
blood ore 97 

APSE of Wills ... - 126 
Laws— 

Are prospective, and never 
retrospective ... ... .. 21 

Law of property— 
Real property ... .. ... 67 
Personal property 68 
Ownership ...  ... 70 
Right of accession 71 

Leases— 
For more than 18 years must 

be transcribed at the mort- 
gage office... 1. 266 

T
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May be granted by an eman- 
cipated minor for a period 
not exceeding nine years 60 

A husband cannot lease the 
property of his wife for 
more than nine years ... 172 

The same rule applies to 
property belonging to 
minors 4... wee ae vee 208 

Leasing and hiring of things 207 
Legacies— 

Nullity of legacies in favour 
of notaries, witnesses, 
priests, and rabbis... ... 114 

Are void when legatee dies 
before the testator... ... 126 

Legatees— 
Legataire universel ... ... 123 
General legates (@ titre 

univer sel)... wee sae one 128 
Specific legatee (& titre par- 

ticulier) ... 124 
Not liable for the debts of 

the succession e.. 109-125 
Legitimacy of a child may 

be disputed... 
Legitimation of children by 

subsequent marriage... ... 119 
Legitimatio bythe Roman law 46 
Lesion— 

An injury suffered in conse- 
quence of... ... 0... a. 155 

Rescinding of sale on 
account of =... ea 204 

Not admissible in contracts 
of exchange ... ... ... 206 

Lessee—his obligations... 208-209 
Lessor—his obligations... ... 208 
Letting of houses— 

Rulesof. wo. 0. 210 
Of furnished apartments ... 211 
Farm-letting special rules... 212 

Letting cattle — (Bail & 
cheptel) occ see ava ove 218 

Lex loci rei site—governs real 
property owned by 
foreigners oe eee 

Liabilities— 
Of a succession to be paid 

by co-heira and legatees 109 
To be paid by the usn- 

frnctuary... 81 

21 

Of the community, and 
actions arising therefrom 

Of partners... .6. eee ane 
Licitation— 

Sale by public auction, 
ordered by a court of 
Vaw wc. eee ee eee eee 

Must be transcribed at the 
mortgage office... 

Life annuities— 
For a consideration (a titre 

onéreux), or gratuitous (@ 
Mire gratuit)... we wee 

Effects of the contract 
Lines of succession— 

Every succession which falls 
to ascendants or col- 
laterals is divided into 
two equal parts, one for 
the paternal, the other for 
the maternal line ... 

Direct line ... 
Collateral line 

Loans— 
For use or commodat; for 

consumption ... 
Obligations of the  bor- 

169 
226 

204 

“266 

230 
. 240 

97 
97 
98 

229 

TOWEL nuk eevee 229-231 
Obligations of the lender 230-231 
Loan for consumption ... 230 
Loan with interest ... ... 232 

Loss of the thing lent .... .... 154 
Lots in a partition, their 

warranty ves ose eee 110 

AINTENANCE— 
To whom it is due 40 

A pension for maintenance 
must be paid by the 
legatee of the usufruct... 81 

Majorats— 
Hereditary grants by the 

State, a kind of entail, 
were abolished by the Act 
of May 12th, 1835... ... 112 

Majority— 
Fixed at 21 years ofage ... 61 

Management— 
Voluntarily assumed, must 

be continued .., ... ... 164 
Of the community belongs 

to the husband... iw... «171   7
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Mandate ree tae ee see nee DAL Gifts by minors in a marriage Obligations of themandatory 242 settlement 1... 1. 131 Of the mandator... ... .1, 243 Misdemeanours and offences... 165 How it terminates ... ... 243 | Mort civile— Mandator— Abolished by an Act of His obligations ... ... ... 242 May, 18540. Ok Mandatory— Civil degradation and legal His obligations 1... .., 248 interdiction substituted... 24 Marriage— Mortgage (hypothéque)— Registration of ... 1... a2/| Real right over immovables Celebration of 2.0... "87 given as security ... ... 261 Opposition to... ++ 37! Legal mortgages... ... ... 261 Petition for nullity of «+ 38) Judicial mortgages ... ... 262 Obligations arising from ... 40 Conventional mortgages ... 262 Respective rights and duties Not conferred by contracts of husband and wife ... 40 entered into in a foreign Community... 0.0... 169, 183 country unless otherwise Separation of property .., 188 ruled by treaties ... ... 262 Dotal system... . 189] Order in which mortgages " Dissolution of ... 4... 42 yank... oe ase eae 268 Judicial separation... ... 42] Their registration... ... 265 Contracted in a foreign Appendix (Act of March, 

country .. we ee 87 1855) wee 266 Settlements... ... ... ... 199 Cancelling and abatement 
Gifts between married per- of mortgages ... vee 267 

BORB +. see see one ae 131] Their effects against third Married woman—actions by 40-175 holders ste nee eee DEL Masons— Movables — (personal pro- 
Their privileges... ... ... 259 porty) ... en. ee ee ee 68 Master— Mystic or secret wills... ... 121 Must act en bon pére de 
Jamille towards his ap- Newey Deposit 284,235 
prentice ... 215 Notoriété (acte de)—de- 

Mechanics— elaration before a justice 
Their privileges vee ave 259 Of peace .. we ue oe 86 

Meétayer— Notice to leave—must he 
A farmer holding land on given to tenants... ... ... 210 

condition of giving the Novation... so a. oy 151 
owner half the produce of Nue-propriéte— . 
the farm... ... .. ... 67] Ownership of a thing over 

Meubles— which another has the 
Without qualification does usufruct ... 6 2 4. 77 

not include ready-money, Debts incurred by the wife 
precious stones, assets, &e. 68 recovered from her nue- . 

Meubles meublants .... ... 1... 69 PVOPTUCle wre ee ose ane 172 Minority—Guardianship— Nullity— 
Appointment of a guardian 53] Of sales ve ue ve ee 202 
Supplementary guardian Of marriage see ee BB 

- (subrogé-tuteur) —... ... 58] OF contracts ere eee ee 154 
Incapacity, exclusion, an : 

deprivation of guardian- ATHS— 
SHIP eee cee tee ee BD Offered by one of th 

Duties of a guardian... ... 56 parties 0.0. oe eee IGL  
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Officially administered by 
the judge... ... 0 2. ae 162 

Oblatio— 
Tender of payment . 148 

Obligations— 
See “Contracts ” . 133 
Obligations of giving... «. 135 
To “do” or “not to do” ... 136 
Damages for non-perform- 

ance of an obligation . 136 
Conditional obligations ... 138 
Conditions of avoidance ... 189 
Suspensory conditions . 189 
Obligations with aterm ... 140 
Alternative dbligations . 140 
Joint and several obligations 

(solidaires) + see eee 141 
Divisible and indivisible 

obligations eae eee 148 
Obligations with Penal 

clauses . . 144 
Extinction of obligations . . 145 
Proofs of obligation wee ee 156 
Order of succession ... 97 

Officier de Pétat civil— 
A mayor or municipal officer 

acting as registrar of 
births, marriages, and 
deaths u. ue cee ae 2D 

Opposition to marr iago— 
May be set up by parents, 

grand-parents, or in de- 
fault of ascendants, by 
brother or sister, uncle 
oraunt ... 0 we ae ee BF 

Ownership— 
A right to use and dispose 

of ‘a thing.. . ve 70 
See “ Law of Property a 
Confers the right of acces- 

sion . 71 
Ownership of the soil in- 

cludes all above and 
beneath ... .. 72 

OF property burdened with 
servitudes 91 

ARAPHERNALIA— 
Property of the wife not 
settled in dowry ... ... 193 

Parent and child— 
Parental authority 50   

INDEX, 

Partition— 
No one compelled to remain 

jointowner ... «. «. 106 
Hotehpot . 107 
Effects of partition and 

warranty of lots . 110 
Rescission in matters of 

partition ... . lil 
Of the community ... ... 176 
By parentsand grand-parents 129 

Partnerships— 
Different kinds of wee 222 
Respective . obligations of 

partners 2.0 sie. eee one 228 
Special partnerships .. . 228 
Their liabilities respecting 

third parties ... ...  ... 226 
How partnerships terminate 226 

Party-walls— 
See “ Servitudes ” 87 

Paternity and filiation— 
Of legitimate children 44-45, 
Affiliation of illegitimate 

children ...0 ... . 46 
Inquiry as ‘to potomity i is 

not allowed wee 
Pawning— 

Pledging of movables » 253 
Pledging at pawnbrokers 
(commissionnaires du Mfont 
de Piété) officially ap- 
pointed by the Govern- 
ment is regulated by 
special rales ... ... s+ 254 

Payment— 
Made to a creditor . 146 
Of debts of a succession ... 109 
With subrogation we 147 
Application of payments ... 148 
Tenders of payment and 

deposit tee 148 
Proofs of payment » 156 

Penal clauses— 
In respect of obligations ... 144 

Personal Property excluded 
from the community ... 183 

Personne interposée— 
A party who lends his name 

to another 113-195 
Physicians, surgeons, chemists— 

In what cases they cannot 
take by gift or will . 113
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Pignus— 
When it became antichresis 

with the Romans ... ... 253 
Pledge— 

May be demanded from a 
party judicially bound 
who cannot find surety .. 

Pledging (nantissement)— 
Of movables is called pawn- 

ing; of real property 
antichresis vee wee 253 

Possession — 
During three years confer- 

red ownership at Rome, 
in case of movables, and 
ten years in case of im- 

. 248 

movables.. vee ones 277 
Definition of possession » 278 
Equivalent to a title with 

regard to personal Pro- 
perty - - 282 

Possession of. things ‘Jost or 
stolen ow. ae eve 282 

Provisional possession is 
considered as a trust 33 

Possession in common . 168 
Power of attorney— 

See “ Mandate”... » 241 
Préciput— 

Extra share to an heir, or 
stipulated in favour of the 
survivor of husband or 
wife . » 115 

By agreement - 185 
Prescription— 
Amode of acquiring property, 

or being discharged of a 
debt by lapse of time ... 277 

Renunciation to such right 
may be express or implied 277 

Does not apply to things not 
marketable 

Enforced for or against the 
State, parishes, and publie 
institutions 

Causes which bar preserip- 
tion... 

Causes that interrupt. or sus- 
pend the run of prescrip- 
tion . soe vee 279-280 

Time required for preserip- 
tion 10.0 ose ae 

277 

. 277 

. 278 

. 280   
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Prescription of thirty years 281 
' Ten and twenty years’ Pre- 

scription ., . - 281 
Special prescriptions... - 281 

Presumptions — consequences 
which the law deduces 
from known facts ... ... 160 

Primé facie—proof as regarda 
filiation toe 46 

When in writing... .. 160 
Primogeniture—not admitted 

by French law.. ve 99 
Privileges and mortgeges— 

General dispositions ... ... 256 
Their registration . 265 

Privileges— 
Confer a preference upon 

certain creditors . 256 
Upon personal property 

privileges are general or 
special toe .. 256 

On special movables... ... 257 
Upon real property ...  ... 258 
Applying both to real and 

personal property ... - 258 
How they are preserved ... 259 
Of architects, contractors, 

masons, and mechanics... 259 
Effects of privileges against 

third holders... ... 268 
Extinction of privileges and 

mortgages 269 
Procuration—see “ Mandate ” 241 
Promise of sale—when equiva- 

lent to a sale ... ww» 194 
Proofs—of obligation and of 

payment... .. 156 
By witnesses not admitted 

when the sum or value 
exceeds 150 francs... ... 159 

Property— 
If personal or real 67 
Personal property .. 68 
Possession of property 70 
Ownership ...  «. 70 
The owner of property may 

dispose of it as he 
pleases... .. 70 

How itis acquired ... 95 
Cession of property ... » 150 

Prudhommes— 
A special jurisdiction... ... 214
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Publicity— 
Of registers of mortgages... 273 

Purchaser— 
His obligations .... ... ... 201 
With covenant of redemp- 

tion... wee ae ave 208-210 

UASI-CONTRACTS— 
Obligations that arise with- 

out agreement ... ... 164 
Quasi-delicts— 

Obligations that arise from 
misdemeanonrs and of- 
fences. i. ue cee 1683 

PAPPoRr @ succession— 
“Giving back” to the 
succession ee nee ote 

Due only by a co-heir to his 
co-heirs, not to legatees or 
creditors... 14. 11. wee 108 

Ratification of deeds... ... 159 
Redemption— 

108 

Power of (rémérd) . 202 
Régime en communautée— 

Possession incommon _,..._ 168 
Dotal ... 0... eee ee 189 

Registrars— 
Of births, marriages, and 

deaths (actes de état 
Civil) eae ne 25-BB 

Registrars of mortgagos— 
Publicity of their registers 273 
Responsible for omissions... 273 
Cannot refuse transcription 

of deeds of conveyance, 
registration of mortgages, 
or certificates demanded, 
under penalty of damages 274 

Registration— 
Of births 26 
Of marriages 27 
Of deaths see eae 28 
Births, marriages, and 

deaths of the military out 
of the French territory... 29 

Rectification of registra- 
tions... 30 Of mortgages tre eee QT74 

Release— 
By tenders of payment an 

deposit... 148 
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By voluntary delivery of the 
deed of obligation... ... 152 

Rent in perpetuity— 
When debtor may be com- 

pelled to redeem it 232 
Renunciation— 

Of successions see vee 108 
To a succession must be ex- 

press tee nee eee vee 108° 
Void when applying to the 

succession of a living 
person coe one ee 108 

Of the community ... 176-180 
Of rights of antichvesis must 

be registered at the mort- 
gage office... ... 266 

Repairs— 
For which the lessor is re- 

sponsible... ve 210 
Chargeable to the tenant ... 212 
In cases of usnfruct ... 80 

Representation— 
Takes place ad infinitum in 

the direct descending line 98 
In all cases where it is 

admitted, the division 
takes place per stirpes .... 98 

Rescission— 
Of contracts... . 154-197 
Of sales see nee eve 204 
In matters of partition » Id 
Of contracts of hiring . 210 

Revendication—(action in) ... 116 
Revocation— : 

Of gifts enter vivos . 119 
Of wills oo... we 125 
Of mandate ... - 248 

Right of accession— 
Over the produce of a thing 72 
Over that which is united or 

incorporated with it 72 
Relative to personal pro- 
perty tee ane wee vee 75 

Right of way— 
See “ Servitudes,” 89 

ALE— 
Nature of the contract ... 194 

Who may buy or sell... ... 195 
Things which may be sold 195 
Obligations of the vendor ... 196 
Delivery... 4, vee 196
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Sale and exchange of do- 
mestic animals - 200 

Obligations of the purchaser 201 
Nullity and cancelling of 

sales., « 202 
With power “of redemption 202 
Rescinding of sale on ac- 

count of lesion . 204 
Sale by citation 204 

Seizure and sale (bénéfice de 
discussion) —~ 

In covenants of redemption 202 
Of the. property of a donee 116 
Enforced or rescinded by a 

surety ves cee nee 246 
Separation— 

Of property... ... 1. ... 188 
Judicial separation (a mensd 

et thoro) . : 42-175 
Separation of debts - 184 

Sequester — 
Binds himself to restore the 

property sequestrated ... 237 
Sequestration— 

Different descriptions of ... 237 
Judicial sequestration . 237 

Servants, hiring of... . 214 
Servitudes— 

Arising from the situation 
of the place... 85 

Servitude established. by 
law... we 87 

Party-walls ‘and ditches 87 
Prescribed distances of 

several works... ... 89 
Right of way ... 89 
Right to establish sorvi- 

tudes . 90 
How sorvitudes| “are “estab- 

lished eae 90 
Rights of owners of estates 

burdened with servitudes 91 
Extinction of servitudes .., 92 
Servitudes and real rights 

in favour of third holders. 269 
Set-off (compensation) ... ... 152 
Solidaire— 

See joint and several obliga- 
tions... 66. eee . 141 

Soulte— 
Payment to a joint owner 

to equalise the lots... ... 259   
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Specific legatees—— 
Not liable for the debts: of 

@ succession save 109 
Specificator— 

An artificer using material 
not belonging to him to 
make some new object ... 75 

State— 
Has a claim upon the suc- 

cessions of a person dying 
without issue... ... ... 101 

Right upon vacant succes 
sions... .. - 105 

Derelict lands 95 
Stellionate— ; 

Selling or mortgaging pro- 
perty to which one has 
wovight .. 0 1. ae oe DOE 

Subject-matter of contracts... 135 
Sub-letting— 

Is allowed when there is no 
clause to the contrary in 
the lease... we 208 

Subrogation— 
Payment with subrogation... 147 

Substitutions (entails)— 
Are prohibited in France... 112 

Succession— 
Commences immediately: 

after death 0... we vee OB 
Right of succession - 96 
Order of succession ... 97 
Representation ... 98 
Succession devolving upon 

ascendants... 99 
Devolving upon collaterals 99 
Irregular successions., » 100 
Rights of the State - 101 
Rights of the “surviving 

husband or wife... ... 101 
Acceptance of successions,.. 102 
Renunciation of successions 103 
Privilege of inventory 

(bénéfice Pinventaire) ... 103 
Vacant successions - 105 

109 Payment of debts 
Supplementary guardian n (sub- 

TOGE-LULEUT).10 vee i" 
Surety — 

Is bound towards the 
creditor ‘ . 246 

Joint and several sureties... 246
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Suretyship— 

INDEX. 

Treasure-trove— 

  

  

Its nature and extont - 245] To whom it belongs .., 95 Its effects between the cre- Lutela—(guardianship) 52 ditor and the surety .., 246 
Between the debtor and U= and habitation—Right surety tee new ave 247 OF oe cee ace nee ove 83 Between co-sureties ... 247 | Usufruct— 
Extinguishment of surety- Established by law qT SHIP... eee ee B48 Established by agreement... 77 Legal and judicial: surety. Natural, industrial, civil ship... . are ere ane 248 fruits sere tee eee 78 Survivorship— Rights of the usufructuary 79 Rights of the survivin How a usufruct terminates 82 husband or wife... ... 101] “Parents have the usufruct Suspensory conditions ... .,. 139 of the property of their 

children who are minors, yagr renewal of lease... 211 but the mother loses it if Taxes are borne by the she marries again after usufructuary ... 1. 1. Sl the death of her husband 51 Tenants— Usufruct granted to a corpo- Repairs at the charge of, &e. 211 ration cannot exist more Entitled to indemnity when than thirty years ... 82 ejected by a purchaser ... 310 Usufructuary— 
When they have a right to His obligations ... 80 sublet ... 1. 1. 4. 208 

Tenders of payment—followed ACANT successions... ... 105 by deposit see one 148 Validity— Term—(obligations with a)... 140] Of contracts, conditions Testamentary— which are essential - 133 Dispositions - 121 | Vendor— 
Executors ... 125| His obligations ... vee 196 Third holders— Bound to warranty » 198 Effects of privileges and Vices rédhibitoires— mortgages against them... 270] Latent defects . 200 Deteriorations caused by 

their negligence . 271 WW A8D— action of against Third payties~ his guardian we 58 Effects of contracts with re- Warranty in general «» 198 gardto ww... 187 Against eviction... ... ... 19 Liabilities of partners to- Against defects in the things wardsthem ... ... ... 296 Sold... ee ee 200 Transactions— Respecting defects in the Settlement of disputes by sale and exchange of do- agreement ... 1... .., 249 mestic animals ~ .,, ... 200 Differ from compromises ... 249 | Widow Transcriptions— Cannot contract a new mar- Of deeds at the mortgage riage till the lapse of ten office ok, months after the death of Transfer— her late husband ... ... 42 Of debts and incorporeal Wife (see “ Husband”) ... 40, 166 rights + eve 205 | Wills— Of disputed rights a - 205 As regards married women,
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minors, and interdicted Revocation and lapse of 
PeTSONS 2... wee vee wee 125 wills... ue ae 126 

Lapse of ... +. 125) Wills by military per sous... 122 
May be holographic, al- Executed at sea... «0 ... 122 

thentic (executed by a Witnesses— 
rotary) or in the mystic Proof by, when admitted ... 159 
form... se oes ove eve 121] Workmen, hiring of .... ... 214 
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SECOND EDITION. 

Price 7s. 6d, 

BLACKSTONE ECONOMIZED: 
BEING A COMPENDIUM OF 

THE LAWS OF ENGLAND 
TO THE PRESENT TIME. 

IN FOUR BOOKS, 
EACH BOOK EMBRACING THE 

LEGAL PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICAL INFORMATION 
CONTAINED IN THE RESPECTIVE VOLUMES OF BLAOKSTONE, 

SUPPLEMENTED BY SUBSEQUENT STATUTORY ENACTMENTS, 

IMPORTANT LEGAL DEGISIONS, ETC. 

BY DAVID MITCHELL AIRD, ESQ, 
OF THE MIDDLE TEMPLE, BARRISTER-AT-LAW. 

    

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS. 

Mornine Post. 

“The author’s treatment of Real-Property law is excellent, and omits 
no part of the original that is really indispensable for a complete, 
though miniature sketch of our system of conveyancing.” 

Dairy News. 

“Messrs. Longman and Co. send us a second edition of ‘ Blackstone 
Economized, being a Compendium of the Laws of England to the 

Present Time,’ by David Mitchell Aird, of the Middle Temple. The 

volume is divided into four books, each of which embraces the legal 

principles and practical information contained in Blackstone’s famous 

“Commentaries,” supplemented by subsequent statutory enactments, im- 

portant legal decisions, &. A more excellent introduction to the study 

of law could not be desired; and the fact of its having so soon reached 

a second edition (the first was published within the present year), isa 

sufficient proof that it satisfactorily fills a want that has been widely felt.”
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Daty TELEGRAPH. 
A most admirable work for law students. The book is most 

compendious, and on an excellent plan.” 

Mornine ADVERTISER. 
“We had the pleasure of being able to speak in the highest terms of 

this work on the occasion of its first appearance. We are very glad to 
find that it has so speedily reached a second edition ; and we are greatly 
mistaken if it be not destined to pass through many editions, and become 
a standard work, It is a most admirable digest of ‘Blackstone’s Com- 
mentaries,’ and we do not wonder, considering how ably the work is 
accomplished, that it should have been the ‘labour of years.’ All 
those who are interested in law reforms—and who is not?—should 
possess this work ; and although it seems to be addressed chiefly to law 
students, to whom it will necessarily prove a positive boon, it should and 
will command a much larger and wider public circulation...... The whole 
book reflects the very highest credit upon Mr. Aird, and is, by special 
permission, most appropriately dedicated to the Lord High Chancellor 
of England, Baron Selborne.” 
“We are perfectly sure that if this work were introduced into all the 

schools, it would soon become a favourite among the boys. Young England 
is proverbially fond of professional works, whether of law, physic, or 
philosophy, and to those whose parents have designed them for the 
legal profession this little book will be invaluable.” . 

Tae Law Journax. 
“Woe have here a volume which has pretty nearly solved the problem 

how to make the people understand the policy of the laws under which 
they live.” 

Soricrrors’ Journa. 
“The non-professional reador will find in it an intelligible and concise 

outline of the laws of his country, and legal students may with advantage 
adopt it as an introduction to their subsequent course of reading.” 

Law Macazinn, 
“For certain purposes this book will be a useful one to a student. Thero is much originality in the treatment of the subject. The author is generally clear and precise. Tho arrangement and editorial ‘ get- up’ of the book are unexceptionable. We are bound to add that Mr. Aird has done his work well.” 

SPECTATOR, 
“ This is by no means the first abridgment of Blackstone, but it is one which has merits of his own, and will be especially useful to those for whom it is intended,—tho elementary class of students. By simplifying much of Blackstone’s language, and breaking up his work into divisions whish may be easily mastered, Mr. Aird has produced what may be called the First Book of Law. It is probably with a view to the atility of such a work for educational purposes that Lord Selborne has accepted
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the dedication of it; and we think beginners will find its method 
thoroughly practical.” 

EXAMINER. 
“The work contains not only an epitome of Blackstone’s ‘Commen- 

taries,’ but also such a sketch of the modifications of English jurispru- 
dence since his day as will furnish ‘a solid foundation on which the 
student may build a legal edifice.’ We are not surprised that this little 
book should already have gone off well, as it has been very carefully 
written, the new material being worked up with the old, instead of 
being left beside it, an ugly excresconce.” 

Tae GARDENERS’ CHRONICLE AND AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE. 
“From its simple form and practical character such a digest should 

be useful not only to incipient law students, for whom it was specially 
prepared, but also to all those who take interest in acquiring a knowledgo 
of our laws—a kind of knowledge, by the by, which ought to be 
much more generally acquired, since it is by it that we are required 
to govern ourselves in the interests of society at large. The pages 
devoted to the consideration of private wrongs and public wrongs 
may be referred to as containing information which every intelligent 
person ought to know, and which is here set before him in a very 
succinct form.” 

Untrep SERVICE GAZETTE. 

“¢Blackstone Economized’ is a book which no law student can afford 
to miss from his shelf ; it is also invaluable as a book of reference to all 

laymen who may wish to know something of the laws and constitution 

under which they live. Mr. Aird shows a clear and acute comprehension 

of his subject, and his arrangement is a masterly piece of professional 
mechanism.” 

Court JouRNAL. 

“Mr, Aird’s work is one of very great utility, and is calculated to 

stimulate students preparing for the legal profession, for it takes them 

a ready road or a short cut to much learning, while the knowledge 

they acquire will be sound and reliable, and those principles upon which 

the noble edifice of British jurisprudence is founded will be thoroughly 

manifested. The work, which has a copious index, is dedicated to Lord 

Selborne, Lord Chancellor of Great Britain.” 

Toe Oxrorp TIMES. 

“Both students and non-students of law will receive with gratitude 

this able condensation of a never-to-be-supplanted work. To the former 

it gives in the compass of one volume the substance of the four original 

volumes of ‘Commentaries, supplemented by subsequent statutory enact 

ments and important legal decisions, and to the latter it offers what till 

lately would have been despaired of as unattainable—a perfectly readablo 

and comprehensible digest of the laws of England. 

OxFoRD UNDERGRADUATES’ JOURNAL. 

i d: 
“To any undergraduate proposing to enter upon 4 course of study 

with view to a knowledge of Modern Legal History and English Law,
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. the above work must be acknowledged te be a most useful introduction. 
Founded upon and following the method adopted by the celebrated author of the ‘Commentaries,’ divided like that work into dissertations upon :—(1), ‘The Nature of Laws in General *; (2), ‘Upon the Rights of Things’; (8), ‘On Private Wrongs’; and (4), ‘On Public Wrongs,’ the reader finds in a small compass the compressed essence, so to speak, of that voluminous and laborious work, and of the equally voluminous recent editions of those ‘Commentaries.’ It must bea source of infinite satisfaction and laudation to the Undergraduates of Oxford that one of their own class ripened into the learned and accomplished author; and that another has arrived at the all-coveted post of Lord High Chancellor of England. It may be noticed en passant that the permission to dedi- cate the above work to Lord Selborne was accorded to the author. The subjects treated of comprise the whole of those reforred to by Black stone, supplemented by statutory enactments and important legal de- cisions, The general character of the several topics commented upon by the anthor being the same as those contained in Blackstone’s ‘ Com- mentaries,’ naturally leads up to a knowledge of the necessary answers to be given to the questions propounded for the examination of those intend- ing to pass for ‘ Modern History and Law,’ by the University Examiners in those departments; a reference to those questions for the examina- tion of 1872, as printed’ by the University authorities, will fully bear out the correctness of this assertion ; and the student, instead of having to wade through the several volumes of Blackstone, will here find in a condensed form all the information necessary to enable him to pass such an examination, It is unquestionably the First Book on English Law, which should be placed in the hands of every student, or any other Englishman desirous of a general knowledge of the grounds of our Jurisprudence, and their practical application.” 

Cameripce INDEPENDENT PREss. / 
“Tho treatise of Blackstone is faithfully followed, and amplified by the most recent alterations in the law. We have tested the work in various ways, and in no case have we been at a loss to discover the in- formation Wwe needed, given shortly, but still with clearness, and without being disguised in legal phraseology, which might render the explana- tion difficult for any but a lawyer to understand.” 

CAMBRIDGE CHRONICLE anp Untversrty JOURNAL. 
“This neat little volume supplies a want which has long been felt by the Law student at the outset of his career. The great principles of English Law are hero given with clearness and precision, without the addition of too many details, which often tend to confuse while they seek to instruct the beginner, We heartily commend the book to the study of all who are interested in mastering the first great principles of the English Law.” 

, 
Camerince Express, 

‘This work, which is dedicated by permission to the Lord Chancellor, will, in our opinion, prove of essential service to students of the law, and indeed to the general reader. It contains, in a concise and intelli-
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gible form, @ statement of the principles of our laws, given so far as it 
is still applicable in tho original text of Sir W. Blackstone’s ‘Commen- 
taries,’ but corrected down to the present time. Of course, this book is 
not intended to supersede the study of the larger work, of which several 
able editions have from time to time been published by various authors, 
but it will form an excellent groundwork for the prosecution of further 
legal studies, inasmuch as it enables the reader to understand and 
appreciate almost at a glance the principles of our Constitution and of 
the various departments of the laws of England. We can confidently 
recommend the book to our readers,” 

MancuHesTerR EXAMINER AND TIMES, 

“The voluminous ‘Commentaries’ of Blackstone are neither 
readily accessible nor otherwise convenient for study to the great 
majority of Englishmen, and the admirable compendium prepared by 
Mr. Aird, therefore, is certain to prove practically useful. Though 
not the first attempt to popularise Blackstone, it has certainly never 
been surpassed for convenience and comprehensiveness ; it will enable 
the law student to obtain a complete general idea of the subject of 
English law, and to the general public it will prove far more useful 
than a more detailed work. The explanations are easy, and the style 
very clear, and though the interrogatory system is, we think, unneces- 
sarily introduced, the questions are only given as headings to expositions, 
and the book has none of the disadvantages of a catechism. 

‘THe IntusreaTep Revrew. 

“ * Blackstone Econamized’ is the capital notion of a barrister of the 
Middle Temple. Mr. D. M. Aird has cleverly compiled and compressed 
and comprehended the laws of England.” 

EpInBURGH Courant. 

“Mr, Aird’s ‘ Blackstone Economized’ is meant to place before the 
student in one volume the principles of the laws of England laid down 
in the four volumes of Blackstone on this subject. The condensation 
has been effected by extracting the principles, and leaving out of view 
the abstract speculations on the origin of laws, and other materials, which, 
though of much value in a complete study of the large subject, are apt 
to perplex and weary the young student desirous of grasping the lead- 
ing essentials as soon as possible. Mr. Aird’s idea is no doubt quite 
correct, and indeed is now applied to nearly all large studies. But in 
recasting the subject he has incorporated the vast amount of illustration 
and ef new material that has arisen in Courts and through legal changes 
since Blackstone wrote, and the work may therefore be called a more 

complete analysis of the subject than the volumes of which it professes 
to be only a condensation. Itis in all respects an invaluable elementary 
book to the legal student, and wo are not surprised that it has already 
reached a second edition.” 

Sunpay TIMEs. 

“ Mr. Aird has rendered a genuine service to a large number of 

readers in bringing within the compass of one handy volume all tho
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information contained in the four volumes of ¢ Blackstone's Commenta- 
ries,” Mr. Aird is himself a lawyer, and is master of the subject on 
which he writes. While leaving out, then, all such matters as are 
cumbrous, rather than useful, and giving an excellent digest of whatever 
is of value in Blackstone’s noble work, he has carried the information to 
the present time, has incorporated in the book all recent statutes, and 
has rendered his volume a thoroughly sensible companion to all who 
are interested in the study of the law. Itis seldom, indeed, so useful a task 
has fallen into so competent hands, or a work so thoroughly practical 
in scope and in detail has been executed so completely as a labour of 
ove. 

Tue CLARENCE AND RICHMOND EXAMINER AND New Encianp 
ADVERTISER. 

“Mr. Aird’s book has been written in the interrogative form, which 
experience has proved to be the best for exciting thought in the mind 
of the reader. All superfluous detail is omitted, and its clearness, pre- cision, and the extreme simplicity of its language render it the very 
best elementary book that can be placed in the hands of the law student 3 and as such, we especially recommend it to those to whom is entrasted the arrangement of the curriculum of legal education in New South Wales. A study of Mr. Aird’s compendium will have a special interest for lay readers, to whom it presents none of the terrors of black-letter and law Latin so prevalent in analogous publications, In it they will find a simple and intelligible digest of the laws by which they are governed, and we therefore strongly recommend it to their perusal and to a place in every library. The book is within the easy, comprehension of every lad who has reached the head form in our Public Schools, and would, had it been published in America, no doubt find a place amongst the studies of the advanced classes in the National Schools, Were such a book to be placed in the hands of our Australian youths, we think a most valuable addition would be made to the present educational course.” 
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